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Abstract

With the tremendous amount of data transmitted over the world’s telecommunication 

systems and our growing reliance on their continued successful operation, network 

survivability has never been more important. Yet virtually every day, subscribers 

somewhere still endure service interruptions that affect their businesses, financial 

systems, phone systems, or any of a myriad other possible disruptions, up to and 

including their own personal health and safety, due to unforeseen failures of our net

works. The work discussed in this thesis presents new techniques for the optimal 

design and analysis of network architectures that embody survivability mechanisms 

to ensure that any communications affected by such failures are restored quickly, 

efficiently, and inexpensively.

The main outcomes of the research presented are fourfold. First we provide a thor

ough discussion and analysis of the common mesh network survivability mecha

nisms; 1+1 automatic protection switching, span restoration, p-cycle restoration, 

shared backup path protection, and path restoration. We next introduce the meta

mesh concept, which is a form of span restoration suited to sparse networks that 

contain chains of degree-2 nodes. By targeting the loop-back spare capacity required 

within these chains by working traffic that flows entirely through them, meta-mesh 

restoration is able to provide substantial savings over conventional span restoration. 

We then address the problem of jointly optimizing a network’s topology as well as the 

working and restoration routing within it. We show that the complete problem is quite 

onerous to solve for anything but a very small network, and so we also develop a 

three-step heuristic that in most cases is actually able to outperform the complete
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problem in terms of both runtime and solution quality. Finally, we introduce node- 

inclusive span restoration, which is a completely new form of network restoration 

based on span restoration, but fundamentally part of the way towards path restora

tion. We show that node-inclusive span restoration is also capable of node-failure 

restoration, and in general, most network demands are fully restorable in the event of 

any node failure with little or no extra spare capacity. At the same time, spare capac

ity requirements of node-inclusive span restoration is shown to approach path resto

ration, particularly for highly connected networks.

The insights gained by the work of this thesis add to the growing understanding of 

the various issues related to network survivability, and has the potential to lower the 

costs for network operators, while simultaneously providing new options in the plan

ning and development of their future networks. Implementation of design principles 

from this work will also lead to more reliable communication systems that are less 

vulnerable to equipment failures or attacks, and might eventually help to eliminate 

service interruptions that we all tolerate as a necessary aspect of modem telecom

munication systems.
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CHAPTER 1 
In tro d u c tio n

Determining the transmission links, switching, and access equipment required to 

handle the features and services that millions of telecommunication network users 

want is an incredibly complex and costly problem. Every year, companies and gov

ernments spend billions of dollars on installation and maintenance of their networks, 

and they expect at least limited assurances on their continued uninterrupted opera

tion. The consequences of failure of just a single cable can be catastrophic and far- 

reaching, however, affecting business operations, banking, security systems, health

care, 911 service, air traffic control and more. The advent of high capacity dense 

wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) networking makes the proper design of 

telecommunication networks even more important, and though core backbone trans

port networks already operate at speeds in the terabit per second range, capacities 

are expected to continue to double as often as every six months [44] (even in the 

presence of recent economic challenges faced by the telecommunications industry). 

The growth of the Internet, the emergence of the so-called “global community,” in

dustry and public needs for high reliability, and society’s thirst for faster, better, and 

cheaper communications all place their own demands on existing and future net

works.

Despite considerable efforts taken to provide physical protection of cables, FCC 

statistics show that metro networks annually experience approximately 13 cuts for 

every 1000 miles of fibre, and long haul networks experience 3 cuts for 1000 miles 

fibre [115]. Even the lower rate for long haul networks implies a cable cut every four 

days on average in a typical network with 30,000 route-miles of fibre. In the first four 

months of 2002 alone, the FCC logged 50 separate network outages throughout the 

United States [30], with wide-ranging effects and in some cases, very peculiar 

causes:

• On 13 February 2002 in Yadkinville, NC, town workers severed a Sprint cable 

while repairing a water line, cutting 52 trunk groups and 13 DS3 links for over 

5 hours [31].
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• On 19 February 2002, a fire in a Maryland power transformer melted a Veri

zon fibre cable affecting 5000 customers for over 9 hours [32].

• On 14 March 2002, a contractor accidentally cut functional fibre during re

moval of retired fibre, cutting 911 service to a part of San Diego for over 4 

hours [33].

Canada is not immune to similar network failures. In fact, on the very day this thesis 

was defended (and purely coincidentally, we can assume), construction workers in 

Vermilion, AB severed a fibre cable, leaving thousands of residents in Lloydminster, 

AB without any phone, 911, or cellular service at all for 11 hours [97], In the last few 

months alone, CA*net 4 [11] suffered numerous outages:

•  On 20 May 2004, a faulty optical amplifier brought down an OC-192 between 

Vancouver, BC and Victoria, BC for over 10 hours [12].

•  On 17 August 2004, a boat anchor cut a CA*net 4 cable off Halifax, NS, and it 

required 9 days to return an OC-192 between Montreal, PQ and Halifax back 

to service [12].

•  On 15 October 2004, an OC-192 between Winnipeg, MB and Chicago, IL 

was down for approximately 3 hours due to a “fibre cuf [12].

Clearly, network failures are common, and designing a network that can recover from 

the failure before an outage occurs has become essential as our networks continue 

to develop and grow. In recognition of the importance of continued operation of our 

national telecommunication systems, the Natural Sciences and Engineering Re

search Council of Canada (NSERC) and the Department of Public Safety and Emer

gency Preparedness Canada (PSEPC) have even identified the telecommunications 

system as one of Canada’s ten most critical infrastructures. They have also teamed 

to fund the Joint Infrastructure Interdependencies Research Program (JIIRP), which 

seeks to “produce new science-based knowledge and practices to better assess, 

manage, and mitigate risks to Canadians from critical infrastructure,” [88].

Perhaps most notably, the Gartner Group predicts, “Through 2004, large U.S. enter

prises will have lost more than $500 million in potential revenue due to network fail

ures that affect critical business functions,” [91]. So the ability of a network to sustain
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a failure and continue uninterrupted operation is perhaps one of the most critical at

tributes to consider. Accordingly, network survivability has become an integral part of 

the design of optical transport networks.

Recent years have seen great progress in survivable networking technologies that 

enable telecommunication systems to continue operating without disruption, despite 

the inevitable failure of some network elements. Key network restoration protocols 

have been studied for at least the last two decades, and every year, the world’s tele

communications journals and conference are filled with new research on the topic. 

The work discussed in this thesis adds to that body of knowledge, and presents new 

techniques for optimal design and analysis of network architectures that embody 

such restoration mechanisms.

1.1 Motivation and Objectives
With the vast array of choices available to network designers looking to protect their 

networks against failures, deciding which mechanism to choose and how to imple

ment it can be challenging. The primary contribution of our research is to provide 

greater understanding and insights into operational and design aspects of mesh- 

based transport networks, as well as present alternatives to the conventional meth

ods already in use. Our research also aims to reduce the time and effort required to 

develop complex network designs, and provide an improved comparative apprecia

tion of the various mesh networking options available. The telecommunications in

dustry will benefit from this research by being able to respond more quickly to cus

tomer requirements and market fluctuations, and our improvements in design opti

mality will lead to lower network design costs, passing the advantages on to the pub

lic as a whole.

1.2 T hesis O utline
The remainder of this thesis contains a thorough discussion of relevant background 

material, followed by benchmarking analyses, and finally, comprehensive analyses 

and discussion of three key advances in the field of survivable networks.
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In CHAPTER 2, we introduce set theory, graph theory, and operations research, 

which will all be used extensively throughout the thesis. CHAPTER 3 gives an over

view of optical transport networking and covers the key technologies to which our 

network design methods are applied. A comprehensive explanation of network sur

vivability methods is given in CHAPTER 4, with an emphasis on mesh networking. 

CHAPTER 5 develops the mathematical formulations of the network design models 

corresponding to each of the fundamental survivability mechanisms discussed in 

CHAPTER 4.

In CHAPTER 6, we present our test networks and demand models used herein, dis

cuss our experimental methods, and provide thorough analyses of all the basic sur

vivability mechanisms, which we thereafter use as comparative benchmarking results 

for the work of the next three chapters. The analyses carried out in this chapter ex

amines and compares various mesh network restoration and protection mechanisms 

and design schemes in terms of overall capacity requirements and restoration capac

ity efficiency. It is based on work in [52] and [54], which are the first such compre

hensive studies, and provides useful insights and understanding of how the various 

mesh schemes behave over varying network connectivity.

In CHAPTER 7, we develop and discuss the concept of meta-mesh networking, 

which is a new method of designing and implementing span-restoration in sparse 

(i.e., not richly connected) mesh networks, networks that are often judged to be suit

able only for rings. The restoration method developed increases capacity efficiency 

in sparse networks by targeting chains of degree-2 nodes (that ordinarily require 

ring-like loop-back and spare capacity allocation), and allowing the restoration 

mechanism to fail express traffic -  traffic that fully transits the chain end-to-end -  to 

the end-nodes of the chain, thereby greatly reducing the loop-back capacity require

ments. The result is that capacity efficiency nears that of path restoration (by virtue of 

restoration routes that extend further back along the working lightpaths), but restora

tion is by the much simpler span restoration mechanism.

We study topological transport network design methods in CHAPTER 8, where we 

survey the state of the art of the topic. We then develop an optimal mathematical 

model and a fast 3-step heuristic approach to solve the full “green-fields” problem
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where a network is constructed entirely from the ground up. We show that in all but 

the simplest test cases, the heuristic outperforms the full problem in terms of run

time and is actually able to produce superior network designs when compared to rea

sonably run-time limited attempts at the full problem.

CHAPTER 9 introduces node-inclusive span restoration (NISR), a new network res

toration method that is a modification of the span restoration mechanism such that 

node-failures are restorable, and is notionally a compromise between span restora

tion and path restoration. Our analyses show that in highly connected networks, 

NISR even begins to approximate the capacity efficiency of path restoration. Tests 

also showed that with NISR, very little additional spare capacity is needed to allow 

for full node-failure restorability above that needed for span-failure recovery, and that 

if designed only for the latter, most demands actually experience full node-failure re

storability anyway.

We close with a summary discussion in CHAPTER 10, which includes a review of 

the main contributions of this thesis, as well as other contributions of the Ph.D. work.
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CHAPTER 2 
M a th e m a tic a l D e fin itio n s  and N o ta tio n

The work presented in this thesis makes use of various concepts of mathematical set 

theory, graph theory, and operations research. In order to ensure that the reader has 

a suitable understanding of those areas of study, we provide an overview of the ba

sic concepts, symbols, and notation.

2.1 Set Theory

2.1.1 S ets  and  Elem ents

The most fundamental concept in set theory [8] (and the source of its name) is the 

concept of sets, an unordered collection of objects related to each other by their in

clusion in the set. The objects sharing membership in a set are called its elements, 

and wholly specify the set. A set’s elements can also be considered to enjoy some 

unique property or group of properties solely as a consequence of belonging to the 

set. We denote a set S containing elements x, y, and z, as S = {x ,y ,z }, and note 

that since order doesn’t matter in sets, this is equivalent to defining the set as 

S = {z ,y ,x). We can also denote membership of an element x in a set S  as xs S . If

an element x does not belong to the set S, then xs S . We can refer to all elements 

in the set by Vxe S , where V is the universal quantifier meaning “for each” (the en

tire notation can be read as “for each element x having membership in the set S’). 

The existential quantifier, 3, means “there exists a” and | means “such thaf, so 

Vxe T|3ye S,x> y is read as “for all elements x in the set T such that there exists 

an element y  in the set S where x is greater than y.”

When defining a set, we can assume that its elements are drawn from a population 

of a certain kind of like objects (be they positive integers, spatial coordinates, people, 

buildings, colours, network nodes, etc.) called primordial elements, making up the 

base type, or primordial set An example of a well-known primordial set is the set of 

all natural numbers, denoted as N ={1,2,3,...,0 0 } . A primordial element either be

longs to a set or it doesn’t; there is no concept of duplication of elements in a set.
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Two sets S and T  are equal if they contain exactly the same elements, and are de

noted as such by S = T . If the two sets do not contain exactly the same elements, 

then they are not equal, denoted by S *  T . A set T can be defined as a subset of set 

S if it contains only elements that are also in set S. A subset of a set S is often de

noted as S' and can be expressed as S ' c S ,  or alternatively, S d  S', where the 

relation q  is called inclusion. If T £  S , then S is called a superset of T. A subset can 

be defined as a proper subset it T q S  but T ±  S, or in other words, T contains only 

elements of S but not all of them. This is denoted by T c S  or S d T,  where the re

lation c  is called strict inclusion.

A sequence is similar to a set and uses the same notation, but in sequences, the 

elements’ order matters. For instance, the sequence S, = {x,y,z} is different from

the sequence S2 = {z ,y ,x ] . Duplicate elements are allowed in a sequence.

2 .1 .2  S et  O per a tio n s

We define the union of two sets R = {u, v, w,x] and S = {x,y,z) as the set of all ele

ments that appear in either set (or both), denoted as R u S  = {u,v,w,x,y,z]. The in

tersection of R and S is the set of all elements that appear in both sets, and is de

noted as R n S  = {x).  The difference of two sets, denoted by R - S ,  is the set of

elements in R but not in S, so R - S  = {u,v,w] and S - f l  = {y ,z }. The symmetric 

difference of two sets is the set of all elements appearing in either of the sets but not 

both, and is denoted as RAS = {u,v,w,y,z]. A set’s complement S is the set of all 

primordial elements that are not in the original set S, so if the primordial set is 

P = {s,t,u,v,w,y,z) , then S = {s,t,u,v,w). The cardinality of a set is defined as the 

number of elements in the set and is denoted by |Sj, so |Rj = 4 because R has four 

elements, and |S| = 3 because S has three elements. A set Q containing no ele

ments is called an empty set and can be denoted by 0  = 0 ,  Q = { } , or |Qj = 0 .
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2.2 Graph Theory
A graph can best be described as an abstract mathematical entity denoted by 

G = (V,E),  and is composed of two sets, where the set V = ̂ vv v2,v3,...,v ^  con

tains the vertices or points in typically two-dimensional space in the graph, and the 

set E = |e,,e^,e3,...,6)E|j contains all distinct edges connecting those vertices [9]. An

edge e1 is said to join the two vertices v1 and v2 it connects, which are called its end 

vertices. An edge is said to be incident on its end vertices, and they are said to be 

incident on it. Two vertices are adjacent to each other if they are joined by an edge, 

as are two edges that share a common end vertex. Graphs can be represented 

geometrically as well by drawing the vertices as points and edges as lines connect

ing the vertices as shown in Figure 2.1. In transport networking, the terms vertex and 

edge are used interchangeably with node and span, respectively, where nodes con

tain OXCs, OADMs, IP routers, or other such equipment, and spans are typically 

lengths of optical fibre cables.

Figure 2.1 -  Examples of graphs.

An edge whose two end vertices are actually the same vertex (i.e., the edge starts 

and ends on a single vertex), is called a self-loop. Two edges that share the same 

pair of end vertices are parallel. Any graph that has no parallel edges or self-loops is 

called a simple graph. A graph containing at least one pair of parallel edges (but no 

self-loops) is called a multigraph and the number of parallel edges between a single 

pair of vertices is that edge’s multiplicity. A graph that contains at least one self-loop 

is called a general graph.
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Normally an edge can be referred to as a set e, = {vv v2) but it can also be referred 

to as an ordered pair e, ={vv v2) (same notation) if the v1 is thought of as the origin

of the edge and v2 is the destination or terminus of the edge. An ordered pair is sim

ply a sequence with two elements. In such a case, the edge is considered to be di

rected and is drawn with an arrowhead pointing to the terminus. A graph with at least 

one directed edge is a directed graph or digraph, and a graph with no directed edges 

is called an undirected graph. A vertex that is the origin of all edges incident on it is 

called a source and a vertex that is the terminus of all edges incident on it is called a 

sink. The transport networks modelled in this thesis are represented by undirected 

graphs since in such networks, transmission capacity on each span is bi-directional 

(and symmetric).

A graph’s order is the number of vertices |l/| in the graph, and a graph is complete if

each pair of distinct vertices forms an edge (and by extension, each vertex is adja

cent to every other). A complete graph of order n is denoted by Kn and will contain

nC2 = edges. The number of edges incident on a vertex v is called the ver

tex’s valence or degree and is denoted by dv. Vertices with degree equal to 1 are 

called stubs. The average degree of all vertices in a graph can easily be calculated 

-  2-|El
by d = ~jy| ■ anc* 's the network average nodal degree in transport

networking terminology.

A graph G  = (V',E') is called a subgraph of graph G = (V,E) if V 'q V  and E 'q E ,  

and we can say G 'c G . Two graphs G = (\?,E) and G = (V,E) are isomorphic if a 

one-to-one correspondence can be made between the vertices in each graph, as 

well as the edges that connect them. In other words, (a) each vertex in G = (v,E)

corresponds directly to a specific vertex in G = (V,E) and vice versa, and (b) each 

edge connecting a pair of vertices in G = (V,E) corresponds directly to the specific 

edge in G = (l/,E) connecting the corresponding pair of vertices. Two graphs that
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are isomorphic must each contain the same number of vertices and edges, but this 

property alone does not guarantee that two graphs are isomorphic. If a vertex of de

gree 2 in G = (V ,£ )is  removed and the two edges incident on it are replaced by a 

single edge whose end vertices are the remaining end vertices of the original pair of 

edges, the resulting graph G = (\/,e ) is a homeomorphism of the first graph. Iso

morphic and homeomorphic graphs are illustrated in Figure 2.2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 -  Examples of (a) isomorphic graphs and (b) homeomorphic graphs.

Many graphs can be represented by a drawing on a plane such that no edges will 

intersect each other except where they meet at end vertices. Such a graph is con

sidered to be planar. Any graph that is isomorphic with a planar graph is planar. It 

turns out that if we represent real transport networks as graphs, most of them are 

planar. Planarity imparts some interesting properties on a graph. For instance, a pla

nar graph must have at least one vertex whose degree is 5 or less, and it can be di

vided into r = |E |-|y | + 2 non-overlapping regions or faces [9]; this can be useful 

knowledge when designing ring or p-cycle networks.

A graph whose edges each have a number we associated with it is called a weighted 

graph, and the number we is the weight of the edge. A weighted graph whose edge
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weights represent capacities is called a capacitated graph. We typically use capaci

tated graphs to represent transport networks where the edges each have multiple 

weights associated with them to represent the bandwidths or wavelength capacities, 

distances, costs, etc. In transport networking, we refer to a single unit of a weighted 

edge as a link or channel, which corresponds to a single fibre, wavelength, logical 

transmission channel, or OC-n signal unit between a pair of nodes. The collection of 

links in parallel on the edge is called the span, which corresponds to the entire set of 

unit capacity links, i.e., the whole system of transmission equipment including the 

optical fibre bundles, cables, and ducts between a pair of nodes. The weight of an 

edge in the graph, and the number of links it consists of, is called the span’s capac

ity.

The term span as used herein has its origin in the transmission networking commu

nity where it referred to a grouping of physical layer carrier signals between adjacent 

cross-connecting nodes that can undergo a common-cause failure. Bhandari [4] ex

plains that “...spans are the set of physical transmission fibres / cables in the physical 

facility graph. Links of the logical connectivity graph are built from spans. A given 

span can thus be common to a number of links.” We further define a span as consti

tuting the set of all physical working and spare channels that terminate on adjacent 

cross-connecting nodes and share a common exposure to a single physical cut of 

their infrastructure, such as a duct or cable. Each working or spare capacity unit on a 

span is destined to fail together if the corresponding physical span fails1.

A sequence of ] Wj adjacent edges is called a walk of length )W| and is denoted as

the ordered set W = |e,,^,e^,...,ejW|J where e, are the edges in the walk in the order

in which they are crossed. A walk can also be denoted as the ordered set

w  =  { ( vv V z ) > { v2’ V3 ) .... (> c V m )]’ or alternatively, as W ={vv v2,v3,...,vM ,v[w[¥,}

where v, are the vertices in the walk in the order in which they are crossed. Note that 

there is exactly one more vertex in a walk than there are edges in it. The first vertex

1 Notwithstanding the specific meaning of span here, readers are advised that some mem
bers of the industry often also use the more generic term link in this same context. The in
tended meaning of link as either a service-layer or physical-layer entity should be construed 
appropriately in each case.
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in the walk is called its origin and the last vertex is called its destination or terminus. 

A walk with distinct edges (i.e., there are no duplicate edges) is a trail, and a trail with 

distinct vertices (except possibly its origin and terminus) is a path or a chain. Two 

paths (or walks or trails) are edge-disjoint if they have no edge in common, and are 

vertex-disjoint (or simply disjoint) if they have no vertex in common. Where we wish 

to consider (or determine) multiple disjoint paths between a pair of origin and desti

nation vertices, the origin and destination are often disregarded in establishing the 

paths’ disjointedness.

In transport networking, a path refers to a specific end-to-end concatenation of cross

connected links, upon which a unit transmission signal would be borne. In this con

text, a path is by definition composed of distinct links since (at least in transport net

working) a link cannot be cross connected to more than a single other link on either 

end. An end-to-end concatenation of spans is called a route. Thus, every path fol

lows a route, and several paths could share a route or portions of their routes. We do 

not make a distinction between a route that is composed of distinct spans (i.e., the 

route does not cross the same span twice) and one that is not, although in most 

cases, the former is typical in transport networking. Consequently, it is possible for 

two (or more) of a path’s constituent links to cross the same span, which is the case 

in a collapsed ring [99].

A closed trail is a tour, while a closed path is a cycle. Tours and cycles are the basic 

graph structure involved in ring and p-cycle restoration, and in transport networking it 

is common for both tours and cycles to be referred to as cycles. We will henceforth 

refer to either tours or cycles as cycles. As defined in this context, a cycle that closes 

on itself only once (i.e., it does not contain a “figure-eight”) is called a simple cycle. A 

cycle crossing all edges in a graph is an Eulerian cycle, and a graph containing at 

least one is called an Eulerian graph. A cycle traversing all vertices of a graph is a 

Hamiltonian cycle, and a graph containing at least one is called a Hamiltonian graph.

Two vertices in a graph are connected if there exists at least one path between them, 

and a graph G is connected if every pair of vertices in G is connected. If two vertices 

of a graph are not connected, they are said to be disconnected. A graph G  = {V',E')

is called a component of graph G = (V,E) if G  q G  and there is no vertex or edge 
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that is in both G  and G .  in other words, G  is a component of G if every vertex in 

G  is connected to all of the other vertices in G  and disconnected from all of the

vertices in G . Components are by definition, disconnected subgraphs of a graph. A 

graph is two-connected if there are at least two edge-disjoint paths between every 

pair of its vertices, and is bi-connected if there are at least two vertex-disjoint paths 

between every pair of its vertices. A bi-connected graph is also a two-connected 

graph, but the reverse is not necessarily so. In transport networks, two-connectivity is 

strictly required for survivability to any single span (edge) failure, while bi-connectivity 

is required for survivability to any single node (vertex) failure. Refer to Figure 2.3 for 

examples of such graphs. While it is difficult and time-consuming for an algorithm to 

identify a graph as being two-connected, bi-connected, or neither [89], it is usually 

trivial to do so visually by looking for articulation points. In transport networking ter

minology, a stub node is a node whose degree is one, a bridge node is a node 

whose removal would partition the network graph into two disconnected components, 

and a bridge node is a node whose removal would disconnect the graph. A bi- 

connected graph will have no such articulation points, while a two-connected (but not 

bi-connected) graph will have no stub nodes or bridge spans, but may have a bridge 

node. Bi-connected graphs are also referred to as closed graphs.

Figure 2.3 -  Examples of (a) connected, (b) two-connected, and (c) bi-connected graphs. 

Any graph that contains no cycles is called an acyclic graph. A connected acyclic 

graph is called a tree. A disconnected acyclic graph is a forest, and hence is com

posed of components who are themselves each a tree. An acyclic subgraph G  q G  

that contains every vertex in G is called a spanning tree, and a set of disconnected
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subgraphs G, q G, G2 c,G, G3 q G, ... that as a whole contain every vertex in G is 

called a spanning forest. Examples are shown in Figure 2.4.

2.3 Operations Research T erminology and 
Notation

Operations research is the science of study, design, analysis, and operation of deci

sion-making problems and systems with limited resources, with the goal of optimizing 

a system’s performance [119]. Mathematical programming is the study of a class of 

problems that seek to either maximize or minimize a mathematical equation (the ob

jective function) relating to one or numerous decision variables, subject to specified 

variable constraint equations (constraints). Such problems are called mathematical 

programming problems and can always be reduced to the following algebraic form:

Minimize f(x ,,x2,x3,x4,...) (2.1)

Subject to: /j(x,,x2,x3,x4,...)> c , V /'eC  (2.2)

Here, x ,,^ ,x 3,x4,... are decision variables and equation (2.1) is the objective func

tion. The equations in (2.2) are the constraints, while C is the set of such constraints 

and all c, are constants.

Mathematical programming problems can be divided into two main types. A non

linear programming problem (NLP) is a mathematical programming problem whose 

objective function and/or at least one constraint is in the form of a non-linear equa

tion, while a linear programming problem (LP) is a mathematical programming prob

lem whose objective function and constraints can all be expressed as linear equa-
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tions. All of the problems dealt with in this thesis are LPs, and so we will not consider 

NLPs further. LPs can always be reduced to the following algebraic form:

Minimize (2.3)
Vi

Subject to: £  bij-xi > cy v /e  C (2.4)
Vi

Here, a, and bu are all constants, and other notation is as already defined above.

Bounds are a special class of constraints often used in LPs, and take the following 

form:

xi <d i Vi (2.5)

where the inequality in equation (2.5) can be any of the set

An integer linear programming problem (ILP) is an LP where at least one of the vari

ables is restricted to integer values. A mixed integer programming problem (MIP) is 

an ILP where at least one of the variables is continuous (i.e., not restricted to integer 

values), while a pure integer programming problem is an ILP where all of the vari

ables are required to be integer valued. ILPs can always be reduced to the same al

gebraic form as LPs with one additional set of “constraints” for each variable that is 

restricted to integer values:

x, e {integer numbers] (2.6)

Unless otherwise specified, problems discussed in this thesis are ILPs, and in most 

cases they are pure ILPs, although for reasons to be discussed later, we typically 

solve them as MIPs. In cases where we solve a pure ILP as an MIP, we relax (disre

gard) the integrality constraint on one or more variables. In some cases, all integrality 

constraints in an ILP are relaxed, creating the LP-relaxation (or LP version) of the 

ILP. The main reason one might solve an LP-relaxation of an ILP is that LPs are 

much easier to solve than ILPs, and the solution to the LP-relaxation is known to be 

a lower bound on a minimization ILP and the upper bound on a maximization ILP 

[119]. Variables that are restricted to integer values are called integer variables. Bi

nary variables are a special class of integer variable whose values are restricted to
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either 1 or 0. Our experience shows that ILPs with binary variables tend to be more 

difficult to solve than those without them.

2.3.1 S olving  L inear  Pro gram m ing  Problems

The simplex method [20], [119], is a simple and efficient algorithm for solving linear 

programming problems developed in 1947 by George Dantzig, then a Mathematical 

Advisor at the U.S. Defense Department. The simplex method involves a series of 

matrix operations on a standard matrix form of the LP, and while it is possible to per

form by hand on relatively small LPs with just a few variables and constraints, doing 

so on the size of problem addressed in this thesis is impossible. An interested reader 

can refer to [119] for a thorough description of the simplex method, however, for the 

purposes of this thesis, we only note that such a method exists.

In solving the LPs we deal with within this thesis, we use third party software. AMPL 

[35] is a commercial software package and modeling language used to efficiently de

scribe mathematical programming formulations in a simple algebraic form. Using 

AMPL, we first develop a basic model that describes the LP in a general sense. Then 

we provide the AMPL software with the LP model and data specific to the network or 

test case to generate a description of the specific LP we wish to solve in a standard 

file format. Finally, we use CPLEX [61], a very sophisticated LP solver to find the op

timal solution to the LP.

2.3.2  B ranch  and  Bound  H euristic  for Solving  ILP s

The simplex method can be used for solving non-integer LPs only; it is not capable of 

solving ILPs, which are, in general, much more difficult to solve [119]. Since this the

sis will deal with ILPs so much, a brief discussion of the branch-and-bound heuristic 

for solving such problems is warranted. The first step in the branch-and-bound heu

ristic is to solve the LP-relaxation of the ILP. If the solution is one in which all vari

ables that must take on integer values do so, then this is also the optimal solution of 

the ILP. However, for most ILPs, the values of at least several integer variables will 

not be integer in the solution of its LP-relaxation. Referring to the branch-and-bound 

tree in Figure 2.5, consider the case where we are solving a minimization MIP where 

variables *  and x2 are integer variables (the other variables, not shown, are not re-
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quired to be integer). Also consider that both of those variables have existing upper 

bounds of 10 and lower bounds of 0 (they must take on values between 0 and 10, 

inclusive); it is not only common, but also standard that decision variables in LPs 

have upper and lower bounds. Solving the LP-relaxation of the MIP results in x-t = 3.4 

and x2 = 6.8, with an objective function value of 151. This sub-problem solution be

comes node 1 at the apex of the branch-and-bound tree. Noting that neither integer 

variable x, nor x2 have integer values, we arbitrarily select xn to “branch” on, and cre

ate two new sub-problems (at nodes 2 and 3) by introducing new bounds for that 

variable. Since xi is an integer variable, we know that it cannot possibly have a value 

that is between 3  and 4, yet at node 1, its value is 3.4. So if we add a bound to re

strict Xi to be 3 or less in one new sub-problem and 4 or greater in the other, then we 

know that the optimal solution of the MIP must be found in one of the two new sub

problems. This has effectively partitioned the feasible region (the space of possible 

values that will result in all constraints and bounds being satisfied, but will not neces

sarily result in an optimal solution) into two parts. We can also note that the original 

non-integer solution found at node 1 cannot possibly re-occur.

Solution Bounds

Solution Solution Bounds 
Obj. = ? 4 <  x, < 10 
x ,= ?  0<xj><10

X j =  ?  X j =  ?

Figure 2.5 -  Illustrating the first steps of the branch-and-bound heuristic.

Now as shown in Figure 2.6, we arbitrarily select node 2, and solve an LP-relaxation 

of that sub-problem, resulting in a solution of X| = 2.4 and x2 = 7.6, with an objective 

function value of 156. Again, we arbitrarily chose one of the two integer variables 

with fractional values and branch on it, in this case, x2. We add one new bound re

stricting x2 to 7 or less to create the sub-problem at node 4, and another restricting x2 

to 8 or greater to create the sub-problem at node 5 (and in both cases, the bounds 

added at node 2 remain in effect as well).
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Bounds

Solution

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 151 0 < x , < 10 

x, = 3.4 0 < Xj < 10

Solution 
Obj. = 156 

x, = 2.4 
X j  = 7.6

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = ? 4 s x, < 10 
x, = ? 0 < Xj, < 10
x* = ?

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = ? 0 < x, S 3
x ,= ?  0 < xj < 7
xj, = ?

Bounds 
0 < x, < 3 

8<x j ,<10

Figure 2.6 -  Illustration of branch-and-bound heuristic with node 2 solved.

Using the depth-first, or last-in-first-out rule (LIFO)2, we choose to solve one of the 

most recently created sub-problems (we arbitrarily choose node 4) rather than go 

back up to node 3. Solving the LP-relaxation of the sub-problem at node 4, we obtain 

a solution of Xj = 3.0 (integer) and x2 = 6.0 (integer), with an objective function value 

of 169, as shown in Figure 2.7. Here, both integer variables actually take on values 

that are integer, and so this becomes our first candidate solution. Since no integer 

variables have fractional values, then we do not perform a branch-and-bound opera

tion at node 4, and that branch of the tree can be considered fathomed. So we now 

solve the LP-relaxation of the sub-problem at node 5, obtaining the solution of x, = 

2.9 and x2 = 8.0, with an objective function value of 162. Since the value of x2 is inte

ger, we now branch on x, and create the two sub-problems shown at nodes 6 and 7, 

followed by a branch on x2 at node 6 to create the two sub-problems at nodes 8 and 

9.

2 We could have easily used the breadth-first, or first-in-first-out (FIFO) rule instead, and 
would then have solved the sub-problem at node 3 instead. There are other more com pli
cated node-selection strategies as well.
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Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 151 0 < x, < 10 

x, = 3.4 0 < ^ < 1 0  
x2 = 6.8

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 156 0 5 x, < 3 

X| = 2.4 0 < x j<  10
*8 = 7.6

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = ? 4 < x , < 10 
x, = ? 0 < ^ < 1 0
x* = ?

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 169 0 < x ,< 3  

x, = 3.0 0 < X 2 < 7
X j  =  6.0

  Integer Solution ------

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 164 0 < x, < 2 

* ,  = 1.9 8 < x j< 1 0  
*2 = 8.4

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = ? 0 <, x, < 2
x, = ? 8<xj><8
*2  =  ?

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 162 0 < x, < 3 

x, = 2.9 8 < x j< 1 0
x ,  = 8.0

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = ? 3 < x, < 3 
x, = ? 8 < x2 < 10
x* = ?

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = ? 0 < x, < 2
x, = ? 9 < x j< 1 0
x, = ?

Figure 2.7 -  Illustration of branch-and-bound heuristic with 5 nodes solved.

Solving the LP-relaxation of the sub-problem at node 8 (Figure 2.8) gives us another 

integer solution of x, = 2.0 and x2 = 8.0, with an objective function value of 166, 

slightly better than the previous candidate solution at node 4 (remember that we’re 

trying to minimize the objective function). Therefore, we discard the candidate solu

tion at node 4, and the solution at node 8 becomes our new candidate solution (and 

the branch is fathomed).

Next, we solve the LP-relaxation of the sub-problem at node 9 and find that this sub

problem is infeasible, or in other words, it is impossible to find a solution to this sub

problem where all constraints and bounds are satisfied. This branch can also be 

considered fathomed since further branching from this node cannot possibly yield a 

valid solution (an infeasible problem cannot possibly be made feasible by adding 

more bounds or constraints).
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Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 156 0 £ x, £ 3 

x ,= 2 .4  OS xj,£10 
X2 = 7.6

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 169 0 £ x , £ 3  

x, = 3.0 0 £ Xj S 7
X j  =  6.0

  Integer Solution ___

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 166 0 < x ,< 2  

x, = 2.0 8 £  xj £ 8
Xj =  8.0

  Integer Solution -----

A

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 151 0 £ x ,£ 1 0  

x, =3.4 0£>fe£10  
% =  6.8

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = ? 4 < x, £  10 
x, = ? 0 £  ^ ,£ 1 0

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 162 0 £ x ,£ 3  

x, = 2.9 8 £ ^ £ 1 0
x2 = 8.0

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 164 0 £ x , £ 2  i q  

X, = 1.9 8 £ X j £ 10,
Xf = 8.4

Solution 
Obj. = ? 
x, = ? 
^ = ?

Bounds 
3 £ x, £ 3
8 £ X j £ 1 0

Solution Bounds 
infeasible 0 £ x, £ 2 

9£xj>£10

Figure 2.8 -  Illustration of branch-and-bound heuristic with 7 nodes solved.

Backing up the branch-and-bound tree in Figure 2.9, we next visit the sub-problem at 

node 7 and obtain a solution of x, = 3.0 and x2 = 9.0, with an objective function value 

of 168. This is another integer solution, but since the objective function is greater 

(worse) than our current candidate solution, we discard it and this branch is also 

fathomed. Now we back up to the last unsolved sub-problem in the branch-and- 

bound tree (node 3), and solve its LP-relaxation to obtain a solution of xi = 4.0 and x2 

= 7.4, with an objective function value of 167. Although this solution has an integer 

variable with a fractional value, we can observe that the objective function value of 

167 is worse than the objective function value of the current candidate solution. 

Branching on x2 at this node can only ever result in subsequent sub-problems with 

objective function values no better than 167 (we would need to be able to remove 

some bounds to improve on the objective function), so this final node is also fath-
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omed3. Since there remain no unsolved sub-problems, then the current best candi

date solution we obtained at node 8 is the optimal integer solution to the MIP.

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 156 0 < x , < 3  

x , = 2  .4 0<X2<10
*2 = 7.6

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 169 0 < x, < 3 

x, = 3.0 0 < X j< 7
Xj =  6 .0

  Integer Solution ------

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 164 0 < X ,< 2  

x, = 1.9 8<X j<1&
Xj = 8.4

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 166 0 < x, < 2 

x, = 2.0 8 < xj < 8
% =  8.0 

—  Integer Solution _

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 151 0S x ,< 1 0  

X, = 3.4 0<Xj,<10
X2 =  6.8

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 167 4 < x, < 10 

x, = 4.0 0<X ;<10  
^ = 7.4

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 162 0 < x, < 3 

X, =2.9 8 < ^ < 1 0
x2 = 8.0

Solution Bounds 
Obj. = 168 3 < x, < 3 

x, = 3.0 8 < ^ < 1 0
Xj = 9.0 

  Integer Solution ------

Solution Bounds 
infeasible 0 < x, < 2

9 S x j <  10

Figure 2.9 -  Illustration of branch-and-bound heuristic with all nodes solved.

3 If the objective function of this sub-problem had been less (better) than 166 (the objective 
value of the current best candidate solution), then we would continue to explore the branch- 
and-bound tree from this node, as appropriate.
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3.1 Introduction to Transport Networks
A transport network (also called a backbone network) is a network that provides bulk 

carriage for a variety of communication services and types. The different services are 

multiplexed together and routed from origin to destination over a common infrastruc

ture of logical multi-channel point-to-point transmission systems. The original trans

port network was the public switched telephone network (PSTN) of twisted pair cop

per wires connected point-to-point at operator-controlled switching centres. Modern 

transport networks generally consist of fibre optic cables connected to nodal switch

ing devices such as optical cross-connect switches (OXCs) and add-drop multiplex

ers (ADMs). While the PSTN was designed to carry voice communications only, 

modem transport networks carry a variety of services including voice, data, and 

video. The common infrastructure of the underlying transport network is used to cre

ate virtual trunks and circuits to form numerous logical sub-networks, which each 

carry one of more of the various telecommunication services. Each such logical or 

virtual sub-network can be operated separately as if they had their own dedicated 

transmission systems, but in reality they can be thought of as various service layers 

within the underlying transport network. Service layers can be found in a variety of 

different stacking arrangements, as shown in Figure 3.1, and each acts as a trans

port network for the next higher layer. One model would see delay-insensitive IP 

packet data [17] served over an ATM layer [34] that carries its own delay-sensitive 

packet data payloads, and the ATM layer could in turn be served by a WDM layer 

[68], which is carried directly over fibre. Other stacking models may also utilize PDF 

[6], SONET/SDH [6], GMPLS [21], or other layers. Detailed description of the service 

layers listed above is outside of the scope of this thesis. However, because most of 

the work discussed herein applies most directly to SONET and WDM, brief descrip

tions of those systems are provided in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
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IP IP

IP ATM IP PDH IP

ATM SONET GMPLS SONET PDH IP IP

WDM WDM WDM WDM SONET ATM SONET

Fibre Fibre Fibre Fibre Fibre Fibre Fibre

Figure 3.1 -  Examples of service layer stacking arrangements in modem transport networks.

3.1.1 T r a n spo r t  N etw ork  Partitio ning

Transport networks can also be partitioned conceptually into three main tiers based 

on administrative, political, and/or geographical boundaries, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

The access network connects local customer premises or remote switching centres 

to nearby central offices (COs), which in turn act as hubbing points for the typically 

small demands originating or terminating at the various remote locations. Access 

networks often tend to be quite tree-like or otherwise very sparse in topology, and in 

many residential areas may not necessarily be survivable (bi-connected). Metro (in

ter-office) networks connect regional COs and other hubbing centres together, and 

typically span relatively short distances of no more than 50 km across. Metro network 

costs tend to be dominated by nodal equipment costs (ADMs, OXCs, etc.) because 

of the relatively short span distances involved; fibre, cable installation, and rights-of- 

way costs on such a small scale are rather low by comparison. Any traffic enter

ing/leaving a metro network does so at peering points called points of presence 

(POPs), which are co-located on a long-haul network, which connects numerous 

metro networks within a large region, or even on a national or international scale. 

Long-haul networks are also called inter-exchange networks because they carry traf

fic between various metro networks. Since aggregate span distances in even a small 

long-haul network can easily reach 1000s of kilometres, their costs are dominated by 

fibre, rights-of-way, and^other distance-related costs (amplifiers, regenerators, etc.). 

Any traffic crossing from one long-haul network into another does so at peering 

points called network access points (NAPs), which are co-located nodes on both 

networks.
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Long-haul network

Access network

Metro network

Figure 3.2 -  Partitioned view of a modern transport network.

3.1.2 OSI T ransport  Layer

Before going any further, we need to take care to distinguish between the transport 

network as defined herein and the transport layer of the well known Open Systems 

Interconnection (OSI) model. The OSI model is “a layered framework for the design 

of network systems that allows for communications across all types of computer sys

tems” [34]. It was developed by the International Standards Organization to assist in 

and promote the development of flexible but robust interoperable network protocols. 

The OSI model, shown in Figure 3.3, consists of seven ordered layers: (1) physical, 

(2) data link, (3) network, (4) transport, (5) session, (6) presentation, and (7) applica

tion. Each layer is intended to characterize a set of networking functions, such that 

data and network information can be passed up or down through the adjacent layers 

via layer interfaces that define what services one layer must provide to the layer 

above it in the stack. This allows implementations in one layer to be modified as de

sired without requiring the adjacent layers to be changed as well. The lower four lay

ers in the OSI model (the physical, data link, network, and transport layers) deal with
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the physical aspects of moving data, and incorporate electrical specifications, physi

cal connection standards, reliability issues, and synchronization/timing, among other 

specifications. It is these layers that encompass the transport network as we define 

it. For more information on the OSI model, refer to [34].

7. Application

6. Presentation

5. Session

4. Transport

3. Network

2. Data Link

1. Physical

>
Transport
Network

Figure 3.3 -  The OSI model and how it relates to the transport network.

3.1 .3  T r a n s p o r t  N e tw o rk in g  T e c h n o lo g ie s

Transport networks make use of a variety of different components in their operation. 

A detailed discussion of most of them is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, 

we will briefly describe several key components to facilitate later discussions. There 

are two main types of nodal devices we will refer to frequently in this thesis: an Opti

cal Cross-Connect (OXC) and an Optical Add/Drop Multiplexer (OADM) [111].

The ability to cross connect channels from one line to another is a key function re

quired in modern optical communication systems. An OXC is a line-terminating de

vice with interfaces for hundreds or thousands of input/output lines, as well as local 

add and drop ports, as illustrated conceptually in Figure 3.4. At the centre of an OXC 

is a cross-connecting fabric with the capability to connect any input with any output. 

Most OXCs available today employ a hybrid cross-connection approach, where opti

cal signals are converted into electrical signals and cross-connection is done in the 

electrical domain. While wavelength conversion is inherent in hybrid OXCs since the 

re-generated optical signal on the output side can be applied to any wavelength as 

needed for routing or other considerations, it is not in all-optical OXCs (although 

some of the latter do contain integrated wavelength converters).
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Figure 3 .4 -  A simple optical cross-connect (OXC).

All-optical OXCs are expected to dominate in the future, although they are currently 

much more complicated and cannot yet approach the size of the hybrid versions. Mi

cro-electro-mechanical switches (MEMS) are perhaps the most promising all-optical 

switching technology, and those with as many as a thousand inputs and outputs are 

currently in the experimental phase [68]. One MEMS all-optical switch now available 

is Lucent Technologies’ WaveStar™ LambdaRouter Optical Cross-Connect [79], in 

which two sets of 256 tilting mirrors are arranged on two 1-inch square chips. The 

LambdaRouter is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 -  WaveStar™ LambdaRouter Optical Cross-Connect Switch: with a standard 
sewing needle to show scale (left) and a close-up o f one mirror partially tilted (right), copy
right 2004, Lucent Technologies.
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An ADM is a line-terminating device with interfaces for only two main lines (typically 

referred to as East and West lines), as well as local add and drop ports, as shown in 

Figure 3.6. The add and drop ports allow tributary signals to be added to or dropped 

from (enter or exit) the main line signals passing through the ADM via the East and 

West lines. One common use of ADMs is in survivable rings (see Section 4.3) where 

half of the capacity in and out of each line is used to carry working capacity, while the 

other half is reserved for spare capacity. An optical ADM (OADM), also called a 

wavelength ADM (WADM) may also include wavelength converters [68], as shown in 

the figure.

OUTPUT UNES INPUT UNES
(West) (East)

l)FIBRE1 )FIBRE 1 MUX DEMUX

DEMUX MUX

Cross-Connecting Fabric

i n  r

-  sdrop
ports, n r

9 5j  l  add 
ports

wavelength 
g  converters 

(optional)
Local Interfaces

Figure 3.6 -  A simple optical add/drop multiplexer (OADM).

For more information on the various other optical network enabling technologies, in

cluding optical fibre, filters, optical amplifiers, multiplexers and de-multiplexers, wave

length converters, lasers, etc., and detailed discussions of some of the scientific and 

technological challenges to optical networking, refer to [68] and [96].

3.2 SONET
The most widely known optical-based transport networking standard is the Synchro

nous Optical Network (SONET) standard [6], [48], [96], [110], [111], which traces its 

roots to the break-up of AT&T in 1984. With the large number of new companies all 

competing and developing equipment to operate on their own proprietary transmis

sion schemes, it was recognized that some sort of cooperation would be needed to
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ensure compatibility of their equipment and networks. The American National Stan

dards Institute (ANSI) established the synchronous transport signal number one 

(STS-1) rate of 51.84 Mb/s as a base standard, which led to the publication of a draft 

SONET standard in 1987. Beginning in the early 1990s, SONET and Europe’s re

lated and compatible SDH4 standard have become the dominant standards for time 

division multiplexed (TDM) transport networks worldwide. Some of the features that 

make SONET so successful include:

• robustness and high amenability to survivability

•  very accurate clock synchronization operations

• ease of multiplexing, de-multiplexing, and traffic grooming

• operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning (OAM&P) services

• flexibility and support for a variety of payloads

The SONET STS-1 base transport signal format is a frame of duration 125 ps (corre

sponding to 8000 frames per second) and is a total of 810 bytes in size, structured 

logically as 90 columns of 9 rows of bytes, as shown in Figure 3.7. The first three 

columns contain transport overhead data, which provides signal framing, pointers, 

monitoring, and control (and more), and the final 87 columns make up the synchro

nous payload envelope (SPE). The first column of the SPE is used for path overhead 

and is used for end-to-end service monitoring, control, and signalling, while the re

mainder of the SPE is used to carry the actual payload. The STS-1 SPE is capable 

of carrying up to 28 DS-1 signals (as illustrated in Figure 3.7) or a single DS-3 sig

nal5.

4 Like SONET, the synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) is a  synchronous time division 
multiplexing (TDM) standard. SDH is the official international standard and is common in 
Europe and Japan, but SONET is dominant in North Am erica. SDH uses the synchronous 
transport module level 1 (STM-1) rate of 155.52 Mb/s as the base rate, which allows three 
STS-1 signals to be multiplexed into one STM-1. This makes SONET and SDH virtually 
perfectly compatible.
5 A DS-1 is the plesiochronous digital hierarchy (PDH) signal rate of 1.544 Mb/s, which is 
equivalent to 24 DS-0 voice channels at 64 kb/s. The DS-3 signal rate is 44.736 Mb/s, which 
is equivalent to 672 DS-0 voice channels. PDH is an asynchronous TDM standard that pre
ceded SONET, and is one of the payloads that can be carried by SONET SPEs. For more 
information on the various PDH standards, refer to  [6].
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Figure 3.7 -  The structure of the SONET STS-1 frame.

SONET data rates higher than STS-1 can be achieved by byte interleaving multiple 

STS-1 s, so all high-rate SONET signals are integer multiples of the STS-1 data rate. 

These higher rate signals are typically denoted as STS-N where N is the number of 

multiples of STS-1 s interleaved. Typical SONET data rates are listed in Table 3.1. 

Although SONET applies to optical networks, an STS signal is an electrical signal 

and (particularly at higher speeds) may only actually exist within SONET equipment. 

The equivalent rate optical signals are referred to as optical carrier level N (OC-N) 

line rates; these are the optical signals that exist between SONET optical equipment 

that correspond to the STS-N data rates after electrical-to-optical conversion (so OC- 

48 is the optical signal corresponding to the STS-48 electrical signal, etc.).
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Table 3.1 -  Typical SONET data rates.

SONET
Signal

Data Rate 
(Mb/s)

STS-1 51.84
STS-3 155.52

STS-12 622.08
STS-24 1 244.16
STS-48 2 488.32
STS-96 4 976.64

STS-192 9 953.28
STS-768 39 813.12

3.3 W avelength  D ivision Multiplexing
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a relatively new transport network tech

nology that is quickly gaining prominence in the industry, primarily due to its ability to 

greatly increase network transmission capacity at relatively low cost [68], [96], [110], 

[111]. The basic idea is that a single fibre will transport multiple carrier wavelengths 

(dozens or even hundreds) simultaneously, with each wavelength capable of carry

ing its own payload (say, a SONET signal). While any such system is referred to as 

WDM, a distinction is often made between coarse WDM (CWDM) systems where 

typically two to six wavelengths are applied to a single fibre, and dense WDM 

(DWDM) systems, which use a large number of wavelengths per fibre. In DWDM 

“dense” refers to the rather tight frequency spacing of wavelengths, while in CWDM, 

wavelengths are widely separated. DWDM systems with 1000+ wavelengths each 

operating at 10 Gb/s (OC-192) have been demonstrated. Commercially available 

systems already operate at the multiple Tb/s rate per fibre [67].

3.3.1 L ig h tpa th  Ro uting

Despite its advantages, WDM introduces a new set of problems not seen previously 

in simpler single-wavelength systems, among them, difficulties with ensuring wave

length continuity and/or wavelength conversion requirements. When a signal is first 

converted from electrical to optical, it is assigned a specific wavelength, and unless 

some sort of wavelength conversion can be done en route, then that same wave-
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length must be available on every span crossed by the signal end-to-end. In most 

currently deployed networks, this is not a problem because optical signals are con

verted to electrical at all or most nodal devices along its route. However, it is not so 

easy in all-optical networks where the signal remains in the optical domain the entire 

length of its route. Without wavelength conversion at the nodes, it is not uncommon 

for there to be numerous free wavelengths on a fibre but the specific “colour” re

quired for a given signal is not available -  the wavelength mismatch problem.

Over-capacitating the network or placing wavelength converters at the nodes [94] are 

two solutions to the problem, but doing either can be quite expensive. Using limited 

wavelength conversion at key nodes is also an option, but then complex routing and 

wavelength assignment (RWA) heuristics [95], [96] are still needed to reduce light- 

path blocking. Recent work suggests, however, that if properly placed, a small num

ber of wavelength converters in an all-optical network can provide sufficient wave

length conversion capabilities that very little additional capacity is needed to achieve 

complete routing of all lightpath demands [102].

3.4 Network Demands
In transport networking, the generic term demand refers to a working unit of aggre

gated traffic to be transported between an origin-destination (O-D) pair of nodes of 

the network. The term follows Wu’s distinction between traffic itself and the demand 

units required to transport it [120]. For example, traffic can be thought of as the indi

vidual IP packet and/or STS-level tributary flows exchanged between O-D pairs. But 

demand expresses the aggregate requirement of all traffic types for lightpaths be

tween a given O-D pair. In the context used herein, one unit of demand consumes 

one working wavelength on each span traversed on the route of the demand be

tween the origin and destination nodes. Throughout this thesis, the amount of traffic 

corresponding to a unit of demand is equivalent to the amount of traffic that can be 

carried by a single wavelength, and unless stated otherwise, only integer units of 

demand are considered (i.e., we will only deal with full lightpaths, not fractional light

paths). Specific demand models used are detailed in Section 6.2.
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N e tw o r k  S u r v iv a b il ity

As discussed briefly in CHAPTER 1, network outages are very costly, and so it is 

necessary in today’s networks to implement a restoration or recovery mechanism to 

mitigate the effects of equipment failures. For a number of years, researchers have 

been developing and studying many types of restoration and protection mechanisms 

by which networks can recover from failure. In order to set the stage for this thesis, 

we will first briefly discuss the fundamentals of survivability and describe many of the 

most common survivability schemes.

4.1 Basic Concepts
An optical transport network is today required to include an assurance of nearly im

mediate 100% restoration of all working wavelengths affected by a cable cut (or opti

cal amplifier failure, etc.). Designing for 100% restorability generally means that all of 

the failed working capacity or working demand units -  in this case traffic-bearing 

lightwave links forming parts of end-to-end lightpaths -  can be restored by replace

ment paths either end-to-end across the network or through detour-like path seg

ments formed between the end-nodes of the failed span itself, through spare capac

ity distributed throughout the network.

Every span in a mesh-restorable network has a number of working capacity units 

and a designed-in number of spare capacity units6 available for such replacement 

paths. Explicit allocations of spare capacity must then be included in the design of 

the network. The spare capacity on a span is not, however, for restoration of de

mands crossing the same span, but is for shared use in restoration routing for other 

span failures. Spare capacity is in every way identical to working capacity but it bears 

no actual traffic when in the standby state (or traffic it bears is preemptible); it is fully 

ready for use but is generally not yet cross-connected into any lightpaths until 

needed to accommodate replacement paths for restoration or protection.

6 In WDM networking, working and spare capacity units are individual WDM carrier wave
lengths.
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In order to achieve full restorability to any single-span failures, the required replace

ment paths must be feasible for every such failure scenario within the environment of 

spare wavelengths surviving after the failure. An obvious aim in designing any sur- 

vivable mesh network is therefore to assure that all such restoration path-sets are 

feasible, but within a globally minimized total amount of spare capacity. Also, unlike 

network design for data communication or call-trunking applications, there is no 

graceful degradation effect that can be relied upon for resilience (such as cell loss, 

blocking, or delay increases) if enough spare capacity is not made available through 

proper solution methods. In a mesh-restorable network the topology, the routing of 

working flows, and the spare capacity allocation must provide for complete and exact 

replacement of each discrete working capacity unit that may fail. At least in a trans

port networking context, anything less than an exact matching of each failed wave

length with a restoration path in the spare capacity means abrupt and total outage for 

all services borne on the affected wavelengths.

4.1.1 Defin ing  Failure

In the context of this thesis, there are two main types of failures: span failures and 

node failures. Unless otherwise specified, we consider a span failure to be equivalent 

to a complete cable cut, which simultaneously severs all transmission capacity 

(working and spare) on the span. By far the most common cause of cable cuts (ap

proximately 60%) is from work crews accidentally digging them up with backhoes, 

etc., with another 15% or so caused by vehicle accidents of some kind or human er

ror (say, a worker cutting the wrong cables during maintenance) [18]. FCC statistics 

estimate that on average metropolitan networks suffer approximately 13 cable cuts 

annually per 1000 miles of fibre, while long haul networks suffer approximately 3 cuts 

annually per 1000 miles of fibre. A node failure is equivalent to the simultaneous fail

ure of all spans incident on that node and anecdotal evidence from carriers and op

erators tells us that, although the consequences of node failures are much more se

vere than for span failures, they are also much less frequent.
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4.1.2 Po st-F ailure

Reversion is the process of returning affected demand flows back to their pre-failure 

routes from their restoration routes after physical repair of the failed span. With the 

exception of dedicated 1+1 APS protection, in all cases discussed within this thesis, 

we are considering networks in which reversion is assumed to occur following a fail

ure and its subsequent repair before there is any significant probability of a second 

failure onset. Mesh-restorable networks can be designed to sustain a second span 

failure while repair of the first failure is ongoing but the spare capacity penalty can be 

very high [15] and this is not generally the aim in the practical design of transport net

works. It is, however, assumed that in networks where spare capacity is available for 

either restoration or new service provisioning, ongoing provisioning of new service 

paths during the restored state will have to be cognizant of the spare capacity used 

by the restoration process and provision new service paths accordingly.

4.2 Automatic Protection Sw itching
The simplest and most basic form of network survivability scheme possible is di

versely routed 1+1 Automatic Protection Switching (1+1 APS) as described in [4]. 

1+1 APS is an end-to-end path protection arrangement where a primary working 

channel is duplicated via head-end bridging on a dedicated physically diverse 

backup channel. The receiver monitors both channels, and in the event of failure or 

signal degradation along the primary channel, it performs a tail-end transfer to select 

the backup channel. Among all the survivability schemes we will discuss, 1+1 APS is 

the only one that does not allow any degree of sharing of spare capacity resources, 

and so requires large amounts of spare capacity relative to other methods. In fact, 

1+1 APS requires a commitment of at least 100% redundancy in terms of the total 

wavelength-kilometres required for backup routing relative to the number of working 

wavelengths transported over their shortest paths. Despite its relative capacity ineffi

ciency, 1+1 APS is suitable for use with simple point-to-point terminals for either sin

gle-hop or multi-hop channels and can find uses in cases where simple protection 

protocols are needed, when very fast restoration is crucial, or when capacity effi

ciency is not the highest concern.
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1:1 APS is a related protection mechanism. As in 1+1 APS, each primary channel is 

paired with an unshared backup channel, but in 1:1 APS, the backup channel does 

not carry a live copy of the signal. Instead, the backup channel is available to carry a 

preemptible signal while not needed for protection of the primary channel. Allowing 

the 1:1 APS protection channels to offer carriage for extra low priority services pro

vides added revenue generation for the network operator. However, 1:1 APS will be 

slower than 1+1 APS since the receiver must first signal the transmitter that it has 

detected a failure, and then a head-end bridge must be established to copy the sig

nal onto the protection channel before a tail-end transfer takes place to apply the 

signal to the appropriate output port.

1 :N APS is a more capacity efficient system where the aim is to protect only against 

isolated channel failures rather than entire cable or system failures, as shown in 

Figure 4.1. In 1:N APS, a single backup channel is shared amongst multiple primary 

channels (N of them). In the event of a failure of a working channel, the receiving end 

first verifies that the protection channel is available, and then signals the other end to 

establish a head-end bridge of the failed primary channel onto the protection channel 

before performing a tail-end transfer, k:N APS is a more general form of 1:N APS 

where there are k protection channels available instead of just one.

backup channel

working channels

Figure 4.1 -  Illustrations of 1 :N automatic protection switching.
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4.3 Survivable Ring Networks
After APS systems, the next simplest form network survivability is survivable rings 

[86], [48], also called self-healing n'ngs. Survivable rings are cyclic structures formed 

by pre-configuring transmission systems in a ring-like closed loop arrangement using 

ADM terminal nodal devices, which allow tributary signals to be added to or dropped 

from (enter or exit) the main line signal within the ring. Half of the transmission ca

pacity between each ADM can be used to carry traffic signals, while the other half is 

reserved as spare capacity for use in rerouting a failed signal. The cyclic arrange

ment provides two disjoint routes between any pair of ingress/egress nodes on the 

ring, and so one such route can act as a redundant backup route for signals on the 

other route. The self-healing ring protection mechanism restores failures locally (i.e., 

within the ring itself) and since the structure is completely pre-configured, it is quite 

fast relative to other restoration mechanism. The two main types of survivable rings 

are uni-directional path-switched n'ngs (UPSRs) and bi-directional line-switched n'ngs 

(BLSRs) [86], [48]. The work described in this thesis will not deal explicitly with ring 

networks, but for the purposes of providing a more complete discussion and back

ground on network survivability principles in general, a brief description of UPSRs 

and BLSRs follows.

4.3.1 U n i-d ire c tio n a l P a th -S w itc h e d  R in g s

The UPSR structure can be viewed simply as a collection of logical 1+1 APS set-ups 

embedded in a closed loop configuration. In terms of spare capacity requirements, it 

is no more efficient than using standalone 1+1 APS systems, but network operators 

like the closed-form nature or survivable rings, and it is better suited to realize trans

mission capacity economy-of-scale advantages than 1+1 APS. Riling a few high- 

capacity transmission systems in a ring is often more economical than using several 

smaller discrete transmission systems in a 1+1 configuration. In addition, the relative 

simplicity of the ADM terminals used allows STS-type tributary signals to be added or 

dropped at intermediate nodes. The WDM network equivalent of a UPSR is an Opti

cal Path Protection Ring (OPPR) [81].

A UPSR consists of a working fibre, which transmits primary signals in one direction 

(say, clockwise), and a protection fibre, which transmits backup copies in the oppo-
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site direction (counter-clockwise), as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Note that Figure 4.2 

represents the situation where two nodes exchange a bi-directional demand, which is 

routed clockwise from A to B on the upper-left portion of the ring, and clockwise from 

B to A on the lower-right portion of the ring. In the event of a span-failure anywhere 

on the ring, each receiver (at nodes A and B) performs a tail-end transfer to select 

the backup signal on the protection fibre. Because the backup signal is transmitted in 

the opposite direction to the primary signal, its survival is assured (in the event of 

single span failures only). Since each bi-directional pair of signals between any node 

pair is simultaneously routed in both directions around the ring, then the total capac

ity required on each fibre (working and protection) on the ring is equal to the sum of 

the demands routed through it. Protection switching times for a UPSR are generally 

in the 50 ms range [48], [96].

Figure 4.2 -  Basic operation of a UPSR (a) before failure, and (b) after failure.

4.3.2  B i-d ire c t io n a l L in e -S w itc h e d  R in g s

The BLSR structure is the more capacity-efficient ring alternative. In a BLSR, a line- 

level loop-back mechanism allows protection bandwidth to be shared throughout the 

entire ring, rather than dedicated for specific backup signals on their protection 

paths. The WDM network equivalent of a BLSR is an Optical Shared Protection Ring 

(OSPR) [81]. The BLSR has two variants: the four-fibre BLSR and the two-fibre 

BLSR. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, adjacent nodes in a four-fibre BLSR are con

nected by a pair of working fibres and a pair of protection fibres. When a bi-
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directional demand is exchanged between a pair of nodes on the ring, both directions 

are routed on the pair of working fibres on one side of the ring (usually the shortest 

one, though not always), and are not permanently bridged to the protection fibres. In 

the event of a failure of a span along the working path, the two nodes adjacent to the 

failed span perform a loop-back operation and insert the failed signals on the protec

tion fibres transmitting in the opposite directions. The two-fibre BLSR operates in a 

similar fashion, except that adjacent nodes are connected by a single pair of fibres 

transmitting in each direction, with the channels divided into two halves, a working 

group and a protection group. The logical configuration is therefore the same as in 

the four-fibre BLSR.

protection
fibres

working
fibres *5^ , .

I i-' hCSl

protection 
fibres

working
fibres

Figure 4.3 -  Basic operation of a BLSR (a) before failure, and (b) after failure.

There are two reasons why the BLSR is more capacity efficient than the UPSR. First, 

since the working signal is routed on only one side of the ring, the channels it occu

pies can be reused by working signals routed on the other side of the ring, and so a 

BLSR can carry more demand than a UPSR with the same working capacity. Sec

ond, there is no dedicated reservation of protection channels, but rather all working 

channels share the same capacity on the protection fibres. Nonetheless, the best a 

BLSR can do is achieve 100% redundancy because the amount of protection capac

ity around the entire ring must meet or exceed the largest cross-section of working 

capacity anywhere within the ring. Furthermore, because both nodes adjacent to the 

failure need to coordinate their signalling and reaction, the operation of a BLSR is
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somewhat slower than that of a UPSR, and will not necessarily provide 50 ms 

protection switching times as required by the SONET standards.

4.4 Mesh Network Survivability
Mesh network survivability refers to a class of mechanism used to ensure network 

traffic survivability, and includes those methods that allow working routes to follow 

shortest paths (if desired) and where restoration and protection routes make use of 

capacity distributed throughout the network rather than in rigidly defined and installed 

capacity structures (as in rings). Mesh restoration and protection mechanisms allow 

sharing of spare capacity between multiple service paths and studies show that their 

spare capacity redundancies can be quite low [25].

We can further categorize survivability schemes by differentiating between localized 

and end-to-end restoration and protection. Localized restoration is when replacement 

paths are established between the end-nodes of the failure itself, whereas end-to- 

end schemes restore affected demands by constructing replacement paths between 

their individual origin and destination (O-D) nodes. The latter replacement paths can 

be completely disjoint from the primary pre-failure service paths, even to the point of 

re-using idle capacity formerly used (but now released) by pre-failure service paths, 

depending on the specific scheme implemented. End-to-end survivability schemes 

are typically able to make more efficient use of network resources, and so tend to 

require less spare capacity than localized survivability schemes [25].

While ring networks are preferred for their simpler and fast protection mechanism 

and often find uses in metropolitan and small-scale networks, mesh networks are 

preferred for their higher bandwidth efficiency and are a good choice in long-distance 

networks. In addition, while optimally designing ring-based networks has proven to 

be an extremely difficult problem [86], several essentially exact and complete theo

ries for design, along with relatively simple operational concepts, are now well devel

oped for mesh-based restoration [25], [51], [54], [60], [63], [121]. Mesh-based trans

port network design will be the focus of the research discussed in this thesis.
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4.4.1 S pan  R estoration

The most common form of localized mesh restoration is span restoration (also called 

link restoration) [60], where a centralized or self-organizing re-routing mechanism 

deploys a collectively coordinated set of replacement paths between the end-nodes 

of the failed span and effectively “patches” the failure. Spare capacity is seized at the 

time of restoration only, and will otherwise remain available for use as required to 

route restoration paths for any failure scenario (or for carrying preemptible unpro

tected traffic). For each working channel on the failed span, one restoration path 

must be established between the end-nodes of the failed span, and so long as spare 

capacity is available to accommodate them, restoration paths can be formed through 

any number of distinct routes as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Span restoration thus pro

vides a logical detour comprised of a set of replacement path segments around the 

break that disrupts working paths, without the knowledge of or consideration for the 

ultimate origin-destination (O-D) nodes of each working path being restored. The 

end-nodes of the failed span (between which the restoration paths are formed) are 

called the custodial nodes for that particular failure scenario since it is these nodes 

that act to initiate a restoration response between them.

Span restoration is the mesh technology equivalent to OSPR in that restoration oc

curs by rerouting between the immediate end nodes of the break. Unlike rings, how

ever, mesh span restoration need not be via a single route (nor via simple two-hop or 

three-hop routes only); replacement paths can follow many distinct and possibly 

quite lengthy routes.

i

Figure 4.4 -  An example of span restoration.
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4.4.1.1 D is trib u te d  versus C e n tra lize d  R e s to ra tio n

Span restoration can be achieved by some sort of centralized control mechanism 

that makes routing decisions and sends commands to the nodes, or through a dis

tributed restoration algorithm (DRA) where nodes are allowed to act autonomously 

and asynchronously. Since a centralized control mechanism has a complete global 

view of the network’s state, including topology and link availability, centralized control 

is capable of finding an optimal configuration (say, one that minimizes the amount of 

spare capacity used). However, a centralized approach requires the central database 

to be continually updated, there exists a single-point of failure, and a diverse teleme

try network is required. DRAs, on the other hand, are more robust because they 

don’t need a global view of the network state and aren’t vulnerable to a single point 

of failure, but they won’t necessarily find an optimal configuration. Also, many net

work operators are wary of trusting their networks to such a distributed self

organizing process.

One well-known DRA is the self-healing network (SHN) protocol [45], [47], which op

erates through statelets applied to the overhead bytes of each channel in the net

work. Nodes react autonomously to statelets appearing on the links they are incident 

on, and by following well-defined rules that all nodes in the network share, 

neighbouring nodes are able to form cross-connections that ultimately assemble a 

restoration path between the failed span’s end-nodes. In SHN, prior to failure, all 

nodes transmit null statelets on all links they are incident on. After failure, however, 

one of the end-nodes (the sender node) of the failed span is designated to begin 

sending statelets indicating, among other things, its own identity and the identity of 

the other end-node (the chooser node) of the failed span. Through a set of simple 

rules, the statelets propagate through the network from node to node, and each in

termediate node {tandem node) updates the statelets to indicate that they passed 

through it. Eventually, the chooser node detects the statelets and initiates reverse 

linking to trigger cross-connection of the appropriate links, and restoration paths are 

formed. For details on the SHN protocol, refer to [45] and [47],
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4 .4 .2  S h ared  B ackup  P ath Protection

More recently, with the continuing evolution of optical networking and the promi

nence of IP networks, shared backup path protection (SBPP) is emerging as a prom

ising form of network protection [23], [74], [105], particularly in IP networks through 

the use of MPLS protocols. SBPP is an end-to-end mesh protection mechanism that 

is at first glance very similar to 1+1 APS in that working traffic between an O-D pair 

of nodes can be restored over a single pre-defined disjoint backup path. But in 

SBPP, spare capacity on the backup paths can be shared or used by backup paths 

from multiple O-D pairs so long as they contain no shared-risk links (i.e., their pri

mary service paths must be diversely routed), greatly reducing capacity redundancy. 

Demands on working paths that follow physically disjoint routes over the network will 

not need the restoration capacity simultaneously. This is logically the same scheme 

as was proposed for ATM Backup VP restoration [69] in the special case where the 

maximum permissible over-subscription factor, [121], [122], is limited to 1.0.

SBPP and its sharing of backup capacity is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Two node pairs 

A-B and C-D each route their demands through fully disjoint primary working paths 

(solid lines), and so there is no single-span failure scenario in which both primary 

working paths will fail simultaneously. That being the case, both node pairs’ backup 

paths (dashed lines) can share capacity on span X-Y as shown since neither will re

quire use of that spare capacity if the other also needs it (assuming we are dealing 

with single-span failures only).

Figure 4.5 -  An illustration of shared backup path protection.

SBPP is sometimes called failure-independent path protection (FIPP) because the 

route of the backup path is the same regardless of where a failure arises on the cor

D
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responding working path. This simplifies activation and speeds up cross-connection 

of the backup path, but it foregoes the opportunity to re-use the surviving “stub” por

tions of the failed path either for the same working demand or for restoration of any 

other demands that underwent simultaneous failure in the corresponding span cut.

We should note that SBPP is receiving a great deal attention in recent IETF delibera

tions [74], almost to the point that it has become the de facto standard restoration 

mechanism in IP networks and some other applications. However, there are draw

backs to SBPP that are for the most part being largely ignored by that community. 

The biggest disadvantage of SBPP is that every node requires an up-to-date network 

state database including spare channel sharing relationships throughout the entire 

network and OSPF topology and capacity information for each span, and it must be 

simultaneously updated network-wide following every connection set-up or teardown, 

or any change in network state. Also, when a span failure occurs, potentially very 

many O-D node pairs may all be brought down simultaneously. While an appropriate 

network capacity design will ensure that any shared spare capacity will not be 

needed by more than one O-D pair, each node in the network may be required to 

perform a large number of simultaneous cross-connections (the SBPP mechanism 

requires a signalling phase from each tail-end switch to confirm availability of the 

backup route and to seize and cross-connect capacity at every hop to activate the 

backup path).

One advantage of SBPP over span-restoration is that if its backup routes are de

signed to be fully node-disjoint from their corresponding working paths, then SBPP is 

able to protect a network from node failures in addition to single span failures (at 

least with respect to the traffic transiting the failed node).

4.4.3  Path  R estoration

Another form of end-to-end mesh restoration is path restoration [62], [63], [121], also 

called failure-dependent path protection (FDPP). As in SBPP, the replacement paths 

are formed between the origin and destination nodes of all affected lightpaths, but in 

path restoration, the specific restoration paths used will depend on where in the 

working path the failure occurred. In true dynamic path restoration, we perform a 

multi-commodity maximum flow (MCMF) type of simultaneous end-to-end re-routing
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of all O-D node pair demands affected by a failure [62]. Typically, path restoration 

employs stub-release [63], where the surviving stub portions of each affected work

ing lightpath is considered available as spare capacity for re-use by that particular 

demand’s restoration path or by other demands’ restoration paths, as needed. The 

automatic propagation of an Alarm Indication Signal (AIS) in a digital wrapper is a 

simple and fast means to effect stub release.

Path restoration is illustrated in Figure 4.6. Three node pairs A-B, C-D, and E-F each 

route their demands through working paths as shown in Figure 4.6(a). The next two 

panels show two different span failure scenarios and the restoration routes used by 

each affected demand. In Figure 4.6(b), node pairs A-B and C-D are both affected by 

failure of span 1 and so the restoration routes by each do not share the same spare 

capacity. But in Figure 4.6(c), when node pairs A-B and E-F are affected by failure of 

span 2, A-B can now use a different restoration route than the one it used for restora

tion of failure of span 1, and that route can now share spare capacity that was previ

ously used by the restoration path for node pair C-D.

(a)

A

(b) D

A

Figure 4.6 -  An illustration of path restoration with stub-release.
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The main difference relative to SBPP is that there is no single predetermined restora

tion route for each working path. Rather a collectively optimized re-routing of all 

failed working paths will occur end-to-end in the presence of the specific failure, the 

surviving spare capacity following that failure, and the environment of stub release 

capacity. The restoration routes used by a particular demand for one failure scenario 

may not necessarily be the same as those used by the same demand for a different 

failure scenario. Because of this added degree of freedom over SBPP, path restora

tion is guaranteed to be at least as efficient as SBPP, and when stub-release is 

used, it is even more capacity efficient. Path restoration can be achieved by a cen

trally controlled (and possibly pre-planned) re-routing mechanism, or a self

organizing re-routing mechanism similar to one described in [62]. Although path res

toration is operationally much more complex than span restoration, it is also funda

mentally and provably more capacity-efficient than span restoration as well. And like 

SBPP, path restoration is also able to protect a network from node failures.

4.4 .4  p -Cycles

p-Cycles are a more recent form of network survivability mechanism, combining the 

speed of ring networks with the capacity efficiency of mesh networks [56], [103], 

[107], [108]. p-Cycles are ring-like pre-configured structures of spare capacity used 

to protect against failure of on-cycle spans (those spans that are a part of the p- 

cycle) and straddling spans (those spans whose end-nodes are both on the p-cycle, 

but which are not actually a part of the p-cycle itself). Upon failure of a protected 

span, the p-cycle is “broken into” by the restoration mechanism to re-route lightpaths 

around the failure. The fundamental difference between p-cycles and rings, and the 

source of p-cycles’ increased efficiency, is in the protection of straddling span fail

ures. A unit-sized ring can only protect against the failure of a single wavelength on 

each span on the ring itself, but a unit-sized p-cycle can protect the failure of a wave

length on each on-cycle span as well as two wavelengths on each straddling span, 

for the same amount of spare capacity. The reason a p-cycle can protect two units of 

working capacity on each straddling span is because if the straddling span fails, one 

unit can be restored in the clockwise direction around the cycle, and the other can be 

restored in the counter-clockwise direction.
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p-Cycle restoration is illustrated in Figure 4.7. The p-cycle is as shown in Figure 

4.7(a). For failure of an on-cycle span in Figure 4.7(b), the working capacity on the 

failed span is re-routed around the p-cycle. For failure of a straddling span in Figure 

4.7(c), the working capacity on the failed span can be re-routed in either direction 

around the p-cycle. If there are two units of working capacity on the failed straddling 

span, then one unit can be restored in each direction.

Figure 4.7 -  An illustration of p-cycle restoration.

While not quite as capacity efficient as other mesh restoration and protection 

schemes (span restoration, path restoration, SBPP), p-cycles provide the same very 

rapid restoration as rings because they are pre-connected prior to failure. They are 

significantly more efficient than rings, however, because of their ability to protect 

straddling spans. A simple comparison of a ring and a p-cycle will easily demonstrate 

how important the protection of straddling spans is to p-cycle efficiency. In Figure 

4.8(a), a unit-sized ring covering the same eight spans as the p-cycle in Figure 4.7 

can only protect one unit of working capacity on each of those spans, for a total of 

eight protected working capacity units. In Figure 4.8(b), however, a unit-sized p-cycle 

covering those same spans not only protects one unit of working capacity on each of 

the eight on-cycle spans, but also protects two units of working capacity on each of
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five spans that straddle the p-cycle. So for an investment of eight units of spare ca

pacity (same as the ring), the p-cycle can protect a total of 18 units of working capac

ity (2.25 times the protection).

Figure 4.8 -  Spans protected by (a) an eight-span ring and (b) a comparable eight-span p  
cycle.

pCycles have another key benefit over rings, in that working paths can be shortest 

path routed (or otherwise routed as desired) through the network graph; they are not 

constrained by the pcycle systems used to protect them. In a ring network, on the 

other hand, working routing must follow the ring structures and inter-ring transitions. 

In fact, working paths on a straddling span do not even need to be routed within any 

pcycle at all to be protected as long as each span crossed is a straddling span. And 

if a pcycle network is designed appropriately, some spans do not require any spare 

capacity at all, but rather are pure working capacity spans (i.e., 100% revenue- 

earning). Although pcycles represent a closed-form type of system more similar to 

rings than to mesh survivability, we generally class it as a form of mesh protection 

since working signals are allowed to follow shortest path routing.

4.5 Protected W orking Capacity Envelope
Span restoration and pcycles are both forms of bearer capacity protection, where it 

is the working capacity on a failed span that is protected and restored rather than an 

explicit protection and restoration of the affected working paths themselves. A new 

networking concept called the protected working capacity envelope (PWCE) [49] 

makes bearer capacity protection mechanisms particularly attractive relative to SBPP 

and path restoration, which restore failed working lightpaths end-to-end. In the 

PWCE framework, if we properly design a network so that pre-determined amounts 

of working capacity are fully restorable for single span failures (say, using span res-
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toration), then any working lightpaths that are routed over that working capacity are 

by extension also fully restorable. Those pre-determined amounts of working capac

ity can be considered to be an envelope of protected working capacity within which 

lightpaths can be provisioned and their survivability will be assured. Re-routing is 

completely transparent to the lightpaths themselves and there are no explicit provi

sioning operations required to provide for their survivability. The service layer merely 

routes over a shortest path, designates the protection priority or class, and receives 

a confirmation that the path is protected when routed within the current envelope of 

protected working span capacities.

The PWCE concept can be particularly useful in a dynamic provisioning environ

ment, where lightpath demands need to be routed and provisioned (and released) in 

real time. Using SBPP, which has become the de facto standard survivability 

mechanism for dynamic provisioning of protected lightpaths, not only does the work

ing lightpath need to be provisioned in real time, but that process is also tasked with 

explicitly arranging the shared capacity protection path at service set-up as well. Un

der current SBPP proposals, this requires a global OSPF-TE type of topology and 

resource database in every node including a database of current network-wide 

backup link sharing arrangements, making this scheme intensively dependent on 

Internet-type dissemination of global state and database synchronization issues. Un

der the PWCE paradigm (using either span restoration or p-cycles), however, light

path provisioning is greatly simplified to a much more scalable situation where pro

tection is inherent, so long as the working capacity is present to route the new path. 

There is no requirement to explicitly arrange a shared disjoint backup path for every 

individual provisioning operation, or to update the network-wide state for each new 

protection path set-up or takedown. The capacity used for dynamic provisioning is 

itself protected, so any service provisioned over available working capacity is inher

ently also protected with no further requirements. In contrast to SBPP, where explicit 

arrangements for protection are referred into the service provisioning problem for 

every path, span or p-cycle restoration in a PWCE environment offers an alternative 

operational paradigm that may appeal to many operators: that of provisioning over 

protected capacity versus explicitly provisioning protection.
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4.6 Restoration versus Protection
Throughout the preceding discussions on survivability, we have used the terms re

storability and protection to refer to various survivability mechanisms and actions, 

apparently interchangeably. However, in general, the term protection is used for 

schemes where the switching actions required post-failure are pre-defined and spare 

capacity is often dedicated to cover a specific set of failure scenarios such as in 1+1 

diverse-routed protection, or path- or line-switched rings. In pure protection mecha

nisms, even cross-connection is unnecessary when the signal is switched to the 

backup path; the backup paths are pre-configured into a pre-tested and ready-to-use 

state. However, the term protection is also used to refer to schemes such as SBPP 

where the protection route is known ahead of time, but multiple hops of capacity sei

zure and cross-connection remain to be accomplished in real time.

Restoration, on the other hand, generally refers to mechanisms where replacement 

paths do not need to be pre-defined and where a network-wide allocation of spare 

capacity is not dedicated to any specific failure(s) but is configured as needed to re

store affected carrier signals as failures arise. In their purest form, restoration 

mechanisms determine replacement paths, seize spare capacity, and form the ap

propriate cross-connections all in real time as a response to a failure, either through 

a centralized mechanism or a distributed protocol. However, depending on the spe

cific implementation, some restoration mechanisms can carry out pre-planning exer

cises, and even some amount of pre-configuration is possible. Restoration by its very 

nature is adaptive to unexpected changes in the network state, and as such, will 

typically exhibit better availability7 than protection mechanisms.

One common impression that many in the industry have is that protection mecha

nisms are fast and restoration mechanisms are slow, but this is not necessarily cor

rect, and so we should take care not to over-simplify or over-emphasize the impor

tance of such classifications. In fact, any restoration mechanism can be modified into 

a corresponding pre-planned protection mechanism by way of constantly updated

7 Availability refers to the proportion of time a device (say a specific service path or perhaps 
even the network as a whole) is in a functional operating state [5]. This should not be con
fused with reliability, which is the probability that a device will perform as required for a speci
fied period of time.
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distributed pre-planning (DPP) actions. Under DPP, either a distributed or centralized 

restoration mechanism is used to repeatedly and autonomously pre-plan fast protec

tion reactions to any single failure. These so-called pre-plans record the simplest 

possible local information of only what spare links each node needs to cross- 

connect, as fast as possible, in response to a simple flooding advertisement of the 

failure notification. Even if finding replacement paths is slow, it is of little concern be

cause distributed pre-planning does this before failure and can create (and frequently 

update) the protection plans. Thus the speed of finding replacement paths is com

pletely decoupled from the real time speed of reaction. The concept is described 

more fully in [46] and [47]. The significance of DPP is that it allows, say, span resto

ration to provide for a fast pre-planned protection reaction to any single failure. How

ever, it also has the added advantage that the option to fall back to on-demand use 

of the adaptive real-time span restoration process is always there if needed to maxi

mize the restorability in the face of dual-failures, or in any situation where the pre

planned response did not yield the desired recovery level. This permits a very robust 

integrated strategy of first-failure: (pre-planned) protection, second-failure: (adaptive) 

restoration. In contrast, with a pure protection scheme, if a prior failure on another 

span thwarts the access to the one pre-planned backup required by a second failure, 

there is no automatic secondary response that can recover adaptively in any reason

able amount of time.

4.7 Redundancy as a Measure of Network Ef
ficiency

In some of the discussions of the previous sections, we have used the term redun

dancy. Although we described it briefly in Section 4.2 with reference to 1+1 APS as 

being equivalent to the ratio of the total wavelength-kilometres required for backup 

routing relative to the working wavelengths transported over their shortest paths, that 

description is not entirely accurate in the general sense. To be more precise, we de

fine the capacity redundancy ( )  of a network as the total amount of spare capac

ity over all of its spans divided by the total amount of working capacity over all of its 

spans, as shown in equation (4.1). Redundancy is a commonly used measure of a 

network’s efficiency, and clearly, the lower the redundancy, the better, since a low
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redundancy implies a relatively small amount of spare capacity is needed to protect a 

network’s working flows.

Alternatively, when performing network design optimization based on capacity costs, 

rather than unit capacities, we can calculate capacity cost redundancy ( R ^ ) of a 

network as the ratio of the total cost of spare capacity in the network to the total cost 

of working capacity, as shown in equation (4.2). When all of a network’s span costs 

are equivalent (i.e., c, =c2 =c, =c4 = ...), then R ^  =Rcap, but in general, this will

not be so (and there is no simple means of expressing R ^  in terms of R^ , or vice 

versa).

Many people are already familiar with the well-known l / ( d - l )  lower bound on re

dundancy in a span-restorable network, [25], [28], [46], and have an intuitive under

standing of it as a basis for how redundancy should drop as connectivity increases. 

This topological lower bound is derived from arguments about the conditions for re

storability local to any one isolated node within a span-restorable network. We know 

experimentally that, at least for span-restorable networks, the restoration flow is usu

ally limited by the total spare capacity incident to one of the end-nodes of the failed 

span. More specifically, in a span-restorable network there must be at least as much 

spare capacity on all surviving spans incident on a failed span’s end-node as there is 

working capacity on the failed span itself. Such end-node limiting suggests that the 

conditions at the end-nodes may therefore provide the basis for a good bound, at 

least for the span-restorable case. This observation can only provide a lower bound, 

however, because it predicts necessary but not necessarily sufficient capacity condi

tions for the network as a whole to be fully restorable. Somewhat similar end-node 

limited conditions can also be considered for path-restorable networks where the end 

nodes are the O-D nodes of each demand pair affected by a failure [63].

We make use of Figure 4.9 in deriving the l / ( d - l )  lower bound. In the leftmost 

panel, a degree-d node is incident on d spans with working capacities indicated. The
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spans are numbered in order of largest to smallest working capacity. Span 1 is there

fore the span with the most working capacity, wu span 2 has the next most working 

capacity, iv2, and so on. In other words, w, > tvj+1. Span 1 also has s, units of spare

capacity on it, span 2 has Sz units of spare capacity, etc., as indicated in the right

most panel of Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 -  The basis for a derivation of a topological lower bound on redundancy in a span- 
restorable network.

If we consider the failure of span 1, then clearly there must be enough total spare 

capacity available on all of the other spans to permit restoration of Wi units of work

ing capacity on span 1. In other words, we know that ^  sy > tv,. Similarly, in

the absence of higher network-level considerations that may still add more spare ca

pacity, each other span requires for its restoration that the total amount of spare ca

pacity on surviving spans meets or exceeds its own working capacity. So for failure 

of span 2, we have £  si -  wz> etc-> and in general, for failure of any span /,

£  S j  > Wj. It follows that in the best case from an efficiency standpoint, every

span /'e {1...d} would have working capacity w, = w,, and spare capacity would be 

evenly distributed on all spans /e{1...c/} so that s, = ... = S j ,  and would be no 

more than exactly needed for restoration of each span failure. If that is the case, and
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since £  sy > w,, then we will have w, = sy • (d  -1 ) ,  or by extension, sy = - ^ L-
V/e{1...d}|/'*1 d  — 1

So we calculate the capacity redundancy at that node to be:

Other methods of estimating a span-restorable network’s redundancy are given in 

[25], and a network-wide lower bound on redundancy is developed in [104].

4.8 Other Issues and Challenges in Network 
Survivability

While the scope of this thesis is generally limited to dealing with failures representa

tive of entire span cuts or, in some cases, entire node failures in a transport network, 

there are other issues related to network survivability that are not addressed herein. 

For instance, deliberate and malicious damage or outages caused by hackers, denial 

of service attacks, computer viruses, etc., as well as other issues such as software 

reliability, router errors, and equipment faults are definite concerns to network opera

tors and will have significant impacts on their networks’ availability or reliability, [65], 

[76]. A quick scan of recent CA*net 4 outage reports [12] will reveal that failures, ser

vice interruptions, service degradations, and the like are quite frequent but most are 

a result of causes such as those just mentioned, rather than entire span cuts. Large- 

scale power failures and natural phenomena (i.e., flooding, ice storms, earthquakes, 

etc.) are also factors in network survivability, and although they are quite rare, those 

situations could cause widespread and catastrophic network failures requiring vastly 

different approaches to deal with than those discussed herein.

Another factor to consider is the duplication of restoration functionality available at 

the various layers of the service layer stack (see Section 3.1). In the IP layer, for ex

ample, survivability can be achieved by using a routing protocol such as OSPF to 

update the IP routing tables so that traffic is routed around the failure [96]. And ATM 

restoration can be via backup virtual path protection, which is very similar to SBPP 

discussed in Section 4.4.2 [69]. One aspect of restoration in some of these higher 

layers is that the concept of over-subscription, has meaning. Here, the ratio of avail-
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able spare capacity to restoration route allocations can be greater than one, meaning 

there is the potential for overload [48]. Furthermore, while the survivability methods 

dealt with in this thesis are described using transport networking language, the con

cepts are valid in other contexts as well. p-Cycles, for instance, were developed and 

initially described with optical transport networking in mind, but the basic mechanism 

has been shown to be applicable in IP layer restoration as well [108]. It is even pos

sible to coordinate network protection between the various layers [96]. One difficulty 

with doing this is that there is the potential for each layer to detect and react to a fail

ure independently, resulting in unnecessary action in some layers. Contention issues 

could also arise, delaying (or preventing) the overall restoration of the failure and/or 

making inefficient use of resources [96]. If coordinated properly, say, by scheduling 

restoration responses differently in each layer, multiple-layer restoration could allow 

the various mechanisms to compliment each other. Transport layer restoration might 

then be used to deal with one failure, while a second failure (overlapping in time with 

the first) might be dealt with in the IP layer where over-subscription is permitted.

More comprehensive discussions of other network survivability, reliability, and avail

ability issues are available in [6], [48], [65], [76], [96], and [111]. For this thesis, how

ever, the scope of our work will be limited to dealing with span cuts and node failures 

(or their equivalents) within a transport network.
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CHAPTER 5
M e s h -R e s to r a b le  T r a n s p o r t  N e t w o r k  

D e sig n  a n d  O p tim iza t io n

The work in this thesis generally deals with the problem of designing mesh- 

restorable transport networks so that the costs of capacity required in the network 

have been minimized, but subject to constraints ensuring full working lightpath rout

ing and 100% restorability to specifiable failures (typically single spans only). Given a 

transport network graph topology, a set of working lightpath demands, and possibly 

other criteria that must be met, the network design problems addressed herein seek 

to determine the minimum cost capacity distribution (i.e., the number of working 

and/or spare capacity links on each span) that allow full working lightpath routing 

while simultaneously guaranteeing full restorability under whichever survivability 

scheme chosen. This type of network design problem can take the form of either a 

single-stage or a two-stage problem. In the single-stage problem, working lightpaths 

are routed first by some method (and usually follow shortest path routing), and then a 

Spare Capacity Allocation (SCA) problem optimally determines restoration routing 

and dimensions the reserve network - th e  spare capacity distribution overlaid on the 

same network topology that carries work routing. In the two-stage network design 

problem, working and restoration routing (and subsequent working and spare capac

ity determination) are performed jointly, so that the total network capacity cost is op

timized. This joint optimization method is generally called Joint Capacity Allocation 

(JCA). The aspect of jointness allows working paths to be routed in other than a 

shortest path manner so that, in conjunction with the spare capacity needed for res

toration, the total (working plus spare) capacity requirement is minimized.

Other possible design problems could seek to determine the working and restoration 

routing so as to reduce blocking probabilities (i.e., the probability that a newly arriving 

demand relation is routable and/or restorable), maximize network restorability given 

a pre-determined capacity arrangement, maximize network availability given a pre

determined capacity budget, etc. While these are all valid and important design ob

jectives, they are beyond the scope of this thesis, and only the SCA and JCA design
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problems posed above (and some variations on them) are considered and discussed 

herein.

There are various methods for implementing SCA and JCA design problems, and the 

exact model used will depend in part on the restoration mechanism employed within 

the network. For instance, the SCA design problem for a span-restorable network is 

generally a form of non-simultaneous single-commodity capacity allocation problem. 

Early work on similar problems was to support time-varying network flow patterns 

[106]. The main difference in applying that work to one for span restoration is that we 

effectively delete one edge of the network graph for each of the non-simultaneous 

flow requirements, thereby simulating edge failures.

Other work that was done specifically for transport network restoration began with a 

proposed linear programming representation of the SCA problem based on a min-cut 

max-flow model [100]. Here, spare capacity is assigned so that for each possible 

span failure, the minimum spare capacity cutset on the surviving edges is sufficient 

for full restoration of the failed span’s working capacity. In this context, we define a 

cutset as any set of edges whose removal from the network would result in the end- 

nodes of the failed span being in two disconnected components of the graph, and 

the minimum spare capacity cutset is the one whose edges carry the minimum total 

spare capacity. It is shown in [100] that the maximum flow possible between any two 

nodes in a network is equivalent to the minimum spare capacity cutset, and so by 

ensuring that the minimum spare capacity cutset for each span failure scenario is at 

least as large as the working capacity on the failed span, we can guarantee full re

storability. One technical challenge with this approach is that the number of possible 

cutsets in a network is 0 (2S), and so enumerating all cutsets becomes computation

ally infeasible. However, finding a suitably small subset of cutsets that fully constrain 

the solution while also permitting an optimal (or near-optimal) capacity design is diffi

cult. In [100], the approach is to use a constraint generation technique where suc

cessive solutions of an LP detect and add missing constraints, which are discovered 

by testing the resultant design for restorability at each stage. Enhancements in [114] 

use an efficient algorithm to discover relevant new cutsets and a “path table” data
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structure to allow for fast restorability testing. For more information on the min-cut 

max-flow solution methods, refer to [48], [100], and [114].

Herzberg et al [59], [60] proposed an arc-path LP formulation for the SCA problem in 

a span-restorable network. Here the network graph topology is first pre-processed to 

find all distinct logical routes that are eligible for use in the restoration of each failure 

scenario. Spare capacity values on each span are sized to support the largest as

signment of simultaneous restoration flows over the eligible restoration routes cross

ing each edge in the network graph over all non-simultaneous failure scenarios such 

that the total spare capacity is minimized. The number of distinct routes possible is 

0 (2 S), but the complexity of the problem can be greatly reduced in practice by reduc

ing the number of eligible routes provided to the problem (through the use of route 

hop-limits to restrict eligible route lengths) with little or no loss of solution quality, 

[59], [60]. This approach also gives a detailed explicit specification of restoration 

routes and flows, while the min-cut max-flow approach does not. Another practical 

advantage of the arc-path method is that restoration route properties can be under 

direct engineering control to limit such properties as length, hop count, signal loss, 

etc., for each failure scenario, while the min-cut max-flow approach does not.

The SCA design problem can also be expressed in the form of a set of transhipment 

or network flow LP problems [119]. In a network flow problem, supply nodes and 

demand nodes act as sources and sinks of a commodity (i.e., a lightpath demand), 

and transhipment nodes simply act as intermediaries that pass along any of the 

commodity it receives to other nodes. Like the arc-path model, the network flow 

model allows us to explicitly specify the amount of flow over restoration routes (al

though it is somewhat more complicated to do so), but it does not allow for easy con

trol of restoration route properties.

5.1 Arc-Path ILP Formulations
Unless otherwise stated, the network design methods used in this thesis follow the 

arc-path type of formulation. The exact structure of the models differs depending on 

the survivability mechanism of the network we are designing, but in general, all such 

models require an explicit enumeration of a set of eligible restoration routes (and in
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the case of joint designs, working routes as well). Descriptions of the arc-path mod

els used for each of the various survivability mechanisms discussed herein follows.

5.1.1 S pan R estoration

The basic arc-path formulation of the SCA problem in a span-restorable network 

uses the following notation:

Sets:

• S is the set of spans in the network, and is typically indexed by / when refer

ring to a failure span and j  when referring to a surviving span.

• P, is the set of all distinct eligible routes available to carry restoration flow for

failure of span /, and is typically indexed by p.

Input Parameters:

•  q  is the cost of each unit of capacity (working or spare) on span j.

•  Wj is the amount of working capacity to be protected on span /, and arises

from a prior routing of working routes (typically shortest path routing).

•  S?j e {0,1} is a parameter that encodes restoration routes. If = 1, restora

tion route p used for restoration of span / crosses span j. If S?j = 0 , restora

tion route p used for restoration of span /' does not cross span j.

Decision Variables:

•  Sj>  0 is the amount of spare capacity that is placed on span j.

• fi p > 0 is the amount of restoration flow assigned to restoration route p for 

failure of span /.

The ILP formulation of the span-restorable SCA problem itself is then expressed as 

follows.

Minimize S ° / ‘sy
vjeS

Subject to: ]T ^kp = w> V/'e S (5.2)
vpef*
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l L ^ r fKp<sj V/'.y'e S\i *  j  (5.3)
Vpef’

The objective function in equation (5.1) seeks to minimize the total cost of placing 

spare capacity in the network. For simplicity, we usually equate q with the length of 

the span (the Euclidean distance between the end-nodes of the span as drawn in the 

network graph), and in general, this cost can be thought of as representing the actual 

costs of fibre, rights-of-way, amplifiers, etc., most of which are at least partially dis- 

tance-dependant. The constraints in equation (5.2) ensure that the total restoration 

flow assigned to all eligible restoration routes for failure of span / is sufficient to fully 

restore all of the working capacity on the failed span. Equation (5.3) places enough 

spare capacity on each surviving span j  to accommodate the total restoration flow 

assigned to all restoration flows crossing it for restoration of any failed span /. More 

specifically, each Sj quantity in equation (5.3) is determined by the largest sum of si

multaneously imposed restoration flows over span /, over the set of all non- 

simultaneous failure scenarios not involving span j  itself as a failed element. Thus, 

the spare capacity assigned to each span j  could arise from any of a number of dif

ferent finite-flow sub-problems, there being one such sub-problem for each span fail

ure scenario. Each individual failure scenario, taken in isolation, is similar to a two- 

terminal minimum cost network flow problem [119], but the formulation above cou

ples them all together under the objective of minimum sparing. It is for this reason 

that the constraints in equation (5.3) are not strict equalities; the spare capacity re

quired on span j  for one particular failure scenario may exceed that required for an

other failure scenario. The overall result of the formulation is a minimum sum of 

span-wise maximum quantities of the restoration flows assigned to each span.

To correspond to a WDM optical network where a unit of capacity represents an indi

vidual wavelength, the SCA problem would be solved as a pure ILP, with all s, and f-,fi 

variables taking on strictly integer values only. In [59] and [60], the SCA problem was 

solved as an LP for runtime considerations (ILPs are much more difficult to solve 

than LPs), and rounding and variable adjustments were used to approximate the op

timal integer solution. This can usually be done with only minor loss of optimality, but 

in practice, however, with today’s much faster computers and more efficient ILP 

solvers, the problem can often be solved directly as an ILP even for reasonably large
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sizes. And as discussed in [3] and [117], as long as the capacity variables (si) are 

integral, the integrality requirement on the underlying flow variables (fiiP) can be re

laxed without affecting optimality or feasibility. To reduce solution runtimes, we there

fore solve the SCA problem (and unless otherwise stated, all other network design 

problems discussed in this thesis) as an MIP with integer capacity variables and real 

flow variables.

The SCA formulation for a span-restorable network can easily be modified to the 

JCA formulation in order to perform joint working and spare capacity optimization. To 

do so, the prior w, input parameters become output variables, we modify the objec

tive function, and we add new set, parameter, and variable notation as well as two 

new constraints to ensure the routing of working demands and adequate working 

capacity to support them. The added notation for the joint problem is:

New Sets:

• D is the set of working lightpath demands, and is typically indexed by r.

•  O' is the set of all distinct eligible routes available to carry working path rout

ing for demand relation r, and is typically indexed by q.

New Input Parameters:

•  dr is the number of lightpath demand units for demand relation r.

• C'fq e {0,1} is a parameter that encodes working routes, if Cj'q = 1, working 

route q used for demand relation r crosses span j. If C]'q = 0 , working route q 

used for demand relation rdoes not cross span j.

New Decision Variables:

• gr-q > 0 is the amount of working flow assigned to working route q used for 

demand relation r.

• w, >0 is the amount of working capacity that is placed on span / (this was 

formerly an input parameter).
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In addition to the new notation, all previous notation from the SCA formulation of the 

problem remains. In order to consider working capacities in addition to spare capac

ity, we also make the following change to the objective function:

Minimize cy ’ (sj + wj ) (5-4)
V/eS

Finally, we add two new constraint sets as follows:

£ g ' ' 9 =cr Vre D (5.5)
V<JE Cf

' L ' L ? i * -9 '"  = wi v>s S  (S-6)
VfeDvqeO1,

Equation (5.5) is the working routing equivalent to the restoration-related constraint 

set in equation (5.2). It ensures that the total working flow assigned to all eligible 

working routes for demand relation r is sufficient to fully route it. Note that as it is writ

ten, there is nothing in equation (5.5) (or other constraint sets) preventing working 

flow from being split amongst multiple working routes. Equation (5.6) sizes the work

ing capacities on each span in much the same way that equation (5.3) does so for 

spare capacity. The main structural difference between those two constraint sets is 

that in equation (5.6), the working flow for each demand relation is applied to each 

span at the same time, hence the double summation. When sizing spare capacity in 

equation (5.3), on the other hand, restoration flow is applied separately for each span 

failure scenario. Also, we use an equality here, rather than an inequality as in equa

tion (5.3). This is because working capacity placement is strictly equivalent to that 

required to carry all lightpath demands, which are all routed simultaneously, while 

spare capacity in equation (5.3) is sized to accommodate individual failure scenarios 

separately, some of which may require more or less spare capacity than others on 

any particular span. Besides the change to the objective function and the addition of 

the two new constraint sets, the constraints in equations (5.2) and (5.3) remain a part 

of the JCA formulation. While the span-restorable SCA problem can also be solved 

using the JCA formulation, by simply providing only a single eligible working route 

(say, the shortest) for each demand relation, it is typically solved using the separate 

formulation provided earlier.
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Many variations on the formulations above are possible. The capacity only formula

tion is one such version where the goal is to minimize the number of working and/or 

spare capacity units required, rather than the cost of such capacity. It can be mod

elled in two ways, either by simply setting all q capacity cost values to the same 

value ( Cj = 1 V; e S is typical), or actually removing the q  capacity cost parameter

from the objective function. In the latter case, equations (5.1) and (5.4) are replaced 

by equations (5.7) and (5.8), respectively:

Minimize £  s; (5.7)

Another common variation on the formulation is one where the network does not 

necessarily have to provide full (i.e., 100%) restoration for each failure scenario. By 

introducing a new input parameter, 0 < /, < 1, which represents the proportion of 

working capacity on span i that must be restorable in the event of that span’s failure 

(i.e., it’s level of restoration), we can replace equation (5.2) with equation (5.9), be

low. The right hand side of this new equation now effectively requires sufficient resto

ration flow over all eligible restoration routes to restore a specified proportion of the 

failed span’s working capacity. If integrality is strictly asserted on the f,p flow vari

ables, then it may also be necessary to change the equality in equation (5.9) to an 

inequality (>) since fractional amounts of required working capacity protection may 

result.

In equation (5.3), working capacity requirements are calculated as the summation of 

the products of working flow and a {0,1} binary parameter encoding whether a par

ticular route is crossing a particular span, and similarly for equation (5.6) in calculat

ing spare capacity requirements. However, we can also encode whether a route 

crosses a span by declaring a set Sq c S , which is the set of spans in route q, and

which is just as easily generated in pre-processing as the and £ rf Q parameters. If
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that is the case, then ^  8 f4 ■ fjp is equivalent to Y  fjp and £  ]T C fq • 9 r'q is
vpzP, vpŝpeSp vreD vqe<y

equivalent to £  gr-q. We can then replace equations (5.3) and (5.6) with
VreOvqEO'l/eS,

equations (5.10) and (5.11), respectively. While the two pairs of equations are 

equivalent, some readers find that this approach is more intuitive, and depending on 

the model (for instance the SBPP and path restoration models in Sections 5.1.2 and 

5.1.3), it may also simplify its expression.

Y  fiiP<Sj V/,y'eS|/*y (5.10)

I  I  v; e S  (5-11)
VreDvgecrljeS,

5 .1 .2  S hared  Backup  Path  P rotection

In the above formulations for span-restorable network design, only one set of eligible 

restoration routes need be considered for any given failure scenario since only a sin

gle span fails at any given time, and (due to the restoration mechanism) only one 

commodity requires rerouting. The formulation for SBPP, on the other hand, needs to 

provide for rerouting of multiple commodities simultaneously, depending on the spe

cific failure scenario and the lightpaths affected by it. This requires significant struc

tural differences in the SBPP formulation compared to the span restoration formula

tion.

In addition to the notation from Section 5.1.1, we add the following new notation:

New Sets:

• R, is the set of all distinct eligible routes that can be used either for primary 

or backup routing of demand relation r. It is typically indexed by p if we con

sider it for primary routing, or b if we consider it for backup routing.

• R} c  Rr is the set of all distinct eligible routes that can be used either for pri

mary or backup routing of demand relation r, and which cross span y.

• Sq e  S is the set of spans in route qe Rr , as described above.
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New Decision Variables:

• x?e{0,1} is a variable that encodes the assignment of backup routes. If

x? = 1, then backup route b is assigned for use to protect demand relation r.

If x? = 0 , then backup route b is not assigned for use to protect demand rela

tion r.

• yp e {0,1} is a variable that encodes the assignment of primary routes. If

yp = 1, then primary route p is assigned for routing of demand relation r. If

y pr = 0 ,  then primary route p is not assigned for routing of demand relation r.

• 2* *  e {0,1} is a variable that jointly encodes the assignment of backup routes 

and primary routes, and acts as a proxy to the product of x? and y?. If 

zp-b = 1, then primary route p and backup route b are both assigned for use 

by demand relation r. If z?'b = 0 , then at least one of primary route p and 

backup route b is not assigned for use by demand relation r. If z f6 did not ex

ist as a separate variable, then equation (5.19) below would need to contain a 

product of two variables, which would make this formulation non-linear.

The SBPP JCA model is then expressed as follows:

Minimize Z ci i si + wi)vjeS
(5.12)

Subject to: Iy?=i
VpEflr

Vre D (5.13)

Z Z y?-dr = wivreDvpeRi
VyeS (5.14)

Z * ? = 1vteR,
Vre D (5.15)

x?+yfq< 1 Vre D Vqre Rr (5.16)

x? + y?<z?-p + 1 Vre D \/p,be Rr (5.17)

Z V /e S  Vre D 
VpeflJ

(5.18)
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Z Z Z z?‘b-dr < Sj V i , j e S \ i * j  (5.19)
VreOvfieR/ VpeR‘,|SBr,S0=!2

The objective function (5.12) minimizes the total cost of working and spare capacity 

needed to provide full primary and backup routing of all demands, and is the same 

objective function as that for the span-restorable JCA model in equation (5.4). The 

constraints set in equation (5.13) ensures that there is exactly one primary (working) 

route for each demand relation r. In the case where a network operator may wish to 

allow demands for a single relation to be routed over more multiple routes as needed 

for efficiency improvements, then that demand relation can be expressed as individ

ual unit-sized demand relations instead. For instance, if demand relation D09 repre

sents three lightpaths between nodes N04 and A/76, then expressing it as three 

separate demand relations (say, D09a, D09b, and D09c) of one lightpath each be

tween nodes N04 and A/76 would allow (but not necessarily force) each to follow dis

tinct primary routes (and backup routes). If we did not express equation (5.13) in this 

manner, but instead used a variable representing the number of lightpath demand 

units assigned to each route as we did in the span-restorable models, then later in 

equation (5.19) when we calculate the amount of spare capacity required on each 

span, we would not be able to easily avoid a non-linearity in the equation. Equation 

(5.14) determines the amount of working capacity required on each span to accom

modate the primary routing; the working capacity on a span is equivalent to the sum 

of the number of lightpath demand units of each demand relation r whose primary 

route p crosses the span. Equation (5.15) ensures that there is exactly one backup 

(protection) route assigned for each demand relation r. In equation (5.16), any given 

route q can only be assigned as the primary route or the backup route for a demand 

relation r (or neither), but not both. While this constraint is not strictly required be

cause later constraints will ensure span disjointedness between any demand rela

tion’s assigned primary and backup routes, this added-value constraint helps to more 

directly confine the feasible solution space of the ILP. Equation (5.17) assigns a 

value to the zp,b variables, which are used in the constraints set that follows. If 

x? = 0 and ypr = 0 (neither routes p nor b are assigned as the primary and backup 

route, respectively, for demand relation r), then zf,£> will be allowed to equal 0, and
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since z?,b = 0 can only ever decrease spare capacity costs (via the combination of 

other constraints in the model), then that is the value it will take. On the other hand, if 

x? = 1 and/or yp =1 (at least one of routes p or b are assigned as the primary and 

backup route, respectively, for demand relation i), then z?-b will have to equal 1 for 

the constraint to be satisfied. Effectively, this is equivalent to 2?* = x? -yp, but since 

that is a non-linear equation, then we must express it as we have; its purpose will 

become apparent in the discussion of equation (5.19), below.

The constraints in equation (5.18) ensure that for each eligible route p for demand 

relation rthat crosses failed span /, if that route is assigned as the primary route (i.e., 

y? = 1), then that demand relation must be assigned a backup route b that does not 

cross the failed span (i.e., /'« Sb). Finally, in equation (5.19), sufficient spare capac

ity is assigned to each surviving span j  to accommodate all backup route assign

ments that simultaneously cross that span for each failure scenario. More specifi

cally, the spare capacity on surviving span j  must equal or exceed the sum of the 

number of lightpath units of all demand relations rthat are assigned backup route b, 

which crosses span j  and primary route p, which crosses failed span /, where routes 

p and b are span disjoint (i.e., Spn S b = 0 ) .  If route p is not assigned as the primary

route for demand relation r and/or route b is not assigned as the backup route, then 

from equation (5.17), z?,b = 0 , and so the only combination of eligible primary and 

backup routes that will contribute to the spare capacity of span j  is the pair that is ac

tually assigned.

As in the span-restorable design problems, we enforce integrality on the wy working 

capacity and s; spare capacity variables to correspond to WDM optical networking 

where a unit of capacity represents an individual wavelength. We must also enforce 

integrality on the x?, yp, and variables since they must strictly be either equiva

lent to 0 or 1 in order to have any meaning. Since there are no other output variables 

in this model, we must therefore solve the SBPP JCA design problem as a pure ILP.

In much the same way that the span-restorable SCA design problem could be solved 

by using the span-restorable JCA model, we can solve the SBPP SCA design prob-
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lem with only a simple modification to the SBPP JCA model. To do so, values for the 

yp variables encoding whether an eligible route p is a primary route for demand rela

tion r or not are assigned as inputs so that yp = 1 for, say, the shortest eligible route 

p assigned to be the primary working route for demand relation r, and yp = 0 for all 

other eligible routes for demand relation r. Equation (5.13) becomes redundant but 

still holds, and all other constraint sets remain unaffected. In these circumstances, it 

would also be wise to ensure that eligible route sets provided for each demand rela

tion contain only those routes that are span disjoint from the primary route, so as not 

to unnecessarily add to the problem’s complexity by including routes (and all the ac

companying parameters, variables, and constraints) that could not possibly be cho

sen as backup routes.

An alternative model of the SBPP design problem can also be formulated as a 

choice amongst pairs of primary-backup routes [48]. Each demand relation is pro

vided with a set of eligible disjoint route pairs (one primary and one backup) to select 

from. Under the same objective of minimizing working and spare capacity costs, the 

model determines which pair of routes each demand relation is assigned for primary 

and backup routing, subject to the same sets of constraints above. In other words, 

there is only a single primary and backup route per demand relation, working capac

ity is equivalent to the primary routing, and spare capacity is sufficient to accommo

date all simultaneously required backup routes for each span failure scenario. For 

more details on this design model, see [48] (pp. 417-420).

One final option is to formulate the SBPP model in a manner similar to the path res

toration model that follows in Section 5.1.3. This would require that the restoration 

flow assignment variables in the path restoration model be failure independent (by 

addition of an equality-type constraint or simply redefining them to remove any failure 

scenario associations) and the stub release decision variables (or parameters as the 

case may be) be set to zero. This new model would not, however, restrict each de

mand to use of only a single primary and backup route pair, but rather would allow 

multiple primary and backup routes per demand relation (subject to integrality con

siderations, of course). Since the binary variables of the original SBPP model would 

effectively be replaced with integer variables, the new model is also easier to solve.
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5.1 .3  P a th  R e s to ra t io n

As mentioned in Section 4.4.3, path restoration employs a multi-commodity maxi

mum flow (MCMF) type of simultaneous end-to-end rerouting over the available res

toration routes. The primary difference between path restoration and SBPP is that in 

path restoration, there is no single pre-determined restoration route for each working 

path, but rather a collectively re-organized end-to-end rerouting of affected working 

paths in a manner that is specific to the failure scenario. Stub release further compli

cates the formulation of the ILP model for path-restorable network design (stub re

lease is not applicable in the span restoration and SBPP models).

We begin with the path-restorable SCA network design problem, and we add to the 

notation already used for previous design models.

New Sets:

•  Pr is the set of all distinct eligible routes available to carry restoration flow for 

demand relation r, and is typically indexed by p.

•  Di, c  D is the set of working lightpath demands whose working route crosses 

span /, and is typically indexed by r. Note that here we assume that the work

ing routes are pre-determined (hence this model is SCA), and any given de

mand relation is routed completely over a single working route. If for effi

ciency or other reasons, demand from a single demand relation should be 

split amongst multiple working routes, then that demand relation can be ex

pressed as multiple demand relations in a manner similar to that described in 

Section 5.1.2.

New Input Parameters:

•  S-'p e {0,1} is a parameter that encodes restoration routes. If Srf p = 1, restora

tion route p used for restoration of demand relation r crosses span j. If 

Sj'p = 0, restoration route p used for restoration of demand relation rdoes not 

cross span j.
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New Decision Variables:

• f[p > 0 is the amount of restoration flow assigned to restoration route p for 

restoration of demand relation rin the event of failure of span /.

• s[j > 0 is the amount of stub-release capacity on span /  that is released in the 

event of failure of span /.

The path-restorable SCA network design model is expressed as follows:

Minimize £  c; • s; (5.20)
vjeS

Subject to: £  ffp = dr V /e S  Vre D, (5.21)
vpeP'IwSp

S,J= Y  dr V / , / e S | / * /  (5.22)
VreC(jreD|

si + s'u *  Z I  C  V/',y'e S\i *  j  (5.23)
VrcQ vpÊjjeSp

The objective function (5.20) minimizes the total cost of spare capacity needed to 

provide full restoration of all demands (for single span failures), and is the same ob

jective function as the one in equation (5.1) for the span-restorable SCA model. The 

constraints set in equation (5.21) ensures that for any span failure scenario and de

mand relation affected by that failure, there is equivalent restoration flow over all eli

gible restoration routes available for use by that demand relation that do not cross 

the failed span. In equation (5.22) the amount of stub-release capacity on span /  that 

is released in the event of the failure of span / is equivalent to the total number of 

lightpath demands over all demand relations whose working routes cross both span / 

and span /. We note that for any given pair of spans i and /, s,'y is uniquely deter

mined by the pre-determined working routing, and so all su values could be ex

pressed as pre-calculated input parameters rather than as decision variables in a 

constraint set. This equation is subtly different than, say, the f[p variables in equation

(5.21) because there, the f'p are all within the summation, and so none of the indi

vidual variables can be uniquely defined, whereas in equation (5.22), each s'u vari-
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able is individually and therefore uniquely calculated separately from all of the others, 

with one copy of equation (5.22) for each. Finally, equation (5.23) places sufficient 

spare capacity on each surviving span j  to fully accommodate all restoration flows 

simultaneously routed over it for each failure scenario, with a credit given for any 

stub-release capacity on the span.

Like previous design problems, the SCA formulation for path-restorable network de

sign can be easily modified to address the JCA design problem of joint working and 

spare capacity optimization. As before, we modify the objective function, we add 

several new constraints to ensure the routing of working demands and adequate 

working capacity to support them, and then also modify two existing constraint sets 

(those in equations (5.21) and (5.22)).

In order to jointly optimize working capacities in addition to spare capacity, we use 

the same objective formulation as the previous JCA problems:

Minimize £  cy • (sy + wy) (5.24)
VjeS

The full formulation of the path-restorable JCA design problem is as follows:

Subject to: I  9'-* -  9'
VgeQ r

Vre D (5.25)

X X 9 r* = w,
vreOvfleOr|)eS,

V /e S (5.26)

X £ =  X 9r-q
vpeP'l/eSp vpeClfeS,

V /e S  V re D (5.27)

s’u = X X 9r'qvreDvqzor\i,j<iSa
V/.ye S\i *  y (5.28)

Si +Sl j -  X  X & V/,y'eS|/*y (5.29)
VreD, vpeflr|yeS0

The constraint sets in equations (5.25) and (5.26) are exactly the same constraint 

sets in equations (5.5) and (5.6) from the ILP formulation of the span-restoration JCA 

design problem; they ensure sufficient working flows to carry all demands, and calcu

late the working capacity required to accommodate those working flows, respec

tively. Equation (5.27) ensures that for each span failure scenario and each demand 

relation, there is sufficient total restoration flow over all applicable eligible restoration
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routes to fully restore all of that demand relation’s working flow that crosses the failed 

span (if any). This equation replaces equation (5.21), and has been modified to ac

count for the potentially multiple working routes being used by each demand relation 

(in equation (5.21), we assumed that all working flow for any given demand relation 

is routed over a single pre-determined working route). Equation (5.28) calculates the 

stub release capacities, and is a form of equation (5.22) that has been modified in a 

similar manner as equation (5.21) was modified into equation (5.27). Note that here, 

calculation of the s'u variables must be done within the ILP itself and cannot be ex

pressed as pre-calculated input parameters as they could in the SCA version of the 

problem because now, their values are a function of the gr,q decision variables 

rather than only input parameters. Finally, equation (5.28) is exactly the same as 

equation (5.23), which places sufficient spare capacity on each surviving span to fully 

accommodate all restoration flows simultaneously routed over it for each failure sce

nario, with a credit given for any stub-release capacity on the span.

Despite its more complex nature, path-restorable design is actually much easier to 

solve than the SBPP design problem. This is because the ILP formulation of the 

SBPP problem requires the use of integer binary decision variables (x f , yp, and 

z?b), which cannot be relaxed; x? =0.75 for instance has no real meaning since a 

route can only be used ( x? = 1) or not ( x? = 0). This greater number of integer deci

sion variables therefore requires the solution of a great deal more nodes on average 

in the branch-and-bound tree when solving the ILP problem. We should note, how

ever, that solving the JCA version of the path-restorable network design problem is 

considerably more difficult (i.e., time consuming) than solving the SCA version of the 

problem, and both versions are more difficult than the span-restorable network de

sign problem, which has significantly fewer constraint sets and decision variables.

5.1 .4  p -Cyc les

The final mesh restoration mechanism for which a network design problem will be 

modelled herein in the form of an ILP formulation is p-cycle restoration. The p-cycle 

design problem differs structurally from the span-restorable, SBPP, and path- 

restorable design problems in one key fashion: the optimization is in the form of a
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choice between eligible cycles rather than a choice between eligible routes. As such, 

we need to introduce new notation to properly express cycles and to identify strad

dling spans in addition to on-cycle spans. In addition to some notation used in previ

ous design models, we add the following new notation.

New Sets:

•  C  is the set of eligible cycles that can be used to provide p-cycle protection 

to working links in the network and is indexed by p.

New Input Parameters:

• Xpj e {0,1,2} is a parameter equivalent to the number of protection relation

ships provided by a unit-sized copy of p-cycle p for working links on span j. 

Recalling from Section 4.4.4 that a p-cycle provides protection for one work

ing link on an on-cycle span and two working links on a straddling span, 

Xpj = 1 if span j  is an on-cycle span for cycle p, XPJ = 2 if span j  is a strad

dling span for cycle p, Xpj = 0 if span j  is neither an on-cycle or straddling 

span for cycle p.

New Decision Variables:

•  np> 0 is the number of unit-sized copies of p-cycle p placed in the network.

The full formulation of the JCA p-cycle network design problem is as follows:

Minimize X  cy • (sy + wy) (5.30)
V)eS

Subject to: X gr q = dr V r e D  (5.31)
vqe CT

I  X  9 r'q = wi V /e S  (5.32)
vreOvgsCyl/eS,

X  Xpj - np > Wj Vie S (5.33)
vpeC

X n p  = si V /e S  (5.34)
vpeCjXp,

Equations (5.30), (5.31), and (5.32) are identical to prior equations seen in span- 

restorable JCA network design and path-restorable JCA network design. Equation
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(5.30) minimizes the cost of working and spare capacity required in the network, 

while equation (5.31) and (5.32) ensure sufficient working flows to carry all demands, 

and calculate the working capacity required to accommodate those working flows, 

respectively. The constraint set in equation (5.33) ensures that for the failure of any 

span /, the p-cycles placed in the network provide enough protection relationships to 

fully reroute all of the working capacity on the failed span. Note that if Xpj = 1, then

p-cycle p will provide protection for one of the working links on span / per copy of the 

p-cycle, if Xpj = 2, then p-cycle p will provide protection for two of the working links

on span i per copy of the p-cycle, and if Xp j = 0, then p-cycle p will not provide any

protection for working links on span /. Equation (5.34) determines the amount of 

spare capacity on each span j  as a result of the p-cycles placed in equation (5.33) 

that cross that span.

The SCA version of the above problem can be easily modelled by simply removing 

the constraint sets in equation (5.31) and (5.32), turning the w, decision variables 

into input parameters (with values determined by pre-processing for, say, shortest 

path routing of demands), and removing w, from the objective function.

5.2 Pre-Processing for Route Enumeration
All of the formulations presented in Section 5.1 are generalized models that are not 

specific to any particular network. They are applicable to any network by using ap

propriate pre-processing methods to fully express the design problems with the 

proper sets of eligible routes and/or cycles, and other input parameters required. Ex

act methods vary, but in the work done for this thesis, we use a depth-first search 

process to enumerate eligible routes and/or cycles and encode them as sets of 

spans (e.g., S , c S )  or as binary parameters (e.g., S-,p e {0,1}). That and a related

shortest path algorithm used for performing working path routing (when applicable) 

are built into custom-designed software to generate data files specific to each net

work. A data file is then combined with a generalized model of the corresponding ILP 

(see Section 6.3 for details) and solved to carry out a network design.
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5.2.1 E lig ible  Route  Ho p  or  D istance  L im its

In order to obtain the strictly optimal solution to one of the design problems, the eligi

ble route and/or cycle sets need to contain all distinct routes8 and/or cycles. How

ever, for even moderately sized networks, such route sets and cycle sets are very 

large. For instance, in one 15-node 30-span test network used herein (see Section 

6.1), there are 190425 distinct routes and 3969 distinct cycles. For slightly larger 

networks, the number of eligible routes can easily exceed the capabilities of the com

puters we use to solve such problems, and simply expressing the problem may even 

be beyond the available memory limits.

A common and practical approach to dealing with this issue is to impose a hop limit 

(H) on the eligible routes, such that only those routes composed of H or fewer spans 

are considered as eligible routes. The thinking is that since using shorter routes will 

require less capacity than using longer routes, then providing the problem with only 

short routes should allow a relatively efficient design. However, it is clear that as H is 

increased, more sharing-efficient patterns of re-routing are permitted, as was dem

onstrated in [60]. This allows for a fairly good trade-off between problem complexity 

and solution quality. A large H provides a greater number of routing options for the 

problem to choose from thereby reducing overall design costs but increasing the 

complexity of the problem (the greater the number of eligible working and/or restora

tion routes, the greater the number of constraints and variables in a design problem). 

A smaller H, on the other hand, restricts the number of routing options available, and 

so, although the problem’s complexity may be greatly reduced, it is forced to select 

slightly less efficient and therefore more costly routing arrangements. As also shown 

in [60], there is some threshold hop limit, H', at which the theoretical minimum of ca

pacity requirements is reached. In other words, the solution obtained when using no 

hop limit at all is no better than that obtained when using a hop limit of H\ We note 

that the exact value of H is dependent on a variety of factors, including the network 

topology, demands, and span costs, and cannot be pre-determined analytically. 

Other options for restricting the number of eligible routes is to use distance limits,

8 A route is distinct from another if they differ by at least one span (i.e., it crosses at least one 
span that the other route does not). By all distinct routes, we mean every route that can pos
sibly be drawn in the network graph that is distinct from all of the others already drawn.
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cost limits, or even optical path loss limits, all of which will provide trade-offs similar 

to that provided by a strict hop limit.

One practical problem comes when a network contains sparsely connected regions 

with long chains and/or low nodal degree as well as other more richly connected re

gions with higher nodal degree. In this case, a hop limit of H =  10, for example, may 

be necessary to provide even a single eligible restoration route for some spans in a 

sparsely connected region, while using that same hop limit might produce many 

thousands of eligible restoration routes in a richly connected region of the same net

work. We therefore use a related strategy that is both effective and practical at rep

resenting and solving the design models, and also greatly improves the scalability of 

the problem to permit solution of quite large network design problems with a variety 

of richly and sparsely connected regions. The idea is not to presume a specific net- 

work-wide hop or length limit and attempt to generate all distinct routes up to that 

limit, but rather to use a procedure that results in a specified number of the shortest 

distinct eligible routes at whatever hop or length limit is required to realize the speci

fied number for each failure scenario (or demand relation in the case of working 

routes) independently of one another. So for instance, if we specify that we require at 

least 10 eligible restoration routes per failure scenario, then the procedure is to enu

merate the 10 shortest distinct restoration routes for each failure scenario separately. 

For some such failure scenarios, these eligible routes may all be under three or four 

hops in length, while for another failure scenario in the same network, they may ac

tually be 10 or 12 hops in length. Experience shows that in cases where the 10th 

shortest eligible route for a failure scenario is the same number of hops as the 11th 

shortest, and possibly also the 12th shortest and so on, then all equivalently short eli

gible routes could also be included with negligible impact on problem complexity.

5.3 H euristic and A lgorithm ic Approaches
In addition to the optimal ILP models already presented, many non-LP sub-optimal 

heuristics for solving various network design problems have also been developed. A 

heuristic is an algorithmic sequence of rules or actions that specify a means to solve 

a problem in a finite number of steps. While good heuristics tend to be quite fast and 

easy to use, their main drawback is that they do not guarantee an optimal solution
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(or even a feasible solution). Most heuristics are very specific to the problem they 

have been designed to solve, and even when a solution is obtained, a heuristic gen

erally has no way of specifying how far from the optimal solution its own solution is.

One of the earlier heuristics was the Spare Link Placement Algorithm (SLPA) [50], 

which provides a near-optimal assignment of spare capacity in a span-restorable 

mesh network. The first phase of SLPA, forward synthesis, is to start with a network 

design containing one spare link per span, and then iteratively improve on the design 

by performing various operations (either add a spare link, add a pair of links, or add a 

complete restoration path) such that restorability is improved at the lowest possible 

cost at each iteration. The second phase, design tightening, removes spare links by 

iteratively performing various operations (remove one spare link, remove two spare 

links and add one, or remove three spare links and add two) while retaining full re

storability. Additional variations on SLPA are provided in [113]. The Max-Latching 

SCP Heuristic [55] also provides a near-optimal assignment of spare capacity in a 

span-restorable mesh network. It does so by iteratively determining lowest-cost res

toration routes for each span one at a time. At each iteration, the costs of the restora

tion routes consider only additional spare capacity that needs to be placed above 

what has already been assigned for use by restoration routes for spans already 

made restorable in earlier iterations.

Heuristics are used to allocate spare capacity resources in an SBPP network in [14], 

[66], [77], [78], and [57]. The work in [14] discusses Simulated Allocation, which uses 

a randomized process of allocation and de-allocation of routes to develop an efficient 

design solution. [66] develops three different algorithms, including one that is effec

tively max-latching modified to incorporate an adaptive weight function and applied to 

SBPP. Successive survivable routing (SSR) in [77] and [78] is a matrix-based model 

that routes disjoint backup routes one at a time and updates backup paths to ac

commodate for currently routed demands and their backup paths. In [57], four ver

sions of a distributed algorithm are used to calculate working and backup paths using 

various link weight metrics (least loaded, minimum hop count, minimum cumulative 

backup, and minimum interference routing algorithm).
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Meta-heuristics are a broad class of very general heuristics that are applicable to a 

wide variety of different problems by modifying the underlying algorithmic methods 

contained within them. Tabu search and simulated annealing are two well-known and 

widely used meta-heuristics [86]. They are considered to be neighbourhood search 

meta-heuristics because they both start with some initial feasible solution and then 

search for better and better solutions by navigating (or performing moves) through a 

neighbourhood of other feasible solutions. A neighbourhood is a set of feasible solu

tions that can be reached from the current solution by way of a move, where a move 

is a simple operation that typically involves modifying the current solution by some 

incremental way, such as (in the case of network design) swapping one unit of flow 

from one eligible restoration route to another. While the overall intent is to continue 

making moves until the optimal solution (or at least a near-optimal solution) is ob

tained, neighbourhood search heuristics can easily become trapped within a local 

minimum within the feasible solution space. In order to prevent this, most such heu

ristics allow, or in some cases even encourage, uphill moves.

The overall approach of a tabu search heuristic is to ensure that a neighbourhood 

search doesn’t become trapped within a repeating sequence of moves, and uses a 

tabu list, which records and disallows future visits to feasible solutions already vis

ited. In a tabu search, uphill moves are allowed if it will help to avoid solutions al

ready visited; otherwise, moves generally proceed towards improvements. Eventu

ally, new regions of the feasible solution space are investigated while avoiding local 

minima. Tabu search was recently applied to ring network design in [86] and to 

SBPP network design in [14].

Simulated annealing is a similar meta-heuristic whose approach models the behav

iour of metal annealing, where a metal is cooled and then reheated and allowed to 

re-cool to reorganize its crystalline structure in a more desirable fashion. The search 

proceeds through the solution space by not only accepting moves that improve on 

the solution but also accepting uphill moves with a probability that slowly diminishes 

as the heuristic progresses towards an optimal solution. For this reason, it is often 

referred to as a stochastic hill-climbing neighbourhood search heuristic. Simulated 

annealing heuristics were developed for mesh network design in [14] and [78].
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A third meta-heuristic is a genetic algorithm [83], which is based on the biological 

concept of evolution within a population, and seeks to maximize a fitness function by 

producing multiple generations of a population through various evolutionary-type op

erations. Solutions are encoded in a structure that is easily represented as a set of 

chromosomes or genes, which make up the current population. In the case of net

work design, chromosomes could represent assignment of flows to eligible routes, 

working and/or spare capacity assignments, etc. Any given population contains a 

number of feasible solutions, each with their own genetic makeup. At each iteration 

in the genetic algorithm, the current population is transformed into a new one by per

forming cross-over and mutation operations on its members, where cross-over se

lects sections of chromosomes from two members of the population and a mutation 

is simply a random modification of a member of the population. Following the con

cept of survival of the fittest, only the best members of the new generation remain in 

the new population. The whole process is then repeated for several generations. A 

genetic algorithm was applied to a combined capacity and routing problem in [83].

While the above examples are quite varied in their approaches, it is by no means an 

exhaustive list of heuristics that have been applied to network design problems. 

However, for the most part, heuristics as described above are not the main focus of 

this thesis and except for where they apply directly to specific topics to be discussed 

later, we leave it to the reader to decide whether they are suitable for his/her particu

lar purposes.

5.3.1 ILP -B a sed  H euristics

While we often don’t think of them as heuristic methods, one form of heuristic we use 

extensively in this thesis is the ILP-based heuristic. Like the heuristics discussed 

above, an ILP-based heuristic is a generally sub-optimal method of solving a prob

lem. What differentiates this class of heuristic is that it utilizes some form of reduced- 

complexity ILP model within it, and may be no more complicated than directly solving 

a simplified ILP model of the full problem. So in the strictest sense, in the work pre

sented in this thesis, we solve the design models discussed in Section 5.1 as ILP- 

based heuristics since we either relax integrality on some variables and/or provide 

only limited eligible route or cycle sets.
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There are some heuristics, however, that are very algorithmic in nature, where the 

use of an ILP is merely one step in the process. Work in [114] for example iteratively 

solves a cutset-based ILP, starting with a very small number of cutsets considered, 

and repeatedly adds new cutsets as required to suitably constrain the problem with

out considering all possible cutsets. And in [89], an lLP-based heuristic is used for 

joint network topology and capacity optimization (see also CHAPTER 8 for other 

methods to solve this problem). This heuristic works by iteratively developing candi

date network topologies using purely algorithmic methods and then passing them on 

to an ILP solver to perform working and spare capacity optimization.
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CHAPTER 6
Ex p e r im e n ta l  S et- up  a n d  B e n c h m a r k in g 9

6.1 Network Topology Models
The design methods developed and discussed in this thesis are validated and char

acterized through comparative design trials conducted on a suite of 163 test network 

topologies, which we divide into six groups or families of related networks, as in [25] 

and [54]. Each family is headed by a master network with an average nodal degree 

of 4.0. While these master networks do not represent real network topologies per se 

(they were created as test network topologies within our research group), they are 

characteristic of real transport network topologies in the sense that they are planar or 

nearly planar, their nodal connectivities exhibit a high locality (i.e., they generally only 

connect to other nodes near them in the plane of the graph), and their nodes have a 

range of nodal degrees typically not exceeding twice the average nodal degree of 

the network as a whole. Each other member of a family is obtained by applying a 

succession of individual span removals to the high-degree master network while 

keeping all nodal positions (and end-to-end demands) fixed. More precisely, starting 

with the master network, one span at a time is removed from the graph, with each 

span removal resulting in a new subgraph, which becomes another member of the 

network family. Span removals are done pseudo-randomly10, subject to retaining bi

connectivity, and continue until there is no span remaining whose removal would not 

violate bi-connectivity. Sparse regions and even chains of degree-two nodes were 

allowed to arise spontaneously as the average nodal degree is lowered through the 

span removals.

This technique allows us to directly test our various design methods and provide 

comparative analyses on networks having a systematic progression from high to low

9 This chapter contains some material previously published in [25] and [54].
10 We say “pseudo-randomly” because the span removed at each step was selected by a 
human designer with no preconceived notions about how to guide the evolution of the net
work and with no conscious bias towards any particular span or region of the network.
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average nodal degree, and will better facilitate characterization and understanding of 

the design methods as a network’s connectivity varies. Without such network fami

lies, studies on completely unrelated test networks would simply produce a scatter- 

plot in the space of capacity versus average nodal degree, and other underlying 

topological effects could easily obscure any real effects of the network connectivity 

on the design method.

All master networks are labelled so as to indicate the number of nodes and spans in 

their graph. Network 15n30s1, for instance, is a network with 15 nodes and 30 

spans. Individual networks in each family are labelled according to the master net

work and the number of spans remaining in the topology. For example, 15n30s1-19s 

corresponds to the network in the family headed by the 15n30s1 master network that 

has 19 spans remaining. All six master networks (15n30s1, 20n40s1, 25n50s1, 

30n60s1, 35n70s1, and 40n80s1) are shown in Figure 6.1.

(f)(cO (e)

Figure 6.1 -  Network topologies of the (a) 15n30s1, (b) 20n40s1, (c) 25n50s1, (d) 30n60s1, 
(e) 35n70s1, and (f) 40n80s1 master networks.

In all network topologies, the length of each span is the Euclidean distance on the 

plane between the end nodes the span connects. Unless specified otherwise, costs 

used by the various design problems in this thesis are equivalent to the span lengths,
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and so assuming length is measured in kilometres, resultant network costs can be 

thought of as corresponding to wavelength-kilometres. Topology files containing 

nodal coordinates, connectivity data, and span lengths and costs for all test case 

networks are provided in APPENDIX A.

6.2 Demand Models
As already discussed, optical transport networks may actually bear a mixture of 

IP/LAN, DS-n, STS-n, ATM, and leased whole-wavelength services. An important 

concept in the transport network is, however, that all such higher level service re

quirements, once forecast or otherwise assessed, can be viewed in aggregate and 

distilled down into a total demand for wavelengths between each O-D pair. There

fore, we do not need to deal with an array of traffic types, only a model for their ag

gregate totals between nodes. In real transport networks, lightpath demand matrices 

are a result of the myriad traffic types requiring service, and could follow a variety of 

models. In an attempt to keep the postulated wavelength demand matrices for test 

case networks as realistic as possible and reproduce plausible expectations about 

the real world, many different models can be defined. Following fairly common prac

tice for generating instances of demand patterns for use in research studies, we typi

cally employ an inverse distance gravity model, a simple attraction model, or a uni

form random model.

In the gravity model, demands are generated from a mutual attraction effect propor

tional to node importance, but with an inverse distance dependency. In real net

works, the population of a city or other regional measure of importance can be the 

basis of a node importance factor. Here, as a surrogate for measures such as popu

lation size or node importance, we use the degree of the node in each network. Us

ing this model, the demand between a pair of nodes can be calculated as shown in 

equation (6.1), where demal) is the number of demand units exchanged between

nodes a and b, da and db are the nodal degrees of nodes a and b, respectively, 

dista_b is the distance between nodes a and b, and Const is some constant scaling 

factor.
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demab= int (± A .C o n s t^
dista.b

(6.1)

One strategy we often use is to set the scaling factor to be approximately half the 

average length of the spans in the network, implying that there is about a halving of 

the expected demand at one average span length. This model is often viewed as be

ing a strongly localizing model of demand that may not be representative of some 

virtually distance-independent demands such as one might expect in the New York 

to Los Angeles (NY-LA) relation.

The attraction model is quite similar to the gravity model, with the main difference 

being the lack of inverse-distance effect (the distance term in equation (6.1) is set to

1.0). This allows generation of strong distance-independent demands such as the 

notional NY-LA example. It may also be more characteristic of a metropolitan-scale 

network where there is virtually no distance-based attenuation of demand, and of 

Internet-driven demand patterns where any given session or transaction is often as 

likely to be half-way around the world as it is to be in the same city. With distance no 

longer a factor, the constant now merely functions as a means of scaling the de

mands, and for comparative analyses, we often adjust the constant so that the aver

age demand per O-D node pair approximates the model we wish to compare to.

In the uniform random model, every O-D pair is assigned a demand intensity from a 

discrete uniform random distribution. This model also has a basis in reality; demands 

in metro area networks and in quite densely populated areas, and increasingly also 

in the Internet, aren’t necessarily related to either the degree (or some perceived im

portance) of the nodes, or the distance between them. In such a situation, a specified 

pair of nodes may be no more or less likely to exchange a large demand, as they are 

a small demand. This model is also often used to avoid any possible coupling with 

the tendency for high degree nodes (which get large demands under the other mod

els) to also exhibit other properties such as being centrally located, or being high- 

degree anchors in low-degree regions of some networks. The uniform random model 

has no bias to any such effects and in comparative studies [54], doesn’t appear to 

behave in any significantly different fashion than the other models. Unless specified 

otherwise, demands applied to the test networks in this thesis follow a discrete uni-
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form random distribution in {1 ...10}, meaning each O-D node pair exchanges some 

uniformly randomly assigned number of demand units between one and ten, inclu

sive. In addition, all members of a given family use the same network demand matrix 

used for the family’s master network. Network demand files containing the actual 

demands as generated by the uniform random model for each test network are pro

vided in APPENDIX B.

A complicating trend in modem networks is the power-law type of behaviour often 

observed in Internet systems where, say, the hyperlink connectivity or popularity of 

web pages follows the power-law [29] or Zipf distribution [123]. With such Internet 

data traffic becoming an ever-increasing component of transport network demands, 

some type of power-law demand model might also be applicable. We can expect that 

future work in this area may make increasing use of such demand models. For the 

present work, however, we choose to make use of the uniform random model since, 

as mentioned above, it allows us to avoid any bias towards topological considera

tions in our demand data.

6.3 Network Design and Solution Methods
All ILP design models used herein were implemented in AMPL Mathematical Pro

gramming Language version 9.0 [35] and solved using the CPLEX 9.0 MIP Solver 

[61] running on a 4-processor SUN UltraSparc III running at 900 MHz with 16 GB of 

RAM. Pre-processing for eligible working and restoration routes, eligible cycles, and 

other input parameters required by the ILP models was done on a dual-processor 

AMD Opteron 242 PC with 1 GB of RAM, running Windows 2000. Unless otherwise 

specified, all designs make use of the arc-path ILP models.

6.3.1 C o m p u ta t io n a l A s p e c ts

A number of other aspects were common to all design types and their solutions. All 

working and spare capacity allocations were integer, corresponding to capacity de

sign and restoration mechanisms at the wavelength level. For comparative studies 

we avoid any specific modularity assumptions [24], which could obscure the general 

underlying comparison of methods that is intended. Except where otherwise noted, 

results are based on a full CPLEX termination with a MIPGAP setting of 10-4 (i.e.,
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solutions are guaranteed to be within 0.01% of optimal) for span-restorable and p- 

cycle network designs, and a MIPGAP setting of 10'2 (i.e., within 1% of optimal) for 

path-restorable and SBPP network designs.

Since we make use of arc-path ILP models, pre-processing by custom-designed 

software is required to enumerate the eligible working and restoration route sets and 

eligible cycle sets as appropriate. For span-restorable network designs, pre

processing for eligible working and/or restoration routes is almost trivial; the 5 short

est routes possible between the O-D node pair of each demand relation and the 10 

shortest routes between the end-nodes of each span as specified by depth-first 

search are provided as eligible working and restoration routes, respectively. In cases 

where there is not sufficient diversity in the network to enumerate 5 distinct eligible 

working routes and 10 distinct eligible restoration routes, as many such routes as 

exist in the network are provided. Pre-processing for p-cycle network designs is no 

more complicated; the 5 shortest routes possible between the O-D node pair of each 

demand relation and the 1000 shortest possible cycles in the entire network are pro

vided as eligible working routes and cycles, respectively. Again, if there does not ex

ist 1000 distinct cycles in a network, then all possible cycles in the network are pro

vided.

Pre-processing for path-restorable network designs is somewhat more complicated, 

however. Eligible working routes are enumerated as above (the 5 shortest per de

mand relation), but restoration routes are not so easy to enumerate, particularly for 

JCA designs, because failure scenarios are more complex. Recall that in path resto

ration, restoration routes are specific to the span that has failed, the working route 

used, and the demand relation affected, and so to be consistent with the other de

sign models, we strive to enumerate 10 eligible restoration routes per failure sce

nario. The method we used is to provide the n shortest routes between the O-D node 

pair of each demand relation, where n is such that for each span on each eligible 

working route for the demand relation, there are at least 10 eligible restoration routes 

not crossing that span (n taking on a different value for each demand relation). While 

this may result in more than the required 10 eligible routes for some failure scenar

ios, it ensures sufficient restoration routes for all. If 10 eligible restoration routes do
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not exist for some failure scenario, or 5 eligible working routes do not exist for some 

demand relation, then all such possible routes are provided to the model.

Pre-processing for SBPP network designs was also less than straightforward, par

ticularly so for the SCA designs where, as defined, primary working routing is via 

shortest routes. In some cases, it can occur that the shortest route completely bi

sects the network, with one of the route’s end-nodes in one part of the network, and 

the other end-node in the other part of the network. We often call this the routing 

infeasibility problem or, alternatively, the disjoint path infeasibility problem. As dem

onstrated in Figure 6.2, if the primary working route between an O-D pair of nodes 

for a demand relation bisects the network (shown by black spans), then it becomes 

impossible to draw a backup route between that same O-D pair of nodes that is 

completely disjoint from the primary route.

Figure 6.2 -  Demonstrating the routing infeasibility problem in SBPP networks.

One solution to this problem is to simply identify when shortest path routing of pri

mary working routes would result in such a routing infeasibility, and then find and use 

an alternative working route (say, the next shortest one) where a routing infeasibility 

will not arise. In this case, we can no longer claim that working routing is via strictly 

shortest routes, but rather that it is via the shortest routes with no backup routing in

feasibilities. Once appropriate working routes have been determined, we then enu

merate at least 10 eligible backup routes for each demand relation. The SBPP JCA 

designs, however, are more difficult to solve for reasons discussed in CHAPTER 5, 

and so we provide only 2 routes per demand relation as eligible primary routes, and 

at least the 10 shortest disjoint routes per demand relation as eligible backup routes. 

When enumerating the eligible backup routes, we take care to ensure that there are
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at least 10 such routes that are disjoint from each of the primary routes, so in effect, 

we quite often will have more than 10 eligible backup routes per demand relation. If 

there simply doesn’t exist a backup route that is disjoint from one of the primary 

routes, then for that demand relation, we find the shortest cycle connecting its end- 

nodes and let the primary route be the shortest path around the cycle. The backup 

route is then the other path around the cycle, and if they exist, we also add up to 9 

more routes disjoint from the primary route so as to enumerate 10 eligible backup 

routes as needed.

In all cases (except for some SBPP designs as noted above), working routing in SCA 

designs is via shortest routes, with working flow split evenly over equivalently short 

working routes, while retaining integrality of working flows.

6.3 .2  V a lid a t io n  C o n s id e ra tio n s

Prior to performing the tests and analyses presented in this thesis, we used several 

methods to validate all of our design models to ensure that they are, in fact, operat

ing as intended. Our primary approach was typically to use very small test case net

work topologies, only a few demands, and a very limited set of eligible working and 

restoration routes and/or cycles. In some cases, this allowed us to solve the entire 

problem manually or at least to validate that, say, working and restoration routes and 

the associated capacity assignments are valid within the survivability mechanism 

modelled. We also inspected working and restoration route allocations in various lar

ger test case networks to verify full restorability of the resultant designs. Where ap

plicable, we also sometimes used special cases or otherwise checked that funda

mental truths about a particular mechanism are not violated. For instance, we know 

that a span-restorable network cannot possibly achieve redundancy levels below the

l / ( d - l )  lower bound, or that a path-restorable design with stub release must be at

least as efficient as the corresponding design without stub release. Finally, the use of 

complimentary design methods acts as a final check on our results. An arc-path ILP 

model, for example, should produce designs with similar capacity requirements as a 

corresponding transhipment model (though not exact since, as we known, the arc- 

path model is limited by the set of eligible routes provided to it). For some restoration
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mechanisms, algorithmic design models were also available and could be used as 

further validation of our ILP design models.

6.4 Comparative Aspects of Basic Model 
Benchmarks

With such a wide variety of mesh restoration and protection mechanisms (and design 

models) available, it would be constructive to have quantitative analyses by which to 

compare and contrast them, as in [25] and [54]. Here, we provide benchmark net

work design solutions for each basic model on each test network topology described 

above, and directly compare them in terms of capacity requirements and redun

dancy, in an effort to obtain meaningful assessments of their merits and drawbacks.

6.4.1 T o tal  C apacity  C osts

Figure 6.3 through Figure 6.8 show normalized total capacity costs of optimally de

signed (i.e., minimum cost) networks of the various families designed for 100% resto

ration with span restoration, p-cycle restoration, SBPP, path restoration, and 1+1 

APS. Each figure provides data for a single network family. Each data point repre

sents the total wavelength-kilometres of working and spare capacity required to route 

all demands and provide for full restoration in the optimal solution for the member of 

the family with the indicated average nodal degree ( d ) using the specified survivabil

ity mechanism and optimization model (e.g., SCA or JCA). In each figure, capacity 

costs have been normalized to that of the lowest-cost design over all networks in the 

family and all survivability mechanisms and optimization models. Within each figure, 

data points have been organized into curves corresponding to the various survivabil

ity mechanisms and optimization models. Note that by its very nature, the 1 +1 APS 

protection mechanism doesn’t require optimization in the strictest sense, and each 

corresponding data point was obtained by routing each demand via the shortest path 

and the next shortest disjoint path so that the primary working routing will be equiva

lent to the SBPP SCA designs. In some cases when disjoint path infeasibilities exist 

under shortest path routing, the shortest disjoint path pair is used instead.
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Figure 6.3 -  Normalized total capacity costs for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 6.4 -  Normalized total capacity costs for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 6.5 -  Normalized total capacity costs for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 6.6 -  Normalized total capacity costs for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 6.7 -  Normalized total capacity costs for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 6.8 -  Normalized total capacity costs for the 40n80s1 network family.
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We can observe from Figure 6.3 through Figure 6.8 that the 1+1 APS network de

signs require significantly greater capacity than any of the other survivability mecha

nism, no matter the optimization model. On average, the 1+1 APS designs required 

33% more total capacity that the next most costly mechanism (span restoration in 

most cases), and 68% more total capacity than path restoration JCA (86% more in 

the worst case).

In the slight majority of cases, span restoration SCA is the next most costly surviv

ability mechanism, although for each network family, there are several portions of the 

curves where p-cycle SCA is more costly. Strictly speaking, the p-cycle restoration 

mechanism is actually a special case of the span restoration mechanism where res

toration routes are formed between the end-nodes of the failed span but are re

stricted to following pre-formed cycles. Given sufficient eligible restoration routes, a 

span restoration SCA design will therefore always be feasible within the optimal p- 

cycle design, and in general will be able to achieve a less costly solution. So we 

would expect that the span restoration curves would all fall below the p-cycle curves. 

The reason this isn’t always the case in our experiments here is due to the different 

eligible restoration route and cycle sets provided to the design problems. We recall 

from Section 6.3.1 that for the span-restorable designs, we provided each span fail

ure with 10 eligible restoration routes, and for the p-cycle designs, we provided the 

problem with the 1000 shortest (i.e., least costly) eligible cycles. In the cases where 

the span-restorable designs require more capacity than the corresponding p-cycle 

designs, the eligible restoration route set in the span-restorable design problem is 

insufficient to find a feasible solution within the solution to the p-cycle design prob

lem. Had we provided all possible restoration routes to the span-restorable design 

problems, however, those design solutions would be at least as low as the p-cycle 

designs, and in almost all cases lower.

Over all test cases, the total capacity costs for span restoration SCA and p-cycle 

SCA designs had an absolute difference of 2.6% on average, with the span- 

restorable designs being an average of 1.6% below the p-cycle curves. In one case 

(the 25n50s1-38s network), the p-cycle SCA curve was actually as much as 15.3% 

below the span restoration SCA curve, and it was never more than 3.3% above. The
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total capacity costs for span restoration JCA and p-cycle JCA designs also had an 

absolute difference of 2.6% on average, and the span-restorable designs were an 

average of 1.0% below the p-cycle curves. In the worst case (again, the 25n50s1- 

38s network), the p-cycle JCA curve was as much as 10.1% below the span restora

tion JCA curve, and it was never more than 5.3% above. Joint working and spare 

optimization provided an average of 8.2% reduction in total capacity costs for span- 

restorable network designs relative to SCA designs, and an average of 7.6% reduc

tion in total capacity costs for p-cycle networks relative to SCA. For the 25n50s1 

network family, JCA optimization provided an average total capacity cost reduction of

11.3% for span restoration (15.5% in the best case) and 9.9% for p-cycle restoration 

(14.2% in the best case). Joint optimization tended to provide the greatest benefits to 

sparsely connected networks. The reason for this may be related to the route enu

meration method. In sparsely connected networks, finding a given number of distinct 

routes between the end-nodes of each span failure will enumerate a greater propor

tion of all possible routes within the network than will finding that same number in a 

network of high degree.

The SBPP SCA and JCA designs were the next lower, respectively, and for most test 

cases they were within just a few percent from each other. On average, the SBPP 

SCA curves were 5.4% below the p-cycle JCA curves and 12.6% below the p-cycle 

SCA curves, and the SBPP JCA designs were an additional 3.9% lower than that. In 

20 of the 163 test cases (and 13 of them were from the 25n50s1 family), the p-cycle 

JCA total capacity costs were actually lower than those for SBPP SCA designs, 

though approximately half of those were within 1% (the SBPP designs’ gap to opti

mality), and half of the remainder were within 2%. This is likely due to the benefits 

provided by jointly determining the working and restoration routing versus spare ca

pacity optimization only, as well as the difference in eligible cycle and backup route 

sets provided to the two design problems. The p-cycle JCA designs were less costly 

that the SBPP JCA designs in 7 of the 163 test cases, but never more than 0.5%, 

which was less that the 1% gap to optimality of the SBPP designs.

Finally, as expected, the path restoration designs were the least costly of all. Over all 

of the test case networks, path restoration SCA designs were an average of 3.0%
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less costly than SBPP SCA designs, and path JCA designs were 3.5% less costly 

than SBPP JCA designs. In both the SCA and JCA cases, path restoration tended to 

provide a greater benefit over SBPP in the more sparsely connected networks; for 

test cases with of < 3.0, the path SCA designs were 4.1 % better than the SBPP SCA 

designs and the path JCA designs were 4.2% less costly than SBPP JCA designs. 

On average, the path JCA designs required 4.4% less capacity than the path SCA 

designs, and in the most richly connected test cases the differences approached 

10%. In fact, when considering only the test cases with d >  3.0, the JCA designs 

were an average of 6.1% less costly, and path JCA costs of the 25n50s1 test cases 

with d > 3.0 were an average of 8.0% less costly than the path SCA designs.

Another interesting finding is that the path restoration and SBPP designs benefited 

approximately half has much from joint optimization as the span restoration and p- 

cycle designs. The JCA designs for the two end-to-end survivability methods were an 

average of 4.1% less costly than the SCA designs, while the JCA solutions for the 

span restoration and p-cycle designs were an average of 7.9% less costly. This sug

gests that end-to-end survivability is less sensitive to working routing, perhaps be

cause those survivability mechanisms are more easily able to take advantage of 

spare capacity sharing despite small inefficiencies in the working routing. In span 

restoration and p-cycles, routing working demands on slightly longer routes is able to 

provide reductions in spare capacity that greatly compensate for the increases in 

working capacity requirements, but this is less so in the end-to-end mechanisms.

There are several examples where the total capacity cost of a network appears to 

increase with average nodal degree. For instance, the span-restorable SCA design 

for the 20n40s1-28s network had a normalized cost of 2.104, the 20n40s1-29s net

work had a cost of 2.129, and the 20n40s1-30s cost 2.162. We know, however, that 

this should never occur since any design that is feasible in one network topology 

must also be feasible in any network topology containing all of the same spans as 

the first. So at the very worst, the 29-span and 30-span members of the 20n40s1 

family should have the same design costs as the 28-span member. There are two 

reasons we see such increases here. The first is because of the eligible route enu

meration methods employed. Recall that eligible route sets were generated sepa-
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rately for each individual test case in a network family, so each of the three afore

mentioned test cases will have different eligible routes available to them. Although 

the eligible restoration routes available for 20n40s1 -29s are by definition at least as 

short (i.e., inexpensive) as those for 20n40s1-28s, they are not necessarily better 

collectively suited for spare capacity sharing. The second reason we see some

higher design costs as d increases is that the working routes are shortest path 

routed, so the working capacities in 20n40s1-29s will be different (in this case less) 

than those in 20n40s1 -28s. And as we’ve already seen, even slight differences in 

working capacities can have even greater effects, both positive and negative, on 

spare capacity costs. These abnormalities could have been repaired quite easily in 

the charts and calculations herein, but it was deemed more important to evaluate the 

various models where optimal designs for the individual test cases were allowed to 

arise in isolation from others in the same family since presumably, a network planner 

will typically be considering individual networks, not families of networks.

One final observation we make is that for the three larger network families, there ap

pears to be a substantial drop in capacity cost at d -  3.0. Similar drops were also 

seen at d == 3.0 in two other test network families in [25] and [54]. In all cases, the 

drop in capacity cost occurs at the same d for all survivability mechanisms and de

sign methods, although the drop appears to be more significant for span restoration 

and p-cycles and is much less perceptible for 1 +1 APS. One possible explanation is 

that, particularly in span restoration and p-cycles, failures occurring adjacent to or 

near nodes of degree-2 are unable to make efficient use of shared spare capacity in 

their restoration (we recall that in span restoration and p-cycles, loop-back spare ca

pacity is required on all spans adjacent to degree-2 nodes). So the d values at 

which the drops in the curves occur, likely corresponds to the topologies where most 

of the nodes in the network (or at least the key nodes) are of degree-3. One general 

implication of this is that network planners might wish to target topologies with 

d > 3.0 and pay particular attention to ensuring that the key nodes (say, those cen

trally located and/or along high-bandwidth working routes) are at least degree-3.
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6.4.2  S pare  C apacity  C osts

Analysis of spare capacity costs shows similar results to those above for total capac

ity costs, with the notable exception that here, differences between survivability 

mechanisms and design methods are enhanced. Figure 6.9 through Figure 6.14 

show normalized spare capacity costs of optimally designed networks of the various 

families designed for 100% restoration with span restoration, p-cycle restoration, 

SBPP, path restoration, and 1 +1 APS. Like the total capacity cost figures in the pre

vious section, each figure provides data for a single network family. Each data point 

represents the total wavelength-kilometres of spare capacity required to provide for 

full restoration in the optimal solution for the member of the family with the indicated 

average nodal degree using the specified survivability mechanism and optimization 

model (e.g., SCA or JCA). In each figure, capacity costs have been normalized to the 

spare capacity cost of the d = 4.0 master network using the path restoration JCA 

design method.
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Figure 6.9 -  Normalized spare capacity costs for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 6.10 -  Normalized spare capacity costs for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 6.11 -  Normalized spare capacity costs for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 6.12 -  Normalized spare capacity costs for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 6.13 -  Normalized spare capacity costs for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 6.14 -  Normalized spare capacity costs for the 40n80s1 network family.

We recall from Section 6.4.1 that 1+1 APS designs required 33% more total capacity 

than span-restorable or p-cycle SCA designs (the most costly of the two on a case- 

by-case basis) and 68% more than path-restorable JCA designs. In terms of spare 

capacity costs, however, 1 +1 APS actually requires an average of 65% more than p- 

cycle restoration and 323% more than path restoration JCA (i.e., 4.23 times that of 

path restoration). In fact, over all 163 test cases, 1+1 APS designs never required 

less than double the spare capacity of path-restorable JCA designs (2.13 times to be 

specific), and it was quite common for a 1+1 APS design to required 5 or 6 times the 

spare capacity of the path-restorable JCA design. When using SCA optimization, 

span restoration required an average of 39.0% less spare capacity than 1 +1 APS, p- 

cycle restoration required 2.9% less than that, SBPP needed 26.6% less than p- 

cycles, and path restoration needed 6.0% less than SBPP. Again we note that p- 

cycle designs were based on 1000 eligible cycles, while span restoration designs 

were provided 10 eligible routes per span failure. If we could provide the span resto

ration problems with all possible eligible restoration routes and the p-cycle problem 

with all possible eligible cycles, the order of their SCA spare capacity cost curves 

would be switched, with p-cycle designs costing at least as much as the span-
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restorable designs. There were also several cases where the SBPP SCA designs 

used slightly more spare capacity than path-restorable SCA designs, but this was 

never more than 2.5%, and in those cases, the total capacity costs used in the op

timizations’ objective functions were never higher in the path-restorable designs. For 

JCA optimization, span restoration required 59.4% less spare capacity than 1+1 

APS, p-cycles needed 1.4% less than span restoration, SBPP needed 21.6% less 

than p-cycles, and path restoration required 30.3% less spare capacity than SBPP.

The benefits of jointly performing working and restoration routing is also most 

strongly evident when comparing spare capacity costs. In terms of total capacity, 

span-restorable and p-cycle JCA designs were 8.2% and 7.6% less costly, respec

tively, than span-restorable and p-cycle SCA. On the other hand, in terms of spare 

capacity, span-restorable JCA designs require 20.4% less than SCA designs and p- 

cycle JCA designs require 19.3% less than SCA designs. Joint optimization im

proved SBPP spare capacity costs by 14.3%.

It is in path restoration, however, that joint optimization provides the greatest reduc

tion in spare capacity costs. On average, joint optimization provided a 37.2% reduc

tion in spare capacity relative to SCA designs. In the most sparsely connected net

works, spare capacity costs in JCA designs were often much less than half those of 

SCA designs, and on average, test case networks with d < 3.0 required 41.9% less 

spare capacity. Even in the more highly connected networks, spare capacity reduc

tions were quite significant -  path restoration JCA designs required an average of 

33.1% less spare capacity than path restoration SCA designs for networks with

d >  3.0. The path-restorable JCA design of one network (30n60s1-32s) actually re

quired only 2.2% of the spare capacity required by the path-restorable SCA design, 

and there were two other test cases where the JCA design required less than 10% of 

the spare capacity of the SCA designs. These results were initially thought to be 

flawed and promptid a re-examination of the path restoration JCA ILP model for the 

source of error. However, the ILP models proved to be correct, and a thorough 

analysis of the resulting designs showed that the joint optimization allowed working 

routing to take advantage of stub release to an extent far beyond that of the SCA op

timization. In fact, the path restoration JCA design of the 30n60s1-32s test case net-
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work required almost no spare capacity at all! However, as can be seen in Figure 

6.6, the total capacity costs of the path restoration JCA design for the 30n60s1-32s 

network is virtually the same as the SCA design (they differ by 0.1%, which is well 

within the 1% gap to optimality for the design), because, as will be discussed in Sec

tion 6.4.4, demands are routed over significantly longer working routes in the JCA 

design than in the SCA design. Nevertheless, such a finding does suggest that for 

some networks, it might be possible to provide full restorability over stub release ca

pacity and only a small amount of real spare capacity, while keeping working de

mands nearly shortest path routed. It appears that it is only in the most extremely 

sparse test case networks that such minute amounts of spare capacity is possible, 

and thorough analysis of the behaviour in such topologies is recommended for a bet

ter understanding of the effect.

One final note we make is that the drops observed in total capacity cost curves at 

d ~ 3.0 are also evident here in the spare capacity cost curves, only more so, espe

cially in the 30n60s1 and 35n70s1 network families.

6.4.3  W o r k in g  C apacity  C osts

Figure 6.15 through Figure 6.20 show normalized working capacity costs of optimally 

designed networks of the various families designed for 100% restoration with span 

restoration, p-cycle restoration, SBPP, path restoration, and 1 +1 APS. Like the total 

capacity cost figures in the previous sections, each figure provides data for a single 

network family. Each data point represents the total wavelength-kilometres of work

ing capacity required to route all demands in the optimal solution for the member of 

the family with the indicated average nodal degree ( d ) using the specified survivabil

ity mechanism and optimization model (e.g., SCA or JCA). In each figure, capacity 

costs have been normalized to the spare capacity cost of the d = 4.0 master net

work using the path restoration JCA design method. The spare capacity cost was 

chosen for ease of comparison to figures showing normalized spare capacity costs in 

the previous section.

It is quite apparent from the figures that except for the path-restorable JCA designs, 

working capacity differs very little from one design method to the next. Obviously, the
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working capacity costs of the four SCA design curves, as well as the 1+1 APS curve 

will be identical since they all arise from the same shortest path routing algorithm. 

We note, however, that the working capacities for SBPP SCA and 1+1 APS aren’t 

strictly identical to those of span restoration SCA, p-cycle SCA, and path restoration 

SCA. In a few cases, the working routes in the SBPP and 1+1 APS designs had to 

deviate from shortest paths to overcome disjoint path infeasibilities as discussed in 

Section 6.3.1. Over the 163 test cases, the SBPP SCA and 1+1 APS working capaci

ties were an average of .78% higher than shortest paths. Over the 50 test case net

works, where SBPP SCA and 1+1 APS working routing deviated from shortest path 

routing, they increased only 1.94%. We also observe that only 15 of those test cases 

had working capacity costs more than 2.5% higher than shortest paths.

It is also quite striking how joint optimizations for span restoration, p-cycles, and 

SBPP match so closely with the shortest path routing. Working capacity costs for the 

span-restorable JCA designs was an average of 4.3% higher than span-restorable 

SCA designs, while joint optimization increased working capacity costs by 4.0% in p- 

cycle networks and 2.6% in SBPP networks. Those slight increases in working ca

pacity resulted in significantly larger decreases in spare capacity costs; 20.4% for 

span restoration, 19.3% for p-cycles, and 14.3% for SBPP (see Section 6.4.2). This 

observation, taken with discussions from Section 6.4.2, supports the thought that 

only a very small deviation in working routing is all that is needed for restoration and 

protection paths to find much more economical routes. It also confirms that restora

tion routing and subsequent spare capacity requirements are very sensitive to the 

specific working routes used.

Working capacity costs were the highest in path-restorable JCA designs, and were 

an average of 21.7% higher than path-restorable SCA working capacity costs over all 

163 test case networks. For networks with d <3.0 , the effect was even greater; 

working capacity costs increased an average of 36.6% over shortest path routing. 

While a 21.7% increase in working capacity costs might seem quite high, we can re

fer to Section 6.4.2 where we saw a 37.2% decrease in spare capacity costs in the 

path-restorable JCA designs relative to path-restorable SCA, more than enough to 

offset the working capacity increase.
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Figure 6.15 -  Normalized working capacity costs for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 6.16 -  Normalized working capacity costs for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 6.17 -  Normalized working capacity costs for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 6.18 -  Normalized working capacity costs for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 6.19 -  Normalized working capacity costs for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 6.20 -  Normalized working capacity costs for the 40n80s1 network family.
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6.4 .4  C a p a c ity  C o s t  R ed u n d an cies

Figure 6.21 through Figure 6.26 show capacity cost redundancies of optimally de

signed networks of the various families designed for 100% restoration with span res

toration, p-cycle restoration, SBPP, path restoration, and 1 +1 APS. Like the capacity 

cost figures in the previous sections, each figure provides data for a single network 

family. Each data point represents the R ^  of the optimal solution for the member of

the family with the indicated average nodal degree ( d ) using the specified survivabil

ity mechanism and optimization model (e.g., SCA or JCA). The l / ( d - l )  lower 

bound on capacity redundancy in a span-restorable network has been added to each 

figure for reference and comparison purposes. While the l / ( d - l )  curve corre

sponds to unit capacity redundancy, R^ , and is not strictly applicable for capacity

cost redundancy calculations, experience shows that as long as span costs don’t 

vary too greatly from span to span, R ^  ~ R ^ .

The first observation that we make is that as expected, the span restoration and p- 

cycle redundancy curves all fall above the 1y/(d-l) lower bound (remember that p-

cycle restoration is a special case of span restoration so the lower bound applies to it 

as well). And since 1+1 APS is by definition at least 100% redundant, its redundancy

is always significantly above the l / ( d - 1) lower bound, which is at most 100% re

dundant (at d = 2.0). It is interesting to note that for most of the survivability mecha

nisms, redundancy is relatively flat over the range of average nodal degree up to 

d = 3.0, which implies that when spare capacity increases as we move to lower d , 

there is generally a proportional increase in working capacity. Then just as we ob

served in the total capacity and spare capacity cost curves, a drop in redundancy at 

d ~ 3.0 is also evident here in most network families over most survivability mecha

nisms.

As seen previously in [25] and [46], SBPP and path restoration redundancies are 

both capable of reaching below the l / (c / - l )  lower bound since it applies only to
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span-restorable networks. For most network families and at most levels of connec

tivity, SBPP SCA, SBPP JCA, and path restoration SCA redundancies are still above

l / ( d - l ) .  Path restoration JCA redundancies, on the other hand, are significantly

lower, and for the most part, are at or below l / ( c / - l ) . In the 15n30s1 and 25n50s1

network families, path restoration JCA redundancy never exceeds 50%, it barely 

reaches 60% in the 35n70s1 network family, and only briefly tops 60% in a few indi

vidual test cases in the other two network families. In fact, for most network families, 

the maximum path restoration JCA redundancy in the worst case only marginally ex

ceeds the redundancy of the span restoration, p-cycle, and SBPP SCA curves in the 

best case. For instance, in the 25n50s1 network family, the worst-case path restora

tion JCA redundancy is 49.7% at d = 2.8, while the best-case redundancies for the 

other mechanisms are 70.8% for span restoration SCA, 45.1% for span restoration 

JCA, 70.6% for p-cycle SCA, 45.4% for p-cycle JCA, and 46.2% for SBPP SCA.

250%
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Span SCA 
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Figure 6.21 -  Capacity cost redundancy for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 6.22 -  Capacity cost redundancy for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 6.23 -  Capacity cost redundancy for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 6.24 -  Capacity cost redundancy for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 6.25 -  Capacity cost redundancy for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 6.26 -  Capacity cost redundancy for the 40n80s1 network family.

Perhaps the most remarkable observation we can make is that in the particularly 

sparse network topologies, path restoration JCA redundancies are so exceptionally 

small that in some cases they approach 0%. The 25n50s1-27s and 25n50s1-30s 

network topologies for instance, at d = 2.16 and d = 2.4, respectively, can achieve 

4.5% redundancy, 30n60s1-33s can reach 6.6%, and seven other topologies of vari

ous d <  2.32 have redundancies ranging from 10% to 20%. Amazingly, the 

30n60s1-32s network topology with d = 2.13 can be designed with a path-restorable 

JCA redundancy of only 1.1%! To put that into perspective, the best span-restorable 

JCA redundancy out of all of the 163 test case networks was 43.3%. But recalling 

our earlier discussions on total capacity costs, we can easily understand that the low 

redundancies result primarily from exceedingly high working capacity costs and low 

spare capacity costs, which together sum to total capacity costs that are relatively in 

line with the other design methods, and which behave in a conventional manner (in

creasing as d decreases). As mentioned in Section 6.4.2, the knowledge that such 

low redundancies are even achievable provides meaningful insights into the benefits 

of stub release, and raises the possibility that extremely small amounts of spare ca-
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parity might be sufficient to fully protect some sparse networks if working lightpath 

demands can be appropriately attracted (say, by offering reduced fees).
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Recent advances in WDM-based switching technology are now giving rise to network 

elements (e.g., OXCs and OADMs) that are capable of manipulating individual light

waves and provide true lightpath agility and reconfigurability in the transport network 

[87]. One advantage that these WDM networking elements offer is that they enable 

the concept of an automatically switched transport network (ASTN) [2], also called a 

self-organizing network [47]. But another advantage, and of significance to our pre

sent interest, is that these elements allow the use of mesh restoration schemes for 

the optical networking layer.

A key motivation for using mesh-based networks is the superior capacity efficiency 

attained through well-organized sharing of spare capacity resources. Among the 

various mesh restoration and protection mechanisms, span restoration is a particu

larly attractive choice because of its amenability to the PWCE concept (recall the 

discussion in Section 4.5), because of its simplicity and ease of implementation, and 

because of the self-organizing protocols available for it [45], [47]. We saw in 

CHAPTER 6 that span restoration and other restoration and protection mechanisms 

are particularly capacity efficient in richly connected network topologies (those with a

high average nodal degree, d ), where a greater degree of sharing amongst restora

tion routes is allowed. Mesh restoration techniques are therefore well suited to Euro

pean networks, which are typically of average nodal degree between 3 and 4.5. 

However, many North American networks are quite sparse in comparison. For in

stance, Level 3 Communications’ USA backbone network, shown in Figure 7.1, has 

an average nodal degree of approximately 2.4 [75]. A very sparse graph can make 

the economic advantage of mesh-based networking questionable, and such sparse 

network topologies are often judged to be simply too low-degree to benefit enough 

from mesh restoration (relative to a ring-based status quo). After all, mesh efficien

cies can only possibly occur at nodes with d > 3; a node with d = 1 is not restorable 

at all, and a node with d = 2 is already as well served by a shared-protection (BLSR-

11 This chapter contains some material previously published in [52] and [54].
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type) ring as it can be. Indeed, when the less costly OADMs used by rings (as op

posed to the OXCs needed by mesh-based networks) are taken into consideration, 

this perception that the sparsest networks are better suited to rings may very well 

prove true in some cases, despite the lower capacity efficiency of rings; the lower 

cost of OADMs more than compensates for the increased capacity requirements.

Level 3 '

DC

C  2004 by L cvd  3 Commuracobons. In c  Afl rights reserved.

Figure 7.1 -  The Level 3 Communications, Inc. USA backbone network [75].

While the Level 3 network shown is but one example, due to geographic and demo

graphic reasons, the reality is that many other North American inter-exchange carrier 

(IXC) networks necessarily have very sparse topologies as well ([1], [43], [118]). At 

least empirically it is well recognized that North American networks, especially in 

Canada and over large parts of the mid-USA, tend to be of lower degree than Euro

pean networks. This is perhaps because there have been fewer revenue producing 

source/sink centres per unit geographic area to justify the historical development of a 

richer fabric of direct facility routes at the continental scale. And more recently, ad

vances in transmission capacity, and related economy of scale in capacity-cost ef

fects, only serve to reinforce the tendency towards sparse facility graphs [24]. With 

large amounts of capacity and economy-of-scale effects, it can often be economic to
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route longer distances over sparser graphs, rather than to seek additional facility 

routes, at least as a short-term recourse to meeting demand. There is thus a practi

cal reason to be interested in transport network research that is especially focused 

on sparse transport graphs.

7.1 Chains and Loop-Back

We can also easily observe that in bi-connected networks with d<sc 3, there will be a 

preponderance of degree-2 nodes, and in the most extremely sparse networks, such 

nodes will tend to form chain sub-networks (or simply chains) like beads on a string, 

as is evident in many areas of the Level 3 network [75] as well as in those of [1], [43], 

[118]. If a number of degree-2 nodes in the network topology are all connected in 

series, then a chain is the logical collection of all such nodes and the spans incident 

upon them. By definition, chains are bounded at each end by nodes of degree d > 3, 

which we refer to as the anchor nodes of the chain. All spans within the chain are 

called chain spans. The extent to which ring-based networks have been deployed at 

the IXC level in North America compared to Europe is in a sense also a recognition 

of this sparseness in that rings are easily mapped onto these natural chains. How

ever, rings have to be closed to operate, whereas a set of chain sub-networks could 

conceivably be operated at a higher level as a form of mesh-restorable network.

Simply increasing d by acquiring more rights of way is one way of improving the ef

ficiency of low-connectivity mesh networks, but this is generally a very long-term and 

expensive option. In fact, rights-of-way costs are one of the single largest invest

ments a network operator faces. Acquiring additional rights of way can easily involve 

years of legal work just to piece together the individual purchases and leases, mu

nicipal approvals, permits, etc., needed to establish a single new edge in the graph. 

Our specific aim here, therefore, is to find a way to enhance the efficiency of span- 

restorable mesh networks on low-degree topologies without modifying the underlying 

network topology.

As discussed above, one characteristic many sparse networks often exhibit is the 

concatenation of degree-2 nodes into chains. It is actually these chains that are the 

source of the poor capacity efficiency of the span restoration mechanism on sparse
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networks. Consider the failure of one of the spans on a chain. By its very nature, the 

span restoration mechanism will require a ring-like loop-back of any affected wave

lengths through the chain in both directions. This will subsequently necessitate 

enough spare capacity on each span in the chain to meet or exceed the largest 

cross-section of working capacity anywhere within the chain.

This 100% matching of spare capacity to largest-working capacity is a general prop

erty of any degree-2 sub-network such as a ring or a chain of degree-2 nodes (the 

only structural difference between a ring and a chain is that a ring is a sub-network of 

degree-2 nodes arranged in a cycle, while a chain is a sub-network of degree-2 

nodes that does not close upon itself). The main point to observe is that at any de

gree-2 site, the spare capacity on one side of the node must meet or exceed the 

working capacity on the other side of the same node, and vice-versa. The topology of 

a ring or chain dictates that to escape from a cut on one side of a node, the spare 

capacity on the other side must be sufficient to support loop-back of the failed work

ing capacity on the cut side.

The notion of loop-back as an inescapable requirement in span restoration where 

chains are present and the 100% matching of working and spare capacity to support 

loop-back are the reasons behind the relative inefficiency of span restoration in a 

sparse network. We can demonstrate this by considering how restoration within 

chains is handled in a span-restorable network. Figure 7.2 shows a three-span chain 

and a set of working capacity accumulations (wrof) resulting from the routing of de

mands in the network. These wTot values may be either the resultant accumulation of 

demands crossing the span from shortest-path routing, or the corresponding totals 

from a joint capacity design, which does not necessarily route demands on shortest 

paths. Now consider the minimum spare capacity requirements of this chain. Under 

span restoration the entire chain must have spare capacity sufficient to support the 

loop-back re-routing of the span of the chain that has the largest working capacity 

cross-section. In other words, the conventional span restoration model will capacitate 

chains essentially as if they were sections of BLSR/OSPR-type rings. Thus, in the 

example, the worst-case cut is of the span between nodes 2 and 3 at 440 working 

units and so the spare capacity allocation on the other spans within the chain would
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be 440 as shown (note that span 2-3 only really needs 370 units of spare capacity 

since it must at worst accommodate restoration routes for the failure of span 1-2).

Figure 7.2 -  The amount of spare capacity on a chain is determined by the size of the largest 
working capacity total on any span within the chain.

We can also note that despite the fact that the network as a whole relies on mesh 

OXCs to perform working and restoration routing in a span restoration environment, 

all nodes within chains could be equipped with OADMs instead since we are dealing 

exclusively with degree-2 nodes. This will result in no loss of flexibility since the only 

action they need to perform is a simple loop-back operation, and they would provide 

a cost savings compared to the more costly OXCs.

7.2 Breaking  Down W orking Capacity Into Lo
cal and Express Components

A closer look at the makeup of the working traffic within a chain will show that it is a 

result of accumulations of working flows for some demands originating and/or termi

nating within the chain as well as others that pass completely through the chain on 

general paths across the network as a whole. We can consider the working capacity 

that arises from demands originating and/or terminating at one of the nodes within 

the chain (anchor nodes excluded) as intra-chain or local flow working capacity 

(wLoc). The remaining working capacity on each chain span is therefore due to an ac

cumulation of working flows arising from demands originating and/or terminating at 

the anchor nodes or nodes outside the chain. We call this express flow working ca

pacity (wexp) since it is needed to accommodate express traffic whose composition 

isn’t altered during its transit through the chain. An example of such a breakdown of 

working capacity is illustrated in Figure 7.3, where 211 wavelengths flow entirely 

through the chain on their way to/from other nodes located elsewhere in the network.
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Node 1 Node 4Node 3Node 2

Figure 7.3 -  Working capacity in a chain supports local and express flow of working routing. 

Now we can observe that given the breakdown of working capacity into local and ex

press flow through the chain, then conventional span restoration requires loop-back 

spare capacity for the entire cross-section of both local and express flows through 

the chain. The normal response to any span cut within the chain is therefore to return 

both local and express flows via loop-back to the anchor nodes. From there, the res

toration re-routing problem can be viewed as equivalent to span restoration of a sin

gle edge failure in the remainder of the network graph. But because the treatment of 

restoration flows is completely mesh-like once they reach the anchor nodes, there is 

no need to explicitly loop back the express flows to the anchor nodes. Rather, the 

express component of the working flow crossing the failed span could be returned to 

the anchor nodes simply by letting those lightpaths fail all the way back to the anchor 

nodes. In other words, with respect to the express flows, the entire chain need only 

be viewed as one logical span over which these demands are travelling. In this view, 

failure of any real span within the chain is equivalent to failure of the corresponding 

logical span with respect to the express flows only. This is not the case for the local 

flow, however, because the set of demands affected by each span cut in the chain 

differs depending on which chain span is cut. The local demands must therefore be 

explicitly looped back to the anchor nodes because their aggregate composition is 

modified by add/drop actions within the chain itself. The composition of the express 

flows is, however, unchanged no matter where the cut occurs in the chain, so they 

can be simply failed all the way back to the anchor nodes and do not need loop- 

back.

The advantage in treating the express flows this way is that there will be no spare 

capacity required within the chain itself for restoration of any express flows, other 

than an allocation of spare that may be made to the chain from a globally efficient 

standpoint. We demonstrate in Figure 7.4 that this opportunity to treat express flows 

as failures requiring spare capacity external to the chain only, leaving the chain
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spare capacity to be driven exclusively by the considerations of local flow loop-back, 

can provide quite substantial reductions in spare capacity requirements. Here, local 

working flows must still be matched by loop-back spare capacity so they can escape 

back to the anchor nodes with the demand composition they had at the particular 

location of the break. On the other hand, since there is no change in their composi

tion within the chain, all express flow through the chain can automatically fail back to 

the anchor nodes and be treated entirely with mesh-based restoration principles in 

the remainder of the network; it never enters into the spare capacity sizing of the 

spans within the chain. Now, since the 211 units of express flow working capacity no 

longer requires loop-back spare capacity within the chain, then the spare capacity 

only needs to accommodate the maximum of the local flows, which is 229 units 

(rather than the original 440 units). We note that the spare capacity requirements in 

the network external to the chain remain unchanged since both the local and express 

flows still need to be rerouted between the anchor nodes whether they were both 

looped back within the chain or not.

..failuce. .failure..

Node 2 Node 3Node 1 Node 4

Figure 7.4 -  Allowing express flows to fail all the way back to the anchor nodes reduces 
loop-back spare capacity required within the chain.

7.3 The Meta-Mesh
Having made those observations of the local conditions inside a chain, we now move 

out to view the chain as a constituent part of a meta-mesh network. The meta-mesh 

is not a different layer network, nor is it a sub-network, but rather it is simply the 

graph topology that is formed when we view each chain sub-network as equivalent to 

a single span between its anchor nodes. In other words, the meta-mesh is the topol

ogy obtained when nodes of only degree-3 or higher are considered and each de- 

gree-2 node is collapsed so that the two spans incident on it are combined into a 

single span. In the meta-mesh, we make no distinction between a span connecting
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degree-3 or higher nodes and chain sub-networks, they are both just logical spans of 

the meta-mesh. The meta-mesh therefore corresponds to a homeomorphism of the 

original network topology (refer back to Section 2.2). The meta-mesh topology of the 

Level 3 network from Figure 7.1 is illustrated in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5 -  The meta-mesh of the Level 3 Communications, Inc. USA backbone network. 

The significance of the meta-mesh is that it is only at this level of abstraction that true 

span-restorable spare capacity sharing efficiencies can arise. While the complete 

network has 71 nodes, 83 spans and d = 2.34, the meta-mesh graph example has 

only 19 nodes and 31 spans with d = 3.26. We note that by its very nature, the 

meta-mesh graph is always d > 3 since the only spans remaining are of degree-3 or 

higher. The implications of this are seen when we apply the l/(d  -1 ) lower bound on

redundancy in a span-restorable network. In the original network, redundancy is lim

ited to no less than l/(2 .34-1 ) = 75%. On the other hand, the redundancy of a 

span-restorable network designed on the meta-mesh version of the network could 

potentially be as low as 1/(3.26~1) = 44%. While these numbers represent lower
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bounds only and are not achievable in general, they demonstrate the significant po

tential for efficiency increases if we could somehow design a span-restorable net

work within the meta-mesh topology, rather than within the original sparsely con

nected network topology.

7.3.1 A ug m enting  th e  T o po lo g y  W ith Lo g ic a l  C hain  Bypasses

We now revisit the earlier discussion about treating express flow within chains sepa

rately from local flow as described in Section 7.2. To implement that scenario, the 

express flow must be allowed to simply fail end-to-end within the chain and be de

tected as having failed by the OXCs at the anchor nodes, rather than by OXCs or 

OADMs on either end of the actual failed span inside the chain. The presence of ac

tive loop-back signals in the spare ports at the anchor nodes can identify these ports 

as the local targets for restoration path substations. Both types of failed working flow, 

once at the anchor nodes through either direct fail-back (express flow) or loop-back 

(local flow), are then logically unified as a single total amount of failed working 

capacity on the corresponding span of the meta-mesh. From that point on, the 

anchor nodes will co-operate as a conventional pair of Sender-Chooser nodes (refer 

to the SHN protocol described in [45] and [47]), within the meta-mesh of OXC nodes. 

When restoration paths are found through the meta-mesh of which this chain is a 

part, the anchor nodes of the chain perform the standard span restoration function of 

making cross-connections that substitute the restoration paths between the 

corresponding ports at their locations. Thus, one logical mesh-restoration event be

tween the chain’s anchor nodes in the meta-mesh will transparently look after the 

simultaneous restoration of both the local and express flows within the chain.

Alternatively, we can think of the express flow as being routed over a single logical 

chain bypass span, whose length/cost is equivalent to the sum of the lengths/costs of 

all of the spans within the chain. The express flow is still routed over the chain, but is 

not terminated or even accessed at any point between the anchor nodes. It still fol

lows the same physical route of the chain and nominally uses the same fibres, ca

bles, etc., but is not implicitly handled by the OADMs en route. It is accessed only by 

the OXCs at the anchor nodes. Express flows could even be routed through straight 

fibre splices or glass-throughs at each node within the chain, and physically bypass
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the OADMs altogether. Ultimately, given sufficient express flow to warrant it, sepa

rate fibres could be employed to act as the chain bypasses so the anchor nodes 

need not differentiate between local and express flows. When a span within the 

chain fails, the anchor nodes would see a bypass span failure and act as a Sender- 

Chooser pair for the express flows routed over it, while the end-nodes of the failed 

span would see the actual span failure and act as a Sender-Chooser pair for the lo

cal flow routed over it. The anchor nodes would simultaneously act as tandem nodes 

for the restoration of the local flow and both flows would in effect be logically unified 

for restoration between the OXCs at the anchor nodes.

Now, from the point of view of express flows passing through any of the chains in the 

network, they are effectively routed within the meta-mesh, which operates at the re

duced lower bound on redundancy that applies to the more richly connected topol

ogy. The local flows, on the other hand, see no change in the way they are handled 

or restored.

7.4 M eta-M esh Design Model
We can apply the meta-mesh concept in a new network design model by making 

several changes to the conventional span-restorable JCA design model. First, the 

network topology must be augmented to include a logical bypass span in parallel 

with each chain sub-network. If a chain composition is (by nodes) A-B-C-D-E-F, with 

a total cost or length X, then the associated bypass span added to the topology is a 

new span with end-nodes A-F and an equivalent cost or length of X. Actually adding 

the bypass spans to the topology represents the possibility of routing working flows 

over an express route through the chain. If a demand originates or terminates at one 

of the nodes within the chain, the model will be forced to route it into the chain itself 

and would preclude the use of the bypass span. This implies its participation in the 

loop-back spare capacity required on the spans within the chain. However, if a de

mand neither originates nor terminates inside the chain, but is nevertheless required 

to pass over the chain in order to maximize global efficiency, then the bypass span 

represents an equidistant routing option that does not have the side effect of contrib

uting to the loop-back spare capacity. The revised formulation will not explicitly re

quire the solver to use the bypass spans, but rather under global minimization of total
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capacity, the solver will be further enabled to reduce total cost by the option to treat 

express flows in this separate way and eliminate the extra spare capacity that would 

otherwise be needed.

A side effect of routing express flows on the bypass spans is an implicit grooming 

benefit. Grooming is the long established technique of selecting and grouping de

mands that share a common destination (or next-hub en-route) onto the same carri

ers to reduce the nodal equipment needed. In this sense the implicit action of the 

solver in the presence of the bypass spans is a special instance of grooming in WDM 

networks [84], which further reduces equipment counts. Here, the nodal equipment 

reductions arise because express demands do not consume interfaces or core 

bandwidth in the OADMs along the chain. The grooming effect is separate from the 

benefit of spare capacity reduction through the loop-back argument but is automati

cally captured by the aspect of jointness in the formulation.

The span-restorable JCA arc-path design model in Section 5.1.1 is then extended to 

convert single physical cuts of spans within chains into corresponding logical dual 

failure scenarios where there is simultaneous failure of the associated bypass span 

between the anchor nodes of that chain. To represent these simultaneous logical 

span failures, we first introduce new notation as follows:

New Sets:

• SDc S  is the set of all direct spans in the network, or spans whose end- 

nodes are both of degree-3 or higher.

•  Sg c  S is the set of all chain bypass spans added to the network.

• Sc q S  is the set of all spans that are a part of any chain in the network, and

is equivalent to S - (S D u S B).

New Input Parameters:

• kj e SB is the many-to-one mapping between individual spans of the full net

work and an associated logical bypass k. For instance, if spans S7, S8, S9,
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S11, and S12 comprise the chain whose bypass span is B6, then

In addition to the new notation, all previous notation from the original span-restorable 

JCA design model formulation in Section 5.1.1 remains. The formulation itself is ex

pressed as follows.

The objective function in equation (7.1) is the same as that for the original JCA for

mulation and seeks to minimize the cost of working and spare capacity in the net

work design. Constraint sets (7.2), (7.3), and (7.4) are identical to constraint sets 

(5.5), (5.6), and (5.2), respectively, from the original span-restorable JCA formula

tion, and ensure the proper working routing, working capacity placement, and resto

ration routing, respectively. However, the prior sets of eligible working routes, C f, 

and eligible restoration routes, P, , are now regenerated within the augmented topol

ogy that includes the chain bypass spans. Or is initially enumerated within the origi

nal topology only and then for each eligible working route that fully transits a chain, 

a  is supplemented with the equivalent-length route that crosses that chain’s bypass 

span. In cases where an eligible working route fully transits multiple chains, all com

binations of routes crossing those chains’ bypasses are included. is structured to 

recognize and accommodate the logical dual-failure combinations that now arise 

when a chain span fails. For all spans in the original topology that are not a part of a 

chain, no special considerations are needed, so for these spans, enumeration of P,
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effectively remains unchanged from the equivalent P, in the conventional JCA de

sign model. However, eligible route sets for spans within a chain are restricted so 

that Pj does not include routes over the associated (and co-failed) bypass span. 

Likewise, eligible route sets for bypass spans are enumerated so that they do not 

include spans in the associated chain.

The original constraint set in equation (5.3) from the conventional span-restorable 

JCA network design formulation is modified here to capture the logical dual-failure 

scenarios that arise when a chain span is cut (the chain’s associated bypass span is 

also considered to have simultaneously failed). That constraint set is split into the 

two associated constraint sets shown in equations (7.5) and (7.6) so that spans 

within chains can be handled separately (and differently) from the direct (non-chain) 

spans. The constraint set in equation (7.5) ensures that there is sufficient spare ca

pacity on any span j  to accommodate all restoration flow routed over it for failure of 

any non-chain span in the original network topology. This equation is identical to the 

constraint set in equation (5.3), with the exception that V/'e Sd now applies rather 

than V / eS .  Equation (7.6) ensures that there is sufficient spare capacity on any 

span j  to support all the restoration flows routed over it for the simultaneous failure of 

any chain span /'as well as its associated bypass span k„

7.5 Experimental Study Method
To validate these ideas and to characterize the capacity and equipment savings rela

tive to the conventional span-restorable JCA design formulation (and the path- 

oriented schemes), we conducted comparative capacity design trials using the test- 

case network topologies described in Section 6.1. As with the benchmarking designs 

in CHAPTER 6, the meta-mesh design model was implemented in AMPL Mathe

matical Programming Language version 9.0 and solved with the CPLEX 9.0 MIP 

Solver on a 4-processor SUN UltraSparc III running at 900 MHz with 16 GB of RAM. 

Pre-processing for eligible working and restoration routes, and other input parame

ters was done on a dual-processor AMD Opteron 242 PC with 1 GB of RAM, running 

Windows 2000. All working and spare capacity allocations were integer, correspond

ing to capacity design and restoration mechanisms at the wavelength level. Results
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are based on a full CPLEX termination with a MIPGAP setting of 10'3 (i.e., solutions 

are guaranteed to be within 0.1% of optimal). All took less than two minutes to solve, 

and, except for the most richly connected networks from the 40n80s1 network family, 

they actually took no more than several seconds.

Pre-processing of the eligible working route sets initially enumerated the 5 shortest 

routes between each O-D node pair within the original topology only (no bypass 

spans considered). For each eligible working route that fully transits a chain, the eli

gible working route set was then supplemented with the equivalent route that crosses 

that chain’s bypass span. In cases where an eligible working route fully transits mul

tiple chains, all combinations of routes crossing those chains’ bypasses are included. 

Pre-processing of eligible restoration route sets enumerated the 10 shortest routes 

between the end-nodes of each span within the original topology only. Since we pro

vided no explicit benefit in the model for a restoration route to use a chain’s bypass 

rather than the chain itself, adding eligible restoration routes that use bypass spans 

will have no effect other than to increase the complexity of the ILP (more spans and 

more eligible restoration routes results in more constraints and variables in the ILP).

7.6 Results and Discussion
Results of meta-mesh design experiments are presented and discussed in the com

ing sections. We first examine meta-mesh network capacity requirements in the 

same manner as the various benchmark survivability mechanisms were studied in 

Section 6.4, and then compare it to span-restorable JCA designs, which are the ba

sic mechanism most similar to meta-mesh.

7.6.1 M eta-M esh C apacity  C osts

7.6.1.1 Total Capacity Costs

Figure 7.7 through Figure 7.12 show normalized total capacity costs of optimally de

signed (i.e., minimum cost) networks of the various families designed to be 100% 

restorable using meta-mesh restoration, as well as the equivalent designs using the 

JCA models for span restoration, p-cycle restoration, SBPP, and path restoration. 

Each figure provides data for a single network family, and each data point represents 

the total wavelength-kilometres of working and spare capacity required to route all
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demands and provide for full restoration in the optimal solution for the member of the 

family with the indicated average nodal degree, d , using the specified survivability 

mechanism. In each figure, capacity costs have been normalized to that of the low

est-cost design over all networks in the family and all survivability mechanisms. 

Within each figure, data points have been organized into curves corresponding to the 

various survivability mechanisms.

We first note that the meta-mesh curves do not cover the entire range of d for any of 

the network families, due to the manner in which meta-mesh restoration is per

formed. Meta-mesh restoration differs from conventional span restoration in that 

working routes affected by failure of a span on a chain are allowed to fail back to the 

anchor nodes of the chain, but in the more densely connected networks, no such 

chains exist, and so meta-mesh restoration is equivalent to span restoration. There 

are also two sparse test cases (25n50s1-25s and 25n50s1-26s) where meta-mesh is 

identical to span restoration. In 25n50s1-25s, the spans in the network comprise a 

Hamiltonian cycle, and there is no chain per se, or rather, the entire network is a 

chain and there are no anchor nodes to which a working route can fail. So in this triv

ial case, any span failure will require loop-back capacity between the end nodes of 

the failure and the end-nodes of the working route. The 25n50s1-26s network topol

ogy differs from 25n50s1-25 by the addition of a single span, which partitions the 

Hamiltonian cycle into two true chains, as shown in Figure 7.6. This too, however, is 

a trivial case from the point of view of meta-mesh restoration since that single added 

span acts as a naturally occurring bypass for the two chains. Conventional span res

toration will therefore spontaneously make use of that span in exactly the same 

manner as meta-mesh restoration would if we’d added our own artificial bypass 

spans.
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Figure 7.6 -  Test case 25n50s1 -26s network topology.

We can observe qualitatively from Figure 7.7 through Figure 7.12 that the meta

mesh network designs require more capacity than the path restoration and SBPP 

designs and less than the span restoration and p-cycle designs. On average over all 

163 test case networks (124 actually, since meta-mesh is equivalent to span restora

tion in the 39 networks with no degree-2 nodes and in the two special cases men

tioned above), meta-mesh restoration requires 1.9% less total capacity than span 

restoration, 8.8% more total capacity than SBPP, and 12.6% more total capacity than 

path restoration. In two network families (20n40s1 and 30n60s1), meta-mesh resto

ration provides only 0.8% total capacity costs savings relative to span restoration. In 

the others, however, the meta-mesh designs perform substantially better. In fact, in 

the 15n30s1 network family, optimal meta-mesh-restorable designs require an aver

age of 4.8% less total capacity than the equivalent span-restorable designs. In some 

test case network topologies, total capacity requirements in meta-mesh designs were 

as much as 8.4% less costly than those of span restoration, and in five test cases, 

meta-mesh outperformed SBPP, and came as close as 0.6% from path restoration 

(which is within the path restoration design gap to optimality). In general, meta-mesh 

tended to perform better relative to the other survivability mechanisms when the net

work topology was sparse. This will be discussed more fully in subsequent sections 

of this chapter.
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Figure 7.7 -  Meta-Mesh normalized total capacity costs for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 7.8 -  Meta-Mesh normalized total capacity costs for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 7.9 -  Meta-Mesh normalized total capacity costs for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 7.10 -  Meta-Mesh normalized total capacity costs for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 7.11 -  Meta-Mesh normalized total capacity costs for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 7.12 -  Meta-Mesh normalized total capacity costs for the 40n80s1 network family.
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7.6.1.2 S pare Capacity Costs

Figure 7.13 through Figure 7.18 show normalized spare capacity costs of optimally 

designed networks of the various families designed to be 100% restorable using 

meta-mesh restoration, as well as the equivalent designs using the JCA models for 

span restoration, p-cycle restoration, SBPP, and path restoration. Each figure pro

vides data for a single network family, and each data point represents the total wave- 

length-kilometres of spare capacity required to provide for full restoration in the opti

mal solution for the member of the family with the indicated average nodal degrees,

d , using the specified survivability mechanism. In each figure, spare capacity costs 

have been normalized to that of the lowest-cost design over all networks in the family 

and all survivability mechanisms. Within each figure, data points have been organ

ized into curves corresponding to the various survivability mechanisms.

In Section 6.4, we noticed that differences between various survivability mechanisms 

were most evident when comparing their spare capacity costs. The same is true of 

meta-mesh. When considering spare capacity costs only, meta-mesh is 3.9% less 

costly than span restoration, and in 10 of the test networks, meta-mesh required in 

excess of 10% less spare capacity than span restoration. In the 15n30s1 network 

family, meta-mesh needs an average of 9.6% less spare capacity than span restora

tion, and in the 35n70s1 family, it needs 6.1% less on average. And although the 

meta-mesh designs use an average of 22.9% more spare capacity than SBPP, there 

is one network topology (30n60s1-32s) where meta-mesh requires 5.1% less than 

SBPP, one (35n70s1-49s) where meta-mesh uses 2.6% less spare capacity, and 

another (35n70s1-45s) where it needs 1.1% less.
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Figure 7.13 -  Meta-Mesh normalized spare capacity costs for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 7.14 -  Meta-Mesh normalized spare capacity costs for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 7.15 -  Meta-Mesh normalized spare capacity costs for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 7.16 -  Meta-Mesh normalized spare capacity costs for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 7.17 -  Meta-Mesh normalized spare capacity costs for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 7.18 -  Meta-Mesh normalized spare capacity costs for the 40n80s1 network family.
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7.6.1.3 Capacity Cost Redundancies

Figure 7.19 through Figure 7.24 show capacity cost redundancies of optimally de

signed networks of the various families designed to be 100% restorable using meta

mesh restoration, as well as the equivalent designs using the JCA models for span 

restoration, p-cycle restoration, SBPP, and path restoration. Like the capacity cost 

figures already seen, each figure provides data for a single network family, and each 

data point represents the R ^  of the optimal solution for the member of the family 

with the indicated average nodal degree using the specified survivability mechanism. 

The l / ( d - l )  lower bound on capacity redundancy in a span-restorable network has 

been added to each figure for reference and comparison purposes.

On average, the capacity cost redundancies of meta-mesh designs are 3.8% below 

those of span-restorable designs, and in 14 of the test cases, meta-mesh redundan

cies are in excess of 10% below span restoration. In one test case (15n30s1-19s), 

the capacity cost redundancy of the meta-mesh design was 18.1% below the redun

dancy of the span-restorable design. Meta-mesh redundancies were an average of 

21.8% above those of SBPP, but there are six test cases where meta-mesh redun

dancies are even below SBPP (in 35n70s1-49s it was 7.9% below).

Perhaps the most interesting observation we can make is that in several test cases, 

meta-mesh redundancy very closely approaches the l / ( d - l )  lower bound on ca

pacity redundancy in a span-restorable network. While it doesn’t quite break below it 

in any of the test cases studied here, there are several cases in a '32-node network 

family studied in [25] and [54] where meta-mesh redundancy actually does breach

l / ( d - l ) . So how is this explained? The answer is that a meta-mesh design actually

represents a partial step toward path restoration. Local flows originating or terminat

ing within a chain struck by a span failure are restored in exactly the same way in 

both span restoration and meta-mesh restoration. But the express flows transiting 

the entire chain are restored between the chain’s anchor nodes, which serve as a 

kind of pseudo-origin-destination node pair part of the way towards the affected 

lightpath’s actual end-nodes. Moreover, for express flows between the anchor nodes 

themselves (i.e., the lightpath’s end-nodes are the chain’s anchor nodes), the resul-
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tant meta-mesh restoration is actually identical to path restoration for the stipulated 

demands. Therefore, to the extent that chains are a significant consideration in 

sparse networks, the meta-mesh method effectively moves the network design to

ward the efficiency of a path-restorable design on the same topology. Thus, span 

restoration on the meta-mesh abstraction of a sparse graph can approach the behav

iour of path restoration on the full graph, even though it continues to use or require 

only a span restoration mechanism.

Alternatively, we can refer back to the initial argument about restoring express flows 

within the highly connected meta-mesh equivalent topology (i.e., where chains are 

replaced by logical bypass spans) rather than in the original sparse topology. From 

the point of view of those express wavelengths, the lower bound on their redundancy 

can be calculated based on the average nodal degree of the meta-mesh graph. So if 

a network with d = 2.5 has a meta-mesh equivalent with d = 3.5, then those ex

press wavelengths are effectively bounded by a minimum redundancy of 

l / ( d - l )  = 40%, rather than the l / ( d - l )  = 66.7% minimum redundancy of local flow.

120%
Span JCA p-Cycle JCA

100% --- SBPPJCA

Meta-Mesh — -1/(d-1) Bound
80% -

40% -

20% -

0%
2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25
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Figure 7.19 -  Meta-mesh capacity cost redundancy for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 7.20 -  Meta-mesh capacity cost redundancy for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 7.21 -  Meta-mesh capacity cost redundancy for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 7.22 -  Meta-mesh capacity cost redundancy for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 7.23 -  Meta-mesh capacity cost redundancy for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 7.24 -  Meta-mesh capacity cost redundancy for the 40n80s1 network family.

7.6.2 M e ta -M e s h  v e rs u s  S p a n -R e s to r a b le  JCA
Since meta-mesh is essentially an improvement on span restoration that allows for a 

more efficient use of capacity in a sparse network, we now take a closer look at how 

meta-mesh compares to span restoration in terms of capacity costs and redundancy.

7.6.2.1 Capacity Cost Reduction

Figure 7.25 through Figure 7.30 show the capacity cost reduction relative to span 

restoration and the percentage express flow in optimally designed meta-mesh- 

restorable networks. Each figure provides data for a single network family. Each data 

point in the blue curve represents the percentage difference between the total wave- 

length-kilometres of working and spare capacity required to route all demands and 

provide for full restoration in the optimal meta-mesh design solution relative to the 

equivalent span-restorable JCA design for the member of the family with the indi

cated average nodal degree, d . Each data point in the green curve represents the 

percentage difference between the total wavelength-kilometres of spare capacity re

quired to provide for full restoration in the optimal meta-mesh design solution relative
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to the equivalent span-restorable JCA design. Data points in the red curve corre

spond to the percentage of all working capacity (on a wavelength-kilometre basis) in 

a meta-mesh design that is express flow fully transiting a chain.

Experiments show that meta-mesh improved upon the span-restorable JCA designs 

by an average of 3.9% reduction in spare capacity and 1.9% reduction in total capac

ity. As discussed in Section 7.6.1, there were 10 test cases where the spare capacity 

reductions exceeded 10%, and for one network (15n30s1-19s) meta-mesh required 

18.1% less spare capacity than span restoration. There were also 10 test case net

works where meta-mesh total capacity requirements were at least 5% less than span 

restoration. Some network families experienced greater capacity reductions than 

others. For instance, spare capacity and total capacity of the 15n30s1 network family 

were reduced an average of 9.6% and 4.8%, respectively, and the 35n70s1 network 

family saw an average of 6.1% savings in spare capacity and 2.7% savings in total 

capacity. There are also a few test cases (eight to be exact), where spare capacity 

costs were slightly greater in the meta-mesh designs than they were in the corre

sponding span-restorable designs. In most cases, the difference was within the de

sign solution gap to optimality, and in all cases, slight decreases in working capacity 

costs more than compensated for the spare capacity cost increases, which was only 

0.78% in the worst case.

We can also note that meta-mesh working capacities (not shown) are an average of 

only 0.05% greater than those of span restoration JCA designs, and ranged from 

2.8% below and 3.1% above the span restoration JCA working capacities. Even the 

absolute difference between meta-mesh and span restoration JCA working capaci

ties averaged only 0.65%. In most cases, working routing differed very little between 

meta-mesh and span restoration JCA designs (no more so than any two successive 

span-restorable JCA designs of the same test network) suggesting that any capacity 

savings realized by meta-mesh design are due to meta-mesh’s ability to bypass 

chains. While it was not confirmed in any test cases here, it is possible, however, 

that reduction in spare capacity requirements on some chains can make new work

ing routes slightly more attractive than in a conventional span restoration design, ac

counting for some of the differences observed.
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Of particular interest is how closely the capacity cost reduction curves are paralleled 

by the percentage express flow curve in each figure. While there are some notable 

differences in their behaviours, it is quite clear that test cases with a high amount of 

express flow tend to be the same test cases where capacity savings are the greatest, 

which is consistent with and validates our understanding of how meta-mesh func

tions. When working routes fully transiting a chain are allowed to use its chain by

pass instead, there is a corresponding decrease in spare capacity requirements (and 

no accompanying increase in wavelength-kilometres of working capacity). The 

greater the amount of working routing making use of bypass spans, the greater the 

capacity savings should be.

Qualitatively, we can observe that capacity cost savings (as well as express flow 

working capacity) generally appear to increase somewhat for test case networks with 

low average nodal degree. For some network families, there is also a perceptible 

drop in capacity cost savings in test cases at the extreme low end of the range of d 

values. This latter behaviour where savings first increase as d is lowered but then 

drop off again toward the most sparse cases is particularly apparent in the 15n30s1 

network family and was also observed in a 32-node network family studied in [25] 

and [54]. A reasonable explanation becomes clear when we consider the following. 

As d decreases, the number and length of chains increases, and so more and more 

working capacity is used by express flow. However, at some intermediate d , a con

tinued reduction in the number of spans will cause more nodes (which were previ

ously sources or sinks of express flow) to become a part of a chain, thereby convert

ing their demands into intra-chain demands from the point of view of those chains. 

Thus, a continued reduction in d will diminish meta-mesh restoration’s ability to 

make use of chain bypasses and the spare capacity savings that result. Indeed, in 

the logical limit of a Hamiltonian cycle, all demands are intra-chain, and there can be 

no express flow whatsoever, and therefore no spare capacity savings in the sense 

pursued here. The relative benefit of meta-mesh restoration is also small for highly 

connected networks because they contain few chains, if any, and the meta-mesh 

and conventional designs are then identical.
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Figure 7.25 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA and 
bypass span usage for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 7.26 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA and 
bypass span usage for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 7.27 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA and 
bypass span usage for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 7.28 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA and 
bypass span usage for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 7.29 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA and 
bypass span usage for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 7.30 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA and 
bypass span usage for the 40n80s1 network family.
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In Figure 7.31 and Figure 7.32, we return to the idea that capacity cost savings in 

meta-mesh are related to a network’s average nodal degree, and are to some extent 

proportional to the amount of express flow in the network’s chains. In both figures, 

each data point represents either the spare or total capacity cost savings (as indi

cated) of an optimally designed meta-mesh network relative to an optimally JCA- 

designed span-restorable network plotted against average nodal degree (in Figure 

7.31) and against the percentage of express flow in the network (in Figure 7.32). To 

better illustrate any relationship between capacity cost savings and d or express 

flow, we have superimposed trend lines over the scatter plot. The trend lines corre

spond to a simple estimated linear regression of the data, where method of least 

squares is used to estimate the intercept and slope of the regression line [8], [85], 

[116]. The regression line is estimated by:

where y  is the estimated value of the response variable (e.g., the spare capacity 

cost savings) in a network with the specified predictor variable, x (e.g., the average 

nodal degree), is the estimated intercept of the regression line (i.e., the value of

y  at x = 0), and #  is the estimated slope of the line. #  and fiQ are calculated by

the least squares estimate equations (7.8) and (7.9), respectively, where y and x

are the averages of the respective data points, and n is the number of such data 

points [85].

The coefficient of determination, Ft2, is often used to judge the accuracy of an esti

mated regression line [85], and is calculated by equation (7.10). R2 can be thought 

of as the amount of variability in the data that can be accounted for by the estimated 

regression line, and is always 0 < fl2 < 1. In general, the closer to ft2 = 1, the better 

the regression model, but R2 is only an indicator of a model’s appropriateness, and 

large values of R2 do not necessarily imply a very accurate prediction of the data. A
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high R2 is, however, a reasonably good indication that the estimated regression line 

is in the broad vicinity of the true relationship that is modelled [85].

„„ X (y , -y , f
/ ? = 1 - f § L  _ .!!£ !----------  (7.10)

ssr x  (y, - F f
ie{

The estimated regression line equations and their R2 values are also shown in 

Figure 7.31 and Figure 7.32. In each figure, the upper equation and R2 value (in 

green font) correspond to the spare capacity cost savings data, and the lower equa

tion and R2 value (in blue font) correspond to the total capacity cost savings data. 

As we can see in Figure 7.31, there appears to be a slight relationship between 

meta-mesh capacity cost savings and average nodal degree, as the data points in 

the scatter plot seem to orient somewhat from the lower right of the plot (high d and 

low capacity cost savings) to the broadly spread out upper left area (low d and 

higher capacity cost savings). Similarly, in Figure 7.32 the data points in the scatter 

plot appear to be oriented somewhat from the lower left region of the plot (low per

centage of express flow capacity and low capacity cost savings) to the upper right 

region (high amounts of express flow and higher savings). However, we can see 

from the relatively low R2 values of the respective trend lines, particularly those for 

the average nodal degree, that the data points cannot be strongly matched to the 

trend line equations given. Nonetheless, we can observe that meta-mesh capacity 

cost savings do appear to have a greater linear relationship to the percentage of ex

press flow in a network than the network’s absolute connectivity.
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Figure 7.31 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA ver
sus average nodal degree for all 163 test case networks.
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Figure 7.32 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA ver
sus express flow capacity for all 163 test case networks.
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However, in lieu of any accurate estimation of the relationship between capacity cost 

savings and average nodal degree or the amount of express flow, we can also calcu

late the sample correlation coefficient, r̂ , [8], [85], where r^ is calculated by equa

tion (7.11).

r 2
•xyr« = T T  (7-11)

is the sample covariance between the variables, while sx and sy are the sample

standard deviations of the two variables. Their values are determined by equations 

(7.12), (7.13), and (7.14), respectively.

   (n -1 ) ---------------------  < 7 ' 1 2 )

i T T i f
(713>

I  ( y , - y f

(n -1 )sr=1  7 .  ^-----  (7-14)

For any pair of predictor and response variables, x and y, -1 < rv  < 1, where r « 0 

implies that x and y  are independent of each other. If, on the other hand, *  0, 

then x and y  are said to be correlated. A positive correlation, or r^ > 0, implies a lin

ear relationship with a positive slope (i.e., large values of x correspond to large val

ues of y), while a negative correlation, or r^ < 0 , implies a relationship with a nega

tive slope (i.e., large values of x correspond to small values of y). The proximity of 

r^ to either extreme provides a measure of the linear relationship between x and y,

where the larger the absolute value of r^ , the more closely correlated the two vari

ables are.

Calculations of the sample correlation coefficients of spare and total capacity cost 

savings with d and the percentage of express flow in a network also support the ob

servation that they are at least loosely linearly correlated. For spare and total capac-
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ity cost savings crossed with d , we find = -0.275 and = -0.355, respectively,

which correspond to the negative slopes of the trend lines in Figure 7.31. For spare 

and total capacity cost savings crossed with the percentage of express flow in a net

work, we find r'v  = 0.533 and = 0.559, respectively, which correspond to the

positive slopes of the trend lines in Figure 7.32. The fact that the latter two correla

tion coefficients have larger absolute values is related to the observation that the 

data points in Figure 7.32 are more closely clustered near their trend lines than those 

of Figure 7.31. In other words, the amount of express flow in a network has a greater 

impact on meta-mesh capacity cost savings than a network’s connectivity. This 

serves to validate our understanding of how and when the meta-mesh design strat

egy works: the greater the amount of express flow over chains, the greater the op

portunity to eliminate loop-back spare capacity requirements within them. It is also 

compatible with the observations of the capacity cost savings curves in Figure 7.25 

through Figure 7.30, which only truly appear to follow a linear relationship with d for 

the 35n70s1 and 40n80s1 network families.

The reason the correlation coefficients of capacity cost savings versus percentage of 

express flow aren’t larger is likely because of the complex nature of network capacity 

design. The total capacity cost of any optimally designed network is related to quite a 

wide variety of factors, particularly the minute details of the network’s topology (in

cluding much more than d and the amount of express flow through the network’s 

chains). Any of those factors can have quite unpredictable effects on the overall de

sign itself, which introduces a considerable amount of variability in the data points of 

Figure 7.31 and Figure 7.32. The number of chain spans in the network, as well as 

the percentage of all spans in a network that are part of a chain for instance, are two 

other factors we can relate to the meta-mesh capacity cost savings relative to span 

restoration.

In Figure 7.33 and Figure 7.34, we plot capacity cost savings against the actual 

number of chain spans in a network and the percentage of spans in a network that 

are part of a chain, respectively. As further validation that the basis for meta-mesh 

capacity reductions is associated with the ability to reduce the amount of loop-back
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spare capacity within chains, the scatter plots of the data and their trend lines indi

cate a linear relationship nearly as strongly as that in Figure 7.32. For the data in 

Figure 7.33, we calculate r'v  = 0.384 and = 0.453, for the spare and total capac

ity cost savings, respectively, and the data in Figure 7.34 give rv = 0.447 and 

^ = 0 .5 0 9 .

Another calculation we can make is the correlation coefficient between the percent

age of express flow and the percentage of spans in the network that are part of a 

chain. This yields r^ = 0.818, which suggests a very strong linear relationship be

tween the two parameters. The reason for the very strong correlation is quite clear: 

the amount of working flow routed fully through chain spans must be related at least 

in part to the number and length of such chains in a network. A similar analysis of the 

percentage of express flow in relation to the average nodal degree of the network 

also indicates a relationship but not as strongly, with r'v = -0.678.
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Figure 7.33 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA ver
sus the number of chain spans for all 163 test case networks.
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Figure 7.34 -  Meta-mesh total capacity cost reduction relative to span restoration JCA ver
sus the percentage of chain spans for all 163 test case networks.

7.6.2.2  Logical Channel Count Reduction

In addition to the direct capacity cost savings provided by meta-mesh restoration, 

there is an accompanying decrease in logical channel counts as well. While the costs 

for ducts, fibres, amplifiers, regenerators, etc., scale with wavelength-kilometres of 

capacity, certain nodal termination costs on OXCs and OADMs scale only with chan

nel counts, and are not distance-dependent (a logical channel is terminated on each 

end, regardless of distance, by either an OXC or OADM). We ordinarily model a net

work’s cost as directly proportional to the wavelength-kilometres of working and 

spare capacity, and disregard any termination costs or any other such per-channel 

costs, and as long as span lengths do not vary too widely, this sort of approximation 

is acceptable. However, meta-mesh restoration introduces the possibility of addi

tional savings beyond the conventional wavelength-distance costs we normally con

sider.

Two options discussed in Section 7.3.1 to carry out meta-mesh restoration was to 

route express flows through straight fibre splices or glass-throughs at each node 

within a chain, or even on separate fibres directly connecting the chain’s anchor
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nodes. Either would allow express flows to physically bypass OADMs within the 

chain altogether. Any costs once associated with the express flow being terminated 

and handled by OADMs within the chain are therefore eliminated, and given suffi

cient express flow on some chains, entire OADMs could even be decommissioned 

and/or reused elsewhere within the network.

Figure 7.35 through Figure 7.40 show a breakdown of the working, spare, and total 

logical channel count savings in optimal lowest-cost meta-mesh designs relative to 

optimal span restoration JCA designs. Each figure provides data for a single network 

family, with data points divided into three curves, one each for working channel count 

savings, spare channel count savings, and total (working plus spare) channel count 

savings. Each data point represents the channel count savings of the optimal solu

tion for the member of the family with the indicated average nodal degree, d . The 

meta-mesh spare capacity cost reduction (relative to span restoration JCA) has been 

added to each figure for reference and comparison purposes (the solid black curve 

scaled to the secondary y-axis on the right).

As would be expected, the reduction in spare logical channel counts (the red curves) 

is almost perfectly paralleled by the reduction in spare capacity (solid black curve) in 

all network families. Calculation of the correlation coefficient between reductions in 

spare capacity cost and spare channels yields r^ = 0.966, and a regression analysis

provides an estimated regression line of y = 0.8869x -  0.001 (y is the spare capacity

cost reduction and x is the spare channel count reduction) with R2 = 0.933, all of 

which supports that observation.

In virtually all test cases, meta-mesh provides a substantial reduction in working logi

cal channel counts as well, despite the fact that working capacity cost reductions 

were essentially non-existent (see Section 7.6.2.1). On average, working logical 

channel counts were reduced by 6.2% over all test cases, and in 22 of the networks, 

the reductions were in excess of 10%, with a best-case reduction of 27.9% in net

work 30n60s1-33s. Further analyses confirm that working logical channel count re

ductions are very strongly linearly correlated to the percentage of express flow over a 

network’s chains, with a correlation coefficient of = 0.941 and an estimated re-
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gression line of y = 0.6156*-0.0022 (y is the working channel reduction and x is

the percentage of express flow) with R2 =0.885. Clearly, the reduction in working 

logical channels is primarily due to express flow now being routed over logical chain 

bypasses, rather than over the chains themselves. In general, working channel re

ductions were even greater than spare channel reductions, which were an average 

of 4.5% over all test cases. Total logical channel count reductions were an average 

of 5.2% over all test case networks, and in the best case, network 40n80s1-44s had 

a 16.1% reduction in total logical channel counts.

The obvious benefit is that, as discussed above, meta-mesh will allow a network op

erator to further reduce costs by the elimination of a significant portion of link termi

nation costs, and could even allow removal of some intra-chain OADMs. Allowing the 

design formulation to consider logical channel counts in its optimization could even 

enhance this effect beyond what is already inherent in the model. A simple modifica

tion of the objective function in equation (7.1) to the in equation (7.15), or perhaps 

equation (7.16) would suffice. Here, or is a trade-off parameter whose value would 

be under the network planner’s control [27], and would depend in part on the relative 

expense of termination costs and distance-dependent capacity costs, and the plan

ner’s desire to bias the model towards one or the other. If a  is small, the network 

design would not differ greatly from the basic meta-mesh design. However, if a  is 

large, the resultant network would be more biased towards reducing logical channel 

counts rather than capacity costs in the conventional sense.

Minimize X  (cy' (sy+ w>) + a ' wi ) (7.15)

Minimize £  (cy • (sy + wy (7.16)
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Figure 7.35 -  Breakdown of meta-mesh logical channel reductions relative to span restora
tion JCA for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 7.36 -  Breakdown of meta-mesh logical channel reductions relative to span restora
tion JCA for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 7.37 -  Breakdown of meta-mesh logical channel reductions relative to span restora
tion JCA for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 7.38 -  Breakdown of meta-mesh logical channel reductions relative to span restora
tion JCA for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 7.39 -  Breakdown of meta-mesh logical channel reductions relative to span restora
tion JCA for the 35n70s1 network family.
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Figure 7.40 -  Breakdown of meta-mesh logical channel reductions relative to span restora
tion JCA for the 40n80s1 network family.
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7.7 Closing Remarks
A close look at the makeup of working traffic in a sparse network with chains of de- 

gree-2 nodes will show that a portion of the working flow traversing a chain is actu

ally express flow from wavelengths that fully transit the chain end-to-end. Intra-chain 

or local flow from wavelengths terminating/originating in the chain requires loop-back 

restoration since their aggregate composition is modified by add/drop actions within 

the chain. We’ve shown, however, that express wavelengths do not. Rather, they 

can be restored by allowing them to fail all the way back to the anchor nodes of the 

chain, which effectively allows them to be treated entirely within the more highly con

nected meta-mesh of the network graph topology, thereby decreasing spare capacity 

costs and redundancy.

Implementation can use a straight fibre splice or glass-through at each OADM within 

the chain for express wavelength traffic (presumably, OXCs are not needed since 

we’re dealing with degree-2 nodes). Upon failure of a chain span, failure of local 

wavelengths is detected by the OADMs on either side of the break (which then initi

ate the loop-back mechanism as far back as the anchor node OXCs), while failure of 

the express wavelengths is detected by the anchor node OXCs. Both types of failed 

traffic are then logically unified for restoration between the OXCs at the anchor 

nodes on spare capacity distributed throughout the remainder of the network.

Using the benchmark span restoration JCA ILP model as a starting point, we devel

oped a new ILP formulation that models our proposed meta-mesh restoration tech

nique. Experimental results showed that the meta-mesh design model was able to 

provide an improvement in network design costs relative to the benchmark. The in

teresting and initially surprising overall trend is that the reduction in capacity re

quirements tended to peak in networks with low to intermediate average nodal de

grees. In networks with higher or very low average nodal degrees, we see a drop in 

the benefit gained by meta-mesh restoration (i.e., the reduction in capacity costs is 

less). Further analysis showed that a more important factor in predicting capacity 

cost savings provided by meta-mesh restoration was the percentage of a network’s 

spans that are part of a chain. The meta-mesh model produces its benefits by allow

ing express flows through chains to fail back to the chains’ anchor nodes. The benefit
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or contrast relative to the benchmark model is then greatest when there are many 

long chains being traversed by a significant number of express-flow wavelengths. 

The more sparse a network gets, the greater the number of wavelengths that have to 

transit chains to reach their destinations. But a continued reduction in average nodal 

degree eventually reaches a point where the network is composed almost entirely of 

a few large chains. Wavelengths that once transited chains end-to-end progressively 

more frequently find their sources and destinations within chains themselves and be

come intra-chain wavelengths, and there can be no express-flow related savings in 

the sense pursued here. On the other hand, when the network is very richly con

nected, there are also very few express-flow wavelengths (although this is because 

these networks contain few, if any, chains), and the conventional benchmark design 

model cannot be improved upon.

We also see that there is a corresponding, albeit larger, reduction in constituent logi

cal wavelength channel counts as well, due to the routing of express flows over logi

cal chain bypass spans. Working channel counts were reduced as much as 27.9% in 

the best case, and by 6.2% on average, providing additional savings to the network 

operator beyond the conventional distance-weighted capacity costs since OADM 

termination costs within the chain can be significantly reduced. Given sufficient de

creases in such channel counts, elimination of chain OADMs might even be possible.

7.7.1 F uture  D irec tio n s

Several obvious opportunities for further investigation present themselves in this 

work. The first is to implement the modified ILP formulation discussed at the end of 

Section 7.6.2.2, and quantify the effects of introducing an additional incentive to re

duce logical channel counts, primarily working channels. With properly determined 

values of a  to reflect real termination costs, resultant network designs will likely see 

even more significant cost savings over conventional span-restorable designs.

A second opportunity for future work is to exploit the possibility of eliminating intra

chain OADMs when the core bandwidth they’re required to handle/terminate is re

duced. A modified ILP formulation could be developed to include a stepwise capacity 

cost model to characterize the modular aspect of installing/decommissioning individ

ual pieces of nodal equipment.
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Another interesting question to probe is whether an existing span-restorable network 

could accommodate a significant increase in demand by implementing meta-mesh 

restoration. We would expect that demand increases in the order of the capacity cost 

savings already observed would likely be possible. The conversion of intra-chain 

OXCs, if any, into OADMs, as well as the elimination of some intra-chain OADMs 

could also be incorporated into a design method to provide real cost savings in paral

lel with the capability to handle greater amounts of traffic demands.

Finally, in the event that physically distinct bypass spans (say, using glass-throughs 

or separate fibres) are not employed, complete development of a meta-mesh proto

col, say, based on SHN, [45] and [47], would also provide an interesting area of fur

ther study. The protocol would need to incorporate an efficient means of identifying 

which wavelengths are to be failed all the way back to the anchor nodes, and a pro

cedure for logically unifying the restoration process at the anchor nodes to accom

modate the local and express wavelengths affected. Implementation within a network 

modeling software package such as OPNET or perhaps within an experimental test

bed network such as TRnet [112] would allow proper characterization of the proto

col's operation.
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T o p o l o g ic a l  T r a n s p o r t  N e tw o r k  D e s ig n 12

In virtually all of the optimization problems so far posed on mesh-restorable net

works, and all those so far discussed herein, the graph topology of the physical facil

ity routes is known and given. In practice most facilities-based network operators en

tered the current era with a legacy topology or a pre-determined topology arising 

from a prior railway or gas-pipeline utility company right-of-way structure. Tradition

ally, new spans or edges in the facilities graph topology would be added as needed 

on a case-by-case basis, and driven more by the economics of working demand 

conveyance than from a standpoint of restoration capacity sharing or global topology 

optimization. Before about 1985 and the widespread deployment of fibre optics, 

which was quickly followed by an urgent need for restoration, many long-haul net

works were tree-like, optimized solely to serve the working demands with no concern 

for network-level restoration. In those days, tree-like topologies were more viable be

cause of the greater reliance on digital microwave radio systems, which have a high 

inherent availability. On the other hand, today’s fibre-based transport relies on ca

bles, which have much lower structural availability. Closed (two-connected or bi

connected) network graph topologies and active restoration schemes have therefore 

become essential to the widespread deployment of fibre optic transport systems.

Unlike the case in private leased-line network design where any desired point-to- 

point logical edge can be provided for a virtual network, it is usually quite difficult and 

very expensive to augment the topology of the underlying physical facilities graph. 

Consequently the topology of some of today’s facilities-based network operators 

tends to comprise a tree-like pre-1990s topology that was simply closed or made bi

connected in the most expeditious manner so that fibre rings would be feasible. More 

recent entrants have topologies arising almost wholly from prior utility infrastructures. 

In either case, however, the network topologies were not optimized from a global 

topological standpoint.

12 This chapter contains some material previously published in [51] and [53].
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It is well known that even small changes in the physical topology of a network can 

have quite significant effects on the amount of working and spare capacity required 

to route and protect all of the network’s demands. We saw in Section 6.4 that intro

ducing just one new span to the network topology will allow more efficient sharing of 

capacity (and therefore decreased spare capacity costs), but the extent to which this 

is so will depend on exactly where that span has been added. An important issue for 

network operators today is therefore how to optimally evolve their physical network 

topologies, or even how to optimally design a completely new network topology such 

that costs are minimized. So the natural next step in survivable network design re

search is to incorporate the design of the physical graph topology as yet another 

output of the optimization problem, allowing the working and restoration routing and 

spare capacity sharing to drive the topology, rather than the other way around.

In this chapter of the thesis, we address the complete green-fields network design 

problem, where no physical infrastructure yet exists. The green-fields case lends it

self best to overall insights about the problem and has the most generality as the ca

nonical research model. In practice, there would more often than not be some estab

lished set of edges and perhaps only a short list of possible new route acquisitions 

for incremental topology growth or evolution. We will also address corresponding 

methods for incorporating any pre-existing infrastructure in the design problem.

Each candidate edge in the topology design problem can be thought of as represent

ing a facilities right of way over which an essentially unlimited capacity of transmis

sion systems can be installed to support working and restoration routing require

ments. A one-time fixed cost is incurred for the acquisition and preparation of any 

new edge in the physical facilities graph, followed by perhaps multiple levels of step

wise incremental costs dependant on the capacity of the installed systems. Both the 

fixed and incremental capacity costs are distance dependant in the general case 

since the fixed cost includes rights-of-way and lease acquisitions, excavation, duct 

installation, equipment housing every 50 km for amplification, etc., while incremental 

capacity costs incorporate all per-channel costs such as requirements for additional 

fibre, wavelength channel terminations, amplifiers, etc. There could even be a coarse 

step-wise incremental cost associated with fibre transmission systems of various
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sizes or the lighting up of new fibre pairs with an initial block of DWDM carrier wave

lengths, as well as finer-scale incremental costs as additional individual wavelength 

channels are lit within each system to provision new services. To simplify formulation 

of the problem, however, we consider only a single cost structure to approximate re

ality, but modularity-type adjustments to the formulations developed could be used to 

model any number of cost structures.

The complete problem includes the simultaneous selection of a set of edges that 

comprises a closed connected graph, the routing and provisioning of capacity for 

working flows, and the provisioning of restoration routes and spare capacity, so that 

the network serves all demands and is fully restorable13 against any single edge fail

ure, all at minimum total cost. We refer to those three main aspects of the problem 

as topology, routing, and sparing, respectively. As will be seen, the computational 

complexity of solving the complete problem is practically overwhelming for all but 

small instances. Topology and routing alone constitute a multi-commodity instance of 

the fixed charge plus routing problem [39], [73], which is a notoriously difficult NP- 

hard problem in its own right. But the full problem also involves the simultaneous op

timization of restoration routing and spare capacity allocation, which by itself is an 

NP-hard problem, even when the topology is fixed and known. These coupled sub

problems have very different dependencies on graph topology. Solutions of the fixed 

charge plus routing problem tend towards sparse topologies like spanning trees, es

pecially if the fixed cost of edges is high relative to the incremental cost of each 

channel. But those topologies are un-closed and inherently un-restorable by restora

tion re-routing. On the other hand, solutions for optimal spare capacity design are 

lower in cost when d is high, and all solution graphs have to be strictly closed.

In Figure 8.1, complete network design costs are shown for each member of the 

40n80s1 network family (using the span restoration JCA design). In addition to the 

capacity costs already dealt with in prior chapters, a network design cost now in

cludes the fixed establishment costs of all spans in the network’s topology. The data 

in the figure is organized into three curves, one each for the capacity cost (in red), 

the topology cost (in blue), and the total cost (in green). Each data point represents

13 Restoration will be assumed to be span restoration.
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the cost of the network at the indicated connectivity when optimally designed using 

the span-restorable JCA model. Topology costs are calculated by assigning a fixed 

establishment cost equivalent to 750 times the unit-capacity cost on each span. As 

already seen in CHAPTER 6, capacity costs decrease with increases in d . Topology 

costs, on the other hand, increase with increases of d , as we would expect; the 

more spans in the topology, the greater the associated cost. When those two com

ponents of the complete cost of a network design are added, we generally see a 

curve similar to the one in the figure, where a network is more costly at either high d 

or low d , and least costly at some intermediate d . Thus, the overall problem con

tains counteracting topological preferences that are linked under a min-cost objective 

for the determination of graph topology, working path routing, and restoration capac

ity placement. The goal is therefore to simultaneously determine a topology, a work

ing path routing, and spare capacity design that will produce a network solution as 

close as possible to that minimum.
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Figure 8.1 -  Breakdown of sample complete network design costs for the 40n80s1 network 
family.
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8.1 Prior W ork
Some prior work has addressed the topology design problem for communication 

networks to address access network design, expansion planning, wide-area packet 

data network design, and even backbone networking, but very little takes restoration 

concerns into consideration. An early paper dealing with survivable network design 

investigates various topological factors that allow a network to “survive an enemy 

attack or natural disaster” but stops short of actually developing design methods [36]. 

Studies in [7] and [22] investigate methods for designing tree-topologies (including 

link capacities) in backbone networks and data communication networks, respec

tively, but does not consider restoration or reliability in any way.

A genetic algorithm is used in [58] for topological design and dimensioning of an ac

cess network. The work only considers tree topologies (i.e., non-restorable net

works), but develops an efficient means of representing topology genomes and as

sessing their fitness values. Some work in [71] studies topology optimization for 

multi-point line layout, where the requirement is for a minimum cost set of sub-trees 

rooted at a central node, and again, such networks are non-restorable.

In [82], a branch exchange heuristic14 is used in a data communications network to 

seek new link additions to a spanning tree that maximize the ratio of the reduction in 

average delay to the increase in cost for the link. Branch exchange is also used to 

perform “topology tuning” to open new links to overcome congestion in an ATM net

work in [42], It is pointed out in [71] that, while the basic branch exchange approach 

is quite general in nature and useful for a range of problems, its main drawback is 

that the re-routing of demands to evaluate the benefit at each step occurs within the 

inner loop of the process that generates the exchanges. [71] states that, “since 

routing itself is typically 0(1V3) this tends to make even simple branch exchange 

searches 0(A/5), which is prohibitive for moderate to large size networks.” The 

performance of branch exchange heuristics can be improved by using cut saturation 

techniques as in [40]. The idea is that by detecting flow-saturated cuts of the graph 

(the minimal set of highly utilized spans that, if removed, would disconnect the

14 Branch exchange is a class of heuristics that begins with a feasible topology and proceeds 
with local modifications such as addition, deletion, or exchange moves on graph edges, seek
ing to maximize some problem-specific figure of merit.
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highly utilized spans that, if removed, would disconnect the network), the branch ex

change process can be guided to discover effective exchanges in fewer iterations. 

This is done by generating moves that remove a lightly loaded link from one side of 

the saturated cut and add a new span that crosses the cut. This effectively moves a 

lightly utilized capacity investment to increase the cross-section of the saturated cut. 

Heavily used cuts can be efficiently identified with a minimum spanning tree algo

rithm where link utilizations are used as the edge weights.

Topology design work in [10], [37], and [71] makes mention of mesh networking but 

they refer only the departure from pure tree topologies towards at least partially 

closed topologies. In those works, “mesh” simply refers to networks with more than a 

single route between node pairs rather than any implied capability of mesh restora

tion as we typically mean. They make no explicit requirements for restoration of any 

kind, but only recognise that closed networks are qualitatively more robust and so 

generally preferable on that basis alone. The work in [98] made similar observations 

and used the graph connectivity as a measure of its reliability, but there is no explicit 

survivability included in the design.

Aspects of topology design and network survivability were both addressed in [109] 

where another branch exchange heuristic approach is used to design an undirected 

network topology with specified redundancy. Here, survivability is not strictly assured 

but rather enhanced by providing specified numbers of disjoint paths between node 

pairs, with an understanding that such redundancies will “increase [the network’s] 

survivability”. In that study, costs for establishing new edges in the graph provide a 

basis for optimization, but there is no concept of capacity associated with an edge -  

the edge either exists or it does not. Work in [13] did consider both capacity assign

ment and topology design, but it does not explicitly consider survivability.

In [41], branch exchange is used in combination with an iterative process that alter

nates between flow determinations and capacity assignment. Here, they also include 

a network reliability constraint in their algorithm, but only as a verification step within 

the design phase to ensure that the topology obtained will remain connected with 

some specified probability given estimated link failure probabilities.
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A widely used algorithm for data network topology design (MENTOR) is developed in 

[71] and [72]. It includes useful aspects of concentrator node location, but not surviv

ability, and many topologies that result have “pendant nodes in the extremities of [a] 

tree”. MENTOR is highly oriented to the issues of cost-versus-delay in data network

ing but it embodies some basic ideas of design strategy that may be useful in the 

restorable-mesh topology problem. Since it is quite efficient, it is potentially a very 

good procedure to be embedded within a heuristic for a more complete design prob

lem or to suggest starting topologies for other methods. Any approach of the O(hP) 

routing problem that involves consideration of all possible graph edges on N nodes 

must be O(A^) or higher, but MENTOR, however, is O(A^) and yet delivers good data 

network designs. The key is that MENTOR replaces the actual re-routing of demands 

with an easily computed surrogate criterion based on postulated hallmarks of a good 

routing solution. This allows MENTOR to skip a lot of the details in its basic iterations 

and look instead for general characteristics that are desirable from basic network de

sign principles.

This philosophy is also found in the more recent Zoom-In approach [93]. Interesting 

ideas are presented for treating the sub-problems of topology, working routing, and 

restoration routing with surrogate problem abstractions and heuristics, followed by an 

exact optimization of routing and sparing on a fixed topology only when a final best 

topology is to be evaluated in detail. The Zoom-In approach uses a fast surrogate to 

approximate the sub-problems of demand routing and spare capacity assignment. 

Using a simple and fast surrogate for these sub-problems is evocative of the MEN

TOR philosophy and allows more topology options to be examined in the global 

search. The surrogate problem is to generate the capacity cost that corresponds to 

the “bi-routing” of each demand on two working routes. The demand matrix is first 

scaled up by a factor (1.2 is empirically suggested), and then half of each demand 

bundle is routed over the shortest path, with the other half routed over the shortest 

path that is link-disjoint from the first. The resulting total capacity is a representative 

upper bound on the cost of a detailed solution to the working capacity and sparing 

problem. With this process to evaluate the fitness of a proposed topology, a genetic 

algorithm is used to explore topology alternatives, with the surrogate problem solu

tion representing the routing and sparing cost of the given topology in evaluating its
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fitness function. Once the GA on topology is completed, a detailed local optimization 

of the routing and sparing follows. The Zoom-In approach is also integrated into a 

multi-period network topology evolution method to generate several topological alter

natives for each period [92]. This is followed by shortest path techniques to deduce 

which sequence of topologies offers a least cost network expansion plan over all 

time periods.

An ILP model for a combined topology and capacity design of a path-restorable net

work (without stub-release) is developed in [38]. Span selection is accomplished by 

use of modularity-type constraints and the “span-elimination” effects that accompany 

a joint modular design [24]. The cost model includes an installation charge as well as 

a capacity-related cost, but the capacity choices are restricted to a single “cable" of 

varying sizes on each span. Another drawback with this model is that it requires enu

meration of eligible routes, and so will be quite difficult to solve for all but the smallest 

networks and only if candidate spans are limited to a subset of the complete graph of 

A/-(A/ —1)/2 possible spans.

8.1.1 F ixed  Charg e  Plus Routing

The problem of topology determination for minimum-cost edge selections plus rout

ing costs has also been studied in the operations research community as the fixed 

charge plus routing (FCR) problem or alternatively the fixed charge network flow 

(FCNF) problem, [39], [73]. The communications network version is usually a multi

commodity problem where every O-D node pair may exchange non-zero demands. 

In its capacitated version it may have existing edge capacities and/or edge capacity 

limits to be respected. The FCR problem is equivalent to determining the topology 

whose combined edge selection costs and optimal working routing and capacity as

signment costs are minimized.

Since we will build upon FCR in the work presented in this chapter, so we will cover it 

now in some detail. Recall from CHAPTER 5 that in addition to its arc-path form, we 

could also express an SCA or JCA design problem as a network flow or tranship

ment ILP problem [119], where supply/demand nodes act as sources/sinks of a light- 

path demand commodity, and transhipment nodes act as intermediary points passing
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along the commodities to other nodes. While the arc-path formulation is effective and 

convenient for the problems seen so far, we have to abandon the arc-path method 

altogether in favour of a transhipment problem formulation to cope with the topology 

becoming part of the solution variables. Explicit enumeration of eligible working and 

restoration routes (as would be needed in an arc-path model) in an unspecified and 

potentially complete topology of N • ( N - 1)/2 bi-directional edges becomes an intrac

table problem for even a small network, so the basic FCR problem is more easily ex

pressed as a network flow problem.

The basic FCR ILP problem uses the following notation, some of which is repeated 

here from earlier notation used for other models:

Sets:

• N is the set of nodes in the network, and is typically indexed by n, /, or j, de

pending on the use. Despite the possible confusion that may result, we often 

also use N  to represent the number of nodes in the network as well, and it is 

usually quite clear from the context which meaning is intended.

• S is the set of all possible directional edges in the network, and usually in

cludes all A/-(A/ —1) edges that are possible in the graph. It is typically in

dexed by the pair /,/, which represents the directional span from node / to 

node j. We technically treat edges in this model as being directional, but this 

is only to facilitate expression of the transhipment constraints. We still con

sider all spans, and therefore the flows they carry and the working capacity 

placed on them to be bi-directional, which corresponds to a real transport 

network.

• D is the set of all non-zero demand quantities exchanged between nodes, 

and is typically indexed by r. As will be seen later with definitions of origin and 

destination nodes, demands are treated in the model as being directional in 

the same manner as spans are above. Again, this is only to facilitate expres

sion of the transhipment constraints, and we still consider demands, and 

therefore their flows to be bi-directional.
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Input Parameters:

•  dr is the number of lightpath demand units for demand relation r.

•  Or e N is the node acting as the origin of lightpath demand r.

•  Tr e N is the node acting as the target or destination of lightpath demand r.

• Cjj = Cjj is the incremental cost of adding one unit of capacity to the edge in

the graph between node / and node /. As mentioned above, directionality is 

implied in the model but bi-directionality is represented by asserting symme

try of the working capacity decision variables later.

•  Fu is the fixed charge or cost for establishment of an edge in the graph be

tween node /' and node j. It is sometimes also called the edge cost or edge 

establishment cost. Again, directionality is implied in the model but bi

directionality is represented by asserting symmetry of the edge decision vari

ables later.

•  K is an arbitrarily large positive constant, larger than any expected accumula

tion of working capacity on any one edge in the solution.

Decision Variables:

•  w'j > 0 is the amount of working flow routed over the edge between nodes / 

and j  (in the direction from i to j) for relation r.

•  w,j > 0 is the integer amount of working capacity assigned to the directional

edge between nodes / and j  to support all working flows routed over that edge 

(in that direction).

•  <5) y e{0,1} is the 1/0 integer decision variable indicating whether the direc

tional edge in the graph from node /' to node j  is to exist in the design. Su = 1 

if the edge is selected to exist, and SLj = 0 otherwise.

The FCR formulation itself is expressed as follows.
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Minimize 

Subject to:

X  ( GU ' WI J + F ' J ' * ' . ] )
vi.jeS

(8.1)

Z  < i = dr
V/,yeS|i=n

V re D Vne N\n = Or (8.2)

z  < = °
V/./6S|)=n

Vre D Vne N\n = Or (8.3)

Z  </=<* '
V/,yeS|j=n

V re D Vne N\n = Tr (8.4)

Z  < y = °
Vi,y6S)/=n

V re D ncU
J

c>

(8.5)

' Z  < / -  Z  < / = °
vi,jeS{j=n V/',/eS|i=/)

V r e D  Vne N\ne{Or,Tr] (8.6)

w,i = Z  < j
VreD

V/, /e  S (8.7)

wi.i -  k  • Sj j V/. /e  S (8.8)

V/'.y'e S (8.9)

V/. /e  S (8.10)

The constraints in equations (8.2) through (8.6) are the standard flow-balance con

straints of the transhipment problem. Equations (8.2) and (8.3) assert that for each 

demand relation r, the total source flow from the origin of the demand is the total de

mand, and the total flow into the origin of the demand is zero, respectively. Equations 

(8.4) and (8.5) assert the opposite: the total sink flow into the destination node of a 

demand is the total demand and the total flow out of the destination is zero. Equation 

(8.6) ensures that there is no net sourcing or sinking of flow at nodes that are not the 

origin and destination of the demand (i.e., transhipment nodes). The need to express 

the concept of transhipment at these nodes (net incoming flow equals net outgoing 

flow for a given commodity) is ultimately why the whole formulation, including capaci

ties, flows, and edge selection variables, is forced into a directional framework.

The constraints in equation (8.7) ensure that enough working capacity is assigned to 

each edge to accommodate all of the flows simultaneously passing over it. Since 

demands are represented to be directional, so too are the spans in the network and 

consequently, working capacity is assigned to directional edges for use by flow on 

the span in that direction only. In the context of a transport network where demands
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and spans are considered to be bi-directional, the working capacity on a span be

tween nodes / and j  (no direction implied) is simply the sum of the working capacities 

in both directions (=wjj + wj i ). In some versions of the problem where explicitly

knowing the edge capacities that result isn’t important, this constraint set can be 

eliminated and referred to the objective function by including an additional summa

tion over all demand relations, so that the objective function becomes

I  ( V ^ + ' v K , ' -
V;,/eS\ VreD /

As described above, the set S represents the set of eligible spans that could be used 

in the network topology. In equation (8.8), an edge decision variable is forced to be 

Su = 1 as long as working capacity is assigned to it, or wu > 0 (it can’t be larger

than 1 because of equation (8.10)). An edge i,j is selected into the topology if Si j = 1, 

in which case the fixed charge, Fu , for the associated edge contributes to the objec

tive function in equation (8.1). Equation (8.9) ensures that if a directional edge exists 

from node / to node j, then the equivalent edge in the opposite direction is also as

serted to exist. Since this will effectively cause the objective function to charge Ftj

and Fjj , we can set either Fu = 0 or Fu = 0 , or alternatively we can set both Fu and 

Fjj to equal half of what the true fixed charge is for the bi-directional edge they rep

resent. It is the interaction of the constraints in equations (8.9) and (8.10) that effec

tively map the directional structure inherent in the problem into a bi-directional trans

port network form.

In our version of the FCR problem, we model a single fixed charge, FKj, associated

with acquiring the right of way on which the fibre facility route is established, install

ing the conduit and fibre cables, and all other one-time costs that might be incurred. 

Any number of integral capacity additions on the edge, representing the establish

ment of each new DWDM transmission system, is each charged an equivalent 

amount, cu , no matter whether it is the first to be turned on or the 100th. We use an

edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratio parameter, £2, to represent the ratio of the fixed 

charge of establishing an edge to the per-unit cost of adding working capacity to that
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edge (£2 = Fu/c u ). In some of the tests that follow, we vary £2 to investigate its ef

fect on our designs. In practice, capacity on an edge may also have a secondary 

growth structure in steps representing costs associated with equipping individual new 

channels on a DWDM transmission system. For present purposes we avoid this ex

tra dimensionality since the approximation is minor in terms of the basic effects in

volved. A single capacity step can be interpreted as representing either a per- 

channel average step cost that includes pro-rating the larger per-system cost step, or 

conversely that each integral step corresponds to a system addition at an assumed 

average fill level of per-channel steps, or simply that the entire system is fully chan

nel-equipped when placed.

Other versions of the problem may involve a family of capacity units or modularity- 

type constraints [24], without there being a single dominant get-started edge cost 

and smaller capacity unit steps. The topology design problem in [38] uses this 

method, although their model is in the form of an arc-path ILP. We again note that 

our network flow treatment of the problem avoids any need to explicitly enumerate 

eligible working routes as would be needed in an arc-path representation of the prob

lem. In a situation where the set of eligible spans is quite large (it could potentially 

include up to all A/-(A/ —1)/2 possible bi-directional edges in the graph), such an

enumeration is virtually impossible for all but the very smallest networks of a few 

nodes.

The FCR problem may also be further generalized to include pre-existing edges. It is 

easy to add such specific considerations by representing existing edges as having 

zero edge cost (Fu = Fu =0) ,  or with an added equality constraint that directly as

serts the respective edge decision variable in the solution {SKj = 5u =1). In some 

cases, there may even be some available capacity, w'u , already installed on a span.

We can represent this by adding an extra constraint forcing the working capacity on 

that span to be at least that amount ( wu + wp > w' j ) and then discounting the objec

tive function by tv'y • cj j since that capacity will not cost anything. This may also re

quire us to change the strict equalities in equation (8.7) to inequalities ( wu > £  wru )
VreD
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in case the optimal design would need less than the available capacity on any par

ticular span(s).

The un-capacitated version of the FCR problem is addressed in [19], with an empha

sis on solving it to optimality through a new criterion for use in the branch-and-bound 

search. The version of FCR that becomes a constituent part of our problem, how

ever, is capacitated, though not in the sense that we will assert pre-existing capaci

ties or limits, but rather in the aspect that edge capacities will be integral. As a con

sequence there are mutual capacity constraints (equation (8.6)) governing the com

posite routing solution under the discrete capacity on each edge in the design. It is 

pointed out in [39] that it is these mutual capacity constraints that make the capaci

tated versions of FCR “NP-hard and very difficult to solve in practice”. A survey of 

other formulations and solution approaches for the capacitated multi-commodity FCR 

problem is also provided in [39], and numerous forms of ILP relaxations and ap

proximations are also given. The solution gaps vary somewhat unpredictably over 

the five relaxation strategies tested, and reach to as high as 40%. They are rarely 

better than a Tabu Search heuristic for the same problems, which affirms the compu

tational difficulty of capacitated multi-commodity FCR problems and even of getting 

good bounds for the problem.

One of the difficulties in applying branch-and-bound to solve FCR problems is that a 

strong relaxation (dropping all integrality constraints, including on the edge variables) 

gives very weak lower bounds, because the mutual capacity constraints are so cru

cial to determining an optimal FCR solution. In the un-relaxed FCR problem, the 

choice of routes for each working flow is strongly coordinated with that of other flows, 

so as to use as few edges and capacity units as is optimal. We will later see that this 

is abundantly true of the complete topology design problem with restoration as well 

(see Section 8.2), because it inherits this aspect of FCR and adds to it similar as

pects of sharing spare capacity for restoration, which are intimately dependent on the 

graph topology. Under the relaxation each flow is more or less independently routed 

since there is no shared-efficiency effect from the fixed charge component. In other 

words, the solution space of an FCR problem is strongly and discretely structured by 

the topology variables. If we completely relax the edge decision variables, then a
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form of amorphous uncoupled sea of flows is represented with total costs that are 

almost completely unrelated to the real problem on a discrete graph. This is why re

laxation of the 1/0 edge decision variables gives an almost meaningless and ex

tremely loose lower bound.

The work in [39] also looks at adding a constraint to the FCR problem that forces the 

solution to contain at least AM edges, which is simply required to have a connected 

network. That minimum connectivity can be asserted by addition of the optional con

straint in equation (8.11).

2  (8.11)
V/jeS ^

Optionally, we can also incorporate an a priori expectation that in practice, cost- 

optimal solutions lie with solution graphs of limited maximum nodal degree. In other

words, we know that in real networks, there is some upper level of connectivity, c/max, 

that is not plausible. This optional constraint can be implemented by the addition of 

equation (8.12).

(8.12)
Vi,/eS ^

In summary, there is a considerable body of literature, methods and software avail

able to solve FCR problems. This is desirable and relevant to the present work be

cause the heuristic solution method to follow effectively reduces the full problem of 

topology, routing and survivability to a special instance of classical FCR plus two 

other new, but easier to solve sub-problems.

8.2 Mesh Topology, Routing, and Sparing
In much the same way that we expanded on the SCA formulations to form JCA for

mulations in Section 5.1, we now expand on the FCR formulation provided in Section

8.1.1 to provide for restoration routing and spare capacity allocation in addition to the 

topology and working routing already implemented. We call this new problem the 

mesh topology, routing, and sparing (MTRS) problem. The MTRS model is specifi

cally based on span restoration as described in Section 4.4.1, and we include all sin

gle span failures as the set of failure scenarios.
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Again, the general MTRS model assumes that all possible N- (A/—1)/2 bi-directional 

edges (i.e., all /V-(A/-1) directional edges) are candidates for selection in the final

network topology. We must therefore continue to use a network flow model, rather 

than an arc-path model, which is a significant departure from earlier work on restor- 

able network design. When the topology has been defined ahead of time, as is the 

case in prior methods, an arc-path approach is usually preferred because it allows 

explicit control and direct inspection of the working and restoration routes employed 

in the solution. It also allows a trade-off between solution quality and run times 

through strategies that control or ration the total number of eligible routes repre

sented for working and restoration flow assignment in such problems (see Section 

5.2).

However, when the graph topology itself is admitted as a decision variable, the pre

processing required for an arc-path formulation becomes untenable because a mas

ter set of eligible routes would have to be developed for representation that is struc

tured in some way so that, for each combination of edges selected, it is evident 

which routes on the full-mesh graph, are enabled under the specific set of non-zero 

edge variables. It is as though every plausible topology would have to be identified 

ahead of time and a set of eligible working and restoration routes determined and 

stored for each topology instance. Hence we are virtually forced to use network flow 

representation of the working path routing and restoration flow solutions because of 

its self-contained nature.

8.2.1 MTRS ILP F o rm u la tio n

To express the complete MTRS ILP formulation, we use the sets, input parameters, 

and decision variables that have already been defined for the FCR formulation, and 

we add the following.

New Decision Variables:

•  s- j  > 0 is the amount of restoration flow routed over the edge between nodes

k and I (in the direction from k to I) for restoration of the failed edge between 

nodes i and j.
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•  su > 0 is the spare capacity assigned to the directional edge between nodes

i and j  to support the largest combination of simultaneously imposed restora

tion flow requirements over that edge in the / to y direction.

The formulation itself includes most of the constraint systems used by the FCR for

mulation, but rather than referring the reader to that earlier model, we repeat them 

here so as to be able provide the complete model here. The complete MTRS formu

lation is expressed as follows.

Minimize £  (cu ■ (wu + su ) + FtJ • Su ) (8.13)
Vi.jeS

Subjectto: £  wu = dr V r e D  Vne N\n = Or (8.14)
V/,/eS|i=n

£  w-j=  0 V r e D  Vne N\n = Or (8.15)
Vi.jeS\j=n

£  w'j = dr V r e D  VneN\n = Tr (8.16)
V/.ygS)/=n

X  w[j= 0 V r e D  VneN\n = Tr (8.17)
V/,jeS|/>n

Z  X  = 0 V r e D  VneA/|ne{Or,Tf} (8.18)
V/,/eS|/=n V/./eS|i=n

wu = Y j Wu V/.yeS (8.19)
VreD

X  4;* = ^  V/,yeS (8.20)
viJteS\j*k

2 > £ = 0  V/,yeS (8.21)
Vk.ieS

X  < / = w , y V/,ye S (8.22)

X Sij =0  V/ .yeS (8.23)
Vj,keS

X  S/T “ X  su =Q V/,y'e S Vne A/|ne{/,y'} (8.24)
vn.fcesjfce{/,y} v(t,nesjfce{/,y}

s*, > s*/ V/', y e S Vk, I e S|/r, I ±  /', y (8.25)

s„, > s*y V/, y e S Vk, leS\k , l *  /, j  (8.26)
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V / . / e S

V/,yeS

(8.27)

(8.28) 

(8.29)V/,/'e S

The constraints in equations (8.14) through (8.19) are the same constraints as those 

in equations (8.2) through (8.7) of the FCR formulation, and serve the same purpose; 

they are the simultaneous multi-commodity flow-balance and capacity-allocation 

constraints of the capacitated transhipment problem that deal with the routing of 

working flows. For each demand relation, there is a pair of source node constraints in 

equations (8.14) and (8.15), asserting sufficient net sourcing of flow and no net sink

ing of flow at the source node, respectively, as well as a pair of sink node constraints 

in equations (8.16) and (8.17), asserting sufficient net sinking of flow and no net 

sourcing at the sink node, respectively. The constraints in equation (8.18) apply the 

transhipment nature of intermediate nodes that are neither a source or sink for the 

particular demand relation, and equation (8.19) generates the working capacity allo

cation on each edge so as to simultaneously support the required working flow vari

ables on each edge, for each demand relation.

The transportation-like network flow problem structure is also evident in equations 

(8.20) through (8.24). This is a set of non-simultaneous s/ng/e-commodity network 

flow sub-problems, each describing the corresponding source, sink and trans

shipment constraints pertaining to the restoration flows for one particular edge fail

ure. Equations (8.25) and (8.26) are the corresponding spare capacity generating 

constraints. Like the equivalent constraint sets in standalone SCA, equations (8.25) 

and (8.26) use inequalities because the requirement is to force the spare capacity on 

each edge to satisfy the largest of the non-simultaneous restoration flows imposed 

on the given edge. Equation (8.27) replaces equation (8.8) from the FCR formulation 

to deal with the edge selection variables that define the topology on which the above 

routing and restoration solutions are jointly coordinated to minimize total cost. Equa

tions (8.28) and (8.29) are carried over from equations (8.9) and (8.10) in the FCR 

formulation.

If we wish, we can also include the optional constraints in equations (8.11) and (8.12) 

to assert selection of enough edges to close the graph, and to disallow excessively
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connected topologies, respectively. In the context of a fully restorable network re

quired here, we can extend the principle in equation (8.11) to assert advance knowl

edge that any feasible graph must not only be connected, but also closed, so there 

must be at least N  edges. The corresponding solution with exactly N  edges is a 

Hamiltonian ring, which interestingly, does actually emerge in MTRS test cases 

where fixed charges are significantly higher that the incremental routing costs (and 

where a Hamiltonian cycle exists). We can go even one step further by adding a 

constraint requiring each node to be individually of at least degree-2, so that failure 

of any one edge cannot disconnect any node. These optional constraints can be im

plemented by the addition of equations (8.30) and (8.31), respectively, to the MTRS 

formulation.

The addition of the constraints in equations (8.30) and (8.31) (and (8.12)) are not 

logically required parts of the MTRS problem, but can speed up the branch and 

bound solution times by expressing topological properties that have to exist in any 

connected network that satisfies the restorability constraints in equations (8.20) 

through (8.24).

Whereas equations (8.30) and (8.31) may or may not be applied, they are certainly 

mathematical truths. On the other hand, equation (8.12) is a “belief-based” optional 

constraint, which represents the a priori knowledge that no known transport network 

has an average nodal degree higher than some dmax. In other words, if we put cre

dence in the merit of real transport network graphs for their intended purposes, we 

can derive a guideline on the maximum number of edges an optimal design could 

plausibly contain. In practice we do believe that with current technologies and costs, 

optimal graphs lie somewhere in the range 2 < d < 5  (so dmax = 5 ), which is where 

nearly all published examples of transport networks exist. Of course in a purely gen

eral instance of MTRS as a mathematical problem only, it could not be known a priori 

what value of dmax brackets the optimum and so use of equation (8.12) might not be
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advisable. But in problems where the costs of edges and capacities are derived from 

real circumstances, it may be quite reasonable and useful and to apply equation 

(8.12) with perhaps a dmax =6  (or certainly dmax = 8 ) to restrict the solution space 

without affecting optimality.

The binary edge-selection variables are fundamental to the mutual routing and ca

pacity allocation in a real network, and allowing them to take on values other than 

Su = 1 or Sltj = 0 will have no real meaning, so their integrality cannot be relaxed. In

our solutions, integrality of working and spare capacity variables is also upheld to 

correspond to integer wavelength channels. Underlying working and restoration flow 

variables, on the other hand, are relaxed and allowed to take on real (i.e., non

integer) values. As already discussed in Section 5.1.1, as long as integrality is as

serted on the spare capacity variables, the integrality requirement on the restoration 

flow variables can be relaxed without affecting solution quality or feasibility [3], [117]. 

In this case each restoration flow sub-problem for an individual failure scenario is a 

single-commodity integer-capacitated network flow problem for which flows remain 

integral if demands and capacity are integral. The relaxation of working flows is justi

fied as an acceptable practical measure when attempting direct solution of the com

plete MTRS problem. Fractional working flows may arise in the solutions but our own 

experience, as well as work in [70], indicate that a simple repair procedure can re

integrate fractional working flows at minimal or no impact on the objective function 

cost. When faced with the same issue, the authors of the work in [93] indicate that 

the gap due to working flow relaxations is only approximately 1% in their experience. 

If any relaxations are to be considered at all, the choice of integer working and spare 

capacities with relaxed flows is advantageous over integrality on flows with relaxed 

capacities. This is because there is only one capacity variable per edge, but there is 

one working flow variable on each edge for each demand pair in the problem and a 

restoration flow variable on each edge for each other edge in the graph.

8.2.2 In it ia l  MTRS T e s tin g

Initial testing of the MTRS network design model was conducted on the six master 

network topologies described in Section 6.1, with each span in those topologies rep-
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resenting a candidate edge in the MTRS problem. For further testing, each master 

network was also transformed into a full-mesh version where node positions remain 

the same but every possible node-pair is connected with a candidate edge with in

cremental capacity costs equivalent to the Euclidean distances between their end 

nodes Gust as the spans in the original master networks themselves). We name 

these new networks 15n30s1-Full, 20n40s1-Full, 25n50s1-Full, 30n60s1-Full, 

35n70s1-Full, and 40n80s1 -Full, and applied the same set of uniform random work

ing demands (from 1 to 10 lightpaths per O-D pair) as those we applied to the basis 

master networks. A group of tests were carried out for each network topology based 

on a variety of different edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios, Q = Fu /c u .

8.2.2.1 Experimental Study Method

As with the benchmarking designs in CHAPTER 6, the MTRS network design model 

was implemented in AMPL Mathematical Programming Language version 9.0 and 

solved with CPLEX 9.0 MIP Solver running on a 4-processor SUN UltraSparc III run

ning at 900 MHz with 16 GB of RAM. Pre-processing for eligible working and restora

tion routes was not required, but data files containing network topology information 

and other input parameters were prepared on a dual-processor AMD Opteron 242 

PC with 1 GB of RAM, running Windows 2000. All working and spare capacity alloca

tions were integer, corresponding to capacity design and restoration mechanisms at 

the wavelength level, and edge decision variables Su were strictly binary. Because

of the complexity of the MTRS ILP model, most results are based on time-limited 

CPLEX runs with various MIPGAP settings ranging from 10‘2 (i.e., solutions are 

guaranteed to be within 1% of optimal) to 0.20 (i.e., a fully terminated solution would 

have an optimality gap of 20%). The recorded runtimes are actual elapsed time, 

which is roughly equivalent to actual CPU time on the four-processor unit as a whole, 

where all four processors are devoted to the CPLEX task full time. Actual runtimes 

and optimality gaps are provided in the appropriate tables that follow.

8.2.2.2 C hoosing  Suitable Edge-to -Unit Capacity Co st Ratios

In Section 8.1.1, we introduced the edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratio parameter, 

Q. = Fjj/Cij . In reality, Q can vary widely from network to network, and possibly
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even from span to span within a network, and would be dependent in part on spans’ 

fixed costs for rights-of-way and lease acquisitions, excavation, duct installation, and 

so on, relative to incremental per-channel costs for fibre, terminations, etc., and as 

well as on the choice of transmission systems used and definitions of unit-capacity 

sizes. In our design model, the exact value for £2 could even depend on less tangi

ble factors such as the network planner’s own experience, political considerations, 

and/or biases towards building networks of high or low average nodal degree.

Based on indications from industry colleagues, values in the order of £2 = 10 to 

£2 = 1 000 are not out of the question when considering wavelength unit capacities in 

an optical network, and our experiments will select £2 values in that range. Various 

values for £2 were investigated for our test case networks, and to aid in the illustra

tion of our design methods, we selected three £2 values for each network family 

such that when we calculate the total (capacity plus topology) design costs of all 163 

test case networks, we produce total cost curves with reasonably well-defined mini- 

mums. Those £2 values are shown in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 -  Edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios for test case network families.

15n30s1 20n40s1 25n50s1 30n60s1 35n70s1 40n80s1
100 250 250 250 500 500
150 500 500 500 750 750
200 750 750 750 1000 1000

For reference purposes, we also calculate the total network design cost for each test 

network when it is optimally designed using the span-restorable JCA model (i.e., the 

benchmark designs obtained in CHAPTER 6) and with span fixed costs correspond

ing to the various £2 values from Table 8.1. Each data point in Figure 8.2 through 

Figure 8.7 represents the total network design cost of the network of the indicated 

family and nodal degree with the specified £2 value. In each figure, the data points 

have been normalized to the cost of the lowest cost member of the network family 

with the smallest £2 value. As expected, network costs tend to be higher on either 

end at high and low average nodal degree, and lower in networks with intermediate 

average nodal degrees. While it is more obvious in some networks than in others, 

and many curves have several local minima, the same general trend exists in all 

curves. “Hollow” markers indicate the lowest cost network within each curve.
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Figure 8.2 -  Complete network design costs for the 15n30s1 network family with various 
edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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Figure 8.3 -  Complete network design costs for the 20n40s1 network family with various 
edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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Figure 8.4 -  Complete network design costs for the 25n50s1 network family with various 
edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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Figure 8.5 -  Complete network design costs for the 30n60s1 network family with various 
edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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Figure 8.6 -  Complete network design costs for the 35n70s1 network family with various 
edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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Figure 8.7 -  Complete network design costs for the 40n80s1 network family with various 
edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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B.2.2.3 R esu lts  and Discussion

A summary of the MTRS solutions of the six master networks is shown in Table 8.2. 

Each master network was solved with the three & values from Table 8.1, so in total 

there were 18 test cases. For each test case, the benchmark reference solution is 

equivalent to the minimum cost network of the corresponding family with the indi

cated Q. value as determined in the figures in Section 8.2.2.2 (i.e., the “hollow” 

marker data points in Figure 8.2 through Figure 8.7). The “Benchmark” “# Spans” 

and “Cost” columns represent the number of spans and the normalized total cost of 

the lowest cost network of the appropriate network family. The next three columns 

detail the number of spans in the resulting MTRS solution (“# Span”), its average 

nodal degree (“d ”), and its total network design cost (“MTRS SoPn”), the latter of 

which is normalized to the same scale as the reference solution. The “% Change” 

column is the amount by which the MTRS solution improves on the reference solu

tion. The runtimes given are only the CPLEX runtimes, and do not include any pre

processing of data files or AMPL processing prior to handing the problem to CPLEX. 

The “MIP Gap” column is the gap to optimality of the MTRS solution, and is equal to 

the provably maximum difference between the solution obtained and the true optimal 

solution as a percentage of the obtained solution. So for instance, the first test case 

has a MIP gap of 1% meaning the strictly optimal solution is only 1% lower than the 

MTRS solution given. Because the complexity of the problem scales exponentially 

with the size of the network, the larger test cases could not be as easily solved within 

small MIP gaps as the smaller test cases, so MIP gaps generally increase with the 

size of the master network. The intent here, however, is not necessarily to obtain 

strictly optimal MTRS solutions, but rather to demonstrate that such solutions are 

generally quite superior to the reference solutions based on the individual members 

of the test case network families, and also to show that obtaining such solutions is 

not easy.

For the four smallest master networks, the MTRS solutions are an average of 18.5% 

less costly than the best reference solutions from the individual test networks of each 

family, and in the best case was 27.7% better. We can note, however, that the refer

ence solutions are the benchmark span-restorable JCA designs obtained in 

CHAPTER 6, which were solved using the arc-path model of Section 5.1.1 with pre-
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selection of five eligible working routes per demand relation and ten eligible restora

tion routes per span. The MTRS solutions, on the other hand, are based on the tran

shipment ILP model from Section 8.2.1, which doesn’t explicitly enumerate eligible 

working and restoration routes but rather implicitly considers all such routes that can 

possibly be drawn within the network graph. So at least a small amount of that im

provement can be due to the improved working and restoration routing provided by a 

transhipment model, but tests show that these differences only account for approxi

mately 1.66% of that reduction in total cost15. Most of the 18.5% average reduction in 

total cost is therefore due to the topological optimization provided by MTRS.

Table 8.2 -  MTRS solutions of all six master networks, each with three different edge-to-unit- 
capacity cost ratios.

Benchmark MTRS Solutions

#
Test

Network Q
#

Spans Cost

.. # ... 

Spans d
Mtrs
Sol'n

%
Change

Runtime
(hours)

MIP
Gap

1 15n30s1 100 29 1.00 21 2.80 0.83 16.6% 0.40 1%
2 15n30s1 150 21 1.26 19 2.53 1.02 18.9% 0.55 1%
3 15n30s1 200 17 1.47 19 2.53 1.20 18.1% 0.50 1%
4 20n40s1 250 28 1.00 26 2.60 0.76 23.6% 8.3 5%
5 20n40s1 500 23 1.49 25 2.50 1.16 22.1% 8.7 5%
6 20n40s1 750 22 1.91 23 2.30 1.55 18.9% 8.6 5%
7 25n50s1 250 43 1.00 36 2.88 0.85 15.2% 3.4 10%
8 25n50s1 500 43 1.61 32 2.56 1.26 21.5% 6.0 13.6%
9 25n50s1 750 37 2.20 31 2.48 1.59 27.7% 6.0 10.3%
10 30n60s1 250 53 1.00 46 3.07 0.92 8.3% 7.7 20%
11 30n60s1 500 49 1.49 42 2.80 1.33 11.1% 5.9 20%
12 30n60s1 750 47 1.95 38 2.53 1.56 20.3% 6.0 20%
13 35n70s1 500 56 1.00 64 3.66 1.03 -2.9% 12.0 28.9%
14 35n70s1 750 42 1.24 68 3.89 1.43 -15.2% 12.0 37.8%
15 35n70s1 1000 42 1.44 66 3.77 1.72 -19.3% 12.0 38.8%
16 40n80s1 500 61 1.00 78 3.90 1.08 -8.0% 12.0 31.4%
17 40n80s1 750 59 1.25 78 3.90 1.41 -12.7% 12.0 36.8%
18 40n80s1 1000 49 1.49 79 3.95 1.78 -20.0% 12.0 41.3%

Although the MTRS solutions do show significant improvements over the benchmark 

reference solutions (for the four smallest networks), they also took a considerably

15 A transhipment ILP model was used to produce span-restorable JCA network designs with 
optimal working and spare capacity placement in each of the 163 test case networks from 
CHAPTER 6. Equivalent total network design costs were calculated with the various Q val
ues from Table 8.1, and they were an average of only 1.71% less costly than the reference 
solutions shown in Figure 8.2 through Figure 8.7. For the four smallest master networks, the 
difference was slightly smaller, at 1.66%.
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long time to solve, even for small test case networks and with large optimality gaps. 

The 15-node test cases did solve quite quickly (approximately 30 minutes for each) 

to within a gap to optimality of only 1%, but the 20-node master network test cases 

for instance, took over 8 hours each with MIP gaps of 5%. The 30-node master net

work needed approximately 6 hours or more just to solve within a 20% gap to opti

mality. Perhaps the most telling data in Table 8.2 is that of the two largest master 

networks (35n70s1 and 40n80s1). Even given a 12 hour runtime, the MTRS problem 

could only be solved to within 28.9% of optimal in the best case for these larger net

works, and in all cases, the MTRS solution was actually worse than the best refer

ence solution obtained from the individual members of each test case network family 

(13.0% worse on average).

Solutions of the fuH-mesh versions of the six master networks were also attempted, 

but in 12 hours of runtime, solutions were available for only the 15n30s1-Full test 

case network. The data in Table 8.3 lists the name of the master network converted 

to a full mesh (Test Network”), the Q value used, the benchmark reference solution 

(“Ref.Sol’n”), the previous MTRS solution of the non-full-mesh master network 

(“Prev.Sol’n”), and details of the full-mesh MTRS solution including the number of 

spans in the design solution, the average nodal degree, the total cost of the solution, 

and the percentage change relative to the “Prev. Sol’n” value, as well as the runtime 

and optimality gap. In the “% Change” column, the negative values indicate that the 

full-mesh MTRS solutions were actually worse than the non-full-mesh solutions.

As shown in Table 8.3, the full-mesh MTRS solutions for the 15n30s1-Full network 

had 20.8% optimal gaps at best after 12 hours, and were actually 7.3% worse than 

the equivalent MTRS solutions of the 15n30s1 master network itself. None of the lar

ger full-mesh test cases even yielded feasible solutions in 12 hours of runtime. For 

the 20n40s1-Full test case network, 24 hours of runtime provided solutions that were 

an average of 434.6% worse than the previous best solution, with optimality gaps of 

85.4%. For the 20n40s1-Full network with £2 = 250, for instance, the MTRS solution 

was nearly four times the cost of the best previous solution (i.e., a 275.6% increase 

over the MTRS solution of the 20n40s1 master network) and had an 81.8% gap to 

optimality. An optimality gap that large means that the solution is essentially worth-
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less since the true optimal design could actually have a cost anywhere between 2.87 

(the normalized cost of the time-limited solution itself) and 0.52 (or 81.8% below 

2.87). 24 hours of runtime did not even produce a feasible solution at all for the 25- 

node or larger full-mesh topologies. Clearly, the solutions of the complete MTRS 

problem are very difficult to obtain in any reasonable amount of time for all but the 

smallest of networks, and the use of heuristic methods would certainly seem war

ranted.

Table 8.3 -  MTRS solutions of 15n30s1-Full and 20n40s1-Full full-mesh networks, each with 
three different edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.

Full-Mesh MTRS Solutions

#
Test

Network Q
Ref.
Sol'n

Prev.
Sol'n

§
Spans d

Opt.
Sol'n

%
Change

Runtime
(hours)

MIP
Gap

1 15n30s1 100 1.00 0.83 24 3.20 0.87 -4.5% 12 20.8%
2 15n30s1 150 1.26 1.02 22 2.93 1.10 -7.5% 12 23.8%
3 15n30s1 200 1.47 1.20 20 2.67 1.32 -10.0% 12 24.5%
4 20n40s1 250 1.00 0.76 105 10.50 2.87 -275.6% 24 81.8%
5 20n40s1 500 1.49 1.16 105 10.50 5.49 -373.0% 24 84.4%
6 20n40s1 750 1.91 1.55 134 13.40 11.70 -655.1% 24 90.1%

Although the data in Table 8.2 includes average nodal degree and normalized costs, 

it is not easy to visualize where the MTRS solutions fit in with the reference solutions 

of Figure 8.2 through Figure 8.7. In an effort to better understand their relationship 

with those benchmark solutions, we produce Figure 8.8 through Figure 8.11, in which 

we have superimposed the MTRS solutions onto the data of Figure 8.2 through 

Figure 8.5. We exclude the 35n70s1 and 40n80s1 plots since the MTRS solutions for 

those networks are not solved close enough to optimality to show an improvement 

over the reference solutions. The new figures are identical to Figure 8.2 through 

Figure 8.5 except that there is one new isolated data point corresponding to each 

curve (matching the colour and marker shape of the associated curve), with each 

new data point representing the related MTRS solution. It is interesting to note that 

not only are the optimal MTRS solutions significantly better than the reference solu

tions (as we saw from Table 8.2), but that in general, the d of the optimal MTRS so

lutions do not match the d of the optimal benchmark solution curves at all. For in

stance, the optimal reference solution for the 15n30s1 network family with Q = 100 

has d = 3.87 but the optimal MTRS solution has d = 2.80.
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Figure 8.8 -  MTRS solutions of the 15n30s1 master network superimposed on the complete 
network design costs for the entire network family.
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Figure 8.9 -  MTRS solutions of the 20n40s1 master network superimposed on the complete 
network design costs for the entire network family.
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Figure 8.10 -  MTRS solutions of the 25n50s1 master network superimposed on the com
plete network design costs for the entire network family.
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Figure 8.11 -  MTRS solutions of the 30n60s1 master network superimposed on the com
plete network design costs for the entire network family.
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The reason is partly because of the manner in which the topologies of the various 

members of the network families were produced. As described in Section 6.1, start

ing with the master networks, spans were pseudo-randomly removed one at a time 

until the topology becomes minimally sparse. As such, each span removal forces the 

topologies of subsequent members of the family to follow just one path through the 

space of possible network topologies. The size of that topology space is vast, how

ever. Although some possible networks would prove to be not bi-connected (and 

hence not restorable) thereby reducing their total count, the 15n30s1 network family 

could have over 30 million possible unique topologies with d = 2.67 alone (i.e., 20 

spans); there are also similarly large numbers of unique topologies with 21 spans, 

with 22 spans, and so on. For full-mesh networks, the problem becomes exponen

tially larger. Work in [89] showed that a 5-node full-mesh network contained 241 

unique bi-connected topologies, a 6-node full mesh had 11,468, and a 7-node full 

mesh had over 1 million. Attempts to fully exhaust the topology space for bi- 

connected topologies in an 8-node full mesh were unsuccessful and terminated after 

a 48-hour runtime. On the other hand, the MTRS problem allows the solver to dis

cover whichever specific topology in that entire space provides the lowest cost de

sign. Given the considerable number of feasible topologies possible, it is virtually as

sured that an essentially random walk through the topology space would discover a 

topology that closely matched the MTRS optimal solution in both cost and d .

This is also one of the main reasons (besides the large number of variables and con

straints) that MTRS solutions are so difficult to obtain, particularly for full-mesh net

works. Before the solver can even perform working and restoration routing and ca

pacity placement, edge-selections must first collectively form a bi-connected graph. 

However, such a task is not easy since even in the 15-node master network, there 

are over 1 billion possible combinations of the 30 original spans (230). While added- 

value constraints in the MTRS ILP model can be used to restrict the edge-selection 

to those combinations with 15 or more spans (the minimum number needed for bi

connectivity), that still leaves more than 614 million possible edge-selection combina

tions (“ C * + + 3 0 +.. .+ 30C29 + ^C-jo). Similar calculations show that a 15-

node full-mesh network has more than 4x1031 edge-selection combinations with 15
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or more spans. Only a very small fraction of those form bi-connected graphs, so the 

solver has to spend a considerable amount of time just looking for a feasible graph, 

not to mention one that produces a near-optimal design.

In Figure 8.12 through Figure 8.15, we take a closer look at the actual graph topolo

gies of the optimal MTRS solutions and how they compare to the corresponding op

timal reference topologies, with each figure illustrating the topologies of a single net

work family. Within each figure, each of the top three topologies illustrates the lowest 

cost member of the network family with the indicated £2 value. So for instance, 

Figure 8.12(a) is the topology of 15n30s1-29s, which is the member of the 15n30s1 

family whose total design cost at £2 = 100 is lower than all of the other members of 

that family. Likewise, Figure 8.12(b) is the 15n30s1-21s topology, which is the best 

reference solution if £2 = 150, and Figure 8.12(c) is the 15n30s1-17s topology, which 

is the best reference solution if £2 = 200. The lower three topologies within each fig

ure illustrate the corresponding optimal MTRS solutions topologies, so Figure 8.12(d) 

is the 21-span topology of the optimal MTRS solution of the 15n30s1 master network 

at £2 = 100. Likewise, Figure 8.12(e) is the 19-node topology of the optimal MTRS 

solution with £2 = 150 and Figure 8.12(f) is the 19-node topology of the optimal 

MTRS solution with £2 = 200.

The first observation we can make is that the optimal or near-optimal MTRS designs 

tend to be quite a bit sparser than the best reference solutions. In the four test case 

networks with near-optimal MTRS solutions, 75% of those solutions had fewer spans 

than the corresponding reference solutions, and on average, an MTRS solution used 

13.5% fewer spans than the optimal reference solution (20.6% when only those 

cases with lower span counts are considered). As discussed previously, the individ

ual network topologies of each family were produced by a pseudo-random walk 

through the feasible topology space of the family. They were, however, consistent 

with topologies that a network planner might consider reasonable since the choice 

about which span is removed at each step was made by a human designer rather 

than by a purely random process. So because most of the MTRS solutions tend to 

be sparser than our benchmark topologies, this suggests that a human-designed 

network topology is likely to include too many spans.
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Figure 8.12 -  Optimal MTRS and reference solution network graphs for 15n30s1-based de
signs with three different edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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Figure 8-13 -  Optimal MTRS and reference solution network graphs for 20n40s1 -based de
signs with three different edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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Figure 8.14 -  Optimal MTRS and reference solution network graphs for 25n50s1-based de
signs with three different edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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Figure 8.15 -  Optimal MTRS and reference solution network graphs for 30n60s1 -based de
signs with three different edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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8.2.2.4 A Discussion on MTRS Complexity

The considerable complexity of the MTRS problem can be directly assessed and ex

pressed in terms of the number of variables and constraints involved in the model. In 

a network with N nodes and S uni-directional edges, the MTRS problem then con

sists of S edge-selection variables, <5),., S working capacity variables, wu > 0 , and S

spare capacity variables, su > 0 , as well as S -(S -1 )  restoration flow variables,

s -j>  0 , and assuming all O-D node pairs exchange demand,

S-(A/-(A/-1)/2) = Sz/2  working flow variables, wrLj > 0 . This amounts to a total of

2- S + 3 - S*/2 variables. Adding to the difficulty of the problem is the fact that the S 

edge-selection variables are all binary (1,0) variables. The number of constraints in 

the problem is even bigger. Equations (8.14) through (8.17) account for a total of 

A -N - (N - i)  constraints, equation (8.18) adds another N ■ (N -1)• (A/- 2 ) ,  equations 

(8.19) through (8.23) and (8.27) through (8.29) add another 8 S , equation (8.24) 

contains S N constraints, and equations (8.25) and (8.26) add another 2 S2. The 

total number of constraints is therefore A/3 + A/2 + A /-(S -2 ) + 8- S + 2 -S z.

So this means that even for our smallest master network (15n30s1), there are 5520 

decision variables and 6060 constraints. In the full-mesh version of the network, the 

problem becomes exponentially bigger since the full-mesh graph of a network with N 

nodes has a total of S =  A/-(A/—1) uni-directional edges, which is 0(A/2). The num

ber of variables in a full-mesh network is therefore 0 ( N4), as is the number of con

straints. In the full-mesh version of the 15n30s1 network, the number of variables 

and constraints balloons to 66,570 decision variables and 96,600 constraints. While 

this may be manageable with a very powerful computer, the problem becomes quite 

intractable for larger networks. In a 40-node full-mesh network, there will actually be 

3,653,520 decision variables and 5,007,600 constraints, and the complexity of that 

problem is practically impossible to solve with the methods and tools available. 

Clearly this is a problem for which approximations or other simplifying decomposi

tions or heuristics can be justified.
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8.3 T hree-Stage Heuristic Solution Method
Before looking at a heuristic solution method, we should first understand some of the 

counteracting effects involved in solution of the MTRS problem. We’ve already seen 

in CHAPTER 6 that the total amount of spare capacity required for full network resto

ration decreases with increases in the topology’s average nodal degree, and that it

generally follows a y (c f - l )  form of reduction in spare capacity cost. The l / ( d - l )

lower bound on the redundancy required for survivability is based purely on topologi

cal considerations. This is also the basis for intuition that the capacity-efficiency of a 

mesh-restorable network is greater on highly connected graph topologies. The main 

observations that we can make regarding the benchmarking trials of CHAPTER 6 

that have some relevance here are that the spare capacity requirements drop more

quickly with increases in d than do working capacity requirements, and working ca

pacity requirements level out much more quickly than do spare capacity require

ments, which continue decreasing even at much higher d . We suspect that this is 

because restoration routing benefits not only from a greater diversity of eligible resto

ration routes, but also from the decrease in working capacity itself. These topological 

effects on spare capacity provide an economic push towards high graph connectivity.

On the other hand, every span included in the final topology will contribute its fixed- 

charge establishment cost to the total network cost. The direct contribution to the 

cost made by the network’s topology is therefore proportional to the graph connec

tivity. The minimum-cost spanning tree represents the least investment in span es

tablishment costs that allows communication between any two nodes, but trees are 

not restorable so the corresponding entity for a mesh-survivable network (in the 

sense of minimum edge costs, all nodes connected, and restorable) is a minimum- 

cost bi-connected graph.

Working path routing and working capacity requirements are also in favour of greater 

graph connectivity. Each additional edge admitted in the graph will permit a short

ened routing for some working lightpaths, potentially freeing transmission capacity on 

a number of spans. The shortening of working routes should continue to be a signifi

cant principle in determining an optimum fully restorable topology because, as the
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network becomes more connected, the working and spare capacity requirements 

diminish. Eventually, increases in graph connectivity reach the point where the work

ing capacity costs dominate over the spare capacity costs, and so it is actually reduc

tions in working capacity costs that we stand to benefit more from (since a given per

centage decrease in spare capacity cost is not worth as much in absolute terms as 

the same percentage decrease in working capacity costs).

So we might surmise that, although both working and spare capacity benefit from 

increasing connectivity, the absolute potential for payback shifts increasingly from 

spare capacity savings to working capacity savings. This line of reasoning influences 

the topology design strategy that follows in that it suggests that a basic priority might 

be to first design for efficient working-path routing, and only secondly design for effi

cient spare capacity adapted to the topology from the first priority.

Based on the above considerations, we propose the following three-step heuristic 

solution method for solving the MTRS problem.

•  Step W1: Solve a fixed charge plus routing (FCR) problem to identify edges 

that are collectively well suited for routing of working flows. By virtue of their 

key role in serving working demand flows, we expect that these edges are 

also of high merit for consideration in a complete MTRS design.

•  Step S2: Solve a new ILP problem for the minimum cost of additional edges 

and spare capacity to ensure full restorability of the working flows from step 

W1. We call this the reserve network fixed charge and sparing (RN-FCS) 

problem. Additional edges identified by this step are collectively well suited to 

enable restoration. By virtue of their efficiency from a restoration standpoint, 

we expect that they would be of high merit for special consideration in a com

plete MTRS design. Any edges identified in step W1 are represented by as

serting their existence through Su = 1 equality constraints on their edge deci

sion variables, and setting their edge establishment costs to zero 

( F i j  =  F j j  = 0 ).

•  Step J3: Solve a restricted instance of the MTRS problem, where the set of 

candidate edges includes only the sets of edges selected for existence in
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steps W1 and S2, rather than the complete set of possible edges for the 

original unrestricted MTRS problem. The idea is that since the MTRS prob

lem is exponential in |S|, there is very high run-time leverage on reducing the

number of candidate edges. We expect that since the reduced set of candi

date edges have already been identified as being of high merit from the 

standpoint of working routing in step W1 and/or restoration routing in step S2 

in isolation, then the solution quality should not suffer too greatly. Solution of 

this restricted instance of the full problem will then re-optimize the working 

and restoration routing and select a final set of edges collectively well suited 

for both aspects of the problem.

The central hypothesis of the heuristic is that within the union of the edge sets arising 

from steps W1 and S2, there will exist a sub-graph on which a high-quality approxi

mation to the complete MTRS problem can be found. The computational advantage 

of this should be quite significant. While the FCR in step W1 is by itself quite a diffi

cult problem, its use in the heuristic is to identify high merit edges for the restricted 

MTRS problem in step J3, and so there is no real need for it to be solved to strict op

timality. As such, the solution of step W1 can be a partially relaxed and/or time- 

limited instance of the FCR problem. Additionally, since FCR is such a widely studied 

problem, there is a considerable body of prior work available for improving its solu

tion. The problem in step S2, on the other hand, generally solves quite quickly by 

comparison, mainly because it is composed of a set of non-simultaneous single

commodity network flow sub-problems, whereas the FCR problem in step W1 has a 

simultaneous multi-commodity transportation-like problem structure. Also, the RN- 

FCS problem in step S2 only has to consider on the order of N  individual span failure 

scenarios for restoration routing (one for each edge selected in step W1, which will 

typically comprise a tree-like structure of only slightly more than N  edges), while the 

FCR problem in step W1 has up to N - ( N - 1)/2 demands requiring working routing.

Finally, step J3 should be exponentially faster to solve than the complete unrestricted 

MTRS problem because of the greatly reduced set of candidate edges.

Although the solution obtained from the heuristic will be sub-optimal in the global 

sense, it is still an exact solution in the sense that the step J3 problem is an un-
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relaxed and strictly optimal solution of an MTRS problem. The difference between 

the problem in step J3 and the original and complete MTRS problem is analogous to 

the difference between a conventional span-restorable SCA problem with only a 

small set of eligible restoration routes and one where every possible restoration route 

has been enumerated. In both cases, the solution will exactly specify a fully feasible 

(and efficient) solution with selection of a set of edges to support full working and 

restoration routing and proper working and spare capacity allocations to accommo

date the resultant working and restoration flows. In other words, there are no func

tional or constructional details that are approximations of the original problem and 

have to be repaired as a result of obtaining the design by the heuristic.

The heuristics from the Zoom-In approach [93] are complementary to the idea and 

approach that follows here. The main difference is in the style of approach. Zoom-In 

is based on an algorithmic search on topology and a suite of sub-tools that may or 

may not all be used on a given problem or at a given stage in its refinement. These 

are strengths for application in network planning software. In contrast, what we ex

plore now is more of a specific hypothesis about the underlying structure of the 

MTRS problem and attempts to use MIP type solution tools throughout to find a high 

quality design without an explicit algorithmic search. Our aspiration is to provide a 

hopefully insightful, but relatively specific tactic for decomposition of the topology, 

routing, and sparing problem. To the extent that the following heuristic captures a 

valid insight about the assembly of a “good” topology for MTRS, it may be seen as 

an additional tactic to propose topology within a larger search strategy. It seems 

likely that there are ways in which elements of the basic Zoom-In approach and the 

present method could be combined in future work.

We now more fully describe each step of the proposed heuristic in more detail.

8.3.1 S te p  W1 -  W o rk in g -O n ly  F ixed  C h a rg e  p lu s  R o u tin g

The first step of the heuristic is to solve an instance of the FCR problem within the 

universe of all possible edge selections. We make no regard for any survivability 

considerations, and so the problem here is identical to that from Section 8.1.1. The 

only information we need going forward from this point is the set of edges selected
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(those with Su = 1) and the working capacity values needed to support the working

routing. The detailed routing associated with the FCR solution here will not be re

tained or used for any subsequent steps, so the working flow variables are candi

dates for relaxation to speed up this step. The general idea is only to produce an ini

tial topology and capacity allocation for which an efficient routing solution exists, 

where the solution would be nearly optimal if the overall goal was to serve the work

ing demand flows only.

We expect this to be a good foundation for the heuristic solution because as dis

cussed earlier in this chapter, working capacity is expected to dominate over the 

spare capacity, and so it is important to find a preliminary set of edges that is capa

ble of reducing working capacity requirements as much as possible. However, there 

is nothing in the FCR problem that will assure that a restorable two-connected topol

ogy will emerge, and in fact, a spanning tree may even emerge at this stage. Step 

W1 benefits computationally relative to the complete MTRS problem by way of re

moving all restoration-related constraints and variables, by permitting full relaxation 

of all of the working flow variables, and allowing a time-limited or otherwise sub- 

optimal solution to be adequate. This latter reduction is acceptable because the final 

solution in step J3 doesn’t require a strictly optimal solution at this stage, but rather 

one that merely suggests high-merit candidate edges. In any case, step W1 still re

mains the most complex stage of the three-step method.

8 .3 .2  Step  S2 -  R eserve  N etw o r k  F ixed  C harg e  and  S paring

The result from W1 is an initial interim topology and set of working capacity values 

on those edges, so as to fully serve the demand matrix at minimum cost. The ILP 

problem in step S2 then augments that topology solution to create a restorable (i.e., 

at least two-connected) topology while simultaneously minimizing the fixed charge 

costs of new edges added at this step and the cost of spare capacity required for full 

restorability of all the working capacities from the working demand routing of step 

W1. The topology from W1 is now accepted as a set of edges that already exist and 

for which no establishment cost is charged in step S2 (we assert their existence 

through Su =1 equality constraints and set Fu = Fjt = 0 , and only those edges are
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considered for failure scenarios. From a restoration flow standpoint, however, all 

possible edges are considered, and the same fixed charges that applied in W1 will 

still apply for all edges not already selected for existence by step W1. Thus, new 

edges will be added to the topology by step S2 if they are justified on their combined 

merits of closing the graph and providing the best placement of restoration capacity.

Relative to the full MTRS problem, step S2 will benefit computationally in three ways:

1. All working flow and capacity variables and constraints are eliminated.

2. Not all |S| possible span failure scenarios have to be considered, but only slightly 

more than [A/| —1 as determined by the existing edges from the W1 solution.

Since |S] is o(|/V|2j , this reduction to 0(|A/|) will mean a quite significant reduc

tion in variables and constraints.

3. The edge decision variables are reduced from |S| down to no more than 

|S|-|A/| + 1 remaining edge choices because at least |A/|-1 edges were already 

selected by step W1. Even though |A/| may be small compared to |S|, there is a

more than proportional benefit to the run times because the commitment to inclu

sion of the sub-graph from W1 greatly reduces the number of remaining search 

nodes for a branch and bound type solver.

The ILP model for the RN-FCS problem makes use of all the previous notation de

fined for the FCR and MTRS problems as well as one new set.

New Set:

•  Sm £  S is the set of all directional edges in the network for which SKj = 1 in

the FCR solution to step W1. Like the full set of spans, S, Sm is typically in

dexed by the pair /,/, which represents the directional span from node i to 

node j, and directionality is only used to facilitate expression of the tranship

ment constraints.
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The formulation itself is expressed as follows:

Minimize Y  (cu -su + FU -Slt
V/.jeSj/JeS*''1

/)+  Z {CU ' Su)
vi.jest*'

(8.32)

Subject to: £  stf = wu
vi,keS[j*k

V/,ye $ m (8.33)

I * f f = o
V*.ieS

V/,ye Sm (8.34)

I  SU = WU
Vk.jeS[i*k

\ / i , je S m (8.35)

I  <  =o
Vj.ktS

V/,ye Sm (8.36)

ST on>* V  0*'n —2-t u 2fj '.j 
Vn,/teS)*e{/.;} v/c.neS|te{i,y}

0 V /J e S ^ 1 Vne A/|ne{/,y} (8.37)

, > sk'!k.l — *■'(,/ V/,ye Sm Vk,/e S \k ,l± {/,y} (8.38)

IV V/,ye Sm V/r,/e S \k ,l± {/,j]  (8.39)

i  I V 1
V/,ye S|/,ye S (8.40)

II

t6
'* V/,ye S|/,ye Sm (8.41)

4 ,< 1
t W'\

V/,ye S|/,ye S (8.42)

4,=1 V/,yeSW1 (8.43)

The objective function in equation (8.32) is very similar to the objective function in 

equation (8.13) for the MTRS formulation, with the only difference being that we now 

remove all of the wu working capacity variables. The constraints in equations (8.33)

through (8.37) are the same as the corresponding restoration flow transhipment con

straints for the MTRS formulation, except that we now consider only spans in Sm as 

failure scenarios. The spare capacity dimensioning constraints in equations (8.38) 

and (8.39) are also repeated from the MTRS formulation except that they too now 

only consider the reduced set of failure scenarios. In equation (8.40), the edge deci

sion variables on all spans not yet selected in the FCR solution of step W1 are forced 

to be Su = 1 if spare capacity is assigned to them, which then contributes those

edges’ fixed charges to the objective function. The constraints in equations (8.41) 
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and (8.42) are the same as those in equations (8.28) and (8.29) in the MTRS formu

lation except that they also now apply only to the spans /', j e S\i, j  £ Sm .

In addition, optional constraints in equations (8.30) and (8.31) requiring a minimum of 

|A/| edges and degree-2 for all nodes, respectively, are not logically required, but can 

speed up the branch-and-bound solution if we include them in the model.

8.3.3 S te p  J3 -  R e s tr ic te d  MTRS f o r  F in a l T o p o lo g y  a n d  C a 
p a c ity

The final step of the heuristic is to solve a reduced instance of the MTRS problem, 

where the set S is reduced to include only those spans for which Su = 1 in the RN-

FCS solution of step S2. This will address the global co-ordination of working, spare 

and topology considerations that are inherent in the full problem but not present in 

the design at the end of S2. Because the set of edges is so much smaller here than 

in the complete problem, solution runtimes are expected to be reduced significantly

(and more than proportionally since many variables and constraints are o||S]2j) .

The resulting solution to step J3 will only retain or possibly even further reduce the 

edge set from S2, and since those edges were already judged to be of high merit for 

working routing (step W1) and restoration (step S2), we expect this solution to be 

near optimal.

In summary, the three steps play the following roles:

•  Step W1 finds a minimal topology and capacity as justified by working flows 

alone.

•  Step S2 finds a minimum-cost topology augmentation as justified by restor- 

ability considerations alone.

•  Step J3 revises the working flows of W1 to exploit the augmented topology of 

S2 and coordinates them with the assignment of restoration capacity and se

lection of edges so as to minimize the total network cost.
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8.3 .4  A d d itio n a l C o n s id e ra tio n s  a n d  O p tio n a l B o u n d s

In cases where the set of candidate edges provided to step J3 is quite small, or 

where solution of step J3 is exceptionally fast, we might repeat steps W1 and S2 and 

use an artificially low edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratio parameter ( Q = Fij / cj j ) in

those steps. This will shift the emphasis of the objective function to favour solutions 

with more efficient working and restoration routing, rather than those with fewer 

edges. So the outcome at those stages will be a slightly more richly connected net

work topology, which ultimately will provide a somewhat larger subset of candidate 

edges for the step J3 solution, and a potentially more efficient final solution.

The objective function value from step W1 can also be used as an added lower 

bound on the objective function in step J3to aid in its solution (that is, if step W1 was 

solved to optimality). Since the FCR solution of step W1 represents the lowest possi

ble cost network that serves all working demands, any feasible solution for fixed 

charges, routing and spare in step J3 must at least cost as much as the optimal solu

tion for FCR alone.

Similarly, the objective function value from step W1 can be used as a lower bound on 

the objective function for the complete MTRS problem as well when attempting to 

solve for an optimal reference solution. An even tighter lower-bound can be identified 

here that applies on a sub-set of the variables in the MTRS objective function by ap

plying the same line of reasoning to the topology plus working capacity variables only 

within an MTRS problem. In other words, we can say that the objective function 

value from W1 is a lower bound on £  (c( / • wKj + Fu - SLj) in the complete problem.
V/.yeS

This is because the fixed charge and working routing solution alone that is embodied 

within a full MTRS solution can only make compromises to accommodate the wider 

set of considerations in MTRS compared to the pure FCR solution from W1.

In addition, the objective function value of the step J3 solution can be used as an 

upper bound in the complete MTRS problem. Because the complete MTRS problem 

and step J3 are identical models, but with step J3 simply being restricted in the set of 

edges to consider, the objective function from step J3 must be an upper bound on 

the corresponding instance of the full MTRS problem solved to optimality.
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8.4  E xp erim en ta l S tud y M ethod
To validate the three-step heuristic, characterize the effects of varying edge-to-unit- 

capacity cost ratios, Q = Fij / c i j , and other parameters such as deliberately time-

limiting steps W1 and S2, and compare total runtimes and objective function values 

to complete MTRS problem solutions, we conducted comparative capacity design 

trials using the same test-case network topologies as the MTRS tests in Section 

8.2 .2 .

As with the complete MTRS tests, the steps W1, S2, and J3 models were all imple

mented in AMPL Mathematical Programming Language version 9.0 and solved with 

CPLEX 9.0 MIP Solver running on a 4-processor SUN UltraSparc III running at 900 

MHz with 16 GB of RAM. The optional constraints (e.g., equations (8.30) requiring a 

minimum of |A/| edges in step S2, etc.) are all used as applicable. Pre-processing for

eligible working and restoration routes was not required, but data files containing 

network topology information and other input parameters were prepared on a dual

processor AMD Opteron 242 PC with 1 GB of RAM, running Windows 2000. All 

working and spare capacity allocations were integer, corresponding to capacity de

sign and restoration mechanisms at the wavelength level, and edge decision vari

ables, Sj j , were strictly binary. Because of the complexity of the W1, S2, and J3 ILP

models, most results are based on time-limited CPLEX runs with various MIPGAP 

settings ranging from 10'2 (i.e., solutions are guaranteed to be within 1% of optimal) 

to 0.20 (i.e., a fully terminated solution would have an optimality gap of 20%). The 

recorded runtimes are actual elapsed time, which is roughly equivalent to actual CPU 

time on the four-processor unit as a whole, where all four processors are devoted to 

the CPLEX task full time. As with the results in Section 8.2.2, actual runtimes and 

optimality gaps are provided in the appropriate tables that follow.

8.5  R e s u lts  and Discussion
Table 8.4 summarizes the results of our tests of the three-step heuristic. The first 

three columns indicate the test number, the test network, and the Q value for that 

particular test case. The next set of four columns under the “MTRS (JO)” heading
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provides the solution to the full MTRS problem that we obtained in Section 8.2.2. 

This is the benchmark solution to which we will compare the three-step heuristic re

sults, and we can call it the “JO” solution to denote the fact that it is a jointly optimized 

benchmark solution. The sets of columns under the “W1”, “S2”, and “J3” headings 

provide the results of the first, second, and third steps of the heuristic, respectively. 

In the W1 columns, the Q value here corresponds to the one used for the W1 step 

only, which for reasons to be discussed later, we may wish to be different than the Q. 

value we use for the JO and J3 solutions. The other four columns in the W1 step tell 

us how many spans the W1 solution contained, what its cost is (the sum of the total 

working capacity and fixed charges of spans used), how long it took to solve, and 

what the maximum gap to optimality is. The columns under the “S2” provide the 

same data for the S2 reserve network fixed charge plus routing solution. Again here, 

we may wish to use a different Q value from the one we use for the JO and J3 solu

tions. The number of spans in the S2 solution includes those inherited from the W1 

solution as well as those additional spans needed to close the graph from W1 and 

optimize its restoration routing. We also add an extra column here to show how 

many new spans have been added by the S2 step. The cost of the S2 solution given 

here corresponds to the total cost of working and spare capacity, plus the fixed 

charge costs of all spans used in the solution. In the “J3” columns, we show the 

number of spans in the final fully optimized J3 solution, the number of spans from the 

S2 solution that are not a part of the J3 solution, the cost of the J3 solution, the run

time required to solve it, the maximum gap to optimality, and the objective function 

improvement relative to the benchmark JO solution, respectively. In the latter column, 

a negative value indicates that the J3 solution was more costly than the JO reference 

solution, and a positive value indicates that the J3 solution was actually better than 

JO. We will explain shortly how this is possible. In the tests summarized in Table 8.4, 

only the six master networks are used. Tests on the full-mesh versions of those net

works will follow.
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CHAPTER 8 -  Topological Transport Network Design

Table 8.4 -  Heuristic solutions of all six master networks, each with three different edge-to- 
unit-capacity cost ratios.
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CHAPTER 8 -  Topological Transport Network Design

The first observations we make are in regards to the way a network graph evolves as 

we progress through the three-step heuristic. In most test cases, the W1 solution 

makes use of only as many spans as are needed to fully connect the network (i.e., 

|A/] — 1 spans), plus perhaps one or two other spans. For instance, in test cases #1 to

#3 (for the 15n30s1 master network), only 14 spans are selected in each case, and 

in test cases #4 to #6 (20n40s1), 19 spans were used for Q = 750 and Q = 500, and 

20 were used for Q = 250. We also note that as expected, the number of spans 

used in the W1 solution tends to decrease slightly for higher Q. values. As the cost of 

adding a new span increases, it is more economical to use slightly more working ca

pacity rather than add a new span. In the S2 solutions, the network graphs all tended 

to have average nodal degrees of approximately d = 2.6, and except for test cases 

#16 to #18, which have very high MIP gaps (and are therefore very far from optimal 

S2 solutions), they all have 2.4 < d < 2 .8 . Examining the spans used in the S2 step, 

we find that they exhibit three types of edge changes relative to the W1 solution. An 

edge could be added in a way that provides both graph closure and bears spare ca

pacity, an edge could be added that just bears spare capacity but does not contribute 

to closure of the graph (i.e., the graph would still be closed without it), or an edge 

that was present in the W1 topology is not logically present in the reserve network 

overlay design of S2. In the latter type, this means that an edge used to route work

ing demands in the W1 solution bears no spare capacity in the S2 solution, but is still 

present by virtue of it being inherited from the W1 solution (and the fact that it still 

bears working capacity). Finally, for the J3 solution, which is a reduced instance of 

the full MTRS problem solved only on the set of spans needed in the W1 and/or S2 

solution, we notice that only in four of the 21 test cases, was the set of spans present 

after the S2 step reduced by the elimination of some span(s). In three of those test 

cases (#4, #6, and #11), only a single span was disused, and in the other (test case 

#7), only two were eliminated. The fact that we don’t see a greater degree of graph 

rationalization by J3 suggests that perhaps the set of edges being suggested by the 

W1 and S2 steps is not diverse enough. In other words, the heuristic may be using 

too few edges. We will revisit this thought later.
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CHAPTER 8 -  Topological Transport Network Design

In the smaller test cases (#1 through #9) the final heuristic solutions were an average 

of 2.1% more costly that the benchmark JO solutions. Solutions ranged from 4.7% 

worse in test case #1 for the 15-node master network with £2 = 100 to 0.9% defter in 

test case #8 for the 25-node master network with £2 = 500. While it may initially 

seem contradictory that a sub-optimal heuristic is able to provide a better solution 

than the full MTRS problem can, we can point out that the JO solutions are not strictly 

optimal. We recall from Section 8.2.2 that in order to obtain solutions to the full 

MTRS problem, we needed to use a relatively high MIP gap to optimality and/or limit 

the runtime and take the best solution available after that indicated runtime. In test 

case #8 for instance, the JO solution has a MIP gap of 13.6%, meaning after the 6- 

hour runtime, the best solution available was as much as 13.6% above the true opti

mal. So in this case, the 0.9% improvement of the J3 solution over the JO solution 

makes sense. In test cases #10 through #18 (30-node, 35-node, and 40-node net

works), the J3 solution was actually an average of 11.7% better than the full MTRS 

solution, and was as high as 24.1% better (test case #15 for the 35-node network 

with £2=1000).

The three-step heuristic was also able to provide its high-quality solutions signifi

cantly faster than the full MTRS problem. For test cases #1 through #15, the full 

MTRS problem took an average of 69 times longer to solve than the three-step heu

ristic. In all cases, the heuristic runtimes were dominated by the W1 step, which is as 

we expected and predicted in Section 8.3. The W1 step is particularly difficult to 

solve because it is essentially the fixed charge plus routing (FCR) problem, which is 

known to be very difficult to solve for all but the smallest test case networks. How

ever, because the W1 step is merely intended to suggest spans that are of high merit 

for working routing and provide working capacities for use in the S2 step (rather than 

fully assembling a strictly optimal FCR solution), we can terminate this step early or 

set a higher MIP gap if needed. In test cases #13 to #15 (the 35-node network), we 

set a MIP gap of 5%, and W1 solutions were obtainable in 74 to 97 minutes. In test 

cases #16 to #18, we limited the W1 runtime to two hours but this did, however, pre

sent an unforeseen problem. Because the FCR problem is so difficult to solve, a 2- 

hour runtime on the 40-node network resulted in a W1 solution that was so far from 

optimal that it was practically useless for the purposes required by the heuristic. For
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CHAPTER 8 -  Topological Transport Network Design

test case #17, 75 of the 80 spans in the network were selected for use in the W1 so

lution, and for test case #18, 79 of the 80 spans were selected. As a result, the J3 

problem was only very slightly reduced from the full MTRS problem, and so we were 

unable to obtain a J3 solution for those two test cases in the 2-hour runtime allotted. 

If we had allowed a longer runtime in either the W1 or J3 step, we would presumably 

be able to obtain solutions that are comparable to the sub-optimal JO solutions for 

those test cases, but the total runtime of the heuristic would have suffered greatly. 

One alternative is to solve a slightly modified version of the FCR problem in the W1 

step, where we essentially let Q = «> so that the solution simply represents the low

est cost set of spans that fully connects the network. We did just that in test cases 

#19 to #21, where the W1 step could be solved to within 20% of optimal in just 

slightly more than one minute.

In contrast to the W1 step, the S2 step solved very quickly, requiring only a few sec

onds to solve even in the worst case. The reason this step was so much easier to 

solve is, in part, because we effectively have only |SW1| = |A/| routing problems to

solve (where SW1 is the set of spans selected by the W1 solution). The W1 problem, 

on the other hand, has |A/| - (|A/| —1)/2 routing problems, one for each demand rela

tion. The J3 step also solved quite quickly (with the exception of test cases #16 to 

#18), and only needed several minutes or less in most cases. In fact, the J3 step 

solved in under a minute for the 15-node and 20-node test cases, and in 10.8 min

utes or less for all of the 35-node or smaller test cases.

We return now to an earlier observation that in most test cases, the J3 solution uses 

all edges promoted for its consideration by prior steps W1 and S2. This was some

what unexpected as it was thought initially that the set union of edges from W1 and 

S2 would tend to over-populate the candidate edge set, leading to a reduction or ra

tionalization of the graph topology by the J3 step. Related to this is the observation 

that, when the JO reference solution is not improved upon by the heuristic (i.e., the 

“% Improv.” column has a negative value), the JO reference solutions consistently 

use more edges than the heuristic solutions. This suggested an aspect of test cases 

#2a through #21 b, where we thought we might be able to deliberately inflate the car

dinality of the edge set promoted by steps W1 and S2 by artificially lowering the Q
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value used in those first two steps. The tactic does work in terms of promoting more 

edge candidates in the pool for J3, but the final network design solutions of these 

additional test cases proved to not be as good as we would have expected. In most 

cases, the corresponding J3 solutions still elect to use exactly the same number of 

edges as before, but in many cases, the objective value is slightly worse. For in

stance, for the smaller test cases (the 15-node, 20-node, and 25-node networks), the 

heuristic solutions were an average of 6.1% more costly than the JO solutions, com

pared to 2.1% more costly when we didn’t artificially lower Q . For the 30-node, 35- 

node, and 40-node test cases, using lower Si values in the W1 and S2 steps did ap

pear to have a beneficial effect, but it was quite small. Those J3 solutions improved 

on the benchmark solutions by an average of 16.6%, compared to an improvement 

of 14.6% when £> values are not artificially lowered in W1 and S2. In general, how

ever, as we reduce the Q. values for the W1 and S2 steps, we see the J3 objective 

values worsen. This was an initially unexpected effect. The thinking was that if we 

bias the W1 and S2 stages to an artificially low Q. value, we would simply qualify 

more edges for J3 to consider, and that doing so could increase run time slightly but 

should only improve the achievable solution quality. This was partly also motivated 

by observation that the J3 problems were solved extremely quickly, compared to W1, 

so it seemed practical to give J3 more edges and invest more run time at J3 to im

prove solution quality.

But evidently there are counter-acting effects. One is that even a slight increase in 

the number of edges offered to J3 can make its run time take off exponentially. In 

test case #8, for example, the J3 solution took 1.6 minutes to solve when there were 

31 edges to consider. By lowering the Q. value in steps W1 and S2 from Q. = 500 to 

Q = 250 (in test case #8a), we promoted four additional edges for a total of 35 to be 

considered in the J3 step, and runtime increased to 18 minutes. Similarly, test case 

#9 had 32 edges going into J3 and took 6.6 minutes to solve, while test case #9b 

had an inflated pool of 35 edges and it took 40.5 minutes to solve. Thus, as hap

pened here, providing the wrong set of extra edges for the final step may impact run

time, possibly even to the point of requiring a runtime limit, and obviously this can 

hurt the solution quality. But more fundamentally, even if run time limits are not in

volved, the W1 and S2 edges identified at any particular Q value are well suited to
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that £2 value and are not necessarily as well suited for a different £2 value. Ironically, 

this is consistent with the basic hypothesis that W1 and S2 would identify intrinsically 

good edges for their own purposes at the given £2 values. So we can indeed pro

mote more edges by lowering £2, but that set does not necessarily contain the same 

set of high-merit edges we would have at the higher £2 value.

Detailed comparison of the edges used in test case #9 versus those of test case #9b 

tends to confirm this, and shows how sensitive the overall solution is to slight 

changes in the eligible pool of edges for J3 to consider. In test case #9, we used 

£2 = 750 for all three steps, and J3 was given a pool of 32 edges to consider. The 

resulting solution used all 32 of those spans at a cost of 1.61. In test case #9b, on 

the other hand, we used £2 = 250 for steps W1 and S2, and J3 was given a pool of 

35 edges, 29 of which are in the previous set of 32 from test case #9 (i.e., only three 

of the 32 edges from test case #9 are not provided to J3 in step #9b, and we give it 

an additional six edges to consider as well). Once again, all of the candidate edges 

were used in the final solution, but now the cost was 1.76. So the loss of those three 

edges led to a 9.1% increase in solution cost, and it took more than 6 times longer to 

solve. This effect, combined with the prior observations that J3 rarely eliminates 

more than one or two edges, suggests a somewhat different understanding about the 

heuristic than at the start. Rather than W1 and S2 nominating a pool of high-merit 

edges from which J3 will select a subset, it seems more accurate to say that W1 and 

S2 almost directly assemble a high-merit topology, and J3 makes only minor refine

ments to the topology as possible under the final co-design of working and restora

tion routes and capacity. At the same time, these findings and arguments do not 

completely rule out benefit from the strategy of lowering £2 values. Here the idea 

was tested only with a small number of lower £2 values, but if one was using the 

heuristic in an extended study of a single planning problem, a range of tests with a 

greater variety of £2 values would still be recommended to search for enhancements 

over the basic procedure. At more moderate levels of £2 value depression, one 

might still be able to promote some additional edges for J3 consideration, without 

degrading the suitability of the edge set in the vicinity of the proper £2 value as much 

as what we’ve observed in the limited tests we’ve done here.
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With the results in Table 8.5, we investigate the use of the three-step heuristic in the 

full-mesh versions of our test case networks. Table 8.5 is structured exactly the 

same as Table 8.4, and summarizes the full MTRS (JO) benchmark solutions as well 

as the network design solutions provided at each step of the heuristic. We recall from 

Section 8.2.2 that, except for the 15-node network, near-optimal MTRS solutions are 

practically impossible to obtain for the full-mesh networks; the MTRS problem could 

not even yield feasible solutions for any of the full-mesh networks larger than 20 

nodes in a full 24 or even 48 hours of runtime. On the other hand, solutions were 

readily obtainable with the three-step heuristic for even the 30-node full-mesh net

work (test cases #31 to #33) in slightly more than an hour. In test cases #22 to #24 

for the 15-node full-mesh network, the heuristic solution was an average of 5.2% bet

ter than the full MTRS benchmark problem, and depending on the Q. value used, 

was solved in approximately 5 to 6 minutes (it took 12 hours for the benchmark). For 

the 20-node network, the best feasible solutions to the unrestricted JO problems were 

71.4% to 86.4% more costly that the J3 heuristic result. And in two of the 15-node 

cases, and in all of the 20-node cases, the JO solutions were characterized by far too 

many edges in their best feasible solutions after 12 to 24 hours of runtime. Our inter

pretation of this repeatedly observed effect is that the JO problem is “bogged down” 

in high-weight edge-vector space because there are combinatorially many more high 

connectivity graphs. Simple discovery of low-weight edge vectors that describe 

closed connected graphs (where the optimal solutions really lie) is very difficult. Be

cause the full-LP relaxations are so terribly weak as lower bounds, the solver’s pro

gress is relatively un-guided. Hence the nodes visited in the branch-and-bound tree 

tend to be high-weight edge vectors simply because these are statistically much 

more frequent in the population of all possible closed connected graphs. This is the 

main insight we offer about why the MTRS problem is so exceedingly difficult to 

solve by MIP methods.
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Table 8.5 -  Heuristic solutions of the full-mesh versions of the 15-node, 20-node, 25-node, 
and 30-node master networks, each with three different edge-to-unit-capacity cost ratios.
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In an effort to obtain a solution to the full MTRS (JO) problem that is better than the 

solution to the three-step heuristic for the full-mesh networks, we added a constraint 

to the MTRS ILP model that forces the corresponding J3 solution cost as an upper 

bound on the JO objective function. In other words, after solving the three-step heu

ristic for one network at a given Q value, and obtaining a cost of CJ3, we went back 

to the full MTRS problem for that test case and added the following new constraint:

X  K ,  • K ,  + «/., ) + Fu ■ SKj) < Cj3 (8.44)
V/./sS

The thought was that this would give the ILP solver a head start in assembling a 

suitable graph topology and we hoped that a near-optimal solution might then be 

possible. Without that upper bound, the solver was at least able to find a feasible so

lution to the 15-node and 20-node full-mesh networks relatively easily (typically sev

eral hours), but when the upper bound was added, the full MTRS problem would no 

longer even return a feasible solution in the allotted runtime (24 hours). We can also 

notice that for the full-mesh networks, J3 employed all edges provided to it from W1 

and S2, seeming to further suggest that the first two heuristic steps may not be pro

moting a large enough set of edges to consider in J3. With this understanding, it 

suggests that without the upper bound in equation (8.44), the attempt at an optimal 

solution is still searching in high-connectivity topology space after 12 to 24 hours. 

With the bound, however, it has not even stumbled upon a closed topological ar

rangement similar to the heuristic’s after the 12 to 24 hours of search. In contrast the 

heuristic, by its nature, is directly guided into a region where topologically feasible 

arrangements of a not-excessive number of edges are immediately at hand.

The fact that the unrestricted problem fails to even reach feasibility when the J3 ob

jective value is supplied as an upper bound suggests that simply finding a closed 

connected graph on the relatively few edges associated with a near-optimal solution 

(the basic condition for feasibility) may be the most difficult purely combinatorial as

pect of the complete problem. With the bound present, the solver appears to be 

searching almost at random for a low-weight combination of edge variables that de

scribes a closed connected graph. The combinatorial space of numerous edge com

binations that are not even feasible seems to be swamping any ability of the solver to
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progress systematically towards a goal of finding even one closed connected graph 

on the few edges that are associated with near-optimality. Without the upper bound, 

the computational prospects are even worse. The solution becomes feasible but now 

a vast number of graphs are enumerated at far too high an edge count, and an in

vestment of time is made in each of those for routing and capacity considerations. 

This is not a problem at all for the heuristic, however, as the W1 and S2 steps di

rectly assemble a qualified near-optimal topology for final tuning by J3.

8.5.1 R e la x a tio n s  f o r  L o w e r B o u n d s o n  O p tim a l R e fe r e n c e  
S o lu tio n s

Because of the complexity of the MTRS problem, there was a distinct lack of near- 

optimal solutions to the full MTRS problem, and so it is difficult to properly assess the 

absolute solution quality of the heuristic, particularly for larger test case networks. In 

such cases one generally attempts to see if a tight lower bound on the optimum 

might be available as a surrogate for optimal reference solutions. A series of simple 

relaxations were therefore also run, attempting to provide lower bounds to the unre

stricted JO reference solutions. The relaxation strategies were (1) a complete relaxa

tion of all capacity, flow and edge variables, (2) relaxation of only working capacity 

variables, (3) relaxation of only spare capacity variables, and (4) relaxation of work

ing and spare capacity variables but not edge variables. In all cases restoration and 

working flow variables were also relaxed (as they were in the previous experiments).

However, none of these strategies yielded useful lower bounds for the JO problem. 

Basically, whenever the edge variables are relaxed the solution is fast but it is also 

meaningless because there is no way to reconcile a fractional edge, and regardless 

of other relaxations when the edge variables are not relaxed, the problem takes vir

tually as long to run as the un-relaxed problem. It was already commented above 

and observed in [39] that for FCR problems, the best bound relaxation produced by 

the solver is so loose that it is practically meaningless because it corresponds to re

laxation of the 1/0 edge variables as well as all flows and capacities. For the com

plete MTRS problems, we found that the full LP relaxations solved very quickly (in 

only minutes) but were in the order of 50% of the cost of the true optimal value (when 

it was available). In fact the full relaxation was always lower that the W1 (FCR) sub-
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problem of the heuristic alone, clearly demonstrating its lack of utility as a lower 

bound (and helping to explain why the MIP solver performs so poorly on the full 

MTRS problem).

In contrast, we found that the capacity-related relaxations are essentially as difficult 

for the solver as the un-relaxed problem. In nearly all cases, after run times of sev

eral hours, the objective values of the JO relaxations were actually worse than those 

of the non-relaxed J3 solutions. None of the un-relaxed JO problems that did not ter

minate in the allotted time (for which bounds would be the most useful) were able to 

reach a full termination in capacity-relaxed form either. This is again all consistent 

with the complexity being dominated by the edge decisions, not the routing and 

capacity solution.

8.6 C lo sing  Rem arks

We have seen from both theoretical and experimental viewpoints that the complexity 

of the complete problem of topology, routing and spare capacity design for a span- 

restorable network (MTRS) is very high but that the proposed heuristic produces 

good solutions very quickly. The heuristic is based on a view of the constituent prob

lems that MTRS contains. It has some aspects that are like a classic FCR problem, 

which inspires the W1 step. It has other aspects that are like a mesh spare capacity 

design problem, but where we have to also augment the topology for two- 

connectedness. This inspires the S2 step. The central hypothesis was that within the 

set-union of the edges from W1 and S2, a restricted instance of the full problem 

could find a good solution in far less time than the unrestricted problem. We feel this 

has been borne out by the results. In the few cases where the full MTRS problem 

could be solved to near-optimality (the 15-node, 20-node, and 25-node non-full-mesh 

test cases) the heuristic was within 2.1% of optimal and ran in minutes as opposed to 

up to hours for the MTRS solution. More typically in the larger test cases, we do not 

know the actual gap to optimality because the reference solutions could not be 

solved closely enough to optimality. In these cases, though, we can report that the 

heuristic produces results in minutes that are as much as 25% better than solutions 

obtainable with up to 12 hours of runtime on the full MTRS problem.
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An unexpected aspect of the attempts at solving the optimal MTRS reference prob

lems was the amount of time the MIP solver would spend before even reaching fea

sibility in cases where the J3 solution was provided as an upper bound. Related to 

this was the observation that when JO tests on full-mesh networks without the 

bounds were stopped at 12 to 24 hours, their best solution was always associated 

with many more edges than were optimal. We think this is the key to why MTRS is so 

hard to solve by MIP methods. Combinatoric principles would have it that there are 

vastly more arrangements of closed connected graphs with many edges than there 

are graphs that have relatively few edges that also describe a closed connected 

graph. But with the LP relaxation being so loose, the MIP progress could be roughly 

thought of as an almost random walk through the edge-vector space. If it was ran

dom, the probability that any node the MIP solver branches to is an even plausible 

solution graph is extremely low. While this is a simplification, it seems to describe the 

solver’s inability to escape the combinatoric dominance of the overly-connected 

graphs in the topology space to even find one instance of a low weight closed con

nected edge vector. The solver is wading around in a combinatoric space in which 

lightweight closed and connected graphs are extremely rare. Any guidance effect the 

solver is getting from the loose relaxation of edge variables is swamped by the com

binatoric dominance of highly connected graphs.

This also suggests a view of MTRS as a problem that straddles two problem do

mains. Usually, in ILP optimization problems, there is a vast space of feasible solu

tions and the problem is to find one that minimizes some cost objective. But another 

domain of problems are feasibility problems where it is the existence or discovery of 

a feasible solution that is the challenge. The latter kind of problem is more the pur

view of constraint programming [80]. We offer a view of MTRS as containing a sig

nificant feasibility problem in the construction of low-weight edge vectors that de

scribe closed connected graphs that are even qualified and plausible as transport 

network graphs, coupled with an optimization problem for routing and capacity. A 

direction for further research might therefore lie in combining a constraint program

ming approach for the topology aspect, with an ILP for the routing and capacity as

pects.
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8.6.1 Future  D irectio ns

In Section 8.2.2.3, we discussed how an optimal MTRS solution differs quite consid

erably in terms of of and actual cost from lowest-cost benchmark reference solution 

(i.e., the total cost curves in Figure 8 . 8  through Figure 8.11). We speculated that this 

was due to the manner in which the reference solution topologies are essentially a 

pseudo-random walk through the vast topology space, and so there would be little 

expectation that a reference solution would approximate the true MTRS optimal solu

tion. An interesting exercise for future work would be to add a constraint to the MTRS 

ILP model that strictly forces a topology to contain a specified number of spans. 

Generating MTRS solutions of the 15n30s1 master network with £ 2  = 1 0 0 , for in

stance, forced to have exactly 29 spans, 28 spans, and so on should produce a 

curve that falls significantly below the red curve in Figure 8 . 8  (and would also contain 

the corresponding MTRS solution from Table 8.2). Examination of the resulting opti

mal topologies might provide added insights into the properties and nature of efficient 

topologies, and might suggest strategies a planner could use in developing or ex

panding a network. Analysis of the difference between the benchmark curves and 

the optimal curve could also yield insightful information, particularly if the two curves 

have very different behaviours or if the locations of their minima (in terms of d)  show 

interesting trends.

Future work in this area could more fully study the effects of early termination of W 1  

and S2 and determine limitations on the approach. Findings also suggest that in

creasing the edge costs in the W 1 and S2 steps might in some cases provide an arti

ficially increased edge set to the J3 step, enough that a slightly improved solution 

might be possible without significantly hindering run-time. A related improvement 

might be to develop span-addition algorithms to identify edges not selected by W1 

and S2, but which are likely to contribute to a good solution if we include them in the 

edge set passed to J3. Further work could more fully characterize these effects.

Furthermore, the MTRS problem and three-step heuristic could be applied to path- 

restorable networks, p-cycle networks, SBPP networks, and modular variants. It 

would be interesting to see if application to these other restoration and protection 

methods will provide additional insights not seen herein.
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We also gain an appreciation of the combinatoric principles of network topology de

sign. There are vastly more arrangements of closed connected graphs with many 

edges than there are with few edges, and this is the basis for the difficulty the com

plete MTRS problem has in finding good solutions. M.Sc. work by Chioma Nebo [89] 

investigated usage of a graph sifter that could be used to find feasible (i.e., low-cost 

bi-connected) topologies. A graph sifter approach might be useful in quickly providing 

a set of candidate edges and working routing as a replacement to the W1 step, 

which suffers from the same topology-combinatoric problems as the full MTRS 

model. The use of properly configured LP-relaxations of W1 and/or S2 (or maybe 

even the full MTRS problem) could also prove to be an efficient means of quickly 

identifying a good set of candidate edges for J3.
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CHAPTER 9 
N o d e-In c lu s ive  Span R e s to ra tio n 16

As discussed in CHAPTER 4, two of the main classes of shared-mesh survivability 

are span-oriented schemes, where restoration or protection paths are established 

between end-nodes local to the failure, and path-oriented schemes, where restora

tion paths are established end-to-end. Span-oriented survivability tends to have an 

inherent speed advantage because its activation process and region of action are 

more localized to the failure, and also provides better dual failure availability, relative 

to end-to-end path-oriented schemes [16]. The local action of span restoration also 

translates into easier control of optical path transmission effects because restoration 

paths are generally shorter and contained to the region near the failure. In path res

toration or SBPP, however, a single span failure can involve many node-pairs all act

ing simultaneously as failure end-nodes (one node pair per affected lightpath), and 

their real-time signalling, spare capacity contention, and seizure processing loads 

are all simultaneously imposed on the network, leading to greater average delay. 

And because path restoration is performed end-to-end, restoration route lengths tend 

to be significantly longer than those in span restoration, thereby placing the burden 

on an even greater number of network nodes.

On the other hand, as long as fully disjoint restoration paths are available, end-to- 

end restoration has an inherent ability to recover from node failures (for flows transit

ing the failed node), while span restoration mechanisms do not. The view has long 

been that at the transport level, failures affecting some part of the outside plant (i.e., 

spans) are quite frequent (say, weekly) relative to node failures, which are character

istically major and very infrequent events. In addition, line-related outside plant items 

such as cables, ducts, amplifier housings, etc., are non-redundant elements and so 

require network level protection, while nodal elements such as an OXC or DCS are, 

within themselves, already redundant and protected with measures such as 1 :N pro

tection on ports and complete 1+1 duplication of switch cores, etc. Span restoration 

is seen as an effective means of dealing with line and cable-related failures, while

16 This chapter contains some material previously published in [26].
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the far more rare node failure scenarios are dealt with through high-level service re

provisioning or semi-automated recovery processes such as iterated capacity scav

enging [47]. Nonetheless, it is of obvious interest if there was some technique that 

retained the simplicity and localized nature of span restoration while also providing 

protection for transiting flows through failed nodes. This motivates us to consider a 

relatively simple but novel extension to basic span restoration that will also support 

protection of transiting flows upon a node failure.

9.1 Basic Concepts
In the discussion on span restoration in Section 4.4.1, we defined the end-nodes of 

the failed span as being the custodial nodes since it is these nodes that act to initiate 

restoration and anchor the restoration paths that are formed around the failure. Like

wise, in a path-restorable network, it is the end-nodes of each failed lightpath that act 

as custodial nodes (for that lightpath only) since restoration paths are constructed 

end-to-end rather than between the end-nodes of the failed span. So for the failure 

indicated in Figure 9.1(a), nodes A and Z are the custodial nodes for the span resto

ration process, while nodes E and W are the custodial nodes for the path restoration 

process reacting to the same failure, as shown in Figure 9.1 (b).

custodial
nodes

custodial
node custodial

node

Figure 9.1 -  Custodial nodes in (a) span restoration, and (b) path restoration.

We now propose node-inclusive span restoration (NISR), which involves taking a 

specific but highly limited step from span restoration in the continuum of possible op

tions between restoration between the end-nodes of a failed span and end-to-end 

path restoration. The key idea is that we perform restoration between custodial 

nodes that are one hop removed from the end-nodes of a failed span along the path 

of the original working route of the affected demand. In other words, rather than leav

ing the entire lightpath intact on either side of the failure as in span restoration, or
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completely rerouting it as in path restoration, the central portion comprising one full 

hop on either side of the failed span is released and rerouted, while the ends remain 

intact. Essentially, this amounts to a compromise between span restoration and path 

restoration in the sense that in NISR, the custodial nodes are further out than they 

would be in span restoration but not so far out that they reach the end-nodes of the 

demand as in path restoration.

We illustrate NISR in Figure 9.2. When span A-Z fails in Figure 9.2(a), rather than 

nodes A and Z acting as custodial nodes as in span restoration, the custodial nodes 

shift back one hop from the end-nodes of the failure (nodes A and Z) towards the 

end-nodes of the lightpath. In this case, nodes C and X act as custodial nodes, and 

two possible restoration routes are as shown. Once this is done, the definition of the 

protected span entity can be expanded to include the custodial nodes themselves.

In Figure 9.2(b), it is nodes B and Y that act as custodial nodes for the lightpath be

tween nodes F and V since those are the nodes one hop removed from the failure 

along the route of the lightpath. So unlike span restoration, the custodial nodes for 

any given failure in NISR are specific to the lightpath, like they are in path restora

tion, and so there could be multiple custodial node pairs for any given span failure, 

depending on the number of distinct lightpaths crossing the span. We can therefore 

think of all the nodes that could possibly act as one of the custodial nodes for light

paths crossing the failed span as the custodial regions. In other words, the set of all 

nodes one hop away from the custodial nodes define two custodial regions defined 

with respect to each span failure. For failure of span A-Z in Figure 9.2(c), any light

path crossing the span will have one custodial node from the group on the left and 

one from the group on the right. In this particular case, there could be as many as six 

(2 x3 )  different custodial node pairs simultaneously acting as failure end-nodes 

seeking restoration routes (in span restoration, there would be only a single pair).
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(a) (b)

custodial 
node ~~

W custodial
nodecustodial

nod% C custodial 
/  node

(c)

custodial 
' regions'

'A

Figure 9.2 -  Illustrating node-inclusive span restoration for span failures.

In the general case, there could be substantially more than just six possible custodial 

node pairs, and in the event that the end-nodes of the failed span are each con

nected to every other node in the network, there could be 0 ( A/2) potential custodial 

node pairs, just as there are in path restoration. However, on average, there would 

be 0 ( d2) potential custodial node pairs for any span failure. More precisely, there 

are only dA x dz potential custodial node pairs, where dA and c/z are the nodal de

grees of nodes A and Z, respectively17. If we can expect nodes to never be more 

than, say, degree-7 in even the most richly connected networks, there would be a 

maximum of ( 7 -1 )x (7 -1 )  = 36 potential custodial node pairs for any failure, which

is significantly fewer than the A/-(A/ —1)/2 potential pairs for path restoration. In the

15n30s1 network, for instance, the average span failure will involve( d - i f  =9 cus

todial node pairs for NISR, while a failure in the same network could potentially in

volve 105 custodial node pairs for path restoration. Solving an NISR rerouting prob

lem (and the associated capacity planning problem) is, therefore analogous to solv-

1 7  Here, we include the possibility that nodes A and/or Z themselves would act as custodial 
nodes for lightpaths they terminate. This will be addressed later.
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ing a version of the full path restoration problem that involves only a very small sub

set of all node pairs and is quite localized by comparison.

The NISR mechanism will respond identically if a node has failed. The key to this is 

in understanding how such a failure is perceived by nodes neighbouring the failure. 

In Figure 9.3(a), when node M fails, the immediate observation from node A will be 

that there is something amiss with span A-M, and likewise, node Z will deem span M- 

Z as having failed. So with respect to the lightpath between E and W, if nodes A and 

Z each instruct the node one hop away along the lightpath (in this case, nodes C and 

X, respectively) to act as custodial nodes, then restoration routes can be constructed 

between those nodes and the node failure can be restored. Likewise in Figure 9.3(b), 

nodes A and Z instruct nodes B and Y, respectively, to act as custodial nodes for the 

restoration of the lightpath between nodes F and V in the event of the failure of node 

M.

(a)

custodial 
node — custodial

node

(b)

custodial
node custodial

/node

Figure 9.3 -  Illustrating node-inclusive span restoration for node failures.

Just as in the event of a span failure, the custodial nodes are specific to the affected 

demand, and so for node failures too, we can identify custodial regions or subsets of 

nodes that could potentially be involved in the restoration of a specified node failure. 

We note, however, that the custodial regions for node failures can be significantly 

larger than for span failures since node M could easily be of degree-3 or higher. As-
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suming the failed node and all of its immediate neighbour nodes are all of degree- d , 

there would be as many as —f)2* tfC2  = ( d - l ) 2 - d - ( d - l ) / 2  = d - ( d - l ) 3 / 2  cus

todial node pairs simultaneously attempting to initiate a restoration process. While 

this may seem quite high (and it is compared to the number for span failures), it still 

only amounts to a maximum of 54 custodial node pairs if d = 4 . On the other hand, 

path restoration could have 105 custodial node pairs for each node failure in even a 

small 15-node network, and as many as 780 for each node failure in a 40-node net

work.

NISR thus consists of taking the smallest step that leads towards a node-recovery 

capability, while giving up the least possible in terms of retaining locality of action. It 

can be either pre-planned or dynamic (and adaptive), and network spare capacity 

requirements to support this form of span-failure survivability can only improve rela

tive to conventional span restoration capacity design. This follows because the con

ventional restoration routing solutions always exist as a subset of those that are 

within the scope of NISR and clearly there will be circumstances where certain loop

backs in the conventional restoration routing solution are eliminated by taking the 

once-removed standpoint on the rerouting problem.

9.1.1 O peratio nal  C onsideratio ns  and  O th e r  Details

While span restoration poses only a single commodity maximum-flow type of prob

lem, NISR and path restoration both present simultaneous multi-commodity maxi- 

mum-flow types of rerouting problems. However, because nodes in a transport net

work typically have a small number of immediate neighbours, the complexity of the 

path restoration-like “mini-problems” that arise in NISR are quite strongly bounded in 

size relative to full-blown path restoration or SBPP problems. In practice, any in

stance of NISR is unlikely to significantly exceed d2 simultaneous commodities for

restoration of a span failure, or d-{d  j2  simultaneous commodities for restora

tion of a node failure. This not only simplifies and localizes the problem for NISR pro

tection preplanning, but by putting an absolute cap on the complexity it may also 

permit an efficient distributed and adaptive path restoration protocol (such as the one
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in [62]) to be employed with extremely high certainty about its worst-case real-time 

performance.

In Figure 9.4, we consider NISR from the standpoint of a single affected lightpath to 

gain further insight about its operation. In Figure 9.4(a), a working lightpath is 

brought down by failure of span B-C. Under NISR, the failure is allowed to propagate 

part of the way along the lightpath so that the nodes one hop removed from the fail

ure, in this case, nodes A and D, are alerted. This can also be effected by nodes B 

and C recognizing signal loss and inserting AIS in the surviving path stubs, along 

with a hop count and node name. In this scenario, nodes A and D are members of 

custodial regions for failure of span B-C and the restoration path for the particular 

lightpath shown will be routed between nodes A and D. As discussed earlier, the res

toration routes of a given lightpath will vary according to the failure scenario. If span 

C-D fails, as in Figure 9.4(b), the custodial regions shift and the same lightpath will 

be restored between nodes B and E.

(a)
'f, :

7 -X r
E V

(C )

7 1

Figure 9.4 -  How NISR responds to specific failures.

Finally, in Figure 9.4(c), we consider failure of node C. Since the failure of a node is 

indistinguishable from the simultaneous failure of its incident spans, then node D de

tects signal loss and inserts AIS to fail the lightpath back one hop to node E, which 

becomes a custodial node, and node B does the same with respect to node A, which 

becomes the other custodial node. Without yet knowing who its corresponding cus

todial node is, node A can initiate a path restoration process (say, using a protocol 

like that in [62]) between itself and some other node who also identifies itself as be

ing a custodial node for that lightpath. Node E does likewise. As a result, the initially
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simple diagrams of Figure 9.4(a)-(b) become somewhat adjusted in a sense. Al

though all the same concepts apply because of the fundamental inability to immedi

ately distinguish a node failure from failure of its incident spans, the custodial region 

is effectively referred out two hops in the event of a node failure. There is no loss of 

node failure recovery levels as it may seem, however, because nodes such as A and 

E in Figure 9.4(c) will still recognize the availability of spans A-B and D-E, respec

tively, for returning rerouted transit flows to nodes D and B, and if capacity on those 

spans is needed from a global efficiency standpoint, it will be used. But the advan

tage gained is that if it is more efficient to not use spans A-B and/or D-E, then refer

ring the restoration process out one additional hop will remove the need for loop- 

back capacity on those spans. And the key to NISR’s ability to restore either a span 

failure or a node failure is that the custodial nodes are independently identified by the 

two nodes detecting signal loss on either side of the failure, and neither needs to 

know the identity of the other.

So far, all of the figures we’ve discussed may appear to illustrate situations where 

only a single lightpath is crossing a failed span. If we take a closer look at NISR in 

Figure 9.5, we can observe what happens in a situation where multiple lightpaths 

with different origins and/or destinations are affected by a single span failure. Here, 

nodes Oi and D-,, and nodes 0 2  and D2  each exchange traffic along lightpaths that 

cross span A-Z. Upon failure of that span, nodes B and Y are identified as the custo

dial nodes for the blue lightpath between nodes Oi and Di since they are the nodes 

one hop removed from the nodes that detect the failures (nodes A and Z). The sur

viving portion of that lightpath between nodes B and Y is then released and the ca

pacity on spans A-B and Y-Z supporting it are made available for restoration routing. 

At the same time, nodes C and X are identified as being the custodial nodes for the 

green lightpath between nodes 0 2  and D2, and the surviving portion of that lightpath 

between nodes C and X is released and the capacity supporting it is made available 

for restoration routing. The custodial node pairs then simultaneously perform restora

tion by establishing restoration routes between them via a protocol like the one in 

[62], and substituting the restoration paths for the failed portions of the working 

paths.
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Figure 9.5 -  NISR restoring multiple lightpaths simultaneously.

One special case that needs addressing is when an end-node of the failed span is 

also the end-node of a lightpath crossing it, as shown in Figure 9.6(a). Here, node C 

detects loss of signal and designates node D as a custodial node for restoration of 

the lightpath shown. At the same time, node B detects loss of signal and upon in

spection determines that it is itself the origin/terminus of the affected lightpath, so it 

designates itself as the other custodial node. The restoration process is then carried 

out between nodes B and D. If node C was also an end-node of the affected light

path, then nodes B and C could each designate themselves as custodial nodes. In

terestingly enough, in that situation, then with respect to that particular lightpath, 

NISR would actually be equivalent to both span restoration (since the custodial 

nodes are the end-nodes of the failed span) as well as path restoration (since the 

custodial nodes are also the end-nodes of the lightpath).

A similar scenario is the node failure shown in Figure 9.6(b), where node C fails and 

one of the adjacent nodes (B) is an end-node of an affected lightpath. Like the previ

ous example, node B detects loss of signal and, realizing that there is no down

stream node on the lightpath, it designates itself as a custodial node for the lightpath. 

Node D also detects the failure and designates node E as the other custodial node, 

so the restoration process is carried out between nodes B and E, as shown.
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(a)

\
r
Figure 9.6 -  Special cases of NISR restoration.

9.2 NISR Design M odels
Because NISR extends the restoration process further back along the failed lightpath 

than span restoration, it promises to be at least as capacity efficient as span restora

tion. However, since restoration does not generally extend all the way back to the O- 

D end-nodes of each lightpath, restoration paths are shorter and fewer than in path 

restoration, and so NISR will not be as capacity-efficient as path restoration. It will be 

of interest, therefore, to see how NISR compares quantitatively to those survivability 

mechanisms (as well as to SBPP and p-cycle restoration) in capacity efficiency. Like 

the design models in CHAPTER 5, we develop NISR network capacity design prob

lems as arc-path ILP models.

9.2.1 S pan-F ailu r e  Resto ratio n

We first address the problem of optimally determining working and restoration routing 

and placing working and spare capacity so as to allow NISR to provide 100% resto

ration in the event of any single span failure, and call this the NISR-S problem. We 

begin with knowledge of the graph topology, and all appropriate input parameters 

and sets (eligible route enumeration, etc.) are pre-processed. To properly represent 

the model, we introduce new notation as follows:

•  N is the set of all possible node pairs, and is usually indexed by m.

•  Dj c  D is the set demand relations that has at least one eligible working 

route that crosses span /, and would therefore be affected by its failure, and is 

indexed by r.

•  Of c  Cf is the set of working routes for demand relation r that cross span /, 

and would therefore be affected by its failure, and is indexed by q.
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•  Pm is the set of eligible restoration routes between node pair m.

• Sp q  S  is the set of spans in route p.

•  P'£ q  Pm is the set of routes between custodial node pair m that are eligible

for assignment of restoration flow to restore demand relation r on working 

route q brought down by failure of span /, and is typically indexed by p. In 

other words, Vpe P'£ is equivalent to Vpe Pm\i<£ Sp.

•  S--q c  S is the set of spans crossed by working route q used by demand rela

tion r that are between the custodial nodes used to restore a lightpath on that

route in the event of failure of span /. In other words, they are the spans 

crossed by the portion of the lightpath that is released upon propagation of 

the failure indication to the corresponding custodial nodes.

New Input Parameters:

• N'-q e N is the single NISR custodial node pair to be used by a lightpath 

routed over working route qfor demand relation rin the event of the failure of 

span /.

• S [ ^ e { 0 ,1 } is a pre-processed input parameter that encodes which spans 

are crossed by a restoration route. S,rj $  = 1  if restoration route p crosses 

span y, and 6',%$ = 0  if it does not (where route p is from the set P'% c  Pm).

New Decision Variables:

• f-;q-p > 0  is the number of restoration paths assigned to eligible route pe P,r* 

for failure of span /.

• Tu > 0 is the total number of channels on span j  released upon failure of

span /. These are the working channels on the surviving portions of failed 

lightpaths that are released upon propagation of the failure indication to the 

corresponding custodial nodes. The release occurs only on the failed path
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segments between nodes of the custodial regions only, with respect to the 

given failure.

Definition of custodial node pair A/,r,Q e N is determined by pre-processing for work

ing path q for demand relation r for each failure scenario. The eligible restoration 

routes between each custodial node pair are enumerated and their routes are en

coded in the S[%? parameters by pre-processing as well. In addition to the new nota

tion above, all of the previous notation from earlier models remains. The NISR-S 

formulation itself is expressed as follows.

Minimize cy • (sy + ws) (9.1)
V/eS

Subject to: ' £ g rq = dr \fre  D (9.2)
vgeC/

I  I  = % V /e S  (9.3)

„  V/ 'eS Vre D.
y  f r-q-p = a r,q , (9 41

W S U" VqeCf Vme N|m = W'-" '

V V Z I  I  I  C ' C  V/sS V/sS|i*/ (9.5)
VreO, vgecy V/nEN|m=W',<’ vpef™

I  ST" V i& S  V ;e S |/5sy (9.6)
VeeD, vcjeOf VteSf-'Iffsy

The objective function in equation (9.1) is the same as the one in the span-restorable 

JCA design model, where we seek to minimize the total cost of working and spare 

capacity required in the network. The constraint sets in equations (9.2) and (9.3) are 

also carried over from the span-restorable JCA design problem. Equation (9.2) en

sures that all working demands are routed, and equation (9.3) places enough work

ing capacity on each span to accommodate that routing. The constraints in equation 

(9.4) correspond to those in equation (5.2) of the span-restorable SCA model, and 

ensure that the total restoration flow assigned to all eligible restoration routes be

tween the appropriate custodial nodes is sufficient to fully restore all of the lightpaths 

on working routes affected by the failure of span /. We note that because the summa

tion is over Vpe Pf*, which is equivalent to Vpe P j/'e  Sp , then restoration flow will
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not use routes that cross the failed span. While there is nothing that explicitly forces 

KmP= 0   ̂ ' e S p .a  value of f ' £ , p > 0  will not contribute to the restorability of the 

failed lightpaths but may require additional spare capacity, so as a consequence, we 

can disregard the f[£-p decision variables altogether if is  Sp. Equation (9.5) is

equivalent to the spare capacity constraints in equation (5.3) of the span-restorable 

SCA model, and places enough spare capacity on each surviving span j  to accom

modate the total restoration flow assigned to all restoration routes crossing it for res

toration of lightpaths affected by failure of span /. The number of working channels, 

Tjj, released on span j  in the event of failure of span /, is calculated by equation

(9.6) and is applied as a credit to the spare capacity allocated by equation (9.5).

This model describes a JCA problem since working and restoration routing are done 

simultaneously. If shortest path routing or some other method of routing working de

mands is done separately, prior to optimization of restoration routing and spare ca

pacity, we can convert the above JCA model into a corresponding SCA model by 

making a few key changes. First, the wy variables become unnecessary and can be

removed from the objective function, and the constraints in equations (9.2) and (9.3) 

no longer apply. Unlike the span-restorable SCA model, we still require gr,q values 

since they are needed in equation (9.4), but it is now an input parameter rather than 

a decision variable. Finally, the calculation of TKj in equation (9.6) can be pre-

processed since gr,q is no longer a decision variable. We also note that as formu

lated, working lightpaths for an given demand relation are allowed to be routed over 

possibly several distinct working routes. If pure shortest path routing (or some 

method where working demands can be routed on only a single working route) is 

used, this extra dimension of the model could be removed.

9 .2 .2  N o d e -F a ilu re  R e s to ra tio n

We now address the problem of optimally determining the working and restoration 

routing and placing working and spare capacity so as to allow NISR to provide 100% 

restoration in the event of any single node failure, and call this the NISR-N problem. 

As with the NISR-S problem, we begin with knowledge of the graph topology, and all
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appropriate input parameters and sets (eligible route enumeration, etc.) are pre- 

processed. To properly represent the model, we introduce more new notation as fol

lows:

New Sets:

• Dn q  D is the set of demand relations that have at least one eligible working

route that crosses node n, and would therefore be affected by its failure, and 

is indexed by r.

• q  O' is the set of working routes for demand relation rthat cross node n, 

and would therefore be affected by its failure, and is indexed by q.

•  S '* c  S is the set of spans crossed by working route q used by demand rela

tion rthat are between the custodial nodes used to restore a lightpath on that 

route in the event of failure of node n. In other words, they are the spans 

crossed by the portion of the lightpath that is released upon propagation of 

the failure indication to the corresponding custodial nodes.

•  Wp c W  is the set of nodes crossed by route p.

•  Prn% £  Pm is the set of routes between custodial node pair m that are eligible

for assignment of restoration flow to restore demand relation r on working 

route q brought down by failure of node n, and is typically indexed by p. In 

other words, Vpe P '* is equivalent to Vpe Pm\ne Np.

New Input Parameters:

•  N'„* e N is the single NISR custodial node pair to be used by a lightpath 

routed over working route < 7 for demand relation r in the event of the failure of 

node n.

•  S '*^  e {0 ,1 } is a pre-processed input parameter that encodes which spans 

are crossed by a restoration route. 8'**j = 1  if restoration route p crosses 

span /, and 6'%% = 0 if it does not (where route p is from the set P '* q  Pm).
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New Decision Variables:

• g',q > 0  is the number of working channels employed on working route q for 

demand relation r prior to failure, that do not terminate at node n.

•  f n j > 0  is the total number of channels on span j  released upon failure of

node n. These include the working channels on the surviving portions of 

failed lightpaths that are released upon propagation of the failure indication to 

the corresponding custodial nodes, as well as all of the inherently non- 

restorable working paths that source/sink at the failed node.

•  f„r;q-p > 0 is the number of restoration paths assigned to eligible route pe P';q 

for failure of node n.

Definition of custodial node pair Nrn,q e N is determined by pre-processing for work

ing path q for demand relation r for each failure scenario. The eligible restoration 

routes between each custodial node pair are enumerated and their routes are en

coded in the parameters by pre-processing as well. In addition to the new nota

tion above, all of the previous notation from earlier models remains. The NISR-N 

formulation itself is expressed as follows.

Minimize £  cy • (sy + wy) (9.7)

Subject to: £  gr,q = dr V re D (9.8)
VqeCf

Vy'e S (9.9)

V A *=r ft.r

Vne N Vre Dn 

VqeCfn\Or * n * T r (9.10) 

Vme Njm = N̂ 'q

VreD„ vqe&„ VpeP'%

Vn=On VfledS VkeSrn-Q\k=j
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As with previous design models, the objective function in equation (9.7) minimizes 

the total cost of capacity. The constraints in equations (9.8) and (9.9) are identical to 

those in equations (9.2) and (9.3) from the N1SR-S problem, and ensure that all 

working demands are routed and that there is enough working capacity placed on 

each span to accommodate that routing. The constraint sets in equations (9.10), 

(9.11), and (9.12) are equivalent to those in equations (9.4), (9.5), and (9.6), except 

that they have been modified to correspond to node failure restoration. Equation

(9.10) ensures that the total restoration flow assigned to all eligible restoration routes 

between the appropriate custodial nodes is sufficient to fully restore all of the light

paths on working routes affected by the failure of node n. Working routes for demand 

relations that originate or terminate at node n are excluded (Or * n ± T r) from con

sideration since they are inherently unrestorable. And we note that because the 

summation is over Vpe P '%, which is equivalent to Vpe Pm\ne Np, then restoration 

flow will not use routes that cross the failed node. While there is nothing that explic

itly forces fn[£p =0 if ne Np, a value of fn[%p > 0 will not contribute to the restorability 

of the failed lightpaths but may require additional spare capacity, so as a conse

quence, we can disregard the fnr-PJ> decision variables altogether if ne Np. Equation

(9.11) places enough spare capacity on each surviving span j  to accommodate the 

total restoration flow assigned to all restoration routes crossing it for restoration of

lightpaths affected by failure of node n, with credit for f n j , the number of working 

channels released on span j  in the event of failure of node n. f n j is calculated by 

equation (9.12).

As mentioned above, there are no constraints that explicitly force no restoration flow 

over restoration routes that cross a failed node since this will naturally be the case by 

way of the interaction of the objective function and equations (9.10) and (9.11). How

ever, we can apply value-added constraints as in equation (9.13), below, to do just 

that.
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Vpe i

VneA/ Vre Dn 

Vq<=an\Or * n * T r (9.13) 

Vme N|m = /V',c'

We can also add another such constraint to force I ' * *  = 0 for all demand relations r 

where n = Or or n = Tr , or in other words, all working routes for demands that origi

nate or terminate at the failed node will have no restoration at all. The constraints in 

equation (9.14) will assert this.

As with the NISR-S model, the NISR-N formulation presented above is a JCA design 

model since the working routing and working capacity allocation is performed in co

ordination with the restoration routing and spare capacity allocation. If shortest path 

routing or some other method of routing working demands is done separately, prior 

to optimization of restoration routing and spare capacity, we can convert the JCA 

model into a corresponding SCA model by making the same changes as with the 

NISR-S model. The wt variables can be removed from the objective function, and

the constraints in equations (9.8) and (9.9) no longer apply. We still require gr,q val

ues since they are needed in equation (9.10), but it is now an input parameter rather 

than a decision variable. The calculation of f nj in equation (9.12) can be pre-

processed since gr-q is no longer a decision variable.

9.2 .3  C o m bined  S pan-F ailure  and  N o de-F a ilu r e  R estoration

It’s quite obvious that a network designed to be fully restorable to every single span 

failure will not necessarily be fully restorable to every single node failure since there 

may not be sufficient capacity available for the multiple span failures that would arise 

as a consequence. However, while it may at first seem counterintuitive, it is also 

possible that an NISR network is fully restorable to all single node failures but not so 

to every span failure. We illustrate this in Figure 9.7, below, where a single unit-
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capacity working lightpath shown in purple is routed on a network, and one unit of 

spare capacity is available only on the network spans indicated. When node B fails, 

the NISR mechanism restores the lightpath between custodial nodes A and D, and 

the portion of the lightpath between nodes A and D is replaced by a restoration route 

on the spans in blue, each of which has a single unit of spare capacity available. 

Likewise, if nodes C, D, or F fail, restoration routes crossing the orange, green, and 

red spans, respectively, will be constructed by the NISR mechanism. Failure of either 

node A or Node F (end-nodes of the lightpath itself) is inherently unrestorable and so 

is not considered, and failure of any of the other nodes will not affect the lightpath. It 

is therefore clear that the network shown is fully restorable so any single node fail

ure. However, if span X fails, it is impossible to construct a restoration route within 

the available spare capacity indicated in the figure, so the network is not fully restor

able to span failures.

We may then wish to design a network to be fully restorable to any single span fail

ure as well as to any single node failure. Such a model can be constructed by simply 

combining the NISR-S and NISR-N formulations. Adding the node restoration con

straints in equations (9.10), (9.11), and (9.12) from the NISR-N model to the NISR-S 

model will result in a combined model we can denote by NISR-NS.

St — 1

S; =
unit-capacity 

working lightpath S:= 1

s.= sj =

s, = 1
1S ,=  1

S,.=

S; — 1

Figure 9 .7 -With NISR, 100% node-failure restoration doesn’t necessarily imply 100% span- 
failure restoration.
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9.3 Experimental Study Method
To validate the NISR concept and to characterize the capacity requirements relative 

to the conventional span-restorable and path-restorable schemes, we conducted 

comparative capacity design trials using the test-case network topologies described 

in Section 6.1. As with the benchmark designs in CHAPTER 6 , the meta-mesh de

sign model was implemented in AMPL Mathematical Programming Language ver

sion 9.0 and solved with CPLEX 9.0 MIP Solver running on a 4-processor SUN Ul- 

traSparc III running at 900 MHz with 16 GB of RAM. Pre-processing for eligible work

ing and restoration routes, and other input parameters was done on a dual-processor 

AMD Opteron 242 PC with 1 GB of RAM, running Windows 2000. All working and 

spare capacity allocations were integer, corresponding to capacity design and resto

ration mechanisms at the wavelength level. Results are based on a full CPLEX ter

mination with a MIPGAP setting of 10"4  (i.e., solutions are guaranteed to be within 

0.01 % of optimal). All took less than several minutes to solve, and except for the 

most richly connected networks from the largest network families, they actually took 

no more than several seconds. However, because of the manner in which the ILP 

model was formulated within AMPL, actually generating the data files for use by 

CPLEX was very time-consuming for the larger networks. In fact, some of the 35- 

n70s1 test case networks required several days just for proper pre-processing to 

map working route and custodial nodes for all possible failure scenarios. As such, 

the 40n80s1 networks were not tested in this chapter, leaving 124 test case networks 

in five families.

For the JCA designs, pre-processing of the eligible working route sets enumerated 

the 5 shortest routes between each O-D node pair, and in the SCA designs, working 

routing was via shortest paths. For both the SCA and JCA designs, pre-processing of 

eligible restoration route sets enumerated the shortest routes between each custo

dial node pair so that there are at least 1 0  distinct eligible restoration routes between 

each custodial node pair for each failure scenario.
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9.4 Results and Discussion
Results of node-inclusive span restoration design experiments are presented and 

discussed in the coming sections. We first examine NISR network capacity require

ments in the same manner as the various benchmark survivability mechanisms were 

studied in Section 6.4, and then compare them to span-restorable designs since 

span restoration is the basic mechanism most similar to node-inclusive span restora

tion.

9.4.1 NISR-S Capacity Costs

Figure 9.8 through Figure 9.12 show normalized spare capacity costs of optimally 

designed (i.e., minimum cost) networks of the various families designed to be 1 0 0 % 

restorable using NISR-S restoration with SCA design, as well as the equivalent de

signs using the SCA models for span restoration, p-cycle restoration, SBPP, and 

path restoration. Each figure provides data for a single network family, and each data 

point represents the total wavelength-kilometres of spare capacity required to pro

vide full restoration in the optimal solution for the member of the family with the indi

cated average nodal degree ( d ) using the specified survivability mechanism when 

working capacity is determined via shortest path routing. In each figure, capacity 

costs have been normalized to the same lowest-cost design over all networks in the 

family and all survivability mechanisms as we used in Section 6.4. Within each fig

ure, data points have been organized into curves corresponding to the various sur

vivability mechanisms.

We can observe qualitatively from Figure 9.8 through Figure 9.12 that, like the meta

mesh network designs of CHAPTER 7, NISR-S network designs require more capac

ity than the path restoration and SBPP designs and less than the span restoration 

and p-cycle designs. Over all of the 124 test cases studied, NISR-S restoration re

quired an average of 19.7% less spare capacity than span restoration, 17.1% less 

than p-cycle restoration, 12.9% more than SBPP, and 20.5% more than path restora

tion. It is also quite apparent from the figures that NISR-S was particularly capacity- 

efficient relative to the other mechanisms in highly connected networks. In test case 

networks with d >3.0,  NISR-S required 28.0% less spare capacity than span resto-
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ration, and 24.9% less than p-cycle designs. In those same networks, NISR-S spare 

capacity costs were only 10.7% more than SBPP and 17.0% more than path restora

tion. The significant drop in spare capacity in all of the conventional benchmark sur

vivability mechanisms in the vicinity of d = 3.0 that we observed in Section 6.4 is 

evident in the NISR-S spare capacity cost curves here as well.

8.0

Span SCA p-Cycle SCA7.0 - -

SBPP SCA Rath SCA
6.0 -

«*SS=>NS.C!-SSCA

5.0 -

4.0 •

3.0 -

2.0 -

1.0
2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25

Average Nodal Degree

3.50 3.75 4.00

Figure 9.8 -  NISR-S SCA normalized spare capacity costs for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 9.9 -  NISR-S SCA normalized spare capacity costs for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 9.10 -  NISR-S SCA normalized spare capacity costs for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 9.11 -  NISR-S SCA normalized spare capacity costs for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 9.12 -  NISR-S SCA normalized spare capacity costs for the 35n70s1 network family.
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9.4.1.1 NISR-S G ap R atio  R e la tiv e  to  Span and P a th  R e s to ra tio n

It is also evident from Figure 9.8 through Figure 9.12 that the NISR-S spare capacity 

curves undertake what we could describe as a state change in the vicinity of 

d = 3.0. In networks with c/«: 3.0, the NISR-S curves are quite close to the span 

restoration and p-cycle curves, while in networks with d > 3.0, the NISR-S curves all 

tend to deviate significantly and approach the SBPP and path restoration curves. 

This seems to suggest that NISR behaves more like a span-restorable survivability 

mechanism in sparse networks, and more like end-to-end-restorability mechanisms 

in richly connected networks.

One possible explanation is that in more highly connected networks, many more 

working lightpaths are able to follow more-or-less direct routes of only a few hops 

across the network. The shorter the working route is, the closer NISR will be to true 

path restoration since a greater proportion of the lightpath’s working capacity will be 

stub-released and the distance between the custodial nodes will be a greater fraction 

of the total working route length. In fact, when NISR is used to restore a failed span 

on a working route that is only three hops in length, it will be identical to path restora

tion (if the failure is the middle span in the route) since the custodial nodes will actu

ally be the end-nodes of the working route itself. For working routes only slightly 

longer than three hops, the differences between NISR-S and path restoration will not 

be great. On the other hand, in networks with d 3.0, there will be a significant 

amount of working lightpaths routed over much more lengthy working routes, which 

may even include at least several segments over degree-2 chains. When NISR is 

used to restore these longer working routes, its behaviour will be closer to that of 

span restoration than path restoration since the proportional amount of working ca

pacity that is stub-released will be quite small relative to the total working capacity 

required by the route.

This behaviour is even more evident in Figure 9.13 through Figure 9.17, which plot 

the gap ratios of the NISR-S capacity costs between span restoration and path resto

ration capacity costs. More precisely, each data point in the figures is equivalent to 

the ratio of the difference between the NISR-S and path restoration capacity costs for 

a given test case network and the difference between the span restoration and path
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restoration capacity costs for that same network. In other words, the NISR-S capacity 

cost of each test case network has been normalized or scaled so that the span resto

ration capacity cost and path restoration capacity of that network are equivalent to 

1.0 and 0.0, respectively. The gap ratios of the 15n30s1 and 20n40s1 network fami

lies appear somewhat linear, and the linear regression trend lines (not shown) for 

those families have R2  = 0.9361 and R2  = 0.8231, respectively, as well as correla

tion coefficients of = 0.968 and = 0.907, respectively, suggesting very

strongly linear relationships. However, the gap ratios of the 25n50s1 and 35n70s1 

network families (and to a lesser extent, the 30n60s1 family) actually appear to be 

bimodal with a flat section of high gap ratio (i.e., closer to span restoration) in net

works with d « :3 .0 , a flat section of low gap ratio (i.e., closer to path restoration) in 

networks with d »  3.0, and a small middle section where the gap ratio drops rapidly 

with increasing average nodal degree. Interestingly, the location (with respect to d ) 

of this rapid drop in gap ratio corresponds very closely with the location of the drop 

and levelling observed in spare capacity cost curves for all of the other survivability 

mechanisms in Section 6.4. The simple interpretation then, is that the combination of

factors that cause the acceleration in spare capacity decreases with increasing d at 

d = 3 in Section 6.4 are even more dominant in NISR-S than for the benchmark sur

vivability mechanisms. This is perhaps due to the increased association that the ca

pacity requirements of NISR-S have (relative to the other survivability mechanisms) 

with working route lengths or, more precisely, with routes of three hops or shorter. 

For the moment, we will take a closer look at the nature of the relationship between 

the gap ratio and d , and will then revisit possible reasons later towards the end of 

this section of the thesis.
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Figure 9.13 -  Gap ratio of NISR-S SCA capacity costs between span restoration SCA and 
path restoration SCA capacity costs for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 9.14 -  Gap ratio of NISR-S SCA capacity costs between span restoration SCA and 
path restoration SCA capacity costs for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 9.15 -  Gap ratio of NISR-S SCA capacity costs between span restoration SCA and 
path restoration SCA capacity costs for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 9.16 -  Gap ratio of NISR-S SCA capacity costs between span restoration SCA and 
path restoration SCA capacity costs for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 9.17 -  Gap ratio of NISR-S SCA capacity costs between span restoration SCA and 
path restoration SCA capacity costs for the 35n70s1 network family.

In Figure 9.18, all of the data points in Figure 9.13 through Figure 9.17 are placed in 

a single scatter plot in an effort to more definitively identify an overall trend in NISR-S 

gap ratios. The straight linear regression trend line shown in blue appears to be a 

reasonably good fit, with R2  =0.7594. However, a curvilinear or polynomial regres

sion curve [64] shown by the green curve appears to be an even better fit, with an 

R2  = 0.8301. In this case, the data has been fit to a polynomial curve of the form in 

equation (9.15).

y  = 0o+ & - x + / 3 2 -)?+/33 -x3 + f3A-)(* (9.15)

The P0, yS,, #>, y33, and &  coefficients in the polynomial are estimated by the least 

squares method to minimize the sum of the squares of the vertical error between the 

actual data points and the points on the curve [64]. More precisely, the coefficients 

are determined such that the function in equation (9.16) is minimized, which is ac

complished by differentiating with respect to each of the coefficients, equating those 

partial derivatives with zero, and solving the set of equations that result. More infor

mation on the method can be found in [64] and [85].
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Figure 9.18 -  Scatter plot of the gap ratios of NISR-S SCA capacity costs between span res
toration SCA and path restoration SCA capacity costs for all 124 test case networks.

We note that the polynomial regression curve of Figure 9.18 appears to fit the gen

eral bimodal pattern of a relatively flat section with high gap ratio at low d , a flat sec

tion of low gap ratio at high d , and a middle section with a relatively rapid decrease 

as d increases. Two other curves not shown were fit to the data as well (one was of 

the form y = j3a + j3 ,-x+ j32-)?  and the other fit y = 0O + #  • x + fi2 • x2  + • x3 ). Al

though they both had ft2  > 0.7594 (better than a linear regression line), neither was 

as good a fit as the curve in Figure 9.18, nor did they match as closely to the bimodal 

relationship observed in the gap ratios of the 25n50s1 and 35n70s1 network families. 

While we cannot suggest that the precise curve that most closely matches the rela

tionship between the NISR-S gap ratio and d is the one in Figure 9.18 with the exact 

equation y  = -13.702 + 21.195 x-11.016 x2  +2.2143-X3 + -0 .1 9 1 9 *4 (or even

that it is of the form y  = 0O + f t  ■ x + p2 • x2  + P2 ■ x3  + • x4 ), the basic idea is that

the data appears to more closely match a bimodal curve segment than a linear one.
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We now return to the earlier discussion regarding the possible dependence of the 

NISR-S gap ratio to the length of working routes used, or to the number of working 

routes with a length of three hops or less. It is obvious that when working routing is 

via shortest paths, the average length of those working routes will necessarily in

crease as the average nodal degree of the network decreases. At the same time, the 

more sparsely connected the network is, the greater the proportion of all working 

routes that will be below a given length or number of hops18. So we would expect 

that a scatter plot of average nodal degree versus the average working route length 

would show some sort of relationship, and indeed it does. In Figure 9.19, each data 

point represents the average working route length (in hops) of a test case network at 

the average nodal degree indicated, when working routing is via shortest paths (by 

span length). Data points for all 124 test case networks are shown in the same plot, 

but polynomial regression curves (quadratics in this case) are estimated for each 

network family individually. The lowest curve corresponds to the 15-node family, the 

next curve corresponds to the 20-node family, and so on. It is apparent from the plot 

that as expected, there is a very clear relationship between average shortest path

working route length and d , as all five curves have R2 > 0.9633. In general, we can 

observe a trend that as d decreases, the increase in average working route lengths 

accelerates, particularly in larger networks (i.e., those with more nodes). A similar 

analysis of the percentage of working routes (from shortest path routing) that are 

three hops or shorter shows that it too is strongly related to d, as shown in Figure 

9.20. Like in Figure 9.19, data for all 124 test case networks are included in the same 

plot, with regression curves (in this case purely linear) calculated for each network 

family individually. The top curve corresponds to the smallest (15-node) network, the 

next curve corresponds to the 20-node network, and so on. The regression lines all 

have Ft2 > 0.9093. As expected, the trend is that as d increases, so too does the 

percentage of working routes with three hops or fewer.

1 8  The working routing used herein is based on actual span lengths (say in terms of kilome
tres) or by extension, the relative cost of each unit of capacity needed on each span. How
ever, as long as span lengths don’t vary too widely, working routing via shortest paths in hops 
will approximate working routing via shortest path lengths.
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Figure 9.19 -  Scatter plot of the average working route length (in hops) of shortest path 
working routing versus average nodal degree for all 124 test case networks.
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Figure 9.20 -  Scatter plot of the percentage of working routes of three hops or less in short
est path working routing versus average nodal degree for all 124 test case networks.
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While the above evidence alone doesn’t confirm our hypothesis that the NISR-S gap 

ratio decreases with increases in d because of its dependence on average working 

route length and the number of working routes of three hops or shorter, seeing such 

strong relationships between those factors and d does add credibility to it. As an 

interesting aside, a scatter plot of the percentage of working routes that are three 

hops or shorter versus the average working route length in Figure 9.21 also shows a 

surprisingly compelling relationship between the two. The quadratic polynomial re

gression curve shown has R2 = 0.9906, and it is quite apparent from the closely 

clustered data points that as the average working route length decreases, the per

centage of working routes of three hops or less increases, and furthermore, that this 

increase accelerates (almost exponentially) with further decreases in average work

ing route length.
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Figure 9.21 -  Scatter plot of the percentage of working routes of three hops or less in short
est path working routing versus their average length (in hops) for all 124 test case networks.

The next logical course is now to investigate the direct relationship between the

NISR-S gap ratio and the average working route length as well as the percentage of

working routes that are three hops or shorter. Scatter plots of that data are shown in
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Figure 9.22 and Figure 9.23, respectively, and estimated regression lines are drawn 

for each network family individually. In Figure 9.22, which plots the gap ratio against 

the average working route length, the regression line to the far left corresponds to 

the 15-node network family, the next line moving to the right corresponds to the 2 0 - 

node family, and so on. While the 35n70s1 trend line has numerous outliers leading 

to a coefficient of determination of R2  = 0.7248, all of the others compare to the ac

tual data points quite strongly, with 0.8382 < R2  < 0.9198, and an average R2  value 

of R2  = 0.8570. They also had an average correlation coefficient of 7^ = 0.9249. By

comparison, the gap ratio and d seemed to correlate a little less strongly, with 

R2  = 0.8289 and 7^ = 0.9098 on average, suggesting that the average working

route length seems to be a slightly more important factor in predicting the NISR-S 

gap ratio than average nodal degree itself. In Figure 9.23, which plots the NISR-S 

gap ratio against the percentage of working routes that are three hops or shorter, the 

rightmost regression line corresponds to the 15-node network family, and moving to 

the left, the network sizes (in nodes) become larger. The regression trend lines have 

R2  = 0.8569 and 7  ̂= 0.9253, on average, further suggesting that the NISR-S gap 

ratio is also correlated to the percentage of working routes that are three hops or 

shorter slightly more so than it is to d . And as we would expect from the observa

tions of Figure 9.21, the gap ratio appears to be no more or less correlated to the 

average working route length as to the percentage of three-hop working routes since 

those two factors are themselves so closely associated. These analyses also provide 

additional evidence to suggest that our hypothesis that the length of the working 

routes is primarily responsible for NISR-S spare capacity requirements approaching

path restoration in networks with high d .
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Figure 9.22 -  Scatter plot of the gap ratios of NISR-S SCA capacity costs versus average 
working route lengths (in hops) for all 124 test case networks.
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Figure 9.23 -  Scatter plot of the gap ratios of NISR-S SCA capacity costs versus the per
centage of working routes of three hops or shorter for all 124 test case networks.
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9.4.1.2 NISR-S Spare Capacity C ost Trend Line Analysis

One final analysis we make regarding NISR-S spare capacity costs is an investiga

tion of spare capacity cost trends. In Figure 9.8 through Figure 9.12, we plotted nor

malized spare capacity costs of NISR-S and the conventional benchmark survivabil

ity mechanisms versus average nodal degree, d , for the five test case network fami

lies studied. It was quite clear that for all survivability mechanisms, spare capacity 

requirements decrease in a somewhat linear fashion with increases in d , but no 

formal regression analysis was conducted. The five lines shown in Figure 9.24 are 

the estimated regression lines of the normalized spare capacity cost versus average 

nodal degree for the 25n50s1 family of test case networks. In other words, Figure 

9.24 was generated by adding regression trend lines to Figure 9.10 and then remov

ing the original data so that the trend lines stand out better. The top two trend lines 

correspond to the span-restorable and />cycle network designs, respectively, while 

the bottom two represent SBPP and path-restorable designs, and the middle line cor

responds to NISR-S designs. For all survivability mechanism, including NISR-S, the 

trend lines have very high coefficients of determination ( R2  > 0.9093 and 

R2  = 0.9221), suggesting very strongly linear relationships.

The most striking observation we make is that the trend lines for the four conven

tional benchmark survivability schemes (span restoration, p-cycles, SBPP, and path 

restoration) appear to have almost identical slopes, while the NISR-S trend line devi

ates significantly. We present only data for the 25n50s1 network family because that 

observation stands out most clearly for that family, but all network families show simi

lar behaviour with the four benchmark survivability mechanisms exhibiting almost 

parallel trend lines and a NISR-S trend line that is substantially steeper in slope.

The interpretation is that there is something fundamentally unique about node- 

inclusive span restoration compared to the benchmark mechanisms, and that it pro

duces a very different relationship between spare capacity requirements and d . It is 

also interesting to note that the NISR-S spare capacity costs appear to shift from be

ing very like those of span restoration to being very much like those of path restora

tion. This is all consistent with our other observations and discussion that in networks 

with high average nodal degree, and therefore relatively short working routes (with
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many at three hops or less), restoration routes in NISR-S will be very similar to those 

of path restoration. In fact the NISR-S trend line even crosses the path restoration 

trend line at high d . Conversely, in networks with low d , there will be a relatively 

smaller difference between restoration routes used by NISR-S and those used by 

span restoration.

Figure 9.25 and Figure 9.26 present the equivalent trend lines for spare capacity 

versus average working route length and the percentage of three-hop working 

routes, respectively, in the 25-node network family. Once again, the trend lines of the 

four conventional benchmark mechanisms all have nearly parallel slopes, while the 

NISR-S trend line differs considerably, which further supports the above conclusions.

16.0
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-  —-  Linear (p-Cycle SCA) 
——  Unear (NISR-S SCA)
 Unear (SBPP SCA)
—— Linear (Path SCA)
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Figure 9.24 -  Normalized SCA spare capacity cost linear regression trend lines plotted 
against average nodal degree for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 9.25 -  Normalized SCA spare capacity cost linear regression trend lines plotted 
against average working route length for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 9.26 -  Normalized SCA spare capacity cost linear regression trend lines plotted 
against the percentage of three-hop working routes for the 25n50s1 network family.
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9.4.2 NISR-S R ed u n d an cy

Figure 9.27 through Figure 9.31 show capacity cost redundancies of optimally de

signed networks of the various families designed to be 100% restorable using NISR- 

S, as well as the equivalent designs using the SCA models for span restoration, p- 

cycle restoration, SBPP, and path restoration. Like the capacity cost figures already 

seen, each figure provides data for a single network family, and each data point 

represents the R ^  of the optimal solution for the member of the family with the in

dicated average nodal degree (d ) using the specified survivability mechanism. The 

l / ( d - l )  lower bound on capacity redundancy in a span-restorable network has 

been added to each figure for reference and comparison purposes.

Capacity cost redundancy curves of the NISR-S SCA designs mirrored those for 

spare capacity, with NISR-S requiring an average of 19.7% less spare capacity than 

span restoration, 17.1% less than p-cycle restoration, 13.8% more than SBPP, and 

20.5% more than path restoration. The most noteworthy aspect of these curves is

how closely they approach the y (a f - l )  lower bound on capacity redundancy in a

span-restorable network. It doesn’t quite reach it, but the bound will not necessarily 

hold for NISR-S networks anyway since it was developed for a span-restorable net

work. The NISR-S redundancy curves could therefore break below it, and in prelimi

nary studies of the JCA variant of NISR, they actually do for approximately half of our

test case networks. Recall in the derivation of the l / (c f - l )  lower bound in Section

4.7 that the basis for the bound is that there must be sufficient spare capacity on the 

spans adjacent to the failed span because restoration routing must be performed be

tween the end-nodes of the failed span itself. However, in NISR-S, restoration routes 

are formed between custodial nodes one hop removed from the failed span, effec

tively spreading the spare capacity requirement out to a greater number of surround

ing spans, and even allowing the use of stub-released capacity as well. Moreover, 

from the point of view of failures on short working routes, NISR-S closely approxi

mates path restoration, and in the case of 3-hop working routes, NISR-S will actually 

be identical to path restoration for a failure of the middle span.
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Figure 9.27 -  NISR-S SCA capacity cost redundancy for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 9.28 -  NISR-S SCA capacity cost redundancy for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 9.29 -  NISR-S SCA capacity cost redundancy for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 9.30 -  NISR-S SCA capacity cost redundancy for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 9.31 -  NISR-S SCA capacity cost redundancy for the 35n70s1 network family.

9 .4 .3  Using NISR f o r  N o d e-F a ilu re  R e s to ra tio n
As we discussed earlier in Section 9.1, node-inclusive span restoration can be used 

to restore node failures in addition to span failures. In Sections 9.2.2 and 9.2.3 we 

developed specific ILP models for optimally designing networks to do just that, and 

now compare the costs of providing node-failure restoration to the cost of providing 

only span-failure restoration. In Figure 9.32 through Figure 9.36, we plot the normal

ized spare capacity costs of networks designed to be 100% restorable with the SCA 

ILP optimization models for NISR-S, NISR-N, and NISR-NS. Each figure provides 

data for a single network family, and each data point represents the total wavelength- 

kilometres of spare capacity required to provide for full restoration in the optimally- 

designed solution for the member of the family with the indicated average nodal de

gree ( d ) using the specified design model. Since all models are SCA models, work

ing capacity is determined via shortest path routing. In each figure, capacity costs 

have been normalized to the same lowest-cost design over all networks in the family 

and all survivability mechanisms as we used in Section 6.4. Within each figure, data 

points have been organized into three curves, one for each design model.
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Figure 9.32 -  NISR-S SCA, NISR-N SCA, and NISR-NS SCA normalized spare capacity 
costs for the 15n30s1 network family.
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Figure 9.33 -  NISR-S SCA, NISR-N SCA, and NISR-NS SCA normalized spare capacity 
costs for the 20n40s1 network family.
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Figure 9.34 -  NISR-S SCA, NISR-N SCA, and NISR-NS SCA normalized spare capacity 
costs for the 25n50s1 network family.
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Figure 9.35 -  NISR-S SCA, NISR-N SCA, and NISR-NS SCA normalized spare capacity 
costs for the 30n60s1 network family.
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Figure 9.36 -  NISR-S SCA, NISR-N SCA, and NISR-NS SCA normalized spare capacity 
costs for the 35n70s1 network family.

Comparisons of the three variants of NISR show that for most test case networks, it 

costs very little additional spare capacity to provide both span-failure and node- 

failure restoration (NISR-NS -  the red curve) than it does to provide only span-failure 

restoration (NISR-S -  the green curve). On average, NISR-NS needed 6.7% more 

spare capacity than NISR-S, but in networks with d <3.0,  the difference was 2.0%, 

and in networks with d < 2.8, it was only 0.9%. In other words, it costs more spare 

capacity to provide both span-failure and node-failure restoration (relative to the 

span-failure only design) in highly connected networks than it does in sparse net

works. One possible reason is that in sparse networks, there is a greater number of 

lengthy chains (see CHAPTER 7). Even with NISR, there are some loop-back spare 

capacity requirements within a chain, and whether it is a node or a span that fails 

within the chain, any working flow through it will still need to be looped back to the 

anchor nodes. Conversely, in richly connected networks, working routes are rela

tively short and cross very few (and very short) chains, so the above loop-back effect 

is not nearly as dominant. Additionally, in such networks, a node failure truly mani-
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tests itself as multiple span failures since each node on average will be connected to 

a greater number of spans.

We also notice that the additional costs for providing node-failure restoration (i.e., the 

differences between NISR-NS and NISR-S) are greater in larger networks (i.e., those 

with more nodes). For instance, in the 15-node network family, the average differ

ence between NISR-NS and NISR-S spare capacity costs is only 2.5%, in 20n40s1 it 

is 3.7%, for 25n50s1 it is 4.5%, in 30n60s1 it is 7.8%, and in the 35-node family, the 

difference is 10.9%. This is due mainly to combined effects of two factors. The first is 

that since every node pair exchanges demands, the number of demands in our de

mand models is 0(A/2). The second issue is that with failure of a node, lightpaths 

originating or terminating at that node are inherently unrestorable and so the design 

model simply performs stub-release of their working capacity along their entire work

ing routes. So even though failure of a node in any network will result in A/ — 1 sets of 

lightpaths disappearing from the restoration problem (each node has that many de

mands terminating or originating at it), the total number of demands will be 

N - ( N - 1)/2, meaning on a proportional basis, a 2/ N fraction of the demands in a

network will be dropped entirely from the network. In a 15-node network then, 

2/15 = 13.3% of all demands will be dropped in the event of a node failure, and so

on average, 13.3% of the working capacity in the network will be stub released and 

could be used as spare capacity to restore any other lightpaths affected by the node 

failure. On the other hand, in a 20-node network, only 10% of the working capacity 

will be stub released in that fashion. In a 25-node node network, the percentage 

drops to 8 %, in a 30-node network it is 6.7%, and in a 35-node network it is 5.7%.

Another interesting finding is that if we provide only node-failure restoration with the 

NISR-N design model (no span-failure restoration is explicitly required), then over all 

124 test case networks, it costs an average of 5.2% less spare capacity than span- 

failure restoration only (NISR-S). However, this too is greatly dependent on the con

nectivity and number of nodes in a network. In networks with d < 3 . 0 , the difference 

was 10.9% and in networks with d <  2.8, it was 12.1%. In 15-node networks, the 

difference was 22.5%, in 20-node networks it was 9.7%, in the 25n50s1 family it was 

6.5%, in the 30n60s1 family the difference was only 2.0%, and in the 35-node net-
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works it was actually 3.3% more costly (in terms of spare capacity) for NISR-N that it 

was for NISR-S. The reasons are the same as those discussed above in the com

parison between NISR-S and NISR-NS. In small networks, a higher proportion of 

working lightpaths are released in the event of a node failure, and so a greater 

amount of working capacity is available for reuse as spare capacity. As a conse

quence, the cost of providing only node-failure restoration is significantly less than 

the cost of providing span-failure restoration. In larger networks, only a very small 

proportion of the total working capacity is affected by stub-release, and so a greater 

amount of additional spare capacity is required relative to NISR-S. This effect is so 

dominant that in the largest network family, it costs more on average to provide 

node-failure restoration than it did for span-failure restoration. This is completely con

trary to what we observed in all of the smaller network families.

The significance of these findings is that they suggest that a network planner might 

choose not to provide node-failure restoration in particularly richly connected or large 

networks. However, in a North American network that might typically have d < 2.8, 

or in a metropolitan network, with not many nodes, it is relatively inexpensive to pro

vide node-failure restoration in addition to span-failure restoration.

Alternatively, a planner could design a network to be fully span-failure restorable us

ing NISR-S, but allow best-efforts node-failure restoration that will be inherent in the 

NISR mechanism. Even though spare capacity is optimized and installed for span- 

failure restoration only, at least partial node-failure restoration will still be possible for 

any given node failure scenario. A simple modification of the NISR-N ILP model in 

Section 9.2.2 can be used to test the node-failure restorability levels. First, we need 

to introduce more new notation as follows:

New Decision Variables:

•  urn> 0  is the amount of working flow for demand relation rthat is not restor

able when node n fails.

The first change we make to the NISR-N model is that the spare capacity variables 

(sy) become input parameters whose values are taken from the solution to the NISR-

S design model. These sy values represent the optimal spare capacity installed to 
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make the network fully span-failure restorable using the NISR survivability mecha

nism. The constraint set in equation (9.10), which ensures that there is sufficient res

toration flow to fully restore all of the lightpaths affected by the failure of node n, is 

converted to equation (9.17). The addition of the un-restorability variable, urn, allows 

some of the working flow in gr q to not be restored if there isn’t sufficient spare ca

pacity to do so. The objective function is then modified to equation (9.18), which 

minimizes the average percentage of lightpaths that cannot be restored in the event 

of a node failure.

Solutions of this ILP model show that in all test case networks, only a very small pro

portion of working lightpaths will not be restorable in the event of any node failure. 

Figure 9.37 is a scatter plot of node-failure un-restorability levels in networks 

designed to be fully span-failure restorable using NISR-S. Each data point 

corresponds to one of the test case networks with the indicated average nodal 

degree. Linear regression trend lines are drawn individually for each test case 

network family as well as the full suite of 124 test case networks as a whole. The 

bottom black trend line corresponds to the 15n30s1 network family, the next 

corresponds to the 20n40s1 network family, and so on, and the blue trend line (third 

from the top) corresponds to the entire set of 124 test case networks. The general 

overall trend that emerges from the data is that a greater proportion of potentially 

survivable working lightpaths will not be restorable in larger networks (in terms of the 

number of nodes) and richly connected networks than in smaller sparse networks. By 

“potentially survivable”, we mean to say that we do not consider lightpaths that 

originate or terminate at the failed node since those lightpaths are strictly failed and 

unresrtorable in any case, no matter the restorability mechanism or amount of spare 

capacity. On average over all 124 test cases, only 1.51% of all potentially survivable
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working lightpaths are not restorable. In the 15n30s1 network family, the average un- 

restorability is 0.64%, in the 20-node networks it is 1.01%, in the 25n50s1 networks it 

is 1.34%, in 30n60s1 the average un-restorability is 1.84%, and in the 35-node family 

it is 2.04%. And even in the largest network families, sparse networks are fully or 

nearly fully node-failure restorable. In fact, 20 of the 124 test case networks had 

stricly no node-failure un-restorability whatsoever, 35 had less than 0.5% un- 

restorability, and 53 of them had less than 1 % un-restorability. In other words, in 

53/124 = 42.7% of the test case networks designed with NISR-S, 99% or more of 

the potentially survivable working lightpaths can be expected to be restorable to 

some random node failure.

5.0%

4.5% -

4.0% -

A 3 .0% -

2.0%  -

Z  1.5% -

0.5% -

0.0%
2.0 2.2 2.8 3.0

Average Nodal Degree

3.6 3.8 4.02.4 2.6 3 2 3.4

Figure 9.37 -  Node-failure un-restorability levels (excluding terminating lightpaths) of all 124 
test case networks as designed with the NISR-S optimization model.

9.5 C lo sing  R em arks
Span restoration is a highly localized and easily implemented network survivability 

mechanism, but by its very nature, it cannot be used to restore node failures. Path 

restoration, on the other hand, is significantly more capacity efficient and can be 

used to restore node failures. However, potentially very many node pairs may be in-
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volved simultaneously and the real time signalling loads and capacity contention im

posed on the network’s nodes lead to much greater average delay and longer aver

age restoration route lengths than in span restoration. Node-inclusive span restora

tion is a new survivability mechanism based on conventional span restoration, and 

combines positive aspects of both span restoration and path restoration.

NISR provides both span-failure and node-failure restoration, while also achieving 

capacity efficiencies approaching those of path restoration. On average, NISR net

works need 19.7% less spare capacity than span-restorable networks, and in net

works with high d , NISR spare capacity requirements are significantly closer to 

those of path restoration than they are to those of span restoration. We showed that 

in sparse networks, spare capacity requirements in NISR networks were similar to 

(but slightly smaller than) those of span-restorable networks, and that as the average 

nodal degree of a network increases, NISR spare capacity requirements become 

more and more like those of path restoration. Analyses show that in richly connected 

networks, shortest path working routing results in quite short working lightpaths, and 

for those lightpaths that are three-hops or shorter, NISR is actually indistinguishable 

from path restoration. In contrast, working routes are much longer in sparse net

works, and so NISR acts more like span restoration than it does like path restoration. 

Regression analysis also showed that the benchmark survivability mechanisms all 

tend to behave similarly to one another with respect to changes in spare capacity 

requirements as d increases, but NISR does not. Again, the reason appears to be 

that NISR efficiency is affected by working route lengths, while the other mecha

nisms are not (at least not to the same degree).

When networks are explicitly designed to be fully NISR restorable to node failures in 

addition to span failures, spare capacity costs are still approximately 15% below 

span-restorable network designs, and are only 6.7% above the NISR-S designs 

(where only span-failure restoration is assured). And because of an interesting inter

action of factors, large and/or dense networks require significantly more additional 

spare capacity to assure full node-failure restoration than small and/or sparse net

works. Since failure of a node means any working lightpaths originating or terminat

ing at the node are strictly not restorable, working capacity used by such lightpaths is
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released and made available for spare capacity. In sparse networks, those lightpaths 

tend to be longer than in dense networks, and in small networks, they tend to make 

up a greater proportion of all lightpaths than in large networks. So in networks with 

fewer nodes or a smaller average nodal degree, a relatively substantial amount of its 

working capacity is useable as spare capacity when a node fails. Consequently, less 

additional spare capacity needs to be added to those networks to deal with node fail

ures. In cases when a network operator may not wish to (or is unable to) add spare 

capacity to guarantee full node-failure restoration, NISR will still be able to provide 

node-failure restorability for most working lightpaths anyway. In fact, nearly half of all 

test case networks we studied had better than 99% average node-failure restorability 

over all working lightpaths.

9.5.1 C o n s id e ra tio n s  f o r  D ynam ic S e rv ic e  P ro v is io n in g

Although span restoration may be simpler to implement, its capacity requirements 

are greater than those of NISR, and it is unable to provide node-failure recovery. So 

NISR shows clear advantages over span restoration. Path restoration and SBPP, on 

the other hand, are both able to provide node-failure recovery, and their capacity ef

ficiencies are actually better than NISR. However, they also possess disadvantages 

that NISR does not. The main advantage over path restoration is that, although NISR 

requires solution of a MCMF-type restoration process like path restoration, it does so 

with a much smaller number of node pairs, and is highly localized by comparison. 

But what does NISR provide to a network operator that SBPP does not?

First, based on observations from [16] and [23], it is almost certain that NISR dual

failure availability will be higher than SBPP, especially for premium services. We say 

this because the NISR mechanism is more localized and because protection of a 

working path in NISR is inherently segmented and failure-specific (the lengthy end- 

to-end backup paths used by SBPP will, by comparison, result in a greater number of 

outage-causing dual failure combinations). Segmentation is a strong principle in en

hancing availability as shown by work in [101]. But the main advantage is seen if we 

consider the implications of highly dynamic demand provisioning. The path provision

ing process under SBPP must explicitly arrange the shared backup path at the time 

of each service set-up, which requires a global OSPF-TE type of topology and re-
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source database, including all backup route and capacity-sharing data. However, 

under the PWCE provisioning paradigm used by span restoration and its derivatives 

(see Section 4.5), protection is inherent so long as the capacity is present to route 

the new path. We are not required to arrange a backup path for every individual 

lightpath provisioning operation or even to update a network-wide state for each new 

protection path set-up or takedown. Any capacity used for provisioning is itself pro

tected so any service provisioned over available working capacity is also protected 

with no further action. Since it is individual spans that are protected, we require only 

that each span crossed by a newly provisioned lightpath possesses at least one re

maining protected channel. Provisioning a new path is solely a matter of routing the 

working path and designating its protection status, with no concern for protection ar

rangements because the envelope of working capacity on each span is itself pro

tected as an automatic function of the embedded restoration mechanism.

9.5.2  F u tu re  D ire c tio n s

At present we limit ourselves to considering the fundamental capacity design charac

teristics of a network using the NISR concept. An interesting area for further work is 

the development and testing of a specialized version of a self-organizing distributed 

restoration protocol of the type in [47] or [62] intended for NISR use. A dynamic pro

visioning protocol could also be developed in tandem, and would ideally allow more 

efficient use of installed spare capacity and possibly even maximize node-failure re

storability. Implementation of the protocols within OPNET Modeler [90] or within the 

TRnet [112] experimental test-bed network would allow their characterization and 

provide valuable insights into their operation.

Preliminary testing of a JCA variant of the NISR network design models has indi

cated that NISR capacity redundancies can easily reach below the 1 /(5 -1 ) lower

bound on capacity redundancy in a span-restorable network, behaviour that was sus

pected but not observed in NISR SCA designs. A complete analysis of the effects of 

jointly optimizing working routing in an NISR network may also expose additional 

insights and/or possibly provide further supporting evidence for concepts or behav

iour we’ve already discussed. For instance, if we found that working routes were sig-
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nificantly shorter in NISR JCA designs than they are in equivalent span-restorable 

JCA designs, it would support our theory that working route lengths are a key factor 

in determining how much more efficient NISR is than span restoration.

One final area we can investigate is NISR dual-failure restorability. In the previous 

sub-section, we discussed the likelihood that NISR dual-failure restorability levels are 

better than SBPP. While the findings of the referenced works strongly suggests that 

this is so, a thorough analysis could easily provide confirmation.
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C lo sin g  D is c u s s io n

10.1 S u m m ar y  of T hesis
The main intent of this thesis is to provide network planners with a better understand

ing of the fundamentals of mesh-network survivability, and to document several new 

methods for protecting and/or designing transport networks.

We opened the thesis with a review of relevant set theory, graph theory, and opera

tions research in CHAPTER 2 and a review of transport networks and key enabling 

technologies in CHAPTER 3. We provided an explanation of network survivability 

methods in CHAPTER 4, and developed the mathematical formulations for the cor

responding network design models in CHAPTER 5.

In CHAPTER 6 , we provided thorough analyses and comparisons of various bench

mark restoration and protection mechanisms in terms of overall capacity require

ments and restoration capacity efficiency. The schemes we studied were 1+1 auto

matic protection switching, span restoration, p-cycle restoration, shared backup path 

protection, and path restoration, including SCA and JCA design variants. Useful in

sights and understanding were gained in how the various mesh schemes behave 

over varying network connectivity. Two key findings of note were (1) there is an iden

tifiable and significant drop in capacity requirements in networks in the vicinity of

of=3.0, and (2) due to the effects of stub-release, path-restorable JCA designs have 

capacity redundancies that can approach 0 %.

In CHAPTER 7, we developed the meta-mesh concept for span-restoration in sparse 

mesh networks. We showed that increases in capacity efficiency could be gained by 

targeting chains of degree- 2  nodes, and allowing the restoration mechanism to fail 

express traffic to the end-nodes of the chain, reducing the loop-back capacity re

quirements. By treating express wavelengths entirely with mesh-based restoration 

principles in the network outside the chain, their working capacities never enter into 

the spare capacity sizing of the chain, thereby reducing overall spare capacity 

requirements and increasing capacity efficiency. Meta-mesh capacity efficiency in 
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quirements and increasing capacity efficiency. Meta-mesh capacity efficiency in 

sparse networks approaches that of path restoration, but survivability is via a much 

simpler version of span restoration. Interestingly, in spite of the fact that meta-mesh 

is a form of span restoration, redundancies of meta-mesh networks are able to drop

below the lower bound on redundancy in a span-restorable network.

In CHAPTER 8 , we developed ILP models for the complete “green-fields” topological 

network design problem. A fast 3-step heuristic approach is shown to produce near- 

optimal designs much more quickly than the full problem, and for large test case 

networks, yields good designs where the full problem is unable to even provide a 

feasible solution in a reasonable time. In many test cases, the heuristic was able to 

significantly outperform the full problem in terms of both runtime and solution quality.

CHAPTER 9 introduced node-inclusive span restoration, which is a modification of 

span restoration that is able to provide full node-failure restoration while simultane

ously reducing spare capacity requirements. The key idea is that we perform restora

tion between custodial nodes that are one hop removed from the end-nodes of a 

failed span along the path of the original working route of the affected demand. Es

sentially, this is equivalent to a compromise between span restoration and path res

toration in the sense that in NISR, the custodial nodes are further out than they 

would be in span restoration but not so far out that they reach the end-nodes of the 

demand like they would in path restoration.

1 0 .1 .1  M a in  C o n t r ib u t io n s

There are four main contributions of this thesis:

1. Comparison of five common mesh survivability schemes

• Performed analyses under varying graph connectivities

•  Compared capacity requirements and redundancy

•  Compared SCA versus JCA designs

• Identified a significant drop in capacity costs at d = 3.0

•  Path-restorable JCA designs can approach 0% capacity redundancy
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2. Meta-mesh network design

• Targeted degree-2 chains and eliminated loop-back spare capacity required 

for express traffic

•  Reductions in capacity requirements peaked in networks with d = 2.5

• Identified additional savings from reductions in spare wavelength channel

counts (average of 19%) and working channel counts (28%)

3. Topological transport network design

• Developed a green-fields network design model (MTRS)

•  Developed a heuristic approach to the MTRS problem

• Reduced MTRS runtimes of many hours or even days to heuristic runtimes of 

minutes or hours

4. Node-inclusive span restoration

• Developed three variants (span-failure restoration, node-failure restoration, 

and both span-failure and node-failure restoration)

•  Spare capacity requirements closely approached those of path restoration, 

especially for networks with high d

•  Identified working route lengths as a key factor in NISR effectiveness

• Showed that node-failure restoration is free for most demands

10.2 Other Contributions of Ph .D. W ork
Besides the contributions presented and discussed herein, the overall Ph.D. work 

associated with this thesis made several other notable contributions. A total of 16 

peer-reviewed publications, one book chapter, and four patent applications were 

produced, as well as numerous technical reports and presentations, as follows.
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APPENDIX A
N e t w o r k  T o p o l o g y  F iles

A.1 15n30s1 Master Network
NAME: 1 5 n 3 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D :  W ed n esd ay , J u l y  2 5 ,  2 0 0 1  2 : 5 1 : 3 0  PM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i l d e r ( c )

NODE X Y S IZ E
N01 1 2 5 140 3
N02 2 6 8 55 4
N03 413 162 4
NO 4 525 97 3
NO 5 29 0 233 6
NO 6 612 2 1 8 5
NO 7 5 0 8 3 4 9 4
NO 8 572 4 8 5 4
NO 9 4 0 2 4 5 6 4
N10 25 9 325 6
N i l 2 9 1 598 3
N12 2 9 2 483 4
N13 186 4 5 8 3
N14 49 42 1 4
N15 75 2 7 4 3

SPAN 0 D LENGTH
SOI N 01 N02 1 6 6 . 3 5 5
S02 N01 NO 5 1 8 9 . 4 0 4
S03 N01 N15 1 4 3 . 0 2 4
S04 NO 2 NO 3 1 8 0 . 2 0 5
S05 NO 2 NO 4 2 6 0 . 4 0 9
S06 NO 2 NO 5 1 7 9 . 3 5 4
S07 NO 3 NO 4 1 2 9 . 4 9 5
S08 NO 3 NO 5 1 4 2 . 0 2 1
S09 NO 3 NO 6 2 0 6 . 7 2 9
S10 NO 4 NO 6 1 4 9 . 0 3 0
S l l NO 5 NO 7 2 4 6 . 9 4 1
S12 NO 5 N10 9 7 . 0 8 2
S13 NO 5 N15 2 1 8 . 8 7 4
S14 NO 6 NO 7 1 6 7 . 2 6 3
S15 NO 7 NO 8 1 5 0 . 3 0 6
S16 NO 7 NO 9 1 5 0 . 6 1 5
S17 NO 8 NO 6 2 6 9 . 9 8 0
S18 NO 8 N i l 3 0 2 . 8 7 0
S19 NO 9 NO 8 1 7 2 . 4 5 6
S20 NO 9 N10 1 9 3 . 9 3 3
S21 N10 NO 6 3 6 8 . 8 6 0
S22 N10 N14 2 3 0 . 9 0 3
S23 N i l N12 1 1 5 . 0 0 4
S24 N i l N14 2 9 9 . 8 2 2
S25 N12 NO 9 1 1 3 . 2 6 5
S26 N12 N10 1 6 1 . 4 0 9
S27 N13 N10 1 5 1 . 7 1 7
S28 N13 N12 1 0 8 . 9 0 8
S29 N14 N13 1 4 1 . 9 0 8
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APPENDIX A -  Network Topology Files

S30 N15 N14 149 .282

A.1.1 15n30s 1 N etw o rk  Fam ily  M em bers ’ Span  L isting s

1 5 n 3 0 s l :
S O I S02 S03  
S17 S18 S19

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 9 s :
S O I S02 S03
51 7  S18 S19

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 8 s :
S O I S02 S03
5 1 8  S19 S20

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 7 s :
S O I S02 S03
5 1 9  S20 S21

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 6 s :
S O I S02 S03
5 2 0  S21 S23

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 5 s :
S O I S02 S03
5 2 1  S23 S24

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 4 s :
S O I S02 S03
52 3  S24 S25

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 3 s :
S O I S02 S03
5 2 4  S25 S26

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 2 s :
S O I S02 S03
5 2 5  S26 S27

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 1 s :
S O I S02 S03
5 2 6  S27 S28

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 2 0 s :
S O I S02 S03
52 7  S28 S29

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 1 9 s :
S O I S02 S03  
S27 S29 S30

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 1 8 s :
S O I S02 S03
5 2 9  S30

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 1 7 s :
S O I S03 S04
530

1 5 n 3 0 s l - 1 6 s :
S O I S03 S04

S04 S05 S06 S07  
S20 S21 S 22 S23

S04 SOS S06 S07  
S20 S21 S23 S24

S04 S05 S06 S07  
S21 S23 S24 S25

S04 S05 S06 S07  
S23 S24 S25 S26

S04 S05 S 06 S07  
S24 S25 S26 S27

S04 S05 S07 S09  
S25 S26 S27 S28

S04 S05 S07 S09  
S26 S27 S28 S29

S04 S07 S 09 S10  
S27 S28 S29 S30

S04 S07 S10 S l l  
S28 S29 S30

S04 S07 S IO  S l l  
S29 S30

S04 S07 S IO  S l l  
S30

S04 S07 S IO  S l l

S04 S07 S IO  S l l

S07 S IO  S l l  S13

S07 S IO  S l l  S13

S08 S09 S IO  S l l
52 4  S25 S26 S27

S08 S09 S IO  S l l
5 25  S26 S27 S28

5 0 8  S09 S IO  S l l
5 26  S27 S28 S29

5 0 9  S IO  S l l  S13
52 7  S28 S29 S30

50 9  S IO  S l l  S13
52 8  S29 S30

51 0  S l l  S13 S15
52 9  S30

51 0  S l l  S13 S16
530

5 1 1  S13 S16 S17  

S13 S16 S17 S18  

S13 S16 S17 S18  

S13 S16 S17 S18  

S13 S16 S17 S18  

S13 S16 S17 S18  

S16 S17 S18 S20  

S16 S17 S18 S20

S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
5 2 8  S29 S30

5 1 2  S13 S14 S15 S16
52 9  S30

51 3  S14 S15 S16 S17
530

5 1 4  S15 S16 S17 S18

51 5  S16 S17 S18 S19

5 1 6  S17 S18 S19 S20

5 1 7  S18 S19 S20 S21

5 1 8  S19 S20 S21 S23

5 1 9  S20 S21 S23 S24

5 1 9  S20 S21 S23 S25

5 2 0  S21 S23 S25 S26  

S20 S21 S23 S25 S26

5 2 0  S21 S23 S25 S27

5 2 1  S23 S25 S27 S29  

S23 S25 S27 S29 S30
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A .2 20n40s 1 N etw o rk  Fa m ily
NAME: 2 0 n 4 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ed nesday , J u l y  2 5 ,  2 0 0 1  2 : 5 2 : 0 3  PM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i l d e r ( c )

NODE X Y S IZ E
N01 183 456 3
NO 2 22 2 322 3
NO 3 27 5 163 4
NO 4 26 6 29 7 5
NO 5 40 3 116 4
NO 6 47 0 253 4
NO 7 37 8 24 1 5
NO 8 33 1 314 4
NO 9 47 6 3 1 8 5
N10 607 31 1 3
N i l 533 41 0 5
N12 634 4 8 2 3
N13 513 516 4
N14 40 6 38 9 6
N15 2 8 5 437 4
N16 338 473 5
N17 433 538 3
N 18 510 637 3
N19 38 0 549 4
N20 2 6 0 543 3

SPAN 0 D LENGTH
S O I N01 NO 2 1 3 9 . 5 6 0
S02 N01 NO 4 1 7 9 . 3 6 0
S03 N01 N20 1 1 6 . 1 8 1
S04 NO 2 NO 3 1 6 7 . 6 0 1
S05 N02 NO 4 5 0 . 6 0 6
S06 NO 3 NO 7 1 2 9 . 2 0 1
S07 N04 NO 3 1 3 4 . 3 0 2
S08 NO 4 NO 5 2 2 7 . 0 0 2
S09 NO 4 NO 8 6 7 . 1 8 6
S IO NO 5 NO 3 1 3 6 . 3 5 6
S l l NO 5 NO 6 1 5 2 . 5 0 6
S12 NO 5 NO 7 1 2 7 . 4 7 5
S13 NO 6 N10 1 4 8 . 7 7 2
S14 NO 6 N15 2 6 0 . 9 2 3
S15 NO 7 NO 6 9 2 . 7 7 9
S16 NO 7 NO 8 8 6 . 8 2 2
S17 NO 7 NO 9 1 2 4 . 6 3 1
S18 NO 8 NO 9 1 4 5 . 0 5 5
S19 NO 8 N15 1 3 1 . 3 2 0
S20 NO 9 N i l 1 0 8 . 2 2 7
S21 NO 9 N14 9 9 . 7 0 5
S22 N10 N09 1 3 1 . 1 8 7
S23 N10 N12 1 7 3 . 1 1 8
S24 N i l N12 1 2 4 . 0 3 6
S25 N i l N13 1 0 7 . 8 7 0
S26 N12 N18 1 9 8 . 4 9 7
S27 N13 N17 8 2 . 9 7 0
S28 N14 N i l 1 2 8 . 7 2 5
S29 N14 N13 1 6 6 . 0 6 6
S30 N14 N17 1 5 1 . 4 2 7
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S31 N15 N 14 1 3 0 . 1 7 3
S32 N15 N16 6 4 . 0 7 0
S33 N16 N i l 2 0 4 . 9 2 4
S34 N16 N14 1 0 8 . 0 7 4
S3 5 N16 N20 1 0 4 . 8 0 5
S3 6 N17 N19 5 4 . 1 2 9
S37 N18 N13 1 2 1 . 0 3 7
S3 8 N19 N16 8 6 . 8 3 3
S3 9 N19 N18 1 5 6 . 9 8 4
S40 N20 N19 1 2 0 . 1 5 0

A.2.1 2 0 n40 s1 N etw o rk  Fam ily  M em b ers ’ S pan L isting s

2 0 n 4 0 s l :
S O I S02  
S17 S18  
S33 S34

S03
S19
S35

S04  
S20 
S 36

S05 
S21  
S3 7

S06
S22
S38

S07 
S23  
S3 9

S08
S24
S40

S09
S 25

SIO
S26

S l l
S27

S12
S28

S13
S29

S14
S30

S15
S31

S16
S32

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 9 s :
S O I S02  
S17 S18  
S34 S35

S03
S19
S36

S04
S20
S37

S05  
S21  
S3 8

S06
S22
S39

S07
S23
S40

S08
S24

S09
S26

SIO
S27

S l l
S28

S12
S29

S13
S30

S14
S31

S15
S32

S16
S33

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 8 s :
S O I S02  
S17 S18  
S35 S36

S03
S19
S37

S04
S21
S38

S05
S22
S39

S06
S23
S40

S07
S24

S08
S26

S09
S27

SIO
S28

S l l
S29

S12
S30

S13
S31

S14  
S3 2

S15  
S3 3

S16
S34

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 7 s :
S O I S02  
S18 S19  
S36 S37

S03
S21
S38

S04
S22
S39

S05
S23
S40

S06
S24

S07
S26

S08
S27

SIO
S28

S l l
S29

S12
S30

S13
S31

S14
S32

S15  
S3 3

S16
S34

S17
S35

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 6 s :
S O I S02  
S19 S21  
S37 S38

S03  
S22  
S3 9

S04
S23
S40

S05
S24

S07
S26

S08
S27

S10
S28

S l l
S29

S12
S30

S13
S31

S14
S32

S15
S33

S16
S34

S17
S35

S18
S36

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 5 s :
S O I S02  
S19 S21  
S38 S39

S03
S22
S40

S04
S23

S05
S26

S07
S27

S08
S28

S10
S29

S l l
S30

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S15
S34

S16  
S3 5

S17
S36

S18
S37

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 4 s :
S O I S02  
S21 S22  
S39 S40

S03
S23

S04
S26

S05
S27

S07
S28

S10
S29

S l l
S30

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S15
S34

S16
S35

S17  
S3 6

S18
S37

S19
S38

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 3 s :
S O I S02  
S22 S23 
S40

S03
S26

S04
S27

S05
S28

S07
S29

S10
S30

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S15
S34

S16
S35

S17  
S3 6

S18
S37

S19
S38

S21
S39

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 2 s :
S O I S02  
S22 S23

S03
S26

S04
S27

S05
S28

S07
S29

S10
S30

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S15
S34

S16
S35

S17  
S3 6

S18
S37

S19
S38

S21
S40

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 1 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S07 S10 S12 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 S21 S22
S23 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S40
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2 0 n 4 0 s l - 3 0 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S07 S IO
S23 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 9 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S07 SIO
52 6  S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 8 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S IO  S12
52 7  S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 7 s :
SO I S02 S03 S04 S05 S IO  S12
S27 S28 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 6 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S IO  S12
52 7  S28 S30 S31 S32 S33 S35

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 5 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S IO  S12
52 8  S30 S 31  S32 S33 S35 S37

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 4 s :
5 0 1  S02 S03 S04 S05 S IO  S12
S28 S30 S32 S33 S 35 S37 S38

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 3 s :
50 2  S03 S04 S05 S IO  S12 S14
S30 S32 S33 S 35 S37 S38 S40

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 2 s :
S02 S03 S04 S05 S IO  S12 S14
S30 S32 S33 S37 S 38 S40

2 0 n 4 0 s l - 2 1 s :
S02 S03 S04 S05 S IO  S12 S14
S32 S33 S37 S38 S40

S12 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 S21 S22  
S32 S33 S34 S35 S37 S38 S40

S12 S14 S15 S16 S18 S19 S21 S22 S23  
S33 S34 S35 S37 S38 S40

S14 S15 S16 S18 S19 S21 S22 S23 S26  
S34 S35 S37 S38 S40

S14 S15 S16 S18 S19 S21 S22 S23 S26  
S35 S37 S38 S40

S14 S15 S16 S18 S19 S21 S22 S23 S26  
S37 S38 S40

S14 S15 S16 S18 S21 S22 S23 S 26 S27  
S38 S40

S14 S15 S16 S18 S21 S22 S23 S 26 S27  
S40

S15 S16 S18 S21 S22 S23 S26 S 27 S28

S15 S16 S18 S 21  S22 S23 S26 S27 S28

S15 S16 S18 S22 S23 S26 S27 S 28 S30
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A.3 25n50s 1 N etw o r k  Fam ily
NAME: 2 5 n 5 0 s l .
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ednesd ay , J u l y  2 5 ,  2 0 0 1  2 : 5 2 : 2 6  PM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i l d e r ( c )

NODE X Y S IZ E
N01 92 136 3
N02 175 78 3
N03 266 117 3
N04 359 32 3
NO 5 390 159 3
NO 6 344 239 5
NO 7 480 223 4
NO 8 561 195 4
NO 9 515 297 3
N10 432 290 6
N i l 564 41 1 5
N12 446 41 4 4
N13 504 482 3
N14 390 45 4 4
N15 351 3 1 6 7
N16 337 556 3
N17 168 571 4
N18 212 427 5
N19 127 45 1 4
N20 193 375 3
N21 155 283 6
N22 52 349 4
N23 105 25 4 3
N24 245 28 6 4
N25 210 190 4

SPAN O D LENGTH
S O I N01 N02 1 0 1 . 2 5 7
S02 N01 N 21 1 5 9 . 9 3 1
S03 N02 NO 3 9 9 . 0 0 5
S04 NO 2 N25 1 1 7 . 3 4 1
S05 NO 3 NO 4 1 2 5 . 9 9 2
S06 NO 3 NO 6 1 4 4 . 8 0 3
S07 NO 5 N04 1 3 0 . 7 2 9
S08 NO 5 N07 1 1 0 . 4 3 6
S09 NO 6 N24 1 0 9 . 5 9 0
S IO N07 NO 6 1 3 6 . 9 3 8
S l l N07 NO 8 8 5 . 7 0 3
S12 N07 N10 8 2 . 4 2 0
S13 NO 8 N04 2 5 9 . 5 6 3
S14 NO 8 NO 9 1 1 1 . 8 9 3
S15 NO 8 N10 1 6 0 . 2 0 6
S16 NO 9 N10 8 3 . 2 9 5
S17 NO 9 N i l 1 2 4 . 0 8 5
S18 N10 NO 6 1 0 1 . 7 1 0
S19 N i l N10 1 7 9 . 0 6 7
S20 N i l N13 9 2 . 9 5 7
S21 N i l N15 2 3 3 . 2 2 5
S22 N12 N i l 1 1 8 . 0 3 8
S23 N12 N13 8 9 . 3 7 6
S24 N13 N14 1 1 7 . 3 8 8
S25 N14 N12 6 8 . 8 1 9
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S26 N15 N10 8 5 . 0 7 1
S27 N15 N12 1 3 6 . 4 8 8
S28 N15 N14 1 4 3 . 4 0 5
S29 N15 N17 3 1 3 . 8 6 9
S30 N16 N14 1 1 4 . 9 4 8
S31 N16 N18 1 7 9 . 6 2 7
S32 N17 N16 1 6 9 . 6 6 4
S33 N17 N19 1 2 6 . 8 1 1
S34 N18 N15 1 7 7 . 8 8 2
S35 N18 N17 1 5 0 . 5 7 2
S36 N19 N18 8 8 . 3 2 3
S37 N20 N18 5 5 . 3 6 2
S38 N21 N19 1 7 0 . 3 1 7
S39 N 21 N22 1 2 2 . 3 3 2
S40 N 21 N24 9 0 . 0 5 0
S41 N22 N19 1 2 6 . 6 0 6
S42 N22 N20 1 4 3 . 3 7 7
S43 N23 N01 1 1 8 . 7 1 4
S44 N23 N21 5 7 . 8 0 1
S45 N23 N22 1 0 8 . 7 8 4
S46 N24 N15 1 1 0 . 1 6 4
S47 N24 N20 1 0 3 . 0 7 8
S48 N25 NO 5 1 8 2 . 6 5 0
S49 N25 NO 6 1 4 2 . 6 7 8
S50 N25 N21 1 0 8 . 0 4 6

A.3.1 2 5 n50s 1 N etw o rk  Family  M em bers ’ S pan L isting s

2 5 n 5 0 s l :
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32
S33 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48
S49 S50  

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 9 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32
S33 S3 4 S3 6 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49
S50

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 8 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
S34 S36 S3 7 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 7 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
S34 S37 S3 8 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 6 s :
SO I S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S l l S12 S13 S14 S16 S17
S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
S37 S38 S3 9 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 5 s :
S O I S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S16 S17
S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
S37 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50
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2 5 n 5 0 s l-4 4 s :
SOI S02  
S18 S19  
S37 S39

S03
S20
S40

S04
S21
S41

S05
S22
S42

S06
S23
S43

S07
S24
S44

S08
S25
S46

S09
S26
S47

S IO
S27
S48

S l l
S29
S49

S12
S30
S50

S13
S31

S14
S32

S16  
S3 3

S17
S34

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 3 s :
SO I S02  
S18 S19  
S39 S40

S03
S20
S41

S04
S21
S42

S05
S22
S43

S06
S24
S44

S07
S25
S46

S08
S26
S47

S09
S27
S48

S IO
S29
S49

S l l
S30
S50

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S16
S34

S17
S37

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 2 s :
S O I S02  
S18 S19  
S40 S41

S03
S20
S42

S04
S21
S43

S05
S22
S44

S06
S24
S46

S07
S25
S47

S08
S26
S48

S09
S27
S49

S IO
S29
S50

S l l
S30

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S16
S34

S17  
S3 9

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 1 s :
S O I S02 
S19 S20  
S41 S42

S03
S21
S43

S04
S22
S44

S05
S24
S 46

S06
S25
S47

S08
S26
S48

S09
S27
S49

SIO
S29
S50

S l l
S30

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S16
S34

S17  
S3 9

S18
S40

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 4 0 s :
S O I S02 
S19 S20  
S41 S42

S03
S21
S43

S04
S22
S44

S05
S24
S47

S06
S25
S48

S08
S26
S49

S09
S27
S50

SIO
S29

S l l
S30

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S16
S34

S17
S 39

S18
S40

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 9 s :
S O I S02  
S19 S20  
S42 S43

S03
S21
S44

S04
S22
S47

S05
S24
S48

S06
S25
S49

S08
S26
S50

S09
S27

SIO
S29

S l l
S30

S12
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S16
S34

S17
S40

S18
S41

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 8 s :
S O I S02  
S20 S21  
S43 S44

S03
S22
S47

S04
S24
S48

S05
S25
S 49

S06
S26
S50

S08
S27

S09
S29

SIO
S30

S l l
S31

S13
S32

S14  
S3 3

S16
S34

S17
S40

S18
S41

S19
S42

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 7 s :
S O I S02 
S20 S21  
S43 S44

S03
S22
S47

S04
S24
S48

S05
S25
S50

S06
S26

S08
S27

S09
S29

SIO
S30

S l l
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S16
S34

S17
S40

S18
S41

S19
S42

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 6 s :
S O I S02  
S21 S22  
S44 S47

S04
S24
S48

S05
S25
S50

S06
S26

S08
S27

S09
S29

SIO
S30

S l l
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S16
S34

S17
S40

S18
S41

S19
S42

S20
S43

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 5 s :
S O I S02 
S22 S24  
S47 S48

S04
S25
S50

S05
S26

S06
S27

S08
S29

S09
S30

SIO
S31

S13
S32

S14
S33

S16
S34

S17
S40

S18
S41

S19
S42

S20
S43

S21
S44

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 4 s :
S O I S02  
S24 S25  
S48 S50

S04
S26

S05
S27

S06
S29

S08
S30

S09
S31

SIO  
S3 2

S13
S33

S14
S34

S16
S40

S17
S41

S19
S42

S20
S43

S21
S44

S22
S47

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 3 s :
S O I S02  
S24 S25  
S50

S04
S27

S05
S29

S06
S30

S08
S31

S09
S32

SIO
S33

S13
S34

S14
S40

S16
S41

S17
S42

S19
S43

S20
S44

S21
S47

S22
S48

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 2 s :
S O I S02  
S24 S25

S04
S27

S05
S30

S06
S31

S08
S32

S09
S33

SIO
S34

S13
S40

S14
S41

S16
S42

S17
S43

S19
S44

S20
S47

S21
S48

S22
S50
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2 5 n 5 0 s l-3 1 s :
S O I S02  
S24 S25

S04
S27

S05
S31

S06  
S3 2

S08
S33

S09 
S3 4

S IO
S40

S13
S41

S14
S42

S16
S43

S17
S44

S19
S47

S20
S48

S21
S50

S22

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 3 0 s :
S O I S02  
S25 S27

S04
S31

S05
S32

S06
S33

S08
S34

S09
S40

SIO
S41

S13
S42

S14
S43

S16
S44

S19
S47

S20
S48

S21
S50

S22 S24

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 2 9 s :
S O I S02  
S27 S31

S04
S32

S05
S33

SO 6 
S34

S08
S40

S09
S41

S IO
S42

S13
S43

S14
S44

S16
S47

S19
S48

S20
S50

S21 S24 S25

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 2 8 s :
S O I S02  
S 31 S32

S04
S33

S05
S34

S06
S40

S08
S41

SO 9
S42

SIO
S43

S13
S44

S14
S47

S16
S48

S19
S50

S20 S24 S25 S27

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 2 7 s :
S O I S02  
S32 S33

S04
S34

S05
S40

S06
S41

S08
S42

SIO
S43

S13
S44

S14
S47

S16
S48

S19
S50

S20 S24 S25 S27 S31

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 2 6 s :  
S O I S 02
S 32 S33

S04
S34

S05
S40

S06
S41

S08
S42

SIO
S43

S13
S44

S14
S47

S16
S48

S19 S20 S24 S25 S27 S31

2 5 n 5 0 s l - 2 5 s :
S O I S04  
S 33 S34

S05
S40

S06
S41

S08
S42

SIO
S43

S13
S44

S14
S47

S16
S48

S19 S20 S24 S25 S27 S31 S32
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A .4 30n60s 1 Netw o r k  Fa m ily
NAME: 3 0 n 6 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ed nesd ay , J u l y  2 5 ,  2 0 0 1  2 : 5 2 : 5 1  PM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i l d e r ( c )

NODE X Y S IZ E
N01 155 169 4
N02 14 5 72 3
NO 3 2 0 6 40 3
N04 35 0 30 3
NO 5 350 76 5
NO 6 22 0 129 5
NO 7 32 2 134 4
NO 8 43 7 120 4
NO 9 49 3 153 4
N10 567 133 3
N i l 613 191 3
N12 534 2 2 8 5
N13 4 5 1 223 6
N14 520 309 5
N15 658 3 3 1 4
N16 587 39 0 5
N17 4 6 6 422 3
N18 589 4 4 5 4
N19 664 4 7 5 3
N20 5 9 4 537 3
N21 412 533 4
N22 519 539 3
N23 320 42 8 3
N24 117 3 1 1 3
N25 2 7 0 33 9 4
N26 3 8 1 39 1 6
N27 370 2 0 1 5
N28 301 22 9 5
N29 72 22 7 3
N30 23 4 22 1 5

SPAN 0 D LENGTH
S O I N01 N02 9 7 . 5 1 4
S02 N01 N30 9 4 . 5 7 8
S03 NO 3 NO 2 6 8 . 8 8 4
S04 N03 NO 7 1 4 9 . 3 0 5
S05 N04 NO 3 1 4 4 . 3 4 7
S06 N04 NO 6 1 6 3 . 4 0 4
S07 NO 5 N04 4 6 . 0 0 0
S08 NO 5 N07 6 4 . 4 0 5
S09 NO 5 N13 1 7 8 . 3 5 4
S IO NO 6 N01 7 6 . 3 2 2
S l l NO 6 N02 9 4 . 2 0 2
S12 NO 6 NO 5 1 4 0 . 3 8 9
S13 NO 7 NO 8 1 1 5 . 8 4 9
S14 NO 8 NO 9 6 5 . 0 0 0
S15 NO 8 N13 1 0 3 . 9 4 7
S16 NO 8 N27 1 0 5 . 1 1 9
S17 NO 9 N10 7 6 . 6 5 5
S18 NO 9 N i l 1 2 5 . 8 7 3
S19 NO 9 N13 8 1 . 6 3 3
S20 N10 NO 5 2 2 4 . 3 6 1
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S21 N i l N15 147.054
S22 N12 N10 100.568
S23 N12 N i l 87 .235
S24 N13 N12 83.150
S25 N14 N12 82.201
S26 N14 N26 161.385
S27 N15 N12 161.199
S28 N15 N16 92.315
S29 N16 N14 105.119
S30 N16 N19 114.691
S31 N17 N14 125.240
S32 N17 N16 125.160
S33 N17 N21 123.438
S34 N18 N16 55.036
S35 N18 N20 92.136
S36 N19 N15 144.125
S37 N20 N19 93.509
S38 N21 N18 197.669
S39 N22 N18 117.201
S40 N22 N20 75 .027
S41 N22 N21 107.168
S42 N23 N21 139.603
S43 N24 N23 234.303
S44 N24 N25 155.541
S45 N25 N26 122.577
S46 N25 N30 123.369
S47 N26 N13 182.000
S48 N26 N23 7 1 .344
S49 N26 N27 190 .318
S50 N27 NO 7 82 .420
S51 N27 N13 83 .934
S52 N28 N14 233 .154
S53 N28 N25 114.285
S54 N28 N26 180.677
S55 N28 N27 7 4 .465
S56 N29 N01 101.257
S57 N29 N24 95 .294
S58 N29 N30 162 .111
S59 N30 NO 6 93 .059
S60 N30 N28 67 .476

A.4.1 30 n60s 1 N etw ork  Fam ily  M em bers ’ S pan L isting s

3 0 n 6 0 s l:
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32
S33 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48
S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S60

3 0 n 6 0 s l-5 9 s :
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17
S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S3 9 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49
S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S60

3 0 n 6 0 s l-5 8 s :
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17
S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S3 3 S34
S35 S36 S37 S3 8 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50
S51 S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S60
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3 0 n 6 0 s l - 5 7 s :
S O I  S 0 2  S 03  
S 1 8  S 1 9  S 20  
S 3 6  S 37  S 38
5 5 2  S 53 S 54

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 5 6 s :
S O I  S 02  S 03  
S 1 8  S 1 9  S 20
5 3 6  S 37  S 38
5 5 3  S 5 4  S 5 5

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 5 5 s :
S O I  S 02  S 03
5 1 8  S 19  S 20
5 3 7  S 3 8  S 39
5 5 4  S 55  S 5 6

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 5 4 s :
S O I  S 02  S 03
5 1 9  S 2 0  S 21
5 3 8  S 39  S 40
5 5 5  S 56  S 57

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 5 3 s :
S O I  S 02  S 03  
S 1 9  S 2 0  S 21
5 3 8  S 39  S 4 0
5 5 6  S 57  S 5 8

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 5 2 s :
S O I  S 0 2  S 03  
S 1 9  S 2 0  S 2 1
5 3 9  S 4 0  S 4 1
5 5 7  S 5 8  S 59

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 5 1 s :
S O I  S 0 2  S 03  
S 1 9  S 2 0  S 2 1
5 3 9  S 4 0  S 4 1
5 5 8  S 5 9  S 60

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 5 0 s :
S O I  S 02  S 03  
S 1 9  S20 S 2 1
5 4 0  S 4 1  S 42
5 5 9  S 60

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 9 s :
S O I  S 02  S 03  
S 1 9  S 2 1  S 22
5 4 1  S 42  S 43
5 6 0

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 8 s :
S O I  S 02  S 03  
S 1 9  S 2 1  S 22
5 4 1  S 42  S43

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 7 s :
S O I  S 02  S 03  
S 2 1  S 22  S 23
5 4 2  S 43  S 44

S04 S05 S06 S07
S21 S22 S23 S25
S3 9 S40 S41 S42
S55 S56 S57 S58

S04 S05 S06 S07
S21 S22 S23 S25
S3 9 S40 S41 S42
S56 S57 S58 S59

S04 S05 S06 S07
S21 S22 S23 S25
S40 S41 S42 S43
S57 S58 S59 S60

S04 S05 S06 S07
S22 S23 S25 S26
S41 S42 S43 S44
S58 S59 S60

S04 S05 S06 S07
S22 S23 S25 S26
S41 S42 S43 S44
S59 S60

S04 S05 S06 S07
S22 S23 S25 S26
S42 S43 S44 S45
S60

S04 S05 S06 S07 
S22 S23 S25 S26 
S42 S43 S44 S45

S04 S05 S06 S07 
S22 S23 S25 S26 
S43 S44 S45 S46

S04 S05 S06 S07 
S23 S25 S26 S28 
S44 S45 S46 S47

S04 S05 S06 S07 
S23 S25 S26 S28 
S44 S45 S46 S47

S04 S05 S06 S07 
S25 S26 S28 S29 
S45 S46 S47 S48

S08 S09 SIO S l l
S26 S28 S29 S30
S43 S44 S45 S46
S59 S60

S08 S09 SIO S l l
S26 S28 S29 S30
S43 S44 S45 S46
S60

S08 S09 SIO S l l
S26 S28 S29 S30
S44 S45 S46 S47

S09 S10 S l l  S12 
S28 S29 S30 S31 
S45 S46 S47 S48

S09 S10 S l l  S12 
S28 S29 S30 S31 
S45 S46 S47 S48

S09 S10 S l l  S12 
S28 S29 S30 S31 
S46 S47 S48 S50

S09 SIO S l l  S12 
S28 S29 S30 S31 
S46 S47 S48 S50

S09 SIO S l l  S12 
S28 S29 S30 S31 
S47 S48 S50 S51

S09 SIO S l l  S12 
S29 S30 S31 S32 
S48 S50 S 51 S53

S09 SIO S l l  S12 
S29 S30 S31 S32 
S48 S50 S53 S55

S09 SIO S l l  S12 
S30 S31 S32 S33 
S50 S53 S55 S56

S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 
S31 S32 S33 S34 S35 
S47 S48 S49 S50 S51

S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 
S31 S32 S33 S34 S35  
S47 S48 S50 S51 S52

S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 
S31 S32 S33 S34 S36 
S48 S50 S51 S52 S53

S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 
S32 S33 S34 S36 S37 
S50 S51 S52 S53 S54

S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 
S32 S33 S34 S 36  S37 
S50 S51 S52 S53 S55

S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 
S32 S33 S34 S37 S38 
S51 S 52 S53 S55 S56

S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 
S32 S33 S34 S37 S38 
S51 S53 S55 S56 S57

S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 
S32 S33 S37 S38 S39 
S53 S55 S56 S57 S58

S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 
S33 S37 S38 S39 S40 
S55 S56 S57 S58 S59

S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 
S33 S37 S38 S39 S40
556 S57 S58 S59 S60

S13 S14 S17 S18 S19 
S37 S38 S39 S40 S41
557 S58 S59 S60
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3 0 n 6 0 s l-4 6 s :
SOI S02 
S21 S22 
S43 S44

S03
S23
S45

S04
S25
S46

S05
S28
S47

S06
S29
S48

S07
S30
S50

SO 9 
S31 
S53

SIO
S32
S55

S l l
S33
S56

S12
S37
S57

S13
S38
S58

S14 
S3 9 
S59

S17
S40
S60

S18
S41

S19
S42

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 5 s :
SOI S02 
S22 S23 
S44 S45

S03
S25
S46

S04
S28
S47

S05
S29
S48

S06
S30
S50

S07
S31
S53

S09
S32
S55

SIO
S33
S56

S l l
S37
S57

S12
S3 8 
S58

S13
S39
S59

S14
S40
S60

S17
S41

S18
S42

S21
S43

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 4 s :
SOI S02 
S23 S25 
S45 S46

S03
S28
S47

S04
S29
S48

S05
S30
S50

S06
S31
S53

S07
S32
S55

S09 
S3 3 
S56

SIO
S37
S57

S l l
S3 8 
S58

S13
S39
S59

S14
S40
S60

S17
S41

S18
S42

S21
S43

S22
S44

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 3 s :
SOI S02 
S25 S28 
S46 S47

S03
S29
S48

S04
S30
S50

S05
S31
S53

S06
S32
S55

S07
S33
S56

S09
S37
S57

SIO 
S3 8 
S58

S13 
S3 9 
S59

S14
S40
S60

S17
S41

S18
S42

S21
S43

S22
S44

S23
S45

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 2 s :
SOI S02 
S28 S29  
S47 S48

S03
S30
S50

S04
S31
S53

S05
S32
S55

S07
S33
S56

S09
S37
S57

SIO 
S3 8 
S58

S13 
S3 9 
S59

S14
S40
S60

S17
S41

S18
S42

S21
S43

S22
S44

S23
S45

S25
S46

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 1 s :
SOI S02 
S28 S30 
S48 S50

S03
S31
S53

S04
S32
S55

S05 
S3 3 
S56

S07
S37
S57

S09 
S3 8 
S58

SIO 
S3 9 
S59

S13
S40
S60

S14
S41

S17
S42

S18
S43

S21
S44

S22
S45

S23
S46

S25
S47

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 4 0 s :
SOI S02 
S30 S31 
S50 S53

S03
S32
S55

S05
S33
S56

S07
S37
S57

S09 
S3 8 
S58

SIO
S39
S59

S13
S40
S60

S14
S41

S17
S42

S18
S43

S21
S44

S22
S45

S23
S46

S25
S47

S28
S48

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 3 9 s :
SOI S02 
S31 S32 
S53 S55

S03
S 33
S56

S05
S37
S57

S07 
S3 8 
S58

S09
S39
S59

SIO
S40
S60

S13
S41

S14
S42

S17
S43

S21
S44

S22
S45

S23
S46

S25
S47

S28
S48

S30
S50

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 3 8 s :
SOI S02 
S31 S32 
S55 S56

S03
S37
S57

S05 
S3 8 
S58

S07 
S3 9 
S59

S09
S40
S60

SIO
S41

S13
S42

S14
S43

S17
S44

S21
S45

S22
S46

S23
S47

S25
S48

S28
S50

S30
S53

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 3 7 s :
SOI S02 
S31 S32 
S56 S57

S03
S37
S 58

S05
S38
S59

S07 
S3 9 
S60

S09
S40

SIO
S41

S13
S42

S14
S43

S17
S44

S21
S46

S22
S47

S23
S48

S25
S50

S28
S53

S30
S55

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 3 6 s :
SOI S02 
S31 S32 
S56 S57

S03
S37
S59

S05
S38
S60

S07 
S3 9

S09
S40

SIO
S 41

S13
S42

S14
S43

S17
S44

S21
S46

S22
S47

S23
S48

S25
S50

S28
S53

S30
S55

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 3 5 s :
SOI S02 
S31 S32 
S57 S59

S03
S37
S60

S05
S38

S07 
S3 9

S09
S40

SIO
S42

S13
S43

S14
S44

S17
S 46

S21
S47

S22
S48

S23
S50

S25
S53

S28
S55

S30
S56

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 3 4 s :
SOI S 02
S31 S32

S03
S37

S05
S38

S07
S39

S09
S40

SIO
S42

S13
S43

S14
S44

S17
S47

S21
S48

S22
S50

S23
S53

S25
S55

S28
S56

S30
S57

S59 S60
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3 0 n 6 0 s l - 3 3 s :
SOI S03 S05 S07 S09 SIO S13 S14 S17 S21 S22 S23 S25 S28 S30 S31
S32 S37 S38 S39 S40 S42 S43 S44 S47 S48 S50 S53 S55 S56 S57 S59
S60

3 0 n 6 0 s l - 3 2 s :
SOI S03 S05 S07 S09 SIO S13 S14 S17 S21 S22 S23 S25 S28 S30 S31
S32 S37 S38 S39 S40 S42 S44 S47 S48 S50 S53 S55 S56 S57 S59 S60
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A.5 35n70s 1 N etw o rk  Fam ily
NAME: 3 5 n 7 0 s l
DATE LAST MODIFIED: W ednesday, J u ly  25 , 2001 2 :5 4 :3 2  PM MDT 
MODIFIED BY: M e s h B u ild e r(c )

NODE X Y S IZ E
N01 370 137 5
NO 2 591 158 3
NO 3 524 224 5
NO 4 410 215 4
NO 5 434 288 3
N06 674 225 3
N07 418 330 3
NO 8 581 286 6
NO 9 635 332 3
N10 451 362 3
N i l 582 381 4
N12 669 451 3
N13 578 489 7
N14 492 420 5
N15 477 489 4
N16 671 615 3
N17 623 651 3
N18 558 568 5
N19 513 617 3
N20 433 683 3
N21 405 585 6
N22 424 445 5
N23 308 572 5
N24 277 657 4
N25 169 607 4
N26 191 488 5
N27 252 395 6
N28 286 466 4
N29 367 472 4
N30 200 331 3
N31 114 454 3
N32 263 158 3
N33 361 397 4
N34 291 340 3
N35 354 252 3

SPAN O D LENGTH
SOI N01 NO 2 221 .99 5
S02 N01 NO 4 87 .658
S03 NO 2 NO 3 94 .048
S04 N02 NO 6 106 .66 8
S05 N03 N01 176 .876
S06 NO 3 NO 8 8 4 .220
S07 N04 NO 3 114 .355
S08 NO 5 NO 3 1 10 .436
S09 NO 5 NO 4 7 6 .8 4 4
SIO NO 6 NO 8 111.221
S l l NO 7 NO 5 4 4 .9 4 4
S12 NO 7 NO 8 168 .83 4
S13 NO 8 N10 150 .58 6
S14 NO 8 N i l 95 .005
S15 NO 9 NO 6 113 .886
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S16 NO 9 NO 8 70 .937
S17 NO 9 N12 123 .762
S18 N10 N14 71 .028
S19 N i l N10 132 .371
S20 N i l N13 108 .07 4
S21 N i l N14 98 .087
S22 N12 N13 98 .615
S23 N13 N16 156 .605
S24 N13 N18 81 .492
S25 N13 N21 197 .851
S26 N14 N13 110 .259
S27 N14 N15 7 0 .612
S28 N15 N13 101.000
S29 N15 N22 68 .884
S30 N16 N12 164 .012
S31 N16 N17 60 .000
S32 N17 N18 105 .423
S3 3 N17 N19 115 .135
S34 N18 N15 113 .146
S35 N19 N18 66 .528
S3 6 N19 N20 103 .71 1
S3 7 N20 N24 158 .15 2
S3 8 N21 N18 153 .942
S39 N21 N20 101 .922
S40 N21 N23 97 .867
S41 N22 N14 72 .450
S42 N22 N21 141 .28 3
S43 N22 N29 63 .071
S44 N23 N28 108 .25 9
S45 N24 N23 90 .477
S46 N24 N26 189 .623
S47 N25 N23 143 .33 9
S48 N25 N24 119 .01 3
S49 N25 N31 162 .58 5
S50 N26 N25 121 .01 7
S51 N26 N28 97 .514
S52 N26 N31 8 4 .172
S53 N27 N26 111.221
S54 N27 N30 8 2 .462
S55 N27 N32 237 .25 5
S56 N28 N27 7 8 .7 2 1
S57 N28 N29 8 1 .222
S58 N29 N21 119 .21 8
S59 N29 N23 116 .10 8
S60 N30 N31 150 .083
S61 N32 N01 109 .04 1
S62 N32 N30 184 .11 4
S63 N33 NO 7 8 7 .966
S64 N33 N22 7 9 .2 0 2
S65 N33 N27 109 .01 8
S66 N33 N34 90 .272
S67 N34 N27 6 7 .424
S68 N35 N01 1 16 .10 8
S69 N35 NO 4 67 .119
S70 N35 N34 108 .22 7
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A.5.1 35 n7 0 s 1 N etw o r k  Fam ily  M em bers ’ S pan  L istings

3 5 n 7 0 s l :
S O I S 02 S03 S 04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
5 17  S 18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S 25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32
5 33  S 34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S 41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48
5 4 9  S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S 57 S58 S 59 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64
5 6 5  S66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 9 s :
S O I S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17
5 18  S19 S20 S 21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S 26 S27 S 28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
5 3 4  S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S 44 S45 S46 S47 S 48 S49
5 5 0  S51 S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S57 S 58 S59 S 60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65
5 6 6  S 67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 8 s :
S O I S03 S04 S 05  S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17
5 1 8  S 19  S 20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S 26  S 27  S 28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
5 3 4  S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S 42 S43 S 44 S45 S46 S47 S49 S50
5 5 1  S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S 59 S60 S 61  S62 S63 S64 S65 S66
5 6 7  S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 7 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18
5 1 9  S20 S 21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S 28 S 29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
5 3 5  S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S 43 S 44 S 45 S46 S47 S49 S50 S51
55 2  S 53  S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S 60 S 61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67
56 8  S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 6 s :
S O I S03 S 04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18
S19 S20 S 21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S 29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S 43 S44 S 45 S46 S47 S49 S50 S51
S52 S 54  S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S60 S 61  S62 S63 S 64 S65 S66 S67 S68
5 6 9  S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 5 s :
S O I S03 S 04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18
S19 S 20 S 21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S 29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
S35 S 36 S37 S38 S39 S41 S42 S43 S 44 S45 S 46 S47 S49 S50 S51 S52
S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S60 S61 S62 S63 S 64 S 65 S66 S67 S68 S69
57 0

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 4 s :
S O I S03 S 04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S13 S 14 S15 S16 S17 S18
S19 S 20 S 21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S 27 S28 S 29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
S35 S 36 S37 S38 S39 S41 S42 S43 S 44 S45 S 46 S47 S49 S50 S51 S52
5 5 4  S 55 S56 S57 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S 65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 3 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18
S19 S 20 S 21 S22 S23 S 24 S25 S26 S 27 S28 S 29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
5 3 5  S 36 S37 S39 S41 S42 S43 S44 S 45 S46 S 47 S 49 S50 S51 S52 S54
5 5 5  S 56 S57 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S 64 S65 S 66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 2 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO  S l l  S12 S 13 S 14  S15 S 16 S17 S18
S19 S 20 S21 S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S 28  S29 S 30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35
5 3 6  S 37 S 39 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S 46 S47 S 49 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55
5 5 6  S 57 S 58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S 65  S66 S 67 S 68 S69 S70
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3 5 n 7 0 s l-6 1 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S12 S13 S15 S16 S17
S20 S21 S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S3 2 S33 S34
S37 S3 9 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S49 S50 S51 S52 S54
S57 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 6 0 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S12 S13 S15 S16 S17
S20 S21 S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S35
S39 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S49 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55
S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 9 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S12 S13 S15 S16 S17
S20 S 21 S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S3 5
S39 S41 S42 S43 S44 S46 S47 S49 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56
S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 8 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S12 S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20
S21 S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S3 5 S3 6 S37 S39
S41 S42 S43 S44 S46 S47 S49 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S60
S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 7 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S12 S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20
S21 S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S3 2 S33 S3 5 S3 6 S37 S39
S41 S42 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S60 S61
S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 6 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S21
S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S35 S36 S37 S39 S41
S42 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S60 S61 S62
S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 5 s :
S O I S03 S04 S06 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S21
S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S35 S3 6 S37 S39 S41
S42 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63
S64 S65 S66 S67 S 68 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 4 s :
S O I S03 S04 S 06 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S21
S22 S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S35 S3 6 S3 7 S39 S41
S42 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63
S64 S65 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 3 s :
S O I S03 S04 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22
S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S3 2 S33 S3 5 S36 S37 S39 S41 S42
S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64
S65 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 2 s :
S O I S03 S04 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22
S23 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S3 5 S36 S37 S39 S41 S42 S43
S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65
S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 5 1 s :
S O I S03 S04 S07 S08 S09 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22
S23 S25 S26 S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S35 S3 6 S37 S39 S41 S42 S43 S44
S46
S67

S47
S69

S50
S70

S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66
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3 5 n 7 0 s l-5 0 s :
SO I S03 S04 S07 S08 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23
S25 S26 S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S35 S3 6 S37 S3 9 S41 S42 S43 S44 S46
S47 S50 S51 S52 S54 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67
S69 S70 

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 9 s :
SO I S03 S04 S07 S08 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23
S25 S26 S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S35 S3 6 S37 S3 9 S41 S42 S43 S44 S46
S47 S50 S51 S52 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S69
S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 8 s :
SO I S03 S04 S07 S08 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S 21 S22 S25
S26 S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S35 S36 S37 S39 S41 S42 S43 S44 S46 S47
S50 S51 S52 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 7 s :
S O I S03 S04 S07 S08 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S25 S26
S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S35 S36 S37 S3 9 S41 S42 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50
S51 S52 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 6 s :
SO I S03 S04 S07 S08 S IO S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S25 S26
S27 S29 S30 S31 S32 S35 S3 6 S37 S3 9 S41 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51
S52 S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 5 s :
SO I S03 S04 S07 S08 S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S25 S26 S27
S29 S30 S31 S32 S35 S36 S37 S39 S41 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52
S55 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 4 s :
S O I S03 S04 S07 S08 S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S25 S26 S27
S29 S30 S31 S32 S3 5 S36 S37 S3 9 S41 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52
S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 3 s :
SO I S03 S04 S07 S08 S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S25 S26 S27
S29 S30 S31 S32 S3 5 S36 S37 S39 S41 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52
S56 S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 2 s :
S O I S03 S04 S07 S08 S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S26 S27 S29
S30 S31 S32 S35 S3 6 S37 S39 S41 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S56
S58 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 1 s :
S O I S04 S07 S08 S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S26 S27 S29 S30
S31 S32 S3 5 S3 6 S37 S39 S41 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S56 S58
S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 4 0 s :
S O I S04 S07 S08 S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S27 S29 S30 S31
S32 S35 S3 6 S37 S3 9 S 41 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S56 S58 S60
S61 S62 S63 S64 S66 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 3 9 s :
S O I S04 S07 S08 S l l S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S27 S29 S30 S31
S32 S35 S3 6 S37 S39 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S51 S52 S56 S58 S60 S61
S62 S63 S64 S66 S67 S69 S70
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3 5 n 7 0 s l - 3 8 s :
S O I S04 S07 S08 S l l  S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S27 S29 S30 S31
S32 S35 S36 S37 S39 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S 51  S52 S56 S58 S60 S61
56 2  S63 S64 S67 S69 S70

3 5 n 7 0 s l - 3 7 s :
S O I S04 S07 S08 S l l  S13 S15 S16 S18 S19 S20 S22 S27 S29 S30 S31
S32 S35 S36 S37 S39 S43 S44 S46 S47 S50 S52 S56 S58 S60 S61 S62
563  S64 S67 S69 S70
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A.6 40n80s1 Netw o rk  Fam ily
NAME: 4 0 n 8 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ednesday, J u ly  2 5 ,  2 0 0 1  2 : 5 6 : 4 3  PM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i ld e r (c )

NODE X Y S IZ E
N 01 3 0 0 55 3
N02 36 3 90 4
N03 4 0 3 56 3
NO 4 4 3 7 10 4 3
NO 5 3 9 9 129 3
NO 6 3 0 7 126 3
NO 7 2 7 5 168 5
NO 8 36 3 160 4
NO 9 4 7 0 157 5
N10 3 8 9 255 4
N i l 4 7 9 216 5
N12 50 5 266 3
N13 3 5 8 21 9 5
N14 2 9 8 20 6 3
N15 2 6 7 22 6 4
N16 3 6 0 31 4 8
N17 5 2 4 323 3
N18 55 7 379 3
N19 5 7 4 448 3
N20 4 1 9 337 4
N21 25 3 296 4
N22 2 0 6 184 3
N23 22 3 33 4 3
N24 19 0 42 5 4
N25 3 0 9 390 6
N26 4 2 4 385 5
N27 3 5 6 429 4
N28 2 8 3 444 5
N29 2 1 8 478 6
N30 3 8 8 486 4
N31 4 5 5 44 6 5
N32 53 1 497 3
N33 4 3 4 535 3
N34 3 2 4 49 8 5
N35 20 0 549 3
N36 28 5 563 4
N37 38 0 564 4
N38 4 8 5 599 4
N39 2 1 8 591 3
N40 3 4 4 610 4

SPAN O D LENGTH
SO I N 01 N02 7 2 .0 6 9
S02 N 01 NO 6 7 1 .3 4 4
S03 N02 NO 3 5 2 .4 9 8
S04 N 02 NO 6 6 6 .5 7 3
S05 NO 3 N04 5 8 .8 2 2
S06 NO 4 N02 7 5 .3 1 3
S07 N04 NO 9 6 2 .4 3 4
S08 NO 5 NO 3 7 3 .1 1 0
S09 NO 5 NO 7 1 2 9 .9 8 8
S IO NO 5 NO 9 7 6 .3 2 2
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S l l NO 7 NO 6 5 2 .8 0 2
S12 NO 7 N13 9 7 .4 1 7
S13 NO 8 N01 1 2 2 .4 5 0
S14 NO 8 NO 7 8 8 .3 6 3
S15 NO 8 NO 9 1 0 7 .0 4 2
S16 NO 8 N i l 1 2 8 .8 1 0
S17 NO 9 N10 1 2 7 .1 4 2
S18 N 10 N i l 9 8 .0 8 7
S19 N 10 N16 6 5 .7 4 2
S20 N i l N12 5 6 .3 5 6
S21 N i l N 20 1 3 5 .0 5 9
S22 N 12 N17 6 0 .0 8 3
S23 N 13 NO 9 1 2 8 .0 1 6
S24 N13 N10 4 7 .5 0 8
S25 N 13 N 16 9 5 .0 2 1
S26 N 13 N 21 1 3 0 .2 0 8
S27 N 14 NO 7 4 4 .4 1 8
S28 N 15 N 14 3 6 .8 9 2
S29 N 15 N 16 1 2 8 .0 3 5
S30 N 15 N 21 7 1 .3 8 6
S31 N 16 N i l 1 5 4 .1 5 9
S32 N 16 N 14 1 2 4 .5 3 1
S33 N 16 N 20 6 3 .3 2 5
S34 N 16 N 24 2 0 3 .0 3 0
S35 N 16 N 34 1 8 7 .4 8 9
S3 6 N 17 N 18 6 5 .0 0 0
S37 N 17 N 38 2 7 8 .7 4 2
S38 N 18 N 19 7 1 .0 6 3
S39 N 19 N 31 1 1 9 .0 1 7
S40 N 19 N 32 6 5 .1 9 2
S41 N 20 N 12 1 1 1 .5 2 1
S42 N 21 N 25 1 0 9 .4 1 7
S43 N 22 N 15 7 4 .0 6 1
S44 N 22 N 21 1 2 1 .4 6 2
S45 N 23 N 22 1 5 0 .9 6 0
S46 N 24 N23 9 6 .7 9 9
S47 N 24 N 25 1 2 4 .0 4 0
S48 N 25 N23 1 0 2 .6 2 6
S49 N 25 N 26 1 1 5 .1 0 9
S50 N 25 N 28 5 9 .9 3 3
S51 N 25 N29 1 2 6 .5 9 0
S52 N 26 N 18 1 3 3 .1 3 5
S53 N 26 N 20 4 8 .2 6 0
S54 N 26 N 31 6 8 .4 2 5
S55 N 27 N 26 8 0 .9 9 4
S56 N 27 N 31 1 0 0 .4 4 9
S57 N 28 N 27 7 4 .5 2 5
S58 N 28 N 29 7 3 .3 5 5
S59 N 28 N 34 6 7 .8 0 1
S60 N 29 N 24 5 9 .9 4 2
S61 N 29 N 34 1 0 7 .8 7 0
S62 N 29 N 36 1 0 8 .2 3 1
S63 N 30 N 27 6 5 .3 6 8
S64 N 31 N 30 7 8 .0 3 2
S65 N 31 N33 9 1 .4 4 4
S66 N 32 N30 1 4 3 .4 2 2
S67 N 32 N 38 1 1 1 .8 9 3
S68 N33 N 37 6 1 .2 9 4
S69 N 33 N 38 8 1 .8 3 5
S70 N 34 N 36 7 5 .8 0 2
S71 N 35 N 28 1 3 3 .8 4 3
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S72 N35 N29 73 .2 4 6
S73 N36 N40 75 .432
S74 N37 N30 78 .409
S75 N37 N34 86 .556
S76 N38 N40 141 .428
S77 N39 N35 4 5 .6 9 5
S78 N39 N36 7 2 .6 1 5
S79 N40 N37 58 .412
S80 N40 N39 127 .424

A.6.1 4 0 n80s 1 N etw ork  Fam ily  M e m b e r s ’ S pan L istin g s

4 0 n 8 0 s l :
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32
S33 S34 S35 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S3 9 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48
S49 S50 S 51 S52 S53 S54 S 55 S56 S 57 S58 S59 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64
S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S71 S72 S73 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 7 9 s :
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S16
S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32
S33 S34 S3 5 S3 6 S37 S38 S3 9 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48
S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64
S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S71 S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 7 8 s :
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17
S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
S34 S3 5 S3 6 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49
S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S60 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65
S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S71 S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 7 7 s :
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17
S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
S34 S3 5 S3 6 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49
S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S55 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66
S67 S68 S69 S70 S71 S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 7 6 s :
SOI S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17
S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33
S34 S3 5 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49
S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67
S68 S69 S70 S71 S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 a 8 0 s l - 7 5 s :
SOI S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18
S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
S3 5 S3 6 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50
S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S63 S64 S65 S66 S67 S68
S69 S70 S71 S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 7 4 s :
SOI S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18
S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34
S3 5 S3 6 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50
S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S63 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69
S70 S71 S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80
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4 0 n 8 0 s l-7 3 s :
SOI S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18
S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35
S3 6 S37 S38 S3 9 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51
S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S63 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70
S71 S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 7 2 s :
SOI S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18
S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35
S3 6 S37 S38 S3 9 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51
S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S71
S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 7 1 s :
SOI S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18
S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S35 S3 6
S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52
S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S 62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S71 S72
S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 7 0 s :
SOI S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18
S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S35 S36 S37
S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53
S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S71 S72 S74
S75 S76 S l l S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 9 s :
SOI S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18
S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S35 S3 6 S37
S38 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54
S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S 71 S72 S74 S75
S76 S l l S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 8 s :
SOI S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18
S20 S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S35 S36 S3 7
S38 S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54
S56 S57 S58 S59 S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76
S77 S78 S79 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 7 s :
SOI S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 S20
S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S35 S36 S37 S38
S40 S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56
S57
S78

S58
S79

S59
S80

S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76 S l l

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 6 s :
SOI S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 S20
S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S40
S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57
S58
S79

S59
S80

S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76 S l l S78

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 5 s :
SOI S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 S20
S21 S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S36 S37 S38 S40
S41 S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57
S58
S80

S59 S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76 S l l S78
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4 0 n 8 0 s l-6 4 s :
SO I S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 S20 S21
S22 S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S3 7 S38 S40 S41
S42 S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58
S59 S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76 Sll S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 3 s :
SO I S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 S20 S22
S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S3 3 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S40 S41 S42
S43 S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59
S61 S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76 S77 S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 2 s :
S O I S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S IO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 Sll S18 S20 S22
S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S38 S40 S41 S42
S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S61
S62 S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76 Sll S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 1 s :
S O I S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 S20 S22
S23 S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S40 S41 S42
S44 S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S62
S65 S66 S67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76 Sll S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 6 0 s :
S O I S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S IO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 S20 S22
S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S38 S40 S41 S42 S44
S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S62 S65
S66 S 67 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 SIS Sll S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 9 s :
SO I S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S IO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 S17 S18 S20 S22
S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S40 S41 S42 S44
S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S62 S65
S66 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S75 S76 Sll S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 8 s :
S O I S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 SIO S l l S12 S13 S14 S15 Sll S18 S20 S22
S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S40 S41 S42 S44
S45 S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S62 S65
S66 S68 S69 S70 SI 2 S74 S76 Sll S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 7 s :
S O I S 04 S05 S06 S07 S08 SIO S l l S12 S13 S15 S17 S18 S20 S22 S24
S25 S 26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S40 S41 S42 S44 S45
S46 S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S62 S65 S66
S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S76 Sll S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 6 s :
SO I S04 S05 S06 SOI S08 SIO S l l S12 S13 S15 Sll S18 S20 S22 S24
S25 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S3 8 S40 S41 S42 S44 S45 S46
S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S62 S65 S66 S68
S69 S70 S72 S74 S76 Sll S78 S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 5 s :
S O I S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 SIO S l l S12 S13 S15 S17 S18 S20 S22 S24
S25 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S33 S3 6 S37 S38 S40 S41 S42 S44 S45 S46
S47 S48 S49 S50 S51 S52 S53 S54 S56 S57 S58 S59 S62 S66 S68 S69
S70 S72 S74 S76 Sll S78 S80
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4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 4 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28  
S48 S49  
S72 S74

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 3 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28
548 S49 
S74 S76

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 2 s :
SO I S04 
S27 S28
549  S50
576  S77

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 1 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28
550 S52
577 S78

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 5 0 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28  
S50 S52
578  S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 4 9 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28
552 S53 
S80

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 4 8 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28
553 S54

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 4 7 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28
554 S56

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 4 6 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28 
S56 S57

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 4 5 s :
SO I S04  
S27 S28
556 S57

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 4 4 s :
S O I S04
527  S28
557  S59

4 0 n 8 0 s l - 4 3 s :
SO I S04
528  S30 
S59 S62

S05 S06 S08
S29 S30 S31
S50 S51 S52
S76 S77 S78

S05 S06 S08
S29 S30 S 31
S50 S52 S53
S77 S78 S80

S05 S06 S08
S29 S30 S3 3
S52 S53 S54
S78 S80

S05 S06 S08
S29 S30 S3 3
S53 S54 S56
S80

S05 S06 S08  
S 29 S30 S33 
S53 S54 S56

S 05 S06 S08  
S 30 S33 S36  
S 54 S56 S57

S 05 S06 S08  
S 30 S33 S36  
S 56 S57 S59

S 05 S06 S08  
S30 S33 S36  
S57 S59 S62

S05 S06 S08  
S30 S33 S36  
S59 S62 S66

S05 S06 S08  
S30 S33 S36  
S59 S62 S66

S05 S06 S08  
S30 S33 S36  
S62 S66 S68

S 05 S06 S08  
S33 S36 S38  
S 66 S68 S69

SIO S l l S12 S13
S33 S3 6 S37 S38
S53 S54 S56 S57
S80

SIO S l l S12 S13
S33 S3 6 S37 S38
S54 S56 S57 S58

SIO  S l l  S12 S13 
S36 S37 S38 S40 
S56 S57 S58 S59

S IO  S l l  S12 S13 
S36 S37 S38 S40 
S57 S 58 S59 S62

SIO  S l l  S12 S13 
S36 S37 S38 S40 
S57 S59 S62 S66

SIO  S l l  S12 S13 
S37 S38 S40 S41 
S59 S62 S66 S68

SIO S l l S12 S13
S38 S40 S41 S42
S62 S66 S68 S69

SIO S l l S12 S13
S38 S40 S41 S44
S66 S68 S69 S70

SIO S l l S12 S13
S3 8 S40 S41 S44
S68 S69 S70 S72

SIO S l l S12 S13
S3 8 S40 S 41 S44
S68 S69 S70 S72

S IO  S l l  S 12 S13 
S38 S40 S44 S45 
S69 S70 S72 S74

S IO  S l l  S13 S15 
S40 S44 S45 S46 
S70 S72 S 74 S76

S15 S17 S18 
S40 S41 S42 
S58 S59 S62

S15 S17 S18 
S40 S41 S42 
S59 S62 S66

S15 S17 S18 
S41 S42 S44 
S62 S66 S68

S15 S17 S18 
S41 S42 S44 
S66 S68 S69

S15 S17 S18 
S41 S42 S44 
S68 S69 S70

S15 S17 S18 
S42 S44 S45 
S69 S70 S72

S15 S17 S18 
S44 S45 S46 
S70 S72 S74

S15 S17 S18 
S45 S46 S47 
S72 S74 S76

S15 S17 S18 
S45 S46 S47 
S74 S76 S77

S15 S17 S18 
S45 S46 S47 
S74 S76 S77

S15 S17 S18 
S46 S47 S50 
S76 S77 S80

S17 S18 S20 
S47 S50 S52  
S77 S80

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S44 S45 S46 S47 
S66 S68 S69 S70

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S44 S45 S46 S47 
S68 S69 S70 S72

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S45 S46 S47 S48  
S69 S70 S72 S74

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S45 S46 S47 S49 
S70 S72 S74 S76

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S45 S46 S47 S49 
S72 S74 S76 S77

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S46 S47 S49 S50 
S74 S76 S77 S78

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S47 S49 S50 S52 
S76 S77 S78 S80

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S 49 S50 S52 S53 
S77 S78 S80

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S50 S52 S53 S54 
S 78 S80

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S50 S52 S53 S54 
S80

S20 S22 S24 S25 
S52 S53 S54 S56

S22 S24 S25 S27 
S53 S54 S56 S57
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4 0 n 8 0 s l-4 2 s :
SO I S04 S05 S06 S08 S IO S l l S13 S15 Sll S18 S20 S22 S24 S25 S27
S28 S30 S33 S3 6 S3 8 S40 S44 S45 S46 S47 S50 S53 S54 S56 S57 S59
S62 S66 S68 S69 S70 S72 S74 S76 Sll S80
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APPENDIX B
N e tw o r k  D e m a n d  F il e s

B.1 15n30s1 Network Family
NAME: 1 5 n 3 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ed nesd ay , J u ly  1 1 , 2 0 0 1  9 : 4 2 : 3 3  AM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i ld e r (c )

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D1 N01 NO 2 8
D2 N01 NO 3 4
D3 N01 NO 4 5
D4 N01 NO 5 6
D5 N01 NO 6 10
D6 N 01 NO 7 3
D7 N01 NO 8 9
D8 N 01 NO 9 9
D9 N 01 N10 5
D IO N 01 N i l 10
D l l N 01 N12 1
D12 N 01 N13 1
D13 N 01 N 14 4
D14 N 01 N15 4
D15 NO 2 NO 3 8
D16 NO 2 N04 2
D17 NO 2 NO 5 5
D18 NO 2 NO 6 1
D19 NO 2 NO 7 6
D20 NO 2 NO 8 1
D21 NO 2 NO 9 1
D22 NO 2 N10 3
D23 NO 2 N i l 9
D24 NO 2 N12 6
D25 NO 2 N 13 5
D26 NO 2 N14 5
D27 NO 2 N 15 7
D28 NO 3 NO 4 2
D29 NO 3 NO 5 9
D30 NO 3 NO 6 2
D31 NO 3 NO 7 3
D32 NO 3 NO 8 6
D33 NO 3 NO 9 5
D34 NO 3 N10 9
D 35 NO 3 N i l 9

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D36 NO 3 N12 6
D37 NO 3 N13 1
D38 NO 3 N14 4
D39- NO 3 N15 2
D40 N 04 NO 5 3
D41 NO 4 NO 6 2
D42 N 04 NO 7 4
D43 N 04 NO 8 7
D44 NO 4 NO 9 9
D45 NO 4 N10 3
D46 NO 4 N i l 5
D47 NO 4 N12 6
D48 NO 4 N13 4
D49 NO 4 N14 2
D50 NO 4 N15 1
D51 NO 5 NO 6 10
D52 NO 5 NO 7 7
D53 N 05 NO 8 9
D54 NO 5 NO 9 6
D55 NO 5 N10 3
D56 NO 5 N i l 3
D57 NO 5 N12 1
D58 NO 5 N13 1
D59 NO 5 N14 7
D60 NO 5 N15 3
D61 NO 6 NO 7 4
D62 NO 6 NO 8 6
D63 NO 6 NO 9 4
D64 NO 6 N10 5
D65 NO 6 N i l 2
D66 NO 6 N12 5
D67 NO 6 N13 8
D68 NO 6 N14 9
D69 NO 6 N15 3
D70 N07 NO 8 5

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D71 NO 7 NO 9 5
D72 NO 7 N 10 7
D73 NO 7 N i l 7
D74 NO 7 N12 1
D75 N 07 N13 9
D76 NO 7 N14 4
D77 NO 7 N15 7
D78 NO 8 NO 9 2
D79 NO 8 N10 3
D 80 NO 8 N i l 6
D81 NO 8 N12 8
D 82 NO 8 N13 8
D83 NO 8 N 14 2
D 84 NO 8 N15 10
D 85 NO 9 N10 8
D 86 NO 9 N i l 6
D 87 NO 9 N12 8
D 88 NO 9 N13 10
D 89 NO 9 N14 1
D90 NO 9 N15 1
D91 N10 N i l 10
D92 N10 N12 2
D93 N10 N13 1
D94 N10 N14 7
D95 N 10 N15 1
D96 N i l N12 5
D97 N i l N13 7
D98 N i l N14 1
D99 N i l N15 3
D 100 N12 N13 3
D 101 N12 N14 5
D 102 N12 N15 1
D 103 N13 N14 10
D 104 N13 N15 3
D 105 N 14 N15 3
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B.2 20n40s 1 Netw o r k  Fam ily
NAME: 2 0 n 4 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ed nesd ay , J u ly  1 1 , 2 0 0 1  9 : 4 2 : 0 3  AM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i ld e r (c )

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D1 N 01 NO 2 9
D2 N 01 NO 3 1
D3 N 01 N04 7
D4 N01 NO 5 3
D5 N01 NO 6 3
D6 N01 N07 5
D7 N01 NO 8 9
D8 N01 NO 9 4
D9 N 01 N10 7
D IO N 01 N i l 2
D l l N 01 N12 6
D12 N 01 N13 2
D13 N 01 N14 3
D14 N 01 N15 1
D15 N 01 N16 2
D16 N01 N17 6
D17 N 01 N18 1
D18 N01 N19 3
D19 N 01 N20 10
D20 N02 NO 3 6
D 21 N02 N04 7
D22 N02 NO 5 3
D23 N02 NO 6 6
D 24 N02 N07 3
D25 N02 NO 8 2
D26 N02 NO 9 9
D27 N02 N10 1
D28 N02 N i l 10
D29 N02 N12 2
D30 N02 N13 8
D31 NO 2 N14 6
D32 NO 2 N15 3
D33 NO 2 N16 10
D34 NO 2 N17 10
D35 NO 2 N18 4
D36 NO 2 N19 2
D37 NO 2 N20 3
D38 NO 3 NO 4 2
D39 NO 3 NO 5 4
D40 NO 3 NO 6 5
D41 NO 3 NO 7 8
D42 NO 3 NO 8 4
D43 NO 3 NO 9 9
D44 NO 3 N10 5
D45 N03 N i l 8
D46 N 03 N12 7
D47 N03 N13 2
D48 N03 N14 3
D49 N 03 N15 8
D50 N03 N16 2
D51 NO 3 N17 1

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D52 NO 3 N18 3
D53 NO 3 N19 5
D54 NO 3 N20 8
D55 NO 4 NO 5 5
D56 NO 4 NO 6 2
D57 NO 4 NO 7 5
D58 NO 4 NO 8 8
D59 NO 4 NO 9 6
D60 NO 4 N10 5
D61 NO 4 N i l 3
D62 NO 4 N12 7
D63 NO 4 N13 10
D64 NO 4 N14 6
D65 N04 N15 2
D66 NO 4 N16 9
D67 NO 4 N17 5
D68 NO 4 N18 9
D69 N04 N19 9
D70 NO 4 N20 6
D71 NO 5 NO 6 9
D72 NO 5 NO 7 5
D73 NO 5 NO 8 7
D74 NO 5 NO 9 6
D75 NO 5 N10 8
D76 NO 5 N i l 5
D77 NO 5 N12 5
D78 NO 5 N13 5
D79 NO 5 N14 8
D80 NO 5 N15 1
D81 NO 5 N16 7
D82 NO 5 N17 10
D83 NO 5 N18 9
D84 NO 5 N19 8
D85 NO 5 N20 8
D86 NO 6 N07 10
D87 NO 6 NO 8 5
D88 NO 6 NO 9 2
D89 NO 6 N10 3
D90 NO 6 N i l 3
D91 NO 6 N12 4
D92 N06 N13 7
D93 NO 6 N14 10
D94 NO 6 N15 6
D95 NO 6 N16 1
D96 NO 6 N17 1
D97 NO 6 N18 10
D98 NO 6 N19 7
D99 NO 6 N20 2
D 100 NO 7 NO 8 4
D 101 NO 7 NO 9 4
D 102 NO 7 N10 9

DEMAND 0 D U N ITS
D 103 NO 7 N i l 3
D 104 NO 7 N 12 4
D 105 NO 7 N 13 8
D 106 NO 7 N 14 4
D 107 NO 7 N 15 1
D 108 NO 7 N 16 6
D 109 NO 7 N17 9
D U O NO 7 N 18 3
D i l l NO 7 N19 10
D 112 NO 7 N20 1
D 113 NO 8 NO 9 4
D114 NO 8 N10 3
D115 NO 8 N i l 6
D 116 NO 8 N12 10
D 117 NO 8 N13 5
D118 NO 8 N 14 8
D 119 NO 8 N15 8
D 120 NO 8 N 16 5
D 121 NO 8 N17 9
D 122 NO 8 N18 6
D 123 NO 8 N19 4
D 124 NO 8 N 20 3
D 125 NO 9 N 10 8
D 126 NO 9 N i l 8
D 127 NO 9 N 12 8
D 128 NO 9 N 13 3
D 129 NO 9 N 14 2
D 130 NO 9 N 15 10
D 131 NO 9 N 16 10
D 132 NO 9 N 17 7
D 133 NO 9 N 18 5
D 134 NO 9 N 19 4
D 135 NO 9 N 20 10
D 136 N10 N i l 8
D 137 N10 N 12 5
D 138 N10 N 13 4
D 139 N10 N 14 10
D 140 N10 N 15 1
D 141 N10 N 16 8
D 142 N10 N 17 9
D 143 N10 N 18 5
D 144 N10 N 19 1
D 145 N10 N 20 1
D 146 N i l N 12 2
D 147 N i l N 13 2
D 148 N i l N 14 7
D 149 N i l N 15 8
D 150 N i l N 16 10
D 151 N i l N 17 5
D 152 N i l N 18 1
D 153 N i l N 19 10
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DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N IT S
D 154 N i l N 20 2 D 167 N13 N18 7 D180 N 15 N20 6
D 155 N 12 N13 8 D 168 N13 N19 5 D 181 N 16 N17 1
D 156 N 12 N14 6 D 169 N13 N20 8 D182 N16 N18 9
D 157 N 12 N 15 7 D 170 N14 N15 3 D183 N 16 N19 6
D 158 N 12 N 16 9 D 171 N14 N16 9 D184 N 16 N20 5
D 159 N 12 N17 2 D 172 N14 N17 3 D185 N 17 N18 4
D 160 N12 N 18 4 D 173 N14 N18 8 D186 N17 N19 7
D 161 N 12 N19 7 D 174 N14 N19 6 D187 N17 N20 1
D 162 N 12 N20 9 D 175 N14 N20 1 D 188 N 18 N19 2
D 163 N13 N14 9 D 176 N15 N16 4 D189 N 18 N20 1
D 164 N 13 N 15 2 D 177 N15 N17 6 D 190 N 19 N20 9
D 165 N13 N 16 3 D 178 N15 N18 10
D 166 N 13 N 17 8 D 179 N15 N19 1
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B.3 25 n50s 1 N etw o r k  Fa m ily
NAME: 2 5 n 5 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ed nesd ay , J u ly  1 1 , 2 0 0 1  9 : 4 1 : 3 2  AM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i ld e r (c )

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D1 N01 NO 2 2
D2 N01 NO 3 1
D3 N01 NO 4 9
D4 N01 NO 5 7
D5 N01 NO 6 1
D6 N01 NO 7 2
D7 N01 NO 8 4
D8 N01 NO 9 10
D9 N01 N 10 1
D IO N01 N i l 3
D l l N01 N 12 4
D12 N01 N13 3
D13 N01 N14 4
D14 N01 N 15 3
D15 N01 N 16 10
D16 N01 N 17 1
D17 N01 N 18 6
D18 N01 N19 1
D19 N01 N 20 10
D20 N01 N21 3
D21 N01 N22 9
D22 N01 N23 10
D23 N01 N24 9
D24 N01 N 25 4
D25 NO 2 NO 3 8
D26 NO 2 NO 4 1
D 27 NO 2 NO 5 5
D 28 NO 2 NO 6 8
D 29 NO 2 N07 4
D 30 NO 2 NO 8 2
D 31 NO 2 NO 9 6
D32 NO 2 N10 3
D33 NO 2 N i l 9
D 34 NO 2 N12 6
D35 NO 2 N13 3
D 36 NO 2 N 14 10
D37 NO 2 N15 4
D 38 NO 2 N16 6
D39 N 02 N17 3
D40 NO 2 N18 4
D 41 NO 2 N19 10
D42 NO 2 N20 6
D43 NO 2 N21 3
D44 NO 2 N22 7
D45 NO 2 N23 7
D46 NO 2 N24 1
D47 NO 2 N25 1
D48 NO 3 NO 4 6
D49 NO 3 NO 5 4
D50 NO 3 NO 6 3
D51 NO 3 NO 7 6

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D52 NO 3 NO 8 3
D53 NO 3 NO 9 5
D54 NO 3 N10 9
D55 NO 3 N i l 1
D56 NO 3 N12 3
D57 NO 3 N13 1
D58 NO 3 N14 2
D59 NO 3 N15 6
D60 NO 3 N16 6
D61 NO 3 N17 9
D62 N 03 N18 3
D63 NO 3 N19 5
D64 NO 3 N20 1
D65 NO 3 N21 5
D66 NO 3 N22 10
D67 NO 3 N23 6
D68 NO 3 N24 8
D69 NO 3 N25 3
D70 NO 4 NO 5 1
D71 NO 4 NO 6 5
D72 N04 NO 7 7
D73 N04 NO 8 6
D74 NO 4 NO 9 5
D75 NO 4 N10 4
D76 NO 4 N i l 5
D77 N 04 N12 3
D78 NO 4 N13 1
D79 NO 4 N14 3
D80 NO 4 N15 3
D81 NO 4 N16 8
D82 NO 4 N17 2
D83 NO 4 N18 7
D84 NO 4 N 19 9
D85 NO 4 N 20 9
D86 N04 N21 8
D87 NO 4 N 22 5
D88 NO 4 N23 3
D89 NO 4 N 24 8
D90 NO 4 N 25 1
D91 NO 5 NO 6 5
D92 NO 5 N 07 4
D93 NO 5 NO 8 4
D94 NO 5 NO 9 10
D95 NO 5 N 10 8
D96 NO 5 N i l 8
D97 NO 5 N12 4
D98 NO 5 N13 2
D99 NO 5 N14 8
D 100 NO 5 N15 9
D 101 NO 5 N 16 8
D102 NO 5 N17 8

d e m a n d  0 D U N IT S
D 103 NO 5 N 18 6
D 104 NO 5 N 19 7
D 105 NO 5 N 20 2
D 106 NO 5 N 21 4
D 107 NO 5 N22 6
D 108 NO 5 N23 1
D 109 NO 5 N 24 4
D U O NO 5 N25 6
D i l l NO 6 NO 7 5
D112 NO 6 NO 8 4
D113 NO 6 NO 9 1
D114 NO 6 N10 4
D115 NO 6 N i l 2
D116 NO 6 N12 6
D 117 NO 6 N13 6
D118 NO 6 N14 9
D 119 NO 6 N15 1
D 120 NO 6 N16 9
D 121 NO 6 N17 3
D 122 NO 6 N18 3
D123 NO 6 N19 5
D 124 NO 6 N20 5
D 125 NO 6 N21 8
D 126 NO 6 N22 3
D127 NO 6 N23 10
D 128 NO 6 N24 8
D 129 NO 6 N 25 2
D130 NO 7 NO 8 9
D 131 NO 7 NO 9 4
D132 NO 7 N 10 1
D133 NO 7 N i l 7
D 134 NO 7 N12 2
D 135 NO 7 N13 8
D 136 NO 7 N 14 3
D137 NO 7 N 15 7
D 138 NO 7 N 16 6
D139 NO 7 N17 3
D140 NO 7 N 18 9
D 141 N07 N19 5
D142 NO 7 N 20 1
D143 NO 7 N 21 2
D 144 NO 7 N22 5
D145 NO 7 N23 7
D146 NO 7 N 24 4
D147 NO 7 N 25 1
D 148 NO 8 N09 8
D149 NO 8 N10 5
D150 NO 8 N i l 3
D 151 NO 8 N12 1
D152 NO 8 N13 5
D153 NO 8 N14 7
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APPENDIX B -  Network Demand Files

DEMAND O D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D 154 NO 8 N15 10 D203 N i l N19 8 D 252 N15 N 22 6
D 155 NO 8 N16 7 D 204 N i l N20 8 D 253 N15 N23 1
D 156 NO 8 N17 5 D 205 N i l N21 7 D 254 N15 N 24 8
D 157 NO 8 N18 6 D 206 N i l N22 10 D 255 N15 N 25 5
D 158 NO 8 N19 9 D 207 N i l N23 2 D 256 N16 N 17 4
D 159 NO 8 N20 5 D 208 N i l N24 2 D 257 N16 N 18 10
D 160 N 08 N21 10 D 209 N i l N25 5 D 258 N16 N 19 8
D 161 N 08 N22 7 D 210 N12 N13 4 D 259 N16 N 20 1
D 162 N 08 N23 4 D 211 N12 N14 4 D 260 N16 N 21 6
D 163 N 08 N24 6 D212 N12 N15 10 D 261 N16 N 22 5
D 164 N 08 N25 10 D213 N12 N16 2 D 262 N16 N 23 7
D 165 N 09 N10 2 D 214 N12 N17 7 D 263 N16 N 24 1
D 166 N09 N i l 10 D 215 N12 N18 3 D 264 N16 N 25 7
D 167 N 09 N12 5 D 216 N12 N19 4 D 265 N17 N 18 1
D 168 NO 9 N13 5 D217 N12 N20 3 D 266 N17 N 19 3
D 169 NO 9 N14 10 D 218 N12 N21 9 D 267 N17 N 20 3
D 170 NO 9 N 15 1 D 219 N12 N22 8 D 268 N 17 N 21 9
D 171 NO 9 N16 4 D 220 N12 N23 8 D 269 N17 N 22 10
D 172 NO 9 N17 8 D 221 N12 N24 6 D 270 N17 N 23 2
D 173 NO 9 N 18 2 D 222 N12 N25 10 D 271 N17 N 24 10
D 174 NO 9 N19 4 D 223 N13 N14 1 D 272 N17 N 25 3
D 175 NO 9 N20 5 D 224 N13 N15 4 D 273 N18 N 19 3
D 176 N 09 N 21 5 D 225 N13 N16 4 D 274 N18 N 20 9
D 177 NO 9 N22 3 D 226 N13 N17 8 D 275 N18 N 21 1
D 178 N09 N23 5 D227 N13 N18 9 D 276 N18 N 22 4
D 179 NO 9 N24 9 D 228 N13 N19 5 D 277 N18 N 23 5
D 180 N 09 N25 3 D 229 N13 N20 9 D 278 N18 N 24 9
D 181 N 10 N i l 7 D 230 N13 N21 3 D 279 N18 N 25 10
D 182 N 10 N12 5 D 231 N13 N22 6 D 280 N19 N 20 8
D 183 N 10 N13 4 D 232 N13 N23 4 D 281 N19 N 21 4
D 184 N 10 N14 8 D 233 N13 N24 8 D 282 N19 N 22 5
D 185 N 10 N15 2 D 234 N13 N25 6 D 283 N19 N23 9
D 186 N 10 N16 10 D 235 N14 N15 5 D 284 N19 N 24 10
D 187 N 10 N17 2 D 236 N14 N16 9 D 285 N19 N 25 4
D 188 N 10 N18 5 D 237 N 14 N17 3 D 286 N20 N 21 1
D 189 N 10 N19 3 D 238 N14 N18 9 D 287 N20 N 22 1
D 190 N 10 N20 10 D 239 N14 N19 8 D 288 N20 N 23 1
D 191 N 10 N21 6 D 240 N14 N20 6 D 289 N20 N 24 6
D 192 N 10 N22 7 D 241 N14 N21 5 D 290 N20 N 25 10
D 193 N 10 N23 9 D 242 N14 N22 9 D 291 N21 N 22 3
D 194 N 10 N24 9 D 243 N14 N23 8 D 292 N21 N 23 6
D 195 N 10 N25 9 D 244 N14 N24 5 D 293 N21 N 24 10
D 196 N i l N12 9 D 245 N14 N25 9 D 294 N21 N 25 8
D 197 N i l N13 2 D 246 N15 N16 4 D 295 N22 N 23 2
D 198 N i l N14 4 D 247 N15 N17 1 D 296 N22 N 24 5
D 199 N i l N15 7 D 248 N15 N18 5 D 297 N22 N 25 8
D 200 N i l N16 10 D 249 N15 N19 4 D 298 N23 N 24 7
D 201 N i l N17 4 D 250 N15 N20 5 D 299 N23 N 25 1
D 202 N i l N18 2 D 251 N15 N21 9 D 300 N24 N 25 7
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APPENDIX B -  Network Demand Files

B.4 30 n60s 1 N etw o rk  Fam ily
NAME: 3 0 n 6 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ed nesd ay , J u ly  1 1 , 2 0 0 1  9 : 4 0 : 5 5  AM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i ld e r (c )

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D1 N01 NO 2 5
D2 N 01 NO 3 4
D3 N01 NO 4 4
D4 N 01 NO 5 4
D5 N01 NO 6 8
D6 N01 NO 7 10
D7 N 01 NO 8 10
D8 N 01 NO 9 10
D9 N01 N10 6
D IO N01 N i l 2
D l l N01 N12 3
D12 N01 N13 5
D13 N01 N14 6
D 14 N01 N15 8
D15 N01 N16 8
D16 N01 N17 6
D17 N 01 N18 7
D18 N 01 N19 10
D19 N01 N20 2
D20 N01 N21 1
D21 N01 N22 6
D22 N01 N23 3
D23 N01 N24 10
D24 N01 N25 4
D25 N01 N26 2
D26 N01 N27 3
D27 N01 N28 10
D28 N01 N29 3
D29 N01 N30 8
D30 N02 NO 3 3
D31 NO 2 NO 4 6
D32 N02 NO 5 9
D33 NO 2 NO 6 1
D34 N02 NO 7 4
D35 NO 2 NO 8 10
D36 N02 NO 9 2
D37 NO 2 N 10 1
D38 N02 N i l 5
D39 N02 N12 1
D40 NO 2 N13 8
D41 N02 N14 2
D42 N02 N 15 1
D43 N02 N 16 5
D44 NO 2 N17 10
D45 N02 N 18 5
D46 N02 N19 10
D47 N02 N20 4
D48 N02 N 21 7
D49 N02 N22 7
D50 NO 2 N23 10
D51 NO 2 N24 4

DEMAND 0 D U N ITS
D52 NO 2 N25 2
D53 NO 2 N26 4
D54 NO 2 N27 10
D55 NO 2 N28 8
D56 NO 2 N29 2
D57 NO 2 N30 9
D58 NO 3 N04 9
D59 N03 N 05 3
D60 NO 3 NO 6 9
D61 NO 3 N07 3
D62 NO 3 NO 8 7
D63 NO 3 NO 9 2
D64 NO 3 N10 10
D65 NO 3 N i l 1
D66 NO 3 N12 3
D67 NO 3 N13 7
D68 NO 3 N14 2
D69 NO 3 N15 6
D70 N03 N16 4
D71 NO 3 N17 2
D72 NO 3 N18 9
D73 NO 3 N19 3
D74 NO 3 N20 5
D75 NO 3 N21 3
D76 NO 3 N22 2
D77 NO 3 N23 5
D78 NO 3 N24 6
D79 N03 N25 8
D80 N03 N26 1
D81 N03 N27 5
D82 N03 N28 5
D83 N03 N29 3
D84 N03 N30 5
D85 N04 NO 5 1
D86 N04 NO 6 2
D87 N04 NO 7 4
D88 N04 NO 8 10
D89 N04 NO 9 1
D90 N04 N10 8
D91 NO 4 N i l 1
D92 NO 4 N12 4
D93 NO 4 N13 1
D94 NO 4 N14 7
D95 NO 4 N15 8
D96 NO 4 N16 3
D97 NO 4 N17 1
D98 NO 4 N18 9
D99 NO 4 N19 10
D 100 N04 N20 5
D 101 NO 4 N21 4
D 102 N04 N22 8

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D103 NO 4 N23 3
D104 NO 4 N24 10
D105 NO 4 N25 10
D106 NO 4 N26 9
D107 NO 4 N27 9
D108 NO 4 N28 7
D109 NO 4 N29 8
D U O NO 4 N30 10
D i l l NO 5 NO 6 4
D112 NO 5 NO 7 7
D113 NO 5 NO 8 8
D114 NO 5 NO 9 4
D115 NO 5 N10 7
D116 NO 5 N i l 2
D117 NO 5 N12 8
D118 NO 5 N13 5
D119 NO 5 N14 8
D120 NO 5 N15 7
D121 NO 5 N16 6
D122 NO 5 N17 9
D123 NO 5 N18 5
D124 NO 5 N19 9
D125 NO 5 N20 8
D126 NO 5 N21 4
D127 NO 5 N22 8
D128 NO 5 N23 1
D129 NO 5 N24 7
D130 NO 5 N25 10
D131 NO 5 N26 9
D132 NO 5 N27 10
D133 NO 5 N28 2
D134 NO 5 N29 8
D135 NO 5 N30 3
D136 NO 6 NO 7 7
D137 NO 6 NO 8 4
D138 NO 6 NO 9 10
D139 NO 6 N10 1
D140 NO 6 N i l 4
D141 NO 6 N12 1
D142 NO 6 N13 1
D143 NO 6 N14 8
D144 NO 6 N15 9
D145 NO 6 N16 10
D146 NO 6 N17 5
D147 NO 6 N18 5
D148 NO 6 N19 5
D149 NO 6 N20 1
D150 NO 6 N21 3
D151 NO 6 N22 1
D152 NO 6 N23 8
D153 NO 6 N24 4
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APPENDIX B -  Network Demand Files

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N ITS DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D 154 NO 6 N25 3 D214 NO 9 N19 5 D 274 N12 N22 1
D 155 NO 6 N26 6 D215 NO 9 N20 5 D 275 N12 N23 8
D 156 NO 6 N 27 6 D216 NO 9 N21 5 D 276 N12 N24 10
D 157 NO 6 N28 9 D217 NO 9 N22 8 m u N 12 N25 3
D 158 NO 6 N29 5 D218 NO 9 N23 9 D 278 N12 N26 9
D 159 N 06 N 30 4 D219 NO 9 N24 8 D 279 N12 N27 4
D 160 N07 NO 8 10 D 220 NO 9 N25 4 D 280 N12 N28 8
D 161 NO 7 NO 9 1 D 221 NO 9 N26 7 D 281 N12 N29 5
D 162 NO 7 N IO 5 D222 NO 9 N27 9 D 282 N12 N30 7
D163 NO 7 N i l 5 D223 NO 9 N28 1 D 283 N 13 N14 8
D 164 NO 7 N12 1 D 224 NO 9 N29 4 D 284 N13 N15 10
D 165 NO 7 N13 10 D225 NO 9 N30 9 D 285 N13 N16 9
D 166 NO 7 N 14 7 D 226 N IO N i l 1 D 286 N13 N17 1
D167 NO 7 N 15 2 D227 N IO N12 9 D 287 N13 N18 5
D 168 NO 7 N16 5 D228 N IO N13 4 D 288 N13 N19 3
D 169 NO 7 N17 3 D229 NIO N14 5 D 289 N13 N20 2
D 170 NO 7 N18 10 D230 N IO N15 4 D 290 N13 N21 5
D 171 NO 7 N19 10 D 231 N IO N16 8 D 291 N13 N22 9
D 172 NO 7 N20 8 D232 NIO N17 6 D 292 N13 N23 5
D 173 NO 7 N 21 3 D233 N IO N18 9 D 293 N13 N24 4
D 174 NO 7 N22 9 D234 N IO N19 2 D 294 N13 N25 7
D 175 NO 7 N23 8 D235 NIO N20 1 D 295 N13 N26 3
D 176 NO 7 N24 3 D236 N IO N21 2 D 296 N13 N27 2
D 177 NO 7 N25 5 D237 N IO N22 5 D 297 N13 N28 8
D 178 NO 7 N26 6 D238 N IO N23 1 D 298 N13 N29 4
D 179 NO 7 N27 5 D239 N IO N24 3 D 299 N13 N30 4
D 180 NO 7 N28 5 D240 N IO N25 5 D 300 N 14 N15 8
D 181 NO 7 N29 4 D241 N IO N26 7 D 301 N 14 N16 4
D 182 NO 7 N30 8 D242 N IO N27 7 D 302 N14 N17 2
D183 NO 8 NO 9 5 D243 N IO N28 5 D 303 N 14 N18 3
D 184 NO 8 N IO 7 D 244 N IO N29 9 D 304 N14 N19 4
D 185 NO 8 N i l 6 D 245 N IO N30 6 D 305 N14 N20 6
D 186 NO 8 N12 8 D246 N i l N12 8 D 306 N14 N21 7
D 187 NO 8 N13 7 D247 N i l N13 6 D 307 N14 N22 1
D 188 NO 8 N 14 5 D 248 N i l N14 5 D 308 N14 N23 9
D 189 NO 8 N15 5 D 249 N i l N15 5 D 309 N14 N24 1
D 190 NO 8 N16 8 D 250 N i l N16 2 D 310 N14 N25 6
D 191 NO 8 N17 7 D 251 N i l N17 7 D 311 N14 N26 3
D192 NO 8 N 18 5 D252 N i l N18 7 D 312 N 14 N27 2
D193 NO 8 N19 10 D253 N i l N19 2 D 313 N14 N28 10
D 194 NO 8 N20 9 D 254 N i l N20 5 D 314 N 14 N29 2
D 195 NO 8 N21 2 D 255 N i l N21 6 D 315 N14 N30 2
D 196 NO 8 N22 3 D 256 N i l N22 1 D 316 N15 N16 9
D197 NO 8 N23 10 D257 N i l N23 3 D 317 N15 N17 2
D 198 NO 8 N24 1 D 258 N i l N 24 2 D 318 N15 N18 10
D199 NO 8 N25 6 D 259 N i l N25 9 D 319 N 15 N19 7
D200 NO 8 N26 4 D 260 N i l N 26 2 D 320 N15 N20 8
D 201 NO 8 N27 9 D 261 N i l N27 7 D 321 N15 N21 7
D202 NO 8 N28 3 D262 N i l N28 5 D 322 N 15 N22 3
D203 NO 8 N29 4 D263 N i l N29 4 D 323 N 15 N23 10
D 204 NO 8 N30 10 D 264 N i l N30 6 D 324 N 15 N24 5
D 205 NO 9 N IO 7 D265 N12 N13 6 D 325 N 15 N25 4
D206 NO 9 N i l 8 D 266 N12 N14 5 D 326 N 15 N26 10
D207 NO 9 N12 4 D267 N12 N15 2 D 327 N 15 N27 5
D208 NO 9 N13 10 D268 N12 N16 8 D 328 N 15 N28 3
D209 NO 9 N14 2 D269 N12 N17 5 D 329 N 15 N29 2
D210 NO 9 N15 10 D270 N12 N18 3 D 330 N 15 N30 4
D 211 NO 9 N16 7 D 271 N12 N19 2 D 331 N 16 N17 7
D212 NO 9 N17 9 D272 N12 N20 7 D 332 N 16 N18 10
D213 NO 9 N18 9 D273 N12 N21 3 D 333 N 16 N19 2
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APPENDIX B -  Network Demand Files

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N ITS
D 334 N16 N 20 1 D 368 N 18 N29 8 D 402 N22 N25 5
D 335 N16 N 21 9 D 369 N 18 N30 7 D 403 N22 N 26 8
D 336 N16 N 22 4 D 370 N 19 N20 3 D 404 N22 N 27 10
D 337 N16 N 23 8 D 371 N 19 N21 7 D 405 N22 N 28 6
D 338 N16 N 24 1 D 372 N19 N22 2 D 406 N22 N 29 5
D 339 N16 N 25 9 D 373 N 19 N23 3 D 407 N22 N 30 10
D 340 N16 N 26 1 D 374 N19 N24 8 D 408 N23 N 24 5
D 341 N16 N 27 3 D 375 N19 N25 4 D 409 N23 N 25 7
D 342 N16 N 28 10 D 376 N19 N26 6 D 410 N23 N 26 7
D 343 N16 N 29 10 D 377 N19 N27 9 D 411 N23 N27 8
D 344 N16 N 30 2 D 378 N 19 N28 5 D 412 N23 N 28 6
D 345 N17 N 18 5 D 379 N19 N29 4 D 413 N23 N29 9
D 346 N17 N 19 10 D 380 N 19 N30 10 D 414 N23 N30 3
D 347 N17 N 20 9 D 381 N 20 N21 1 D 415 N24 N 25 3
D 348 N17 N 21 6 D 382 N 20 N22 5 D 416 N24 N26 6
D 349 N17 N 22 2 D 383 N 20 N23 4 D 417 N24 N27 1
D 350 N17 N 23 9 D 384 N 20 N24 1 D 418 N24 N28 8
D 351 N17 N 24 7 D 385 N20 N25 4 D 419 N24 N 29 3
D 352 N17 N 25 1 D 386 N 20 N26 8 D 420 N24 N30 7
D 353 N17 N 26 1 D 387 N 20 N27 10 D 421 N25 N 26 1
D 354 N17 N 27 7 D 388 N20 N28 3 D 422 N25 N 27 4
D 355 N17 N 28 10 D 389 N20 N29 9 D 423 N25 N28 10
D 356 N17 N 29 7 D 390 N20 N30 9 D 424 N25 N29 4
D 357 N17 N 30 4 D 391 N 21 N22 2 D 425 N25 N 30 7
D 358 N18 N 19 7 D 392 N 21 N23 3 D 426 N26 N27 5
D 359 N18 N 20 5 D 393 N 21 N24 9 D 427 N26 N 28 10
D 360 N18 N 21 3 D 394 N 21 N25 9 D 428 N26 N29 1
D 361 N18 N 22 7 D 395 N 21 N26 5 D 429 N26 N 30 6
D 362 N18 N 23 5 D 396 N21 N27 6 D 430 N27 N 28 10
D 363 N 18 N 24 9 D 397 N 21 N28 7 D 431 N27 N 29 10
D 364 N18 N 25 3 D 398 N21 N29 10 D 432 N27 N 30 7
D 365 N 18 N 26 2 D 399 N 21 N30 8 D 433 N28 N 29 5
D 366 N 18 N 27 6 D 400 N 22 N23 7 D 434 N28 N 30 7
D 367 N 18 N 28 10 D 401 N 22 N24 3 D 435 N29 N 30 7
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APPENDIX B -  Network Demand Files

B.5 35n70s 1 N etw o r k  Fa m ily
NAME: 3 5 n 7 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ed nesd ay , J u ly  1 1 , 2 0 0 1  9 : 4 0 : 2 0  AM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i ld e r (c )

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D1 N 01 N02 5
D2 N 01 NO 3 6
D3 N01 N04 2
D4 N 01 NO 5 4
D5 N01 NO 6 3
D6 N 01 N07 3
D7 N 01 NO 8 4
D8 N 01 NO 9 3
D9 N 01 N10 4
D IO N 01 N i l 7
D l l N 01 N12 6
D12 N 01 N13 5
D13 N01 N14 3
D14 N01 N15 7
D 15 N01 N16 4
D 16 N01 N17 10
D17 N01 N18 6
D 18 N01 N19 5
D 19 N01 N20 6
D20 N01 N21 4
D 21 N01 N22 9
D22 N01 N23 1
D23 N01 N24 2
D 24 N01 N25 5
D25 N01 N26 2
D 26 N01 N27 10
D27 N01 N28 6
D28 N 01 N29 8
D29 N 01 N30 7
D30 N 01 N31 9
D 31 N 01 N32 9
D32 N 01 N33 5
D33 N 01 N34 6
D34 N 01 N35 3
D35 N02 NO 3 8
D36 N02 N 04 7
D37 N02 NO 5 8
D38 N02 NO 6 1
D39 N02 NO 7 10
D40 N02 NO 8 7
D41 N02 NO 9 4
D42 N02 N 10 9
D43 N02 N i l 10
D44 N02 N12 7
D45 NO 2 N 13 10
D46 NO 2 N 14 9
D47 NO 2 N 15 7
D48 NO 2 N16 7
D49 NO 2 N 17 9
D50 N02 N18 4
D51 N02 N 19 3

d e m a n d  0 D U N IT S
D52 NO 2 N20 10
D53 NO 2 N21 6
D54 NO 2 N22 2
D55 NO 2 N23 4
D56 NO 2 N 24 2
D57 N02 N25 8
D58 NO 2 N26 2
D59 NO 2 N27 2
D60 NO 2 N28 2
D61 NO 2 N29 9
D62 NO 2 N30 8
D63 NO 2 N31 4
D64 NO 2 N32 10
D65 NO 2 N33 10
D66 NO 2 N34 7
D67 NO 2 N35 2
D68 NO 3 N04 3
D69 NO 3 NO 5 3
D70 NO 3 NO 6 2
D71 NO 3 N07 2
D72 NO 3 NO 8 10
D73 NO 3 NO 9 9
D74 NO 3 N10 1
D75 NO 3 N i l 10
D76 NO 3 N12 2
D77 NO 3 N13 2
D78 NO 3 N14 1
D79 NO 3 N15 4
D80 NO 3 N16 4
D81 NO 3 N17 9
D82 NO 3 N18 3
D83 NO 3 N19 5
D84 NO 3 N20 9
D85 NO 3 N21 10
D86 NO 3 N22 2
D87 NO 3 N23 7
D88 NO 3 N24 3
D89 NO 3 N25 9
D90 NO 3 N26 4
D91 NO 3 N27 3
D92 NO 3 N28 2
D93 NO 3 N29 7
D94 NO 3 N30 5
D95 NO 3 N31 7
D96 NO 3 N32 2
D97 NO 3 N33 3
D98 NO 3 N34 3
D99 NO 3 N35 3
D100 NO 4 NO 5 4
D 101 NO 4 NO 6 10
D102 NO 4 N07 6

DEMAND 0 D U N ITS
D IO  3 NO 4 N08 2
D 104 N04 NO 9 10
D 105 NO 4 N10 6
D 106 NO 4 N i l 6
D 107 NO 4 N12 4
D 108 NO 4 N13 9
D 109 NO 4 N14 2
D U O NO 4 N15 5
D i l l NO 4 N16 3
D 112 NO 4 N17 7
D 113 NO 4 N18 4
D 114 NO 4 N19 7
D 115 NO 4 N20 8
D 116 NO 4 N21 10
D 117 NO 4 N22 9
D 118 NO 4 N23 2
D 119 NO 4 N24 1
D 120 NO 4 N25 6
D 121 NO 4 N26 1
D 122 NO 4 N27 1
D 123 NO 4 N28 1
D 124 NO 4 N29 9
D 125 N04 N30 6
D 126 N04 N31 7
D 127 NO 4 N32 7
D 128 N04 N33 4
D 129 N04 N34 4
D 130 N04 N35 5
D 131 NO 5 NO 6 3
D 132 NO 5 N07 1
D 133 NO 5 N08 3
D 134 NO 5 N09 10
D 135 NO 5 N10 10
D 136 NO 5 N i l 8
D 137 NO 5 N12 10
D 138 NO 5 N13 1
D 139 N05 N14 1
D 140 NO 5 N15 5
D 141 NO 5 N16 10
D 142 NO 5 N17 3
D 143 NO 5 N18 8
D 144 NO 5 N19 6
D 145 NO 5 N20 6
D 146 NO 5 N21 8
D 147 NO 5 N22 9
D 148 NO 5 N23 4
D 149 NO 5 N24 2
D 150 NO 5 N25 3
D 151 NO 5 N26 9
D 152 NO 5 N27 3
D 153 NO 5 N28 1
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APPENDIX B -  Network Demand Files

DEMAND O D U N ITS DEMAND 0 D U N ITS DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D 154 NO 5 N29 9 D 214 N07 N32 8 D 274 N IO N14 6
D 155 NO 5 N30 1 D 215 N07 N33 3 D 275 N IO N15 6
D 156 NO 5 N 31 5 D 216 N07 N34 4 D 276 N IO N16 4
D157 NO 5 N 32 2 D 217 N07 N35 7 D277 N IO N17 2
D158 NO 5 N33 6 D 218 NO 8 NO 9 8 D278 N IO N18 9
D159 NO 5 N 34 3 D 219 NO 8 NIO 4 D 279 N IO N19 8
D160 NO 5 N 35 3 D 220 NO 8 N i l 2 D 280 N IO N20 7
D161 NO 6 NO 7 9 D 221 NO 8 N12 5 D 281 N IO N21 1
D162 NO 6 NO 8 2 D 222 NO 8 N13 10 D282 N IO N22 10
D 163 NO 6 NO 9 4 D 223 NO 8 N 14 7 D283 NIO N23 4
D 164 NO 6 N 10 10 D 224 NO 8 N15 2 D 284 N IO N24 1
D 165 NO 6 N i l 2 D 225 NO 8 N16 10 D 285 N IO N25 7
D 166 NO 6 N12 9 D 226 NO 8 N17 2 D 286 N IO N26 1
D 167 NO 6 N13 4 D 227 NO 8 N18 4 D287 N IO N27 9
D 168 NO 6 N 14 1 D 228 NO 8 N19 8 D 288 N IO N28 7
D 169 NO 6 N15 2 D229 NO 8 N20 9 D289 N IO N29 6
D 170 NO 6 N16 8 D 230 NO 8 N21 6 D290 N IO N30 5
D 171 NO 6 N17 4 D 231 NO 8 N22 6 D 291 N IO N31 10
D172 NO 6 N18 1 D 232 NO 8 N23 7 D 292 N IO N32 10
D173 NO 6 N19 6 D233 NO 8 N24 6 D293 N IO N33 4
D174 NO 6 N20 3 D 234 NO 8 N25 1 D 294 N IO N34 6
D175 NO 6 N21 4 D 235 NO 8 N26 10 D 295 N IO N35 1
D176 NO 6 N22 4 D 236 NO 8 N27 1 D 296 N i l N12 9
D177 NO 6 N23 8 D 237 NO 8 N28 8 D 297 N i l N13 9
D178 NO 6 N24 8 D 238 NO 8 N29 2 D 298 N i l N14 1
D179 NO 6 N25 9 D 239 NO 8 N30 6 D 299 N i l N15 7
D180 NO 6 N26 10 D 240 NO 8 N31 1 D 300 N i l N16 10
D181 NO 6 N27 8 D 241 NO 8 N32 6 D 301 N i l N17 7
D182 NO 6 N28 2 D 242 NO 8 N33 8 D 302 N i l N18 7
D183 NO 6 N29 3 D243 NO 8 N34 1 D303 N i l N19 8
D184 NO 6 N30 10 D 244 NO 8 N35 2 D 304 N i l N20 5
D185 NO 6 N31 1 D 245 NO 9 N IO 3 D 305 N i l N21 10
D186 NO 6 N32 3 D 246 NO 9 N i l 1 D306 N i l N22 1
D187 NO 6 N33 2 D247 NO 9 N12 7 D307 N i l N23 7
D188 NO 6 N34 8 D 248 NO 9 N13 4 D 308 N i l N24 10
D189 NO 6 N35 7 D249 NO 9 N14 3 D 309 N i l N25 6
D190 NO 7 NO 8 4 D 250 NO 9 N15 6 D 310 N i l N26 10
D191 NO 7 NO 9 3 D 251 NO 9 N16 4 D311 N i l N27 4
D192 NO 7 N IO 1 D252 NO 9 N17 2 D 312 N i l N28 8
D193 NO 7 N i l 7 D253 NO 9 N18 3 D 313 N i l N29 8
D194 N07 N12 9 D254 NO 9 N19 4 D314 N i l N30 10
D195 N07 N13 9 D 255 NO 9 N20 5 D315 N i l N31 7
D196 N07 N14 3 D 256 NO 9 N21 6 D 316 N i l N32 10
D197 N07 N15 8 D257 NO 9 N22 4 D 317 N i l N33 6
D198 N07 N16 8 D 258 NO 9 N23 5 D 318 N i l N34 9
D199 NO 7 N17 5 D259 NO 9 N24 9 D 319 N i l N35 7
D200 NO 7 N18 2 D260 NO 9 N25 10 D 320 N12 N13 9
D201 NO 7 N19 5 D261 NO 9 N26 10 D 321 N12 N14 6
D202 NO 7 N20 7 D262 NO 9 N27 6 D 322 N12 N15 6
D203 NO 7 N21 7 D263 NO 9 N28 5 D 323 N12 N16 4
D204 NO 7 N22 2 D 264 NO 9 N29 8 D 324 N12 N17 4
D205 NO 7 N23 9 D265 NO 9 N30 4 D325 N12 N18 1
D206 NO 7 N24 10 D266 NO 9 N31 9 D 326 N12 N19 3
D207 NO 7 N25 3 D 267 NO 9 N32 1 D 327 N12 N20 1
D208 NO 7 N26 4 D 268 NO 9 N33 7 D328 N12 N21 10
D209 NO 7 N27 8 D 269 NO 9 N34 10 D 329 N12 N22 1
D210 NO 7 N28 9 D 270 NO 9 N35 9 D 330 N12 N23 6
D211 NO 7 N29 8 D 271 N IO N i l 7 D331 N12 N24 3
D212 NO 7 N30 6 D 272 N IO N12 3 D 332 N12 N25 2
D213 NO 7 N31 7 D273 N IO N13 1 D 333 N12 N26 5
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APPENDIX B -  Network Demand Files

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N IT S
D334 N12 N27 8 D 394 N15 N24 10 D 454 N18 N30 2
D335 N12 N28 2 D 395 N15 N25 10 D 455 N 18 N31 3
D336 N12 N29 10 D 396 N15 N26 10 D 456 N 18 N32 6
D 337 N12 N30 5 D 397 N15 N27 2 D457 N 18 N33 3
D 338 N12 N31 7 D 398 N15 N28 5 D 458 N 18 N34 10
D 339 N12 N32 8 D 399 N15 N29 3 D459 N 18 N35 8
D 340 N12 N33 2 D 400 N15 N30 5 D460 N19 N20 6
D 341 N12 N34 10 D 401 N15 N31 7 D461 N19 N21 2
D 342 N12 N35 10 D 402 N15 N32 7 D462 N19 N22 6
D343 N13 N14 2 D403 N15 N33 6 D463 N19 N23 6
D 344 N13 N15 4 D 404 N15 N34 10 D464 N19 N24 2
D 345 N13 N 16 7 D 405 N15 N35 3 D465 N19 N25 8
D 346 N13 N17 4 D 406 N16 N17 10 D466 N19 N26 2
D347 N13 N18 2 D 407 N16 N18 4 D467 N19 N27 6
D 348 N13 N19 7 D 408 N16 N19 4 D468 N19 N28 5
D 349 N13 N20 5 D 409 N16 N20 6 D469 N19 N29 7
D 350 N13 N 21 7 D 410 N16 N21 9 D 470 N19 N30 5
D 351 N13 N22 8 D 411 N16 N22 8 D 471 N 19 N31 4
D352 N13 N23 5 D 412 N16 N23 5 D472 N19 N32 4
D353 N13 N24 2 D 413 N16 N24 3 D473 N19 N33 3
D 354 N13 N25 7 D 414 N16 N25 5 D 474 N19 N34 10
D355 N13 N26 5 D 415 N16 N26 10 D 475 N19 N35 10
D 356 N13 N27 2 D 416 N16 N27 10 D 476 N20 N21 3
D357 N13 N28 10 D 417 N16 N28 10 D477 N20 N22 10
D 358 N13 N29 6 D 418 N16 N29 2 D 478 N20 N23 4
D359 N13 N30 8 D 419 N16 N30 6 D479 N20 N24 8
D360 N13 N31 10 D 420 N16 N31 8 D480 N20 N25 2
D 361 N13 N32 3 D 421 N16 N32 9 D 481 N20 N26 5
D362 N13 N33 4 D 422 N16 N33 4 D482 N20 N27 3
D363 N13 N34 4 D 423 N16 N34 1 D483 N20 N28 8
D364 N13 N 35 6 D 424 N16 N35 6 D 484 N 20 N29 6
D365 N14 N15 8 D 425 N17 N18 8 D 485 N 20 N30 3
D366 N14 N 16 1 D 426 N17 N19 1 D486 N20 N31 9
D367 N14 N17 4 D 427 N17 N20 6 D487 N 20 N32 6
D368 N14 N 18 8 D 428 N17 N21 9 D 488 N20 N33 5
D 369 N14 N19 5 D 429 N17 N22 7 D489 N 20 N34 3
D 370 N14 N20 10 D 430 N17 N23 4 D490 N 20 N35 1
D371 N14 N21 9 D 431 N17 N24 5 D 491 N 21 N22 1
D 372 N14 N22 8 D 432 N17 N25 5 D492 N 21 N23 7
D 373 N14 N23 10 D433 N17 N26 3 D493 N 21 N24 10
D 374 N 14 N24 3 D 434 N17 N27 5 D494 N 21 N25 7
D 375 N 14 N25 6 D 435 N17 N28 10 D495 N 21 N26 7
D 376 N 14 N26 2 D 436 N17 N29 7 D496 N 21 N27 6
D 377 N 14 N27 7 D 437 N17 N30 1 D497 N 21 N28 1
D 378 N 14 N28 10 D 438 N17 N31 10 D498 N 21 N29 3
D 379 N 14 N29 2 D 439 N17 N32 9 D499 N 21 N30 6
D 380 N 14 N30 7 D 440 N17 N33 2 D500 N 21 N31 5
D 381 N 14 N31 10 D 441 N17 N34 9 D 501 N 21 N32 6
D 382 N14 N32 4 D 442 N17 N35 7 D502 N 21 N33 10
D383 N14 N33 9 D 443 N18 N19 1 D503 N 21 N34 6
D 384 N14 N34 6 D 444 N18 N20 4 D504 N 21 N35 10
D 385 N14 N35 8 D 445 N18 N21 1 D505 N22 N23 5
D 386 N15 N16 6 D 446 N18 N22 8 D506 N22 N24 6
D 387 N15 N17 6 D 447 N18 N23 3 D507 N22 N25 7
D 388 N15 N18 8 D 448 N18 N24 3 D508 N22 N26 8
D 389 N15 N19 2 D 449 N18 N25 2 D509 N22 N27 7
D 390 N15 N20 5 D 450 N18 N26 10 D510 N22 N28 1
D 391 N15 N 21 5 D 451 N18 N27 2 D 511 N22 N29 8
D392 N15 N 22 9 D 452 N18 N28 1 D512 N22 N30 5
D393 N15 N23 2 D 453 N18 N29 4 D513 N22 N31 3
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DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N ITS
D 514 N22 N 32 1 D 542 N25 N27 7 D 570 N28 N31 3
D 515 N22 N 33 2 D 543 N25 N28 1 D 571 N28 N32 7
D 516 N22 N 34 7 D 544 N25 N29 5 D 572 N28 N33 6
D 517 N22 N 35 7 D 545 N25 N30 10 D 573 N28 N34 1
D 518 N23 N 24 5 D 546 N25 N31 4 D 574 N28 N35 9
D 519 N23 N 25 3 D 547 N25 N32 10 D 575 N29 N30 6
D 520 N23 N 26 10 D 548 N25 N33 10 D 576 N 29 N31 5
D 521 N23 N 27 8 D 549 N25 N34 3 D 577 N29 N32 5
D 522 N23 N 28 3 D 550 N25 N35 9 D 578 N29 N33 10
D 523 N23 N 29 9 D 551 N26 N27 9 D 579 N29 N34 9
D 524 N23 N 30 2 D 552 N26 N28 5 D 580 N29 N35 2
D 525 N23 N 31 3 D 553 N26 N29 9 D 581 N30 N31 3
D 526 N23 N 32 6 D 554 N26 N30 3 D 582 N 30 N32 6
D 527 N23 N33 3 D 555 N26 N31 6 D 583 N30 N33 5
D 528 N23 N 34 6 D 556 N26 N32 7 D 584 N 30 N34 2
D 529 N23 N 35 7 D 557 N26 N33 3 D 585 N 30 N35 2
D 530 N 24 N 25 3 D 558 N26 N34 6 D 586 N31 N32 6
D 531 N24 N 26 7 D 559 N26 N35 1 D 587 N 31 N33 5
D 532 N24 N 27 10 D 560 N27 N28 9 D 588 N31 N34 7
D 533 N24 N 28 9 D 561 N27 N29 3 D 589 N31 N35 6
D 534 N24 N 29 3 D 562 N27 N30 2 D 590 N32 N33 9
D 535 N24 N 30 6 D 563 N27 N31 7 D 591 N32 N34 8
D 536 N24 N 31 1 D 564 N27 N32 4 D 592 N32 N35 3
D 537 N24 N 32 8 D 565 N27 N33 6 D 593 N33 N34 7
D 538 N24 N 33 6 D 566 N27 N34 2 D 594 N33 N35 7
D 539 N24 N 34 6 D 567 N27 N35 10 D 595 N 34 N35 6
D 540 N24 N 35 4 D 568 N28 N29 8
D 541 N25 N 26 7 D 569 N28 N30 3
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B.6 40 n80s 1 N etw o rk  Fa m ily
NAME: 4 0 n 8 0 s l
DATE LAST M O D IF IE D : W ed nesd ay , J u l y  1 1 , 2 0 0 1  9 : 3 8 : 3 6  AM MDT 
M O D IF IE D  BY: M e s h B u i ld e r (c )

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D1 N01 NO 2 2
D2 N01 NO 3 1
D3 N01 NO 4 6
D4 N01 NO 5 10
D5 N01 NO 6 7
D6 N01 NO 7 3
D7 N01 NO 8 7
D8 N01 NO 9 2
D9 N01 N IO 10
DIO N01 N i l 7
D l l N01 N12 9
D12 N01 N13 5
D13 N01 N14 4
D14 N01 N15 4
D15 N01 N16 2
D16 N01 N17 2
D17 N01 N18 9
D18 N01 N19 5
D19 N01 N20 4
D20 N01 N21 10
D21 N01 N22 4
D22 N01 N23 5
D23 N01 N24 5
D24 N01 N25 2
D25 N01 N26 6
D26 N01 N27 8
D27 N01 N28 8
D28 N01 N29 7
D29 N01 N30 2
D30 N01 N31 10
D31 N01 N32 5
D32 N01 N33 10
D33 N01 N34 1
D34 N01 N35 5
D35 N01 N36 5
D36 N01 N37 3
D37 N01 N38 7
D38 N01 N39 10
D39 N01 N40 7
D40 NO 2 NO 3 9
D41 NO 2 NO 4 7
D42 NO 2 NO 5 1
D43 NO 2 NO 6 6
D44 NO 2 NO 7 1
D45 NO 2 NO 8 4
D46 NO 2 NO 9 5
D47 NO 2 N IO 7
D48 NO 2 N i l 6
D49 NO 2 N12 4
D50 NO 2 N13 7
D51 NO 2 N14 2

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D52 NO 2 N 15 3
D53 NO 2 N 16 8
D54 N02 N17 5
D55 NO 2 N 18 8
D56 N02 N 19 4
D57 NO 2 N20 2
D58 NO 2 N 21 3
D59 N02 N22 8
D60 N02 N 23 2
D61 N02 N 24 2
D62 N02 N 25 8
D63 NO 2 N 26 6
D64 N02 N 27 7
D65 NO 2 N 28 2
D66 N02 N 29 4
D67 NO 2 N 30 1
D68 NO 2 N 31 8
D69 NO 2 N 32 7
D70 NO 2 N33 4
D71 NO 2 N 34 7
D72 NO 2 N 35 4
D73 NO 2 N 36 1
D74 NO 2 N 37 3
D75 NO 2 N 38 9
D76 NO 2 N 39 9
D77 N02 N40 1
D78 NO 3 NO 4 3
D79 NO 3 NO 5 10
D80 NO 3 NO 6 6
D81 N03 NO 7 3
D82 NO 3 NO 8 5
D83 NO 3 NO 9 3
D84 NO 3 N IO 2
D85 NO 3 N i l 2
D86 N03 N 12 3
D87 NO 3 N13 10
D88 NO 3 N14 9
D89 NO 3 N15 5
D90 N03 N 16 9
D91 N03 N17 10
D92 NO 3 N 18 1
D93 NO 3 N 19 6
D94 NO 3 N 20 2
D95 NO 3 N 21 8
D96 NO 3 N22 7
D97 NO 3 N23 1
D98 NO 3 N 24 2
D99 NO 3 N 25 3
D 100 NO 3 N26 6
D 101 NO 3 N27 5
D 102 NO 3 N 28 1

DEMAND 0 D U N IT S
D103 NO 3 N29 7
D 104 NO 3 N30 9
D IO  5 NO 3 N31 9
D 106 N03 N32 1
D 107 NO 3 N33 4
D 108 NO 3 N34 3
D 109 NO 3 N35 4
D U O N 03 N 36 1
D i l l NO 3 N37 10
D 112 NO 3 N38 4
D113 NO 3 N39 1
D 114 NO 3 N40 9
D 115 NO 4 NO 5 2
D 116 NO 4 NO 6 7
D 117 N 04 NO 7 1
D 118 NO 4 NO 8 2
D 119 NO 4 NO 9 5
D 120 NO 4 N IO 4
D 121 N 04 N i l 1
D 122 N 04 N12 9
D123 NO 4 N13 4
D 124 N 04 N14 3
D 125 NO 4 N15 9
D 126 NO 4 N16 7
D127 N 04 N17 7
D 128 NO 4 N18 6
D 129 N 04 N19 9
D 130 N 04 N20 10
D 131 N 04 N 21 6
D132 N 04 N22 2
D133 NO 4 N23 7
D 134 N 04 N24 1
D 135 N 04 N25 3
D 136 N 04 N26 9
D 137 N 04 N27 7
D 138 N 04 N28 6
D 139 N 04 N29 10
D 140 N 04 N30 8
D 141 N 04 N31 8
D 142 N 04 N32 3
D 143 N 04 N33 9
D 144 N 04 N34 9
D 145 N 04 N35 9
D 146 N 04 N36 6
D 147 N 04 N37 2
D 148 N 04 N38 4
D 149 N 04 N39 7
D 150 NO 4 N40 7
D 151 NO 5 NO 6 7
D 152 NO 5 N07 3
D 153 NO 5 NO 8 10
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DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N ITS
D 154 NO 5 NO 9 4 D 214 NO 6 N35 8 D 274 NO 8 N30 8
D 155 NO 5 N IO 1 D 215 NO 6 N36 8 D 275 NO 8 N31 2
D 156 NO 5 N i l 9 D 216 NO 6 N37 5 D 276 NO 8 N32 5
D 157 NO 5 N12 8 D 217 NO 6 N38 10 D 277 NO 8 N33 1
D 158 NO 5 N13 9 D 218 NO 6 N39 5 D 278 NO 8 N34 10
D 159 N 05 N14 3 D 219 NO 6 N40 3 D 279 NO 8 N35 8
D 160 NO 5 N15 8 D 220 NO 7 NO 8 7 D 280 NO 8 N36 1
D 161 NO 5 N16 3 D 221 NO 7 NO 9 6 D 281 NO 8 N37 1
D162 NO 5 N17 1 D222 NO 7 N IO 8 D 282 NO 8 N38 10
D 163 NO 5 N18 4 D223 NO 7 N i l 6 D 283 NO 8 N39 1
D 164 NO 5 N19 5 D 224 NO 7 N12 1 D284 NO 8 N40 5
D 165 NO 5 N20 8 D 225 NO 7 N13 9 D285 NO 9 NIO 5
D 166 NO 5 N21 1 D 226 NO 7 N14 8 D 286 NO 9 N i l 9
D167 NO 5 N22 5 D227 NO 7 N15 7 D287 NO 9 N12 10
D 168 NO 5 N23 9 D 228 NO 7 N16 8 D 288 NO 9 N13 2
D169 NO 5 N24 5 D 229 NO 7 N17 5 D 289 NO 9 N14 8
D 170 NO 5 N25 2 D 230 NO 7 N18 2 D 290 N 09 N15 9
D 171 NO 5 N26 3 D 231 NO 7 N19 6 D 291 NO 9 N16 4
D 172 NO 5 N27 1 D 232 NO 7 N20 2 D292 NO 9 N17 5
D 173 NO 5 N28 10 D 233 N07 N21 4 D293 NO 9 N18 3
D 174 NO 5 N29 8 D 234 N07 N22 3 D 294 NO 9 N19 10
D 175 NO 5 N30 2 D 235 N07 N23 5 D 295 NO 9 N20 6
D 176 NO 5 N31 5 D 236 N07 N24 7 D 296 NO 9 N21 9
D 177 N05 N32 4 D 237 N07 N25 8 D 297 NO 9 N22 5
D 178 NO 5 N33 5 D 238 NO 7 N26 10 D 298 NO 9 N23 9
D 179 NO 5 N34 9 D 239 N07 N27 2 D 299 NO 9 N24 1
D 180 NO 5 N35 10 D 240 N07 N28 3 D 300 NO 9 N25 8
D 181 NO 5 N36 7 D 241 NO 7 N29 7 D 301 NO 9 N26 2
D 182 NO 5 N37 6 D 242 N07 N30 1 D 302 NO 9 N27 8
D 183 N05 N38 2 D 243 N07 N31 4 D303 NO 9 N28 4
D 184 NO 5 N39 7 D 244 N07 N32 6 D 304 NO 9 N29 8
D 185 NO 5 N40 6 D 245 N07 N33 9 D 305 NO 9 N30 10
D 186 NO 6 N07 10 0 2 4 6 N07 N34 6 D 306 NO 9 N31 4
D 187 NO 6 NO 8 7 D 247 N07 N35 1 D307 NO 9 N32 5
D 188 NO 6 NO 9 1 D 248 N07 N36 6 D 308 NO 9 N33 9
D 189 NO 6 N IO 2 D 249 N07 N37 7 D 309 NO 9 N34 2
D 190 NO 6 N i l 9 D 250 N07 N 38 6 D 310 NO 9 N35 1
D 191 NO 6 N12 1 D 251 N07 N39 3 D 311 NO 9 N36 2
D 192 NO 6 N13 6 D 252 N07 N40 9 D312 NO 9 N37 7
D 193 NO 6 N14 9 D253 NO 8 NO 9 5 D313 NO 9 N38 7
D 194 NO 6 N15 9 D 254 NO 8 N IO 9 D 314 NO 9 N39 2
D 195 NO 6 N16 4 D 255 NO 8 N i l 1 D 315 NO 9 N40 4
D 196 NO 6 N17 9 D 256 NO 8 N12 3 D 316 N IO N i l 4
D 197 NO 6 N18 6 D 257 NO 8 N13 3 D 317 N IO N12 9
D 198 NO 6 N19 1 D 258 NO 8 N14 3 D 318 N IO N13 3
D 199 NO 6 N20 5 D 259 NO 8 N15 2 D 319 N IO N14 6
D 200 NO 6 N21 6 0 2 6 0 NO 8 N16 9 D 320 N IO N15 5
D 201 NO 6 N22 4 0 2 6 1 NO 8 N17 4 D 321 N IO N16 1
D 202 NO 6 N23 1 0 2 6 2 NO 8 N18 7 D 322 N IO N17 6
D 203 NO 6 N24 9 D263 NO 8 N19 8 D323 N IO N18 7
D 204 NO 6 N25 9 0 2 6 4 NO 8 N20 9 D 324 N IO N19 3
D 205 NO 6 N26 5 0 2 6 5 NO 8 N21 6 D 325 N IO N20 4
D 206 NO 6 N27 5 0 2 6 6 NO 8 N22 4 D 326 N IO N21 9
D 207 NO 6 N28 8 D 267 NO 8 N23 9 D 327 N IO N22 1
D 208 NO 6 N29 3 0 2 6 8 NO 8 N24 3 D 328 N IO N23 10
D 209 NO 6 N30 4 D 269 NO 8 N25 10 D 329 N IO N24 2
D 210 NO 6 N31 8 D 270 NO 8 N26 1 D 330 N IO N25 8
D 211 NO 6 N32 1 D 271 NO 8 N27 1 D 331 N IO N26 2
D 212 NO 6 N33 4 D272 NO 8 N28 4 D 332 N IO N27 5
D 213 NO 6 N34 3 D 273 NO 8 N29 6 D333 N IO N28 1
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DEMAND O D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND 0 D U N ITS
D 334 N IO N29 1 D 394 N12 N32 7 D 454 N14 N39 2
D 335 N IO N30 10 D 395 N12 N33 4 D 455 N14 N40 5
D 336 N IO N31 6 D 396 N12 N34 2 D 456 N15 N16 10
D 337 N IO N32 5 D 397 N12 N35 9 D 457 N15 N17 4
D 338 N IO N33 1 D 398 N12 N36 9 D 458 N15 N18 9
D 339 N IO N34 9 D 399 N12 N37 9 D 459 N15 N19 4
D 340 N IO N35 4 D 400 N12 N38 7 D460 N15 N20 8
D 341 N IO N36 10 D 401 N12 N39 7 D461 N15 N21 8
D 342 N IO N37 3 D 402 N12 N40 10 D 462 N15 N22 8
D 343 N IO N38 4 D 403 N13 N14 9 D463 N15 N23 6
D 344 N IO N39 5 D 404 N13 N15 10 D464 N15 N24 4
D 345 N IO N40 3 D 405 N13 N16 3 D465 N15 N25 1
D 346 N i l N12 3 D 406 N13 N17 3 D 466 N15 N26 8
D 347 N i l N13 1 D 407 N13 N18 10 D467 N15 N27 3
D 348 N i l N14 10 D 408 N13 N19 10 D 468 N15 N28 9
D 349 N i l N15 8 D 409 N13 N20 8 D 469 N15 N29 5
D 350 N i l N16 5 D 410 N13 N21 1 D470 N15 N30 4
D 351 N i l N17 3 D 411 N13 N22 6 D 471 N15 N31 6
D 352 N i l N18 10 D 412 N13 N23 8 D 472 N15 N32 4
D 353 N i l N19 10 D413 N13 N24 4 D473 N15 N33 1
D 354 N i l N20 9 D 414 N13 N25 6 D 474 N15 N34 7
D 355 N i l N21 9 D 415 N13 N26 9 D 475 N15 N35 1
D 356 N i l N22 5 D 416 N13 N27 5 D 476 N15 N36 7
D 357 N i l N23 8 D 417 N13 N28 6 D 477 N 15 N37 9
D 358 N i l N24 7 D 418 N13 N29 2 D 478 N15 N38 4
D 359 N i l N25 9 D 419 N13 N30 10 D 479 N15 N39 3
D 360 N i l N26 7 D 420 N13 N31 1 D 480 N15 N40 7
D 361 N i l N27 4 D 421 N13 N32 8 D 481 N16 N17 5
D 362 N i l N28 10 D422 N13 N33 7 D482 N16 N18 1
D 363 N i l N29 8 D423 N13 N34 4 D483 N16 N19 4
D 364 N i l N30 1 D 424 N13 N35 2 D 484 N16 N20 5
D 365 N i l N31 9 D 425 N13 N36 4 D 485 N16 N21 10
D 366 N i l N32 9 D 426 N13 N37 5 D 486 N16 N22 3
D 367 N i l N33 7 D 427 N13 N38 6 D 487 N 16 N23 2
D 368 N i l N34 6 D 428 N13 N39 4 D 488 N16 N24 7
D 369 N i l N35 2 D 429 N13 N40 10 D 489 N16 N25 10
D 370 N i l N36 2 D 430 N14 N15 3 D 490 N16 N26 7
D 371 N i l N37 2 D 431 N14 N16 3 D 491 N16 N27 6
D372 N i l N38 2 D432 N14 N17 9 D 492 N16 N28 3
D373 N i l N39 7 D433 N14 N18 10 D493 N16 N29 2
D 374 N i l N40 10 D 434 N14 N19 2 D 494 N16 N30 3
D 375 N12 N13 9 D435 N14 N20 1 D 495 N16 N31 6
D 376 N12 N14 7 D 436 N14 N21 4 D 496 N16 N32 7
D 377 N12 N15 9 D437 N14 N22 2 D 497 N 16 N33 8
D 378 N12 N16 4 D 438 N14 N23 10 D 498 N16 N34 3
D 379 N12 N17 8 D439 N14 N24 8 D 499 N 16 N35 4
D 380 N12 N18 2 D440 N14 N25 9 D 500 N 16 N36 8
D 381 N12 N19 7 D 441 N14 N26 5 D 501 N16 N37 7
D 382 N12 N20 10 D442 N14 N27 10 D502 N16 N38 5
D 383 N12 N21 6 D443 N14 N28 7 D 503 N16 N39 6
D 384 N12 N22 1 D 444 N14 N29 2 D 504 N 16 N40 2
D 385 N 12 N23 4 D445 N14 N30 10 D 505 N 17 N18 6
D 386 N 12 N24 1 D 446 N14 N31 1 D 506 N 17 N19 2
D 387 N12 N25 6 D447 N14 N32 2 D 507 N17 N20 4
D 388 N 12 N26 4 D 448 N14 N33 1 D 508 N 17 N21 4
D 389 N12 N27 7 D449 N14 N34 9 D 509 N 17 N22 3
D 390 N 12 N28 5 D 450 N14 N35 8 D 510 N 17 N23 7
D 391 N12 N29 3 D 451 N14 N36 10 D 511 N17 N24 8
D 392 N12 N30 8 D452 N14 N37 3 D 512 N17 N25 7
D 393 N12 N31 5 D453 N14 N38 1 D 513 N17 N26 7
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DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N IT S
D 514 N17 N27 4 D 574 N20 N 24 4 D 634 N23 N30 5
D 515 N17 N 28 9 D 575 N20 N25 8 D 635 N23 N31 10
D 516 N17 N 29 9 D 576 N20 N26 3 D 636 N23 N32 9
D 517 N17 N30 7 D 577 N20 N27 2 D 637 N23 N33 4
D 518 N17 N 31 2 D 578 N20 N28 3 D 638 N23 N34 10
D 519 N17 N32 2 D 579 N20 N29 1 D 639 N23 N35 6
D 520 N17 N33 10 D 580 N20 N30 8 D 640 N23 N36 5
D 521 N17 N 34 2 D 581 N20 N 31 9 D 641 N23 N37 8
D 522 N17 N35 9 D 582 N20 N32 8 D 642 N23 N38 9
D 523 N17 N36 1 D583 N20 N33 7 D 643 N23 N39 5
D 524 N17 N 37 8 D 584 N20 N34 2 D 644 N23 N40 3
D 525 N17 N38 6 D 585 N20 N35 5 D 645 N 24 N25 3
D 526 N17 N39 2 D 586 N20 N36 3 D 646 N 24 N26 10
D 527 N17 N40 4 D 587 N20 N37 2 D 647 N 24 N27 3
D 528 N18 N 19 8 D 588 N20 N38 5 D 648 N 24 N28 7
D 529 N18 N 20 1 D 589 N20 N39 6 D 649 N24 N29 1
D 530 N18 N 21 3 D 590 N20 N 40 7 D 650 N 24 N30 5
D 531 N18 N22 8 D 591 N21 N22 8 D 651 N 24 N31 1
D 532 N18 N23 9 D 592 N21 N23 9 D 652 N24 N32 6
D 533 N18 N 24 2 D 593 N21 N24 2 D 653 N 24 N33 1
D 534 N18 N 25 5 D 594 N21 N25 6 D 654 N 24 N 34 1
D 535 N18 N 26 6 D 595 N21 N26 9 D 655 N 24 N 35 4
D 536 N18 N 27 5 D 596 N21 N27 5 D 656 N 24 N 36 3
D 537 N18 N 28 1 D 597 N21 N28 7 D 657 N 24 N37 5
D 538 N18 N 29 10 D 598 N21 N29 5 D 658 N 24 N38 5
D 539 N18 N 30 10 D 599 N21 N30 8 D 659 N 24 N39 4
D 540 N18 N 31 7 D 600 N21 N 31 9 D 660 N 24 N40 6
D 541 N18 N 32 7 D 601 N21 N32 6 D 661 N 25 N26 9
D 542 N18 N33 10 D 602 N21 N33 5 D 662 N 25 N27 7
D 543 N18 N 34 7 D 603 N21 N34 6 D 663 N 25 N 28 6
D 544 N18 N 35 8 D 604 N21 N35 3 D 664 N 25 N29 1
D 545 N18 N 36 1 D 605 N21 N36 5 D 665 N 25 N30 7
D 546 N18 N 37 2 D 606 N21 N37 4 D 666 N 25 N 31 3
D 547 N18 N 38 8 D 607 N21 N38 6 D 667 N 25 N32 6
D 548 N18 N 39 4 D 608 N21 N39 5 D 668 N 25 N33 7
D 549 N18 N 40 4 D 609 N21 N40 3 D 669 N 25 N34 2
D 550 N19 N 20 3 D 610 N22 N23 7 D 670 N 25 N35 8
D 551 N19 N 21 7 D 611 N22 N24 2 D 671 N 25 N36 6
D552 N19 N 22 3 D 612 N22 N25 6 D 672 N 25 N37 4
D553 N19 N23 10 D 613 N22 N26 6 D 673 N 25 N 38 10
D 554 N19 N 24 8 D 614 N22 N27 9 D 674 N 25 N39 2
D 555 N19 N 25 10 D 615 N22 N28 10 D 675 N 25 N40 6
D 556 N19 N 26 2 D 616 N22 N29 1 D 676 N 26 N27 1
D 557 N19 N27 3 D 617 N22 N30 8 D 677 N 26 N 28 2
D 558 N19 N 28 5 D 618 N22 N31 5 D 678 N 26 N29 10
D 559 N19 N29 6 D 619 N22 N32 4 D 679 N 26 N30 10
D 560 N19 N 30 5 D 620 N22 N33 7 D 680 N 26 N31 9
D 561 N19 N 31 6 D 621 N22 N 34 3 D 681 N 26 N32 10
D 562 N19 N32 6 D 622 N22 N35 2 D 682 N 26 N33 6
D 563 N19 N33 4 D 623 N22 N36 9 D 683 N 26 N34 4
D 564 N19 N 34 2 D 624 N22 N37 6 D 684 N 26 N35 5
D 565 N19 N 35 6 D 625 N22 N 38 2 D 685 N 26 N36 9
D 566 N19 N 36 2 D 626 N22 N 39 3 D 686 N 26 N37 8
D 567 N19 N 37 8 D 627 N22 N 40 8 D 687 N 26 N 38 6
D 568 N19 N 38 7 D 628 N23 N 24 8 D 688 N 26 N39 10
D 569 N19 N 39 3 D 629 N23 N 25 10 D 689 N 26 N40 8
D 570 N19 N 40 3 D 630 N23 N 26 5 D 690 N 27 N 28 8
D 571 N20 N 21 9 D 631 N23 N27 3 D 691 N 27 N29 6
D 572 N20 N 22 2 D 632 N23 N28 1 D 692 N 27 N30 7
D 573 N20 N23 4 D 633 N23 N29 6 D 693 N 27 N 31 10
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DEMAND 0 D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N IT S DEMAND O D U N IT S
D 694 N27 N32 1 D 724 N29 N39 7 D 754 N33 N35 7
D 695 N27 N 33 5 D 725 N29 N40 10 D 755 N33 N36 10
D 696 N27 N 34 10 D 726 N30 N31 4 D 756 N33 N37 9
D 697 N27 N 35 7 D 727 N30 N32 5 D 757 N33 N38 8
D 698 N 27 N 36 7 D 728 N30 N33 3 D 758 N33 N39 4
D 699 N27 N37 8 D 729 N30 N34 6 D 759 N33 N40 10
D 700 N27 N 38 6 D 730 N30 N35 1 D 760 N34 N35 10
D 701 N27 N 39 10 D 731 N30 N36 10 D 761 N34 N36 3
D 702 N27 N 40 8 D 732 N30 N37 1 D 762 N34 N37 8
D 703 N28 N 29 10 D 733 N30 N38 8 D 763 N34 N38 9
D 704 N28 N30 1 D 734 N30 N39 6 D 764 N 34 N 39 3
D 705 N 28 N 31 6 D 735 N30 N40 5 D 765 N34 N40 8
D 706 N28 N32 1 D 736 N31 N32 6 D 766 N35 N 36 1
D 707 N28 N33 9 D 737 N31 N33 4 D 767 N35 N37 1
D 708 N28 N 34 6 D 738 N31 N34 3 D 768 N 35 N38 4
D 709 N28 N 35 10 D 739 N31 N35 5 D 769 N35 N39 5
D 710 N 28 N 36 9 D 740 N 31 N36 5 D 770 N 35 N 40 1
D 711 N 28 N37 4 D 741 N31 N37 8 D 771 N36 N37 6
D 712 N28 N 38 5 D 742 N 31 N38 4 D 772 N36 N38 5
D 713 N28 N39 4 D 743 N31 N39 10 D773 N36 N39 7
D 714 N28 N 40 3 D 744 N31 N40 4 D 774 N 36 N40 3
D 715 N 29 N 30 4 D 745 N32 N33 1 D 775 N37 N38 5
D 716 N 29 N 31 3 D 746 N32 N34 2 D 776 N 37 N39 8
D717 N29 N32 6 D 747 N32 N35 3 D777 N37 N40 5
D 718 N29 N33 3 D 748 N32 N36 3 D 778 N38 N39 10
D 719 N 29 N 34 4 D 749 N32 N37 3 D 779 N38 N40 9
D 720 N 29 N 35 6 D 750 N32 N38 4 D 780 N 39 N40 5
D 721 N 29 N 36 9 D 751 N32 N39 9
D 722 N29 N37 10 D 752 N32 N40 7
D 723 N29 N38 6 D 753 N33 N34 10
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